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Preface
This volume documents the European ScienceMath project. It summarises its background,
work in the project and results. It relates to the development and research activities and
includes interdisciplinary teaching modules between maths and science. Its development
was the main objective of the project.
This volume should give an overview as well as a quick insight into the different project
areas. Therefore the chapters are short but touch the main key-words. This should motivate a deeper occupation with the project. More information and more detailed descriptions, more teaching material and background presentations for direct download are available at the project´s website www.sciencemath.ph-gmuend.de and in the referred literature.
The ScienceMath Team, autumn 2009

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects
the views only of the author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
may be made of the information contained therein.
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1

The Project ScienceMath and its Background

1.1

Short Description

The project ScienceMath is an interdisciplinary European co-operation project between
mathematics and sciences. It is supported by the European Commission within programme
Comenius 2.1. Co-operation partners are universities and schools of Germany, Denmark,
Finland and Slovenia. Objective is the development of proven teaching sequences and –
modules that lead to a comprehensive and multidimensional learning of mathematic contents and concepts. The basic idea is to encourage mathematic learning in scientific contexts and activities of the pupils. This is in direct accordance with the OECD requirements.
Here the project offers concrete teaching and learning material to integrate the formal
aspects of the European mathematical lessons into interdisciplinary and applicable contents for the promotion of mathematical literacy.
The basis of the project is an interdisciplinary approach with sciences especially with Physics. The pupils shall experience Mathematics in an appropriate interesting and important
way by the means of extra-mathematical references; learning in interrelations shall contribute to an intuitive mathematic understanding. With the aid of scientific contexts and
methods the gap between formal mathematics and authentic experience shall be closed
and on the other hand the variety of mathematic items shall be experienced.
The theoretic background for this approach is the Realistic Mathematics Education concept
that has been developed at the Freudenthal Institute in the Netherlands. According to this
context related problems are central parts of mathematics which may not only be applications but which shall also lead to a direct debate about mathematic contents and concept
in the context.
Problems to support e.g. the learning of the concept of function shall be posed in a way
that pupils are motivated to comprehend the basic process of a functional context in a
real, authentic and experimental situation.

1.2

The ScienceMath Approach: “Math through Science”

Theoretical background of the ScienceMath Approach is the idea of supporting mathematical learning through physical, biological etc. contents and methods. Sciences offer the possibility for realistic teaching. Concrete physical or biological correlations may initiate
mathematic activities and lead to authentic experiences. Mathematic contents and methods are apprehended in reasonable contexts; reality of pupils may be extended by mathematical understanding. Various realistic references lead to different models and may so
contribute to distinction of conceptual attributes and of different models. The variety of
scientific phenomena allows open terms of references and so self-dependent development
of mathematics. Mathematic items, e.g. the concept of function, may be experienced as
modelling tools. The coherences of meanings and the differing attributes may be detected
within various realistic references.
Scientific experiments are an encouraging approach in interdisciplinary learning of mathematics. The instruction may consist of the following: collecting of data out of the experiment, development and investigation of a mathematic model in different representation
forms and reflection on the mathematic content of the model. Taking experiments as basis
the pupils will have to chose variables and representation forms and set them into correlation. The extension to scientific connections creates a setting for the pupils that challenges justified analyses, authentic experiences and variation between different representation forms. The table e. g. is first of all a model of data collection and becomes later a
model for the discussion about the functional relation between the recorded sizes.
A specific advantage of experiments relates to the learning of mathematic concepts. In
connection e.g. to the concept of function the experimental steps correspond to the dif-
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ferent stages of learning the concept: If a running car is watched while the covered distance is measured at certain points of time the aspect of mapping may be realized. The
aspect of covariation, here: the concurrent change of distance and time, can be experienced by watching the stopwatch while the car is going along a staff.

1.3

Theoretical Background

The main project´s aim is the development of tested teaching modules resp. sequences
according to the ScienceMath Approach. This includes the aim of supporting mathematical
literacy and authentic experiences through interdisciplinary/ cross-curricular teaching.
The ScienceMath modules are evaluated from different perspectives. One evaluation line
focuses on the teaching activities with experiences and systematic observations/research.
Another line stresses the theoretical background and the development of evaluation methods. During the project run a description of the main background concepts could be managed. This took place on the backdrop of international research results and leaded to an
easy module evaluation through operationalising (see 2.2.3).

1.3.1

Mathematical Literacy 1

The international studies about students´ mathematical competencies focus on the term
mathematical literacy as the agreed aim of mathematics education.
“Mathematical literacy is an individual’s capacity to identify and understand the
role that mathematics play in the world, to make well-founded judgements and to
use and engage with mathematics in ways that meet the need of that individual’s
life as a constructive, concerned and reflective citizen.“ (OECD 2006, p. 72)
The conception emphasises the application of mathematics in authentic situations; the
process of mathematisation is central. Students shall structure a problem, translate it into
formal mathematical language, solve it within mathematics and interpret it with respect
to the initial problem. For structuring, solving and interpreting problems mathematical
competencies are necessary. The OECD lists eight competencies: thinking and reasoning,
argumentation, communication, modelling, problem posing and solving, representation,
using symbolic, formal and technical language and operations and use of aids and tools.
The PISA framework was made to test students’ performance in mathematics. Besides
mathematisation, no concrete approaches for teaching mathematics as a contribution to
mathematical literacy can be derived. Schoenfeld (Schoenfeld 2001) calls for “quantitative
literacy” which means “the predilection and ability to make sense of various modes of
mathematical thought and knowledge to make sense of situations we encounter as we
make our way through the world.” It includes confidence with mathematics; a cultural
appreciation of mathematics; the ability to interpret data, to think logically, to make decisions thoughtfully, to make use of mathematics in context; and more. He notes that “the
mathematical skills that will enhance the preparation of those who aspire to careers in
mathematics are the very same skills that will help people become informed and flexible
citizens, workers, and consumers.”
The most explicit definition of general aims in mathematics is done in (Kilpatrick et al.
2001). The authors analysed, how successful learning of mathematics can be characterised and should give hints to teachers and researchers. As a definition/synonym they
chose the term “mathematical proficiency” which fitted the best, in their opinion.
Mathematical proficiency contains five strands, which are interwoven and correlate to
each other. By solving mathematical problems all of these strands can be touched. They
are

1

This chapter summarises the comprehensive exposition in (Zell 2009). For more detailed argumentation see the
original reference.
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•
•
•
•
•

conceptual understanding (comprehension of mathematical concepts, operations, and relations),
procedural fluency (skill in carrying out procedures flexibly, accurately, efficiently, and appropriately),
strategic competence (ability to formulate, represent, and solve mathematical problems),
adaptive reasoning (capacity for logical thought, reflection, explanation,
and justification) and
productive disposition (habitual inclination to see mathematics as sensible,
useful, and worthwhile, coupled with a belief in diligence and one’s own efficacy) (Kilpatrick et al. 2001).

According to (Winter 1995) math lessons should convey three interdependent fundamental
experiences to the students. First they should perceive and understand phenomena, which
(should) concern us all in a specific way. Mathematical items shall be experienced as a
deductive theory and at last they should learn heuristic competencies which can be applied outside of mathematics, too.
In almost every paper applying mathematics and solving problems is mentioned. To solve
problems heuristic thinking is needed. Heuristic thinking is not very strict but plausible
thinking to achieve a solution of a given problem (Polya 1949). It is a typical thinking during a problem solving process. A centre of a conception of mathematical literacy must be
heuristic competencies which allow structured approaches with plausible steps. These approaches should be applicable for inner and outer mathematical contexts. Heuristic thinking is more than schematic application of mathematics since people are aware what they
are doing. It fits very well to a conception of mathematical literacy since it stays on a level
of plausible and logic reasoning and doesn’t contain strict mathematical proofs. To characterize heuristic thinking a list of heuristic competencies follows. They describe heuristic
procedures and the correspondent thinking processes. They are independent of any
mathematical content and may overlap if solving problems. Attributes of heuristic thinking are
• Comprehend information, problem and essential components which include heuristic strategies inductive reasoning, analogies, specialisation, decomposition and
combination, sketches, identifying essential components 2
• Changing within inner mathematical representations
• communicate
• Reflecting and interpreting steps of argumentation and result
• sensible use of aids and tools.
Applying problems with mathematical contents require comprehensive understanding of
mathematical concepts and procedures. If one wants to argument plausibly he needs to
know both meaning of concept or procedure itself and their functional meaning. Mathematical concepts and procedures should therefore be taught in an integrated and functional way. This follows the definition of conceptual understanding in (Kilpatrik et al.
2001). Implicitly this definition also includes teaching concepts multifacetedly. Then students are more likely to recognize, why a mathematical idea is important and in which
contexts it can be applied. From a pedagogical and sociological view it seems to be better
to make conceptual groups than to list containing all mathematical concepts to be mathematically literate. Last would however be given to covering concepts and not to understanding them; on the other hand the needs of a country or culture may differ (Jablonka
2003). The following classification is according to (DOE 2003): Numbers and Operations in
context, Functional relationships, Space, Shape and Measurement and Data handling. This
classification appears useful, since it gives a conceptual framework and doesn’t go into

2

These strategies needn’t be applied on a formal level. If applied on a descriptive level and results are adequate
to a given problem, this will be satisfactory.
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detail. The concepts and procedures needed depend on type of school and the aims of a
community.
The last aspect of this conceptualisation of mathematical literacy is familiarity with deductive reasoning. Math is a strong deductive theory. That’s why mathematically literate
persons should know the main features of this theory and be familiar in deductive reasoning. Argumentation with knowledge already known is equivalent to deductive reasoning in
whatever context. At the latest when contents become abstract and intuitions won’t help
anymore, one needs logical reasoning based on deduction.
Supporting mathematical literacy is a stressed aim in the ScienceMath project. This requires e.g. a definition of mathematical literacy which allows a respective evaluation of
the developed modules. The above given information is seen as a good basis for a comprehensive definition of mathematical literacy, which allows an evaluation of modules and
lessons as well (see 3.1.3).
Summarising (Zell 2009, trans.):
Mathematical literacy can be characterized by three aspects:
1. Heuristic thinking which allows structured and plausible approaches that can be
applied to inner and outer mathematical problems.
2. comprehensive understanding of mathematical concepts and procedures within
the conceptual groups of
• Numbers and Operations in context
• Functional relationships
• Space, Shape and Measurement
• Data handling
3. familiarity with deductive reasoning.

1.3.2

Scientific Literacy

The main objective of the ScienceMath project is the development of teaching modules
that support the learning of mathematics and contribute to mathematical literacy (1.3.1).
Background idea of the ScienceMath Approach is learning mathematics through science
(1.2). I.e. that all the modules contain science, which is more or less central. Against this
background they should contribute to scientific literacy as well.
Scientific literacy according to PISA differentiates three main aspects: knowledge of science, which refers to knowledge about the natural world; knowledge about science, which
refers to the way science works and attitudes toward science. Scientific literacy emphasises applying scientific knowledge using cognitive processes which are typical to scientific
enquiry to “identify questions, acquire new knowledge, explain scientific phenomena and
draw evidence-based conclusions about science-related issues” (PISA). Knowledge of science covers phenomena of physical, living, technology and earth and space systems. The
respective ScienceMath modules concern these aspects (see 4). Knowledge about science
means knowing how science work. Two categories are distinguished: scientific enquiry and
scientific explanations. The way how scientific knowledge is acquired is covered by scientific enquiry; scientific explanations refer to the way data is interpreted and theory is created/referred. Respective ScienceMath modules touch these aspects or could be expanded
in that way.
Major aspects in the conception of scientific literacy are: identifying scientific issues, explaining phenomena scientifically and using scientific evidence. Identifying scientific issues
means comprehending scientific information on given topics; explaining phenomena scientifically is very much related to the aspect of scientific explanations, which is covered in
knowledge about science. And using scientific evidence includes making sense of scientific
findings as evidence for claims and conclusions.
The scientific competencies imply cognitive processes, namely inductive/deductive reasoning, critical and integrated thinking, transforming representations, constructing and com-
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municating arguments and explanations based on data, thinking in terms of models and
using mathematics. Scientifc literacy is also seen as a continuum from less developed to
more developed scientific literacy like mathematical literacy.

1.3.3

Authentic Experiences

We already mentioned that it is an important aim of the ScienceMath project to help to
close the gap between formal mathematics and authentic experiences (1.1). This should be
reached by the use of methods and contents of science. According to PISA authentic contexts mean situations, in which mathematics is used and genuinely direct to a problem to
be solved. This is in contrasts to situations, which are made up to practice mathematics.
For the testing four different contexts are differentiated: personal, educational/occupational, public and scientific. It should be noted that authentic doesn´t intend
to indicate that the items involved in a situation are in some sense genuine and real.

1.3.4

Interdisciplinarity

The ScienceMath Approach is an interdisciplinary approach between mathematics and sciences like physics, but also biology, chemistry and geography. Thus realisation in school
needs knowledge about interdisciplinarity. In the ScienceMath group there is a wide range
of competencies: There are researchers who worked on the theoretical background and
realisation concepts in practice as well as experienced teachers from different subjects
who cooperate interdisciplinary. E.g. the mathematics teachers Rugelj from Slovenia and
Youd from Finland can look back on deep experiences while trying out the ScienceMath
material in close cooperation with the science teachers Golež from Slovenia and Päiivi
from Finland. Furthermore there are long-lasting experiences in interdisciplinarity in inservice teacher education (Merenluoto, Beckmann, Michelsen and Kobal). Further important work of the partners concern the development of a conceptional framework for crosscurricular/ interdisciplinary teaching (Beckmann from Germany) and a training concept for
implementation interdisciplinarity in the classroom (Michelsen from Denmark). This will be
described in 2.

1.4
1.4.1

Areas of Development
Introduction

The modules developed and tested in the ScienceMath project focus especially on
-

Mathematics through every-day-life problems and scientific questions,

-

Modelling Processes and Integrating Mathematics and Sciences,

-

Learning concepts like function and variable through experiments.

1.4.2

Mathematics through Every-Day-Life Problems and Scientific Questions

Relevant modelling activities of real life questions may lead to all mathematic fields.
Within the ScienceMath project interdisciplinary teaching sequences resp. modules concerning different mathematic contexts are developed and tested. Real life impulses concern the universe, nutrition, sound, digital, earthquake, satellite dish, traffic and car motion, light refraction, insurance premia and many many more. The teaching modules consider e.g. experiments to the concept of function and variable, calculus through real-timemeasurements, an integrating sequence concerning the physical phenomenon of refraction
etc. (see 4).
The Module “Parabola between Mathematics and Physics - The Case of the Horizontal
Launch” (Golež) – for example – starts with a real life-problem and a scientific investigation. It is impulsed by the question of the so called “Two coin problem”. That is the question of which of two moving coins will be first on the floor: The coin which will fall down
as a freely falling object or that which will be launched in horizontal direction. After a few
repetitions of an adequate experiment, one will agree, that you can hear only one “clap”,
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i.e. the two coins are falling downwards with equal speed. This leads to the conclusion:
movement of a horizontally thrown object can be split into two. An enhanced experiment
enables to measure quantities which lead to a description of the horizontal part of this
movement: A ball is shot by a spring gun and the movement is analysed through a projection onto a white board (figure 1).
In continuing the teaching module the results of the physical experiments and the physical
discussion motivates an interesting mathematical investigation, which could take place in
different mathematical lessons and relate to concepts from functions (linear, quadratic) to
calculus (e.g. derivative). Mathematics is experienced adequate and in a meaningful manner.

Figure 1
Whiteboard projections of horizontal launch

1.4.3

Modelling Processes and Integrating Mathematics and Sciences

A central approach in research and development of ScienceMath is the idea of “expanding
the domain” (Michelsen 2001) – that is expanding mathematics by integrating e.g. biological and physical procedures, phenomena and contents. By means of interdisciplinary contexts pupils shall develop competencies through mathematising and modelling activities.
Integrated modelling courses are developed and tested.
In the module “Modelling Things in Traffic” – for example – the question “How long is the
duration of the yellow light?” is discussed and answered along different modelling activities (Michelsen & Nielsen, figure 2): The activities start with a verbal model: the students
approach to the question through their own experiences and identify important developing
factors like reaction time of the driver or stopping distance of the brakes. A real model of
the situation is build and discussed with means of a physical model (e.g. force vectors).
This leads to a (simplified) mathematical model, which allows calculations and predictions.
The integration of reality, science and mathematics concludes in concrete measurements
at a crossroad and the evaluation of the own model. Mathematics is learned adequate and
meaningful.
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Figure 2
Model of a cross-road

1.4.4

Learning concepts like function and variable through experiments

One line of the ScienceMath project follows up the approach of supporting the learning of
the concept of function and variable through experimental activities (Beckmann, Päivi,
Zell and more). For this experiments have been developed for different functional contexts
and have been tested in various school forms of lower and early higher secondary school.
The experiments are composed in a way that the requested material, the structure and the
performance are simple and uncomplicated and can therefore be introduced within every
day’s course in mathematics. The experimental and textual work will be stimulated by
worksheets which start always with an impulse from every day life. The experiments can
be introduced in a single experiment e. g. for experimental investigation of certain functional contexts (e. g. proportional, quadratic, inverse proportional etc.) or as stage within
stage learning in order to elaborate selected functional contexts through commonalities or
differences. The experiments however may serve for experience and investigation of functional dependencies and support of functional thinking (in stages with different contexts).
The module series “functional relations” 1, 2 and 3 – for example – support the learning of
the aspects of functions: the correspondence aspect (action layer) is experienced through
the acquisition of data. While dipping in a ball with a special radius into a water jug a corresponding water volume is displaced (figure 3). The covariation aspect (process layer) is
experienced through experimental observations: While the time goes by the distance a car
goes arises continuously (figure 4).

Figure 3
Correspondence between radius
of the ball and displaced water

Figure 4
Covariation of time and distance
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2

Interdisciplinarity/ Cross-Curricular Teaching

2.1

About Interdisciplinary Teaching

2.1.1

A Model

This chapter summarises theoretical background ideas about interdisciplinary teaching according to the model developed by Beckmann. The model includes different forms of cooperation, which is seen to be noteworthy – especially for implementation in the classroom. E.g. it offers the chance to start interdisciplinary teaching firstly on a lower level of
cooperation. The whole conceptional framework for cross-curricular teaching is available
as a special issue of the journal “The Montana Mathematics Enthuisiast” at 3
www.math.umt.edu/TMME/vol6supp/TMMEvol6_supplement1_March2009.pdf
A definition, first part:
Cross-curricular/subject-integrative instruction means dealing with a (subject-related
or non-related) topic, in which the subject borders are exceeded and other subjects are
integrated.
The instruction is done in co-operation.
The co-operation can consist of topic- and major subject-related work (TM-Form, level 1),
of parallel topic related work (PT-Form, level 2), of parallel planning work (PP-Form, level
3) and of the planning of joint work (JP-Form, level 4).
It may be example oriented, course oriented or project oriented.
Instructions on levels 1 and 2 is termed cross-curricular, on levels 3 and 4 it is termed subject-integrative.
Explanation:
Cross-curricular teaching:
TM-Form (Topic- and Major Subject –Related Form):
The co-operation starts with the teacher´s realisation that the teaching needs to go beyond the subject/disciplinary boundaries and that the contact and methods of other subjects need to be used. The colleagues from other departments are involved by providing
complementary aspects that consolidate the major or central subject. The area of planning
only extends to certain elements of the other subject or subjects (figure 5). We speak of a
special case if the teacher, who teaches in a cross-curricular way, has a multiple competence.

Figure 5
TM-Form, short characterisation
PT-Form (Parallel Topic-related Form)
Here, several colleagues participate in the group work from the very beginning. The starting points are content that is common to various subjects. The teachers co-ordinate their
teaching contents for the whole year aiming at teaching the common content, if at all pos3

information 16th October 2009, (Beckmann 2009), see also German edition: Beckmann 2003
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sible, at the same time. The emphasis of the co-operation during the school year is in particular on an intensive exchange of ideas and temporal agreements (figure 6).

Figure 6
PT-Form, short characterisation
Subject-integrative Teaching
PP-Form (Parallel Planning Form)
The collaboration of a team of teachers is motivated by a teaching topic that can/has to
be dealt with jointly in many subjects. Here, the teachers plan the units jointly; they are
in constant contact with each other exchanging ideas. It is also possible the coordination
and her subject then becomes the major one. The intensive exchanges during the planning
relate to the content, the methods and the objectives, the competencies to be acquired by
the students but also the implementation of the organisation.
In the planning, at least one adjournment or exchange of subjects must be taken into consideration, because it may become necessary in the course of the parallel work that certain subject areas have to be finished first, before the content of another subject can be
worked on (figure 7).

Figure 7
PP-Form, short characterisation
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JP-Form (Joint Planning Form)
At the highest level of co-operation, the planning is done so closely that the complete instruction is done in group work. Planned group work is the most complex form of cooperation and an essential extension of the forms of co-operation. The framework for the
instruction is a topic or topic area that can only be mastered comprehensively in collaboration with several subjects. Typically, there are longer phases, in which some of the subjects involved do not play a clear role. On the other hand, however, all subjects are constantly and equally involved in the planning, so that, in principal, the special case of a coordination through a major subject is irrelevant (figure 8)

Figure 8
JP-Form, short characterisation
A definition, second part
Exceeding subject borders results in contact with other subjects. Here, common interest
(Idiosyncratic Aspects) but also alien interests (Alien-ness) meet. They may be related by
making use of the alien aspects, by integrating the alien aspects or by mixing subject and
alien aspects.
Explanation:
On the Term Idiosyncratic Aspects (IA)
Starting from a certain subject, the term idiosyncratic aspect denotes the subject areas
(content, methods, objectives etc.) which are validated by the subject´s didactic principles. These may be general aspects, such as the deductive method, but also singular aspects like doing classical geometrical constructions with straightedge and compass.
On the Term Alien Aspects (AA)
Starting again from a particular subject, the term alien aspect refers to the idiosyncratic
aspects of a different subject (co-operating subject), which differ from the aspects of the
original subject. The differences may be total, e.g. literature as subject material, or may
only concern parts of a common aspect. Alien aspects can thus be recognised by comparing
common aspects. In a co-operation, the idiosyncratic aspects of the individual subjects
become alien aspects as far as they distinguish themselves from those of the co-operating
subject.
In the lessons alien-aspects can be used, integrated or mixed with idiosyncratic aspects. An
example for using aspects is the use of experiments in math teaching. Examples for integration are broaching the subject of common forms of presentation in chemistry and
maths, the description of a tune through vectors in music or learning the construction of
pie charts through the nutrition circle. By mixing the aspects the alien aspects do not just
clash, but they have to be put in relation to each other.
A definition, third part:
The interest in cross-curricular/subject-integrative teaching lies in an enrichment of the
subjects. Here, the interest can orient itself to common aspects or to alien aspects. It may
be oriented to content, methods, competences and ways of thinking, and it may appear in
the form of subject orientation, parallel orientation and comprehensive orientation.
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2.1.2

Research results about Realising Interdisciplinarity

In spring 2009 questionnaires were sent to 180 schools in Baden Württemberg (federal
state in Southern Germany) to ask about their views on interdisciplinary teaching and its
realisation in school. During the same period 10 teachers from 6 different schools were
interviewed (Zell 2010). 184 teachers from 70 different schools have answered the questionnaire. Most of the teachers who participated are in favour of interdisciplinary teaching.
The majority believes that interdisciplinary teaching is a good way to look at a theme from
different views, helps students to a deeper understanding of mathematical concept and
procedures, which can better remembered. Although they appreciate interdisciplinary
teaching, they teach this way only occasionally. If taught interdisciplinary they teach by
themselves most of time. A small minority cooperates with colleagues from other subjects.
They would like to teach it more often, especially they would like to coordinate interdisciplinary themes with colleagues and prepare lessons together if a topic is suitable.
Considering the realisation of interdisciplinary teaching there are major problems in time,
cooperation and education in interdisciplinary teaching. According to the teachers involved
in this survey, most of them said that preparation was time consuming and they didn’t
have enough time for that. Daily routine in schools makes it difficult for cooperation in
school. A big majority thinks that their university education in interdisciplinary teaching
was not appropriate.
Summarising, teachers would like to be helped by their effort in cross-curricular teaching.
This concerns teacher education as well as the daily routine in school. Offering prepared
interdisciplinary teaching material for the direct use as done in the ScienceMath-Project is
one way to promote interdisciplinary teaching. It shows possibilities to teach interdisciplinary, saves time for preparation und may initiate cooperation among teachers (see also
2.2).

2.1.3

Experiences from the Project

According to the different forms of interdisciplinary cooperation different kinds of modules
were developed and tested. We learned that – for a successful cooperation - the relation
between the cooperating teachers is a very important basis. There has to be an acknowledgement about knowledge and competencies of each other. There should be an understanding and agreement about contributing with own aspects and overtaking ideas from
each other. On the other hand the cooperating person has to feel like a real cooperating
person and has to be aware with the module. E.g. in one of the teaching trials the biological teacher was only waiting for her entry and didn´t take own initiative.
For all cooperating teachers interdisciplinarity was a challenge, which leaded to new perspectives. They stressed the value of the scientific part of the mathematical lessons. Some
mentioned initial difficulties to accept and to integrate a different view on a topic; but
looking back they felt enriched. Some teachers were afraid of the time aspect, but they
learned that the ScienceMath-module should not be used additional, but instead of traditional lessons. Teachers pointed out the long-term effects and re-usability at many different mathematical themes during the whole schooldays.
We did not feel that there were differences between the countries in accepting interdisciplinary lessons; more the differences concern the individuality of the teacher. It could be
noticed – perhaps - that there is a longer tradition in open oriented and interdisciplinary
mathematical lessons in Scandinavia than in Eastern European countries; but summarising
we observed the motivating impulse of the ScienceMath- Approach for all.
Last but not least it is a very important result of the ScienceMath project, that the developed modules motivated teachers to try them out and to get into cooperation and integrate interdisciplinarity in the classroom. This concerns European teachers who visited the
ScienceMath-website as well as teachers who participated at teacher trainings. It promises
a continuing European exchange in future.
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2.2
2.2.1

Implementation of Interdisciplinarity in the Classroom
Introduction

The advantages of interdisciplinary lessons can only develop by realising it in the classroom. Central basis for an easy and successful implementation are prepared teaching modules and an implementation concept. The ScienceMath project offers both.

2.2.2

The ScienceMath – Professional Development Concept

Background of the ScienceMath-Professional Development Concept for interdisciplinary
mathematical lessons resp. the framework for a teacher training concept is the positive
evaluated ScienceMath-European teacher training event in Slovenia 2009 (local organisors:
University of Ljubljana and St. Stanislav Institution Ljubljana, Kobal, Golež & Rugelj). The
concept in its whole relates also to ideas of the modelling courses for secondary in-service
teachers in the Master-programme of the University of Southern Denmark (Michelsen 2008).
The
concerning
power-point-presentations
are
www.sciencemath.ph-gmuend.de > teacher training.

available

at

the

website:

The concerning material is summarised in the “module list” (see 4.1), also available on the
website. The module list is a proposal consisting ScienceMath – modules to be offered in a
Teacher Training event.
The Concept:
Structure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Short, middle and variable versions: Consists of E1 (see description below) according to the
interests of the participants, perhaps in combination with other elements
Long term version: Consists of the five Elements E1, E2, E3, E4, E5.
Long term version (with less university presence): Consists of the three Elements
E1, E4, E5
E1: Presentations and workshops at the University – learning the content and material
(ScienceMath-Modules, see detailed description below)
E2: Intervening period – preparing the material for school
E3: Workshop at the University – Discussing the preparation
E4: Intervening period – implementation in the classroom
E5: Seminar at the University – Exchange and improvement discussion

Description of the elements E1, E2, E3, E4, E5 in detail:
Basis Element E 1
The basis element is the starting activity for a long term version, the core of a teacher training
event or the central part of it at the university resp. organising institution. It can be also offered as
one single event (like e.g. in Ljubljana 2009).
Contents, length and intensity can be chosen according to the interests of the participants.
Different possible versions of E1:
Introduction, Presentation/ workshop at the University
Version 1:
Content: background presentation and one or more ScienceMath modules
Duration and kind of activities: afternoon, interactive presentation, discussion, group work, brain
storming
Version 2:
Content: background presentation and one or more ScienceMath modules
Duration and kind of presentation: half or full day, interactive presentation, discussion, group work/
workshop with material, brain storming
Version 3:
Content: background presentation and different ScienceMath modules (individual chose)
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Duration and kind of presentation: one or two days, interactive presentation, discussion, group
work/ workshop with material, brain storming
Version 4: European teacher event
Content: background presentation and different ScienceMath modules (individual chose),
Duration and kind of presentation: one week, interactive presentation, discussion, group work/
workshop with material, brain storming
Examples:
Example for a two day event of version 3:
Day 1
 Welcome – registration and reception

½h

Presentation ScienceMath
See Annex 1: prepared power-point



1h



Introduction into the theme groups
See Annex 2: modules are according to the special offer

¼h



Break: Participants chose groups of special interest

¾h

First group meeting: Introduction into the theme
½h
according to the choice of the presenter
First activities, chosing cooperation partners
1h
______________________________________________________________________________


4h
Day 2
 Welcome - informal exchange

½h

Working in the groups
Getting familiar with the content and material of the module/s

2h



Discussion in the group

½h



Break – lunch



Working in the group: Preparing own working sheets



Working in the group: Arranging all needed equipment for teaching the module in school
resp. writing a ToDo-list and planning the concrete school project; e.g. prepare a table
with room for further remarks
1h



1½h
3h

8½h
Example (positive evaluated ScienceMath PD-event of Ljubljana 2009) of version 4:
Note: The following programme is a proposal and covering the already practiced event. The
offer includes presentations of background ideas, modules, research results and workshops
with material. The selection of the modules can change according to the target group and
their interests. Material from the concrete held event is available on the website
www.sciencemath.ph-gmuend.de > European Teacher Training Event.
Programme
Sunday
Arrival of the Participants for Teacher´s Professional Development
Monday
Time
8-12

Approx.
15 min

Session
Presentation

Theme
Welcome, Introduction
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45 min

Presentation

ScienceMath project presentation: Aims and
Results

30 min

Discussion

Participants introduce themselves

15 min
120 min

Coffee
Presentation

12-14
14-17

Calculus; from physics …
Lunch

180 min

Workshop

17-

… towards mathematics

Visit downtown

Tuesday
Time

8-12

Approx.

Session

30 min

Presentation

Functions and Sounds

60 min

Workshop

Functional relations Part 1: Introduction and
trying the material - a

15 min

Coffee

120 min

Functional relations Part 1: Introduction and
trying the material - b

12-14

Lunch
60 min

14-17

Theme

Workshop

Nutrition Circle, Proportions: Similarity and Allometry

15 min
90 min

Coffee
Workshop

17-

Creating interdisciplinary lessons between math
and science; Part 1
Free

Wednesday
Time

8-12

Approx.

Session

60 min

Presentation

Experiments and concept of variable

90 min

Workshop

Functional relations Part 2: Creating own worksheets

15 min
60 min

Coffee
Workshop

12-14
14-20
(or 13 - 20)

Theme

Creating interdisciplinary lessons between math
and science; Part 2
Lunch

360 min

Excursion
(Workshop)

Measurements in real world – field work incorporated into science teaching excursion

Approx.

Session

Theme

Thursday
Time
8-12

30 min

Presentation

Concept of parallelism and concept of gravity

45 min

Presentation

Fermat meets Pythagoras and Fermat´s Principle

30 min

Presentation

Parabola and Technology

15 min

Coffee
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30 min

Presentation

Students’ discussions about mathematics and
society: Modelling population growth.

60 min

Workshop

Functional relations Part 3: Discussing the module

12-14

Lunch
90 min

14-17

Workshop

Arithmetic mean and car differential

15 min
60 min

Coffee
Presentation

17-

Logarithms
Typical dinner

Friday
Time

8-12

Approx.

Session

Theme

30 min

Presentation

Modelling motion: the case of shooting in water

60 min

Presentation

From coupled pendulum toward Fourier analyses
Coffee

15 min
90 min

Discussion

30 min

Final discussion
Conclusion and farewell

E2
Intervening Period: Preparing the materials for school


The chosen modules are prepared for school: Preparing/ buying the needed equipment,
copy of worksheets etc.



Thinking about a concept of implementation: room, class, cooperation partner etc.



Documentation of experiences and critics

About: 1 month time
E3
Workshop at the University
Day 1
 Welcome – registration




½h

Working in the theme groups:
Exchanging and discussion experiences and material,
If needed: preparing and improving the material for implementation

2½h

Common lunch

1½h
4½h

E4
Intervening Period: Preparing the modules and Teching them at school


The chosen modules are prepared for school: Preparing/ buying the needed equipment,
copy of worksheets etc.



Thinking about a concept of implementation: room, class, cooperation partner etc.



Doing the necessary steps for realisation
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Teaching and implementation at school



Documentation of experiences and critics

About: 8 weeks
E5
Seminar at the University
Day 1
 Welcome – registration and reception

½h

Working in the theme groups:
Presentation of the results/Experiences and discussion

2h



Break: lunch

1h



Working in the group: Discussion , resp. improving the material

1½h



Break: coffee and cake

½h



Exchanging the material between all participants

1h



Plenary: Short Presentation of the modules ideas, concerning important aspects for a successful teaching
1½h



Informal close – time for more exchange and further plannings



Continuing the same way with other modules.
Individual changes are of course possible.

2.2.3

1 h (open)
9 h with open end

Framework “Math and Science under one Roof”

Core of the ScienceMath-Professional Development concept are of course the ScienceMath
modules. The included ideas stimulate cross-curricular lessons, the prepared worksheets
help directly to realise interdisciplinarity in the classroom. The intervening periods of the
PD-concept e.g. offer the possibility for concrete planning and implementing and, if
needed, for assimilation to the specific needs of the class.
But before planning there is the task of chosing a module. The “roof” (Zell 2010, figure 9)
offers a quick overview over a teaching module, especially over the share of science and
math, the potential for mathematical literacy and organisation aspects. Additionally it is
an analysing instrument for ready courses and allows their evaluation (e.g. in respect to
the potential of heuristic competencies etc.).
It follows a description of the “roof”; in 3.2.2 it is described at an example. In Annex 2
you´ll find roofs for the ScienceMath modules.
Description of the “roof” (compare figure 9):
At the very top a short overview of the lesson and the suitable age is given. Then the theme
to be taught is seen in three different views: content, heuristic competencies and organisation.
Looking at the upper parts of the three columns, notes give a quick overview of the mathematical and scientific contents involved, the pre-knowledge required (content), heuristic
competencies touched, way of teaching (heuristic competencies), materials needed and
preparations to be done (organization). The lower parts of the three columns give a deeper
view of these elements mentioned in the upper part. In the column contents interdisciplinary views of the mathematical and scientific concepts are given. For each concept mathematical, common and outer-mathematical aspect of a concept can be described. In the
lower part of the column heuristic competences the heuristic competencies involved are ex-
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emplified, common aspects resp. subject-specific aspects can be mentioned there, too. The
lower part of the column organization shows the portion of math and other teachers involved to communicate and coordinate. The portions give an estimation how much preparation should be done in advance of this lesson. Of course this estimation is quite rough and
depends on the teachers involved. At the very bottom there is space for further comments,
which are seen important for this lesson and don’t match with one of the three columns.

Figure 9
The “roof”: Math and Science under one roof (according to Zell 2010)

2.2.4

Conceptional Conciderations for Benefiting from Interdisciplinary Activities

The objective of cross-curricular teaching must be enrichment. It should lead to a support
in learning contents, methods, special competences or ways of thinking. The decision to
teach in a cross-curricular way must therefore be preceded by an analysis of its objective,
which ensures (to a large extent) that enrichment is part of it. In detail, this requires e.g.
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the consideration that acquiring a subject competence is made easier through alienaspects (2.1.1). This requires, however, a basis for such judgement, such a higher ranking
criteria, that are applicable to the respective individual case. At the same time, the higher
ranking criteria form a rationale for cross-curricular teaching and arise, apart from subject
aspects, from different disciplines such as education, psychology and the theory of science.
We will now present the objectives of cross-curricular teaching. You´ll find an explanation
under
www.math.umt.edu/TMME/vol6supp/TMMEvol6_supplement1_March2009.pdf
where the whole conceptional framework for cross-curricular teaching is published (Beckmann 2009):
Cross-curricular/ interdisciplinary teaching
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

as an opportunity for students´ orientation,
as a field for holistic learning,
as a particular opportunity for motivation,
as field for a new way of thinking,
as an opportunity to reflect on subject-specific methods,
as a “counterpart” to specialisation,
as an (additional) opportunity for learning important basic mental techniques,
as a field in which to experience the social reality of science,
as an aid in integrating and structuring learning,
as a field for the improved practice of general competencies,
as an opportunity to develop ways to deal with heterogeneity,
as a contribution to general education,
as a special opportunity to deal with topical issues,
as a special opportunity to disclose the importance of interdisciplinary co-operation
in the solution of problems,
as an opportunity to solidify subject knowledge,
as an opportunity to experience the particular importance of a given subject,
as a special opportunity to tackle the problems of a particular subject.

To explain e.g. the last point and forge link to the ScienceMath project we relate to
TIMMS/PISA:
“The deficits in the achievement of German high school student compared with
students from countries with higher student achievement are particularly obvious in
tasks that test mathematical-natural science understanding, demand a flexible application of learned material or offer an unusual problem constellation.” (Babtist
1998, p.5)
The weakness show up
• if a flexible connection of several subject areas is required,
• if several steps have to be combined to solve a task,
• if different aspects of a topic are addressed simultaneously,
• if the use of unaccustomed material is required, i.e. terms not used in the accustomed contexts,
• if the construction of complex models is expected. (Neubrand et al. in Wiegand
2000, p. 95).
Organisational and methodological consequences have been drawn from these results. The
ScienceMath modules should help to realise a better and more successful teaching culture.
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3

Development and Research Results

3.1

Conception of the Modules

3.1.1

Involved Subjects

Mathematics has connection to all subjects and fields of reality – or to say it in the sence
of Freudenthal: Mathematics is the core subject which attract objects of other subjects so
that students should plough it like fields which have to be arranged mathematically (Freudenthal 1978).
Of course there is a special connection to science. Sciences and mathematics include similar methods like deductive and inductive thinking. Furthermore the application of mathematics is natural in the sciences, especially in physics. Scientific contents lead to modelling activities in a way mathematics could be experienced meaningful and through typical
mathematical methods.
The ScienceMath teaching modules are prepared for interdisciplinary mathematical lessons
resp. interdisciplinary lessons between science and math. Most of the modules connect
mathematics and physics; but there are also many modules supporting cooperation with
biology (e.g. nutrition circle, paramecia), but also with chemistry (e.g. relation between
math and volume), technics (e.g. arithmetic mean and car differential, parbola and technology) and even geography (e.g. logarithmic function, growth). Most modules start with
an impulse from reality or an experiment carried out in “reality” like real time measurements or measurements at the cross-road. This includes the chance of authentic experiences, linked learning and a meaningful and adequate understanding of mathematics and
its concepts (compare also 1.2).

3.1.2

Teaching Methods

The ScienceMath modules offered in this volume resp. on the project´s website
www.sciencemath.ph-gmuend.de should lead to a new teaching culture in Europe. The
close connection to reality resp. to science contents and the mean of different kind of experiments should support own and authentic experiences and intuitive learning. If there
are teacher-oriented phases necessary, they should take place in an open atmosphere with
a constant exchange between teacher and students. Important is the opportunity for selfdependend work which is motivated by worksheets. In many modules stations or the
change in perspective in different parts of the module should lead to linked learning and to
comprehensive experiences.

3.1.3

About Supporting Mathematical Literacy

It is a stressed aim of the ScienceMath project to support mathematical literacy. In Annex
2 the ScienceMath modules are analysed and presented through the “roof” (2.2.3), which
allows a quick overview over the support of the module to heuristic thinking. According to
the description in 1.3 heuristic thinking is an important element of mathematical literacy.
A specific element in practicing the ScienceMath modules is the use of experiments. Experiments have to be seen as an important aspect in supporting mathematical literacy.
Here our argumentation follows the conception of mathematical literacy as described in
1.3.1 (according to Zell, Zell 2009). This conception allows investigating the support of
mathematical literacy of teaching material or methods in an appropriate and convenient
way. According to that conception one has to consider heuristic competencies which support heuristic thinking and deductive reasoning. Mathematical concepts and procedures
should be learned functionally, intergratively and multifacetedly. Experiments can touch
many aspects of mathematical literacy as following there sections will show (Zell 2009,a):
Heuristic thinking: Heuristic thinking is helpful to conceive problems/contents, to interpret or solve if necessary. Investigating phenomena by experiments affords recognizing and
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structuring them. That’s why heuristic thinking processes have a leading role. Let’s go into
detail:
•

•

•

•

•

Comprehend information, problem and essential components
Since quantitative experiments contain mathematical concepts they are also math
problems. Therefore heuristic strategies are applied. They aren’t limited to
mathematical aspects like evaluating data, but can also applied to identify scientific concepts and processes. In particular:
o inductive reasoning
Inferences done with measured data of quantitative experiments are done inductively. This process is the same as in mathematics when patterns have to
be found.
o analogies
To conceive and structure a phenomenon one often tries to explain it with
concepts and methods already known, like in mathematics. The process is the
same, but the theoretical background differs. That’s why commonalities are
not that apparent.
o specialisation
One characteristic method conceptualizing an experiment is controlling variables. This is equivalent to the strategy of specialisation.
o decomposition and combination
If problems contain more than one factor, decomposition in different experiments is a good way to find relationships among the factors involved. After
that these relationships are combined to a whole; e.g. resistivity of a conductor.
o sketches
Like in mathematics sketches can be very helpful in experiments because they
allow reducing a phenomenon or an experiment to its main components.
Sketches may differ because of looking at the phenomenon through subjectdriven eyes. The essential, that means visualizing a problem by its characteristic components as a basis for further investigation, is the same for both subjects.
o identifying essential components
Both science and mathematics try to explain information with as few as possible components to gain rather simple models or relationships. Especially physics and chemistry ignore concepts that are involved but whose effects are negligible, e.g. buoyancy in air.
Changing within inner mathematical representations
To gain and evaluate data different mathematical representations are applied. This
is to better visualize data and finding relationships, since those may be more obvious in another representation.
communicate
The ability to communicate in a meaningful way is essential in any field. But communicating during quantitative experiments also means (implicitly) communicating
about mathematical contents.
Reflecting and interpreting steps of argumentation and result
To get reliable data and relationships, reflection, how and why instruments are
used and if steps of argumentation are reasonable, is necessary. Interpretation of
an experiment is necessary to integrate a phenomenon in given theory and can be a
basis for new hypotheses.
sensible use of aids and tools
Aids and tools in science involve more than those in mathematics, which are to
evaluate data. But knowledge what aids and tools are available, how they work and
what range of application and limits they have, is necessary too; even more important than in mathematics.
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By applying scientific experiments many heuristic competencies, which support heuristic
thinking, can be touched. But one has to consider that those competencies have different
peculiarities, because of their theoretical backgrounds. The essentials however are the
same. Phenomena have to be described and structured by given theory, this means identifying essential components and possible relationships among them.
Comprehensive understanding of mathematical concepts and processes: In most scientific experiments mathematics is involved. Therefore it may contribute to mathematical
literacy. To be a contribution to mathematical literacy mathematical concepts and processes should be taught in an integrative, functional and multifaceted way. Obviously
teaching mathematical concepts by experiment is functional. It is also multifaceted since
expanding the domain offers new views to be experienced. Sometimes different aspects of
a mathematical concept can be touched. How multifaceted the aspects of the concept of
variable can be touched by physical experiments is shown in (Zell 2008). By experiments
students can connect mathematical concepts to concrete objects already known. This
makes it easier to store knowledge and better integrate it in given theory. Sometimes the
same concept can be involved in different experiments. Then students can make new connections to already known concepts and can reflect their perceptions regarding these concepts.
Familiarity with deductive reasoning: Especially physics and chemistry are deductive
theories. Inferences don’t have to go into detail like in mathematics but hypotheses deduced from theory have to be in accordance to experimental results. This means if experiments are done to confirm a hypothesis, these hypotheses were inferred deductively.
If generalisations are made after the experiment, these will also involve deductive reasoning. Therefore familiarity with deductive reasoning is a necessary component if doing experiments. Considering a mathematical point of view experiments have a great potential
to improve deductive reasoning since inferences can be mostly done on a descriptive level.

3.2
3.2.1

Experiences and Research Results
Introduction

An important objective of the ScienceMath project is/was not only the development of
teaching modules, but also the investigation of the realisation in the classroom and the
learning support. In the project different research activities were carried out: Teaching
and observation in the classroom, documentation of experiences, systematic video and
audio reports/ transcriptions, evaluation of working sheets, questionnaires and interviews.
The results are presented at teacher trainings/professional developments and conferences.
They are published in scientific and teacher´s journals, in proceedings etc. (for references
see 5 and the website www.sciencemath.ph-gmuend.de > literature). In this chapter we
will summarise some of the results exemplary.

3.2.2

The Modules´ theoretical Background
Questions of interest: Which concept is learned in the developed sequence? Which
concepts´ aspects are touched in the sequence? In which way do the students act
with these aspects? Is there the possibility for an intuitive understanding, for authentic experiences?

In this chapter we summarise results concerning the modules´ theoretical background. A
central mathematical concept which is focussed in many of the ScienceMath- modules is
the concept of function. Functional thinking implies a multiplicity of capacities. Thus,
various representation forms of functions have to be mastered (e.g. graphs, verbal descriptions, algebraic expressions, tables) and transformed from one into another (Swan 1982).
In addition, the functions must be viewed in such a way that they are suited to the solution
of the problem. When applicable, students should be able to look at them as the classification of points (so called action layer), a dynamic process (process layer) or even as an indi-
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vidual object that can be manipulated (object layer) (Sfard 1991; DeMarois & Tall 1996; et
al). Our ScienceMath-partner Höfer illustrated these capacities in a House of Functional
thinking (Höfer 2008, figure 10). The House of Functional Thinking is a huge tool for analysing students´ competencies, school books, curricula and teaching modules as far as the
concept of function is concerned (Höfer 2008). This will be shown at examples in 3.2.3.
Functional thinking has to be seen as a basic competence for a successful (mathematical)
learning. That´s why many ScienceMath-modules concern to this concept resp. to the concept of variable. Examples are the modules Proportional factor 1 and 2, Functional relations 1, 2 and 3, temperature, relationship between mass and volume of a liquid, decaying
processes, Boyle-Mariotte, bouancy, refraction, thermal expansion, GPS, growth and
more. Specific functions are investigated in the modules sound functions, parabola, logarithmic functions, paramecia, function x^(3/2), x^(-0,5), growth and more. As well there
are modules with concern to functions on a higher level or with a stress on modelling processes. Further mathematical concepts touched in the modules are e.g. the concept of parallelism, similarity, arithmetic mean, calculus, arc length etc. A summarising overview
you´ll find in the module list in 4.1, including all English translated modules of the project.

reading
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pictures or verbal
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F
Tables
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R

measuring

sketching

descriptive
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completing
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fitting
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Figure 10
The House of Functional Thinking (Höfer 2008)
A description from another perspective offers the “roof” (see 2.2.3) as a result of a detailed analysis concerning mathematical and extra-mathematical contents (concepts,
methods etc.), touched heuristic competencies and interdisciplinary organisation (worked
out by Simon Zell, Zell 2010). The “roof” allows a very quick overview over the module
(figure 11).
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Applying the “roof” to the module Thermal expansion of a liquid:
After a short description of the lessons, an overview about the contents involved, the heuristic competencies touched and the materials needed is given. After that the interdisciplinary potential is shown. Both subjects use variables as representatives of quantities. From a
mathematical view variables are quantities which are first of all context-free, whereas in
physics variables are embedded in physical theory. Therefore the names of variables are
based on conventions. It is the same if you look at the functional relationship, mathematical
interest in rather on the structure whereas physics looks at the relationship contextually.
Now looking at the proportional factor: in physics it is a coefficient of thermal expansion; in
mathematics it is seen as a specific unknown. Both subjects have to consider measuring errors, but their concerns differ. Math is rather concerned about the validity of the results.
Physics is rather concerned about the origin of measuring errors. Looking at the heuristic
competencies you can see that doing experiments touches competencies common to both
subjects and allow critical thinking about the phenomenon and the results. In the third column it is shown what should be done for coordination and communication. The portion for
math and physics teacher is roughly estimated. Underneath it is shown that this lesson can
be taught in Leading subject or parallel teaching form. At the very bottom, further comments are given, which result from experiences in class or are seen important to this lesson.

In chapter 4 you´ll find the specific roofs to the modules and many of the ScienceMathmodules in detail (including background information, materials like worksheets for the direct use, and further information e.g. experience reports etc.). All developed modules are
available for direct download at the website www.sciencemath.ph-gmuend.de (click a flag
in the specific language). Some of them are motivated by videos as well.
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Figure 11
The “roof”; example: Module Themal expansion of a liquid, see
www.sciencemath.ph-gmuend.de > teaching material
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3.2.3

Learning Activities of the Students
Questions of interest: How do the students connect reality/science and mathematics? Are there modelling activities initiated? Which? In how far do the students experience mathematics as something important?

Some of the ScienceMath-modules are developed upon the specific aim to stress modelling
activities. As described in 1.4.3 (example Modelling things in traffic) the modules motivate
a modelling process which connects reality, real model, scientific model and mathematical
model. Modules like growth etc. stimulate a change in perspective which corresponds to a
change in status from a situation (e.g. radioactive decay or reproduction of bacteria) to a
model of a mathematical concept (e.g. exponential function).
Of course all modules between science and math include modelling activities: A real situation has to be described with mathematical means to explain it or to allow prescriptions.
Systematic observations in the classroom or in the laboratory show interesting results.
E.g.:
The following result concerns the module group “Functional relations” and here the experiment “tunnel”. The students worked out the relation between the intensity of light
and the distance from the light source by using a lux metre to measure the light in tubes of
different lengths (figure 12).

Figure 12
Relation between intensity of light and distance from the source of light
In the following quotation of their final report, the students in this group used the reality
(tunnel), the realistic model (tube) and the mathematical model (graph) in parallel. They
used the graph to explain the light conditions in the tunnel. They described the relation of
9.7 cm to 37 lux and 30 cm to 0.1 lux. In doing so, they also formulated the reciprocal relation (long to dark, short to bright). Thus, they thought in parallel in nearly all the models
without any noticeable signs of difficulties in the changes of representation. An equally
unproblematic switch between the action layer (in that single pairs of values are considered in the argumentation) and the process layer (the further away from the mouth of the
tunnel the darker it becomes) can be noticed:
“We called the second project ‘light in a tunnel’. The further the car drove into
the tunnel the darker it got. The first tube had a length of 9.7 cm. When we held
it to the window, the intensity of the light was approx. 36 lux. When we held a 30
cm tube to the window, we only measured 0.1 lux. In an extra graph 4 we were able
to establish exactly how much light there was at the entrance to the tunnel and
how much there was left at the end of the tunnel.”

4

A graph matching the test results is intended here.
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A typical mathematisation method is the use of variables. A central part of the ScienceMath project relates to the systematic investigation of the use of variables while doing
experiments. The following results concern to the experiments Buoyancy (proportional
relationship between the forces in air and water), Thermal expansion of a liquid (proportional relationship between difference of height of an uncalibrated thermometer and difference of temperature) and Boyle-Mariotte (inverse proportionality between air pressure
and position respectively volume). After measuring at least six different values, students
are asked to describe the relationship first in their own words and then through a formula.
This formula shall then be used to calculate measuring values. These values shall be
checked by looking at the before measured values. Observations show that the students
were indeed doing modelling activities. They described the experimental situation mathematically (Zell et al. 2009):
Students can identify the measurands with their chosen variables. A few examples:
Buoyancy experiment:
I2:
Can you tell how you recognize (the experiment in your formula)?
S6:
yes, you see the statement for air and for water. And yes the result, yes…
Here the group chose word variables. If they didn’t choose words they chose the
units of the measurands.
Boyle-Mariotte experiment
I1:
what are those cm? What do they stand for?
S1:
mmh here at that strip for example 6cm
I1:
mmhmm
S1:
so for the respective number
I1:
and the x?
S1:
for the respective pressure
Here the student chose the units of the physical terms as the name of his variables.
Since he didn’t know the unit of pressure, he chose x.
Some interview episodes show that the students have done the first part of the
modelling cycle by examining the phenomenon and structuring in a formula. That
has been done in different levels. Weaker students could only explain in words and
the strongest even presented three equivalent formulas.
Buoyancy experiment:
S4:Then we agreed, that if you divide air by water, the result is always the same. It
doesn’t matter, if there are 1,2,3,4,5 cylinders. The result is always 1,2.
Boyle-Mariotte experiment:
I1:
What have you found out?
S1:
yes, that device. If you turn further that thing moves forward and the further it moves the measuring number get smaller and the pressure get higher.
Thermal expansion experiment:
S17: We had to find formulas. These were height times x is difference of temperature and difference of temperature divided by x is then height and difference
of temperature divided by height is then x. […]
I8:
and what changes in general in your formula?
S17: temperature and the head of liquid there, both get higher the more water
you add.

3.2.4

Concept Understanding of the Students
Questions of interest: Which previous experiences in mathematics and science do
the students have? What are their attitudes towards these school subjects? How do
the students explain the basic concepts using their own words – before and after
the sequence? Is there a conceptual change? Does the sequence support an intuitive
understanding and authentic experiences according to mathematical (scientific) literacy?
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We will show exemplary some results very shortly. For more information please read the
referred papers.
The following summary concerns the concept of function, published in (Höfer 2008) and in
(Michelsen et al 2007) 5 . Some results to the concept of variable are already described in
3.1.2 (and see Zell 2008). We will start with an initial consideration (Höfer & Beckmann
2009): While New Maths was taught in schools way into the 1980s, functions were developed from set theory. For the students they were static constructions whose dynamic
character was not fully understood (Sfard 1991). In addition the algebraic treatment and
analysis of functions was the main focus of the tuition that was based on this static conception of functions. This one-sided perception of them as a problem of teaching functions
in the classroom was still described in papers published way after New Maths (Cunningham
2005, PZ 1990). If one keeps to the graph of the House of Functional Thinking one notes
that traditional teaching has put an emphasis on the action layer in the area of the right
column (translation into algebraic expressions) and in the bottom line (translation from
algebraic expression). This one-sidedness repeatedly causes deficits in the problem solving
competence in the field of applied mathematics because the non-algebraic capacities – in
particular the interpretative and graphic ones – are not well enough developed (PZ 1990,
Sfard 1991, Cunningham 2005, et. al.)
Classroom investigations about ScienceMath modules show positive tendencies.
E.g. in the run of the experiments (radioactive decay, bacteria growth etc.) and the construction of adequate models the students have to understand functions as processes as
well as objects. From a student´s experience report (Michelsen et al. 2007, p. 55):
“ N a = 1000 ⋅ (1 − 1/ 6 )t , N b = (1000 − 1000 ⋅ (1 − 1/ 6 )t ) ⋅ (1 − 1/ 3 )t und
N c = 1000 − N a − N b . The first factor of Nb represents the number of A-nuclei,
that decay to the nuclide B. The second factor represents the number of B-nuclei,
that do not decay to C. The sum of the nuclei over the whole time is 1000; that´s
why the number of B-nuclei is 1000 minus number of A- and B-nuclei.”
The next quotation from a students´ report indicates as well, that context related experiments support the object aspect (object layer/ precept). Formal and concrete model are
linked:
“We saw that cooling of a hot liquid can be described by an exponential falling
function. That´s why the graph has the form y = bax + c. In the formula c should be
the room temperature; instead we should have to cool the liquid with something
else. The graph describing the heating of the ice water was quite opposite to the
graph of cooling. If you place the temperatures of both graphs at the same time
line, you´ll get a horizontal graph.”
Höfer tested the effect of experiments to functional relations (see module group Functional relations) on the concept understanding. The developed questionnaires include
mathematical tasks relating to the different transfers in the house of functional thinking
(3.2.2, Höfer 2008). Four classes of 8th graders were tested before and after teaching the
module with similar taskgroups concerning the transfers in the house of functional thinking. The test results were evaluated by statistical methods. For reasons of space we describe the results without any detail and only by illustration in the house of functional
thinking (figure 13). For more information we refer to the original literature, especially to
the detailed research report of Höfer (Höfer 2008).

5

Some of the texts are direct quotes from these papers.
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Figure 13
(Höfer 2008, p.121),
Results of the pretest: the darker the bricks the higher the ratio of solutions,
Results of the posttest: striped blocks show significant improvement (according to the legend in figure 14)

Figure 14
Legend to figure 13
Figure 13 shows the results of pre- and posttest. Before experimenting to functional relations the students already solved some of the tasks on a very high level. For those tasks it
was – of course - difficult to measure improvements. Significant improvements could be
observed when the solution was on a lower level. It is remarkable that this appears especially in connection to algebraic descriptions of functions. Even on the object layer the
results show improvements at transfers from algebraic term to graph and vice versa.
The question of conceptual change is a research line at our Finnish partner university.
Conceptual change is defined as an essential change needed in students prior thinking in
order to learn the basic concepts in science (like spherical earth, force, energy, etc) and
mathematics (like rational and real numbers). In these situations learners’ prior knowledge
based on everyday thinking and experiences is incompatible with the new conceptualization, and the learners are usually disposed to make systematic errors or build misconceptions. Another important problem is that students are usually not aware of the quality of
their previously acquired knowledge and its contradictions with scientific knowledge.
Thus, because they do not see or understand the reasons for change, they tend to ignore or
to enrich their prior representations rather than revise them (Duit, Roth, Komorek &
Wilbers, 2001; Guzzetti, Snyder, Glass & Gamas, 1993; Vosniadou, 1999). In her previous
papers Kaarina Merenluoto stresses that the conceptual change is more difficult when it
needs a drastic revision or restructuring of old knowledge (Merenluoto & Lehtinen 2004;
Merenluoto & Palonen 2007). Experimenting with modelling activities offers a possible way
to activate learners’ metacognitive thinking (see Wiser & Amin 2001) and this way give way
for conceptual change. This is because of the systematic and comprehensive occupation
during the scientific procedure, which includes the proving of hypothesis through drawing
and interpreting graphs etc. – as shown in the following examples:
Relation between intensity of light and distance from the light source
S1: Normally it is not proportional
S2: Ye, then let´s do it; then we know
S1 draws their measured two points into a coordinate system
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S2: That is not proportional
S1: Sure?
They understand that they have to measure more and start a systematic measurement before proving their hypothesis.
Relation between air pressure and air volume
S1: Then we’ve drawn the measurements into the coordinate system. Most of us
think that it is inverse proportional.
S2: Because of the way of the line
S3: When air pressure grows, the tubes decrease. (Beckmann & Litz 2009)
From a theoretical viewpoint one can say that through the ScienceMath modules the students have a possibility to develop their metaconceptual knowledge about their own thinking, about their thinking of phenomena they are dealing with and find the connections
from the phenomena to the formulas and with lots of thinking and discussing on metaconceptual level to reach some kind of understanding of these phenomena (compare also Merenluoto & Lehtinen, 2004; Merenluoto & Palonen 2007) 6 . Of course a real conceptual
change is not likely to happen in a short teaching period, but it needs a lot of time. In an
investigation 219 students participated at the entrance test and the post test after visiting
the basic course of the University of Turku. The tasks related to “Explain how do you ´see´
the number line of real numbers” and “Are there numbers between 4/7 and 3/5?”. In
(Merenluoto et al. 2009) the answers are categorised and classified to levels. The main
result is that the level of conceptual change in the number concept analysed in the number line tasks had a statistical significant relation to their success in the calculation tasks
(Merenluoto et al. 2009). Of these students 85 were selected in elementary teacher education course where they practiced ScienceMath experiments. Figure 15 shows their means
on different entrance tasks and the post test at the end of the course where they participated in ScienceMath experiments.
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Figure 15
Means on different entrance test tasks 7 and posttest. Number c: number line task (see text
above). n= 85 (selected students, participated in ScienceMath experiments).
6

The statement relates to known papers and investigations, e.g. about conceptual changes in science: Ioanides &
Vosniadou 2002, topic „force“, Wiser & Amin 2001, topic „thermodynamics; e.g. empirical research: Posner,
Strike, Hewson & Gertzog 1982; Carey & Spelke 1994; Hatano & Inagaki 1998; e.g. about teaching experiments
Trumper 1997; Mikkilä-Erdmann 2002)
7
University of Turku, Department of Teacher Education
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3.2.5

Realisation in the Classroom and Evaluation through Teachers
Questions of interest: Is it practicable to teach the sequence? What are the positive
characteristics of it? Does the sequence support learning of the aspects of the concerned concepts? Does the sequence support other aspects concerning the learning
of mathematics? Which? Which aspects support cooperation between math and science teachers? What do teachers think about the sequence; would they teach it? Is
it practicable to teach the sequence? What are the positive characteristics of it?

Key-person in this research line is the teacher. During the project run the reactions of
teachers were and are important for our development work. In different teacher trainings
or in individual interviews resp. written questionnaires we tried to get an overview over
the chance of implementation of single modules in the classroom and the practicability of
the modules from the sight of the teachers. The interviewed teachers learned about the
modules in paper form, in a presentation or directly by trying the material. Apart there
was a special investigation about interdisciplinary teaching in general (see 2.1.3). Summarising, ScienceMath modules got a very positive feedback. This includes questionnaires especially at the European teacher training event in Slovenia 2009. Additionally we expect
more return information after the teachers realised the modules in the classroom. There
are promises for that. Some comments:
“Great idea; I like the simple experiments; the students have to act”
(teacher´s comment in a questionnaire after a one day teacher training event)
“concern to applications”, “motivation”, “ingenious”, clarity and applicability”, “Context
is not only explained; it is captured”, “motivating mathematics in general”, “many examples from every day life”, “linking math and physics”
(teacher´s key-words to the question which aspects are supported through the ScienceMath module)
“Remarkable is the long-term effect. Later in the school-year the students looked back to
the functional relation module and argued referring to it.” (teacher who used the experiments in his 8th grade glass).
Apart from the teachers we used questionnaires for students and talked with them about
the modules and their experiences.
Examples:
“I liked it, because we could do experiments and were allowed to try something out.”
“The best, in my opinion, was the experiment buoyancy; that there is less force in water
than in air and there was the lowest force in salt water.”
“At Experiment 9 we thought it was physics, but it was mathematics. We saw physics and
mathematics have many aspects in common.”
“Sometimes you should use experiments for learning.”
“Normally interdisciplinary mathematical lessons are not really interdisciplinary. But in
this example the subjects play together very good and the connection was obviously.”
For implementation in the classroom and for evaluation activities teacher trainings resp.
professional developments PD are very important. The European teacher training event in
Ljubljana 2009 was a test run, which was positively evaluated. 100 % of the teachers
“strongly agreed” that the ideas presented at lectures and workshops were interesting,
clearly and well presented, knowledgable and well prepared. Nearly all of them felt able
to use them in their future work.
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4

The Modules

4.1

Overview

In the three years of the project run more than 30 modules could have been developed in
detail. Our first sequences initiated a creative development process which is still ongoing.
The idea of the ScienceMath approach is still in the mind of the partners, so although the
EU support is finished, the development activities are continuing.
We tried to realise, that all modules are available in English as this language is used international. We experienced also that English is a very known and used language in the Scandinavian countries. Most/all modules are translated into the languages of the ScienceMathpartner-countries (Slovenian, German, Finnish and also some Danish) as well as into Spanish, French and Turkish. You will find it on the Website www.sciencemath.ph-gmuend.de.
ScienceMath – Module list (English modules for Professional Development programme)
Lower to middle secondary level
Topic/ Theme

Age and Key-words

Concept of
Parallelism

10 -12 years,
parallel, distance, concept of equal
distance
10 – 15 years,
Variable, change, rate of change,
10 – 16 years,
Velocity, speed, safety in traffic situations
12 – 15 years,
Proportionality, proportional factor,
concept of function, functional relation, linear function
12 – 15 years,
Proportionality, proportional factor,
concept of function, functional relation, linear function,
Physical experiments in interdisciplinary lessons
12 – 16 years,
Concept of variable, modelling, functional relationship, inverse proportional relationship, Boyle’s Law
12 – 16 years,
Concept of variable, modelling, functional relationship, proportional relationship, buouyancy
12 – 16 years,
Concept of variable, modelling, functional relationship, proportional relationship, refraction
12 – 16 years,
Concept of variable, modelling, functional relationship, thermal expansion
of a liquid,

Temperature
Small Car Accleration
Experiments
to Proportional
Factor 1
Physical Experiments to
Proportional
Factor 2
Boyle’s Law
and Concept
of Variable
Buouyancy
and Concept
of Variable
Refraction and
Concept of
Variable
Thermal Expansion of a
Liquid and
Concept of
Variable
Functional
Relation 1

12 – 17 years,
Function, linear, quadratic, cubic,
inverse proportional and other functional relations, contexts in reality –
simple experiments in math. lessons

Special (interdisciplinary)
approaches
Simple experiments
Simple experiments
Simple experiments with toys

Subjects involved
and cooperation form
Mathematics (resp.
physics),
TM
Mathematics, chemistry, TM
Mathematics, Physics,
TM or JP

Simple experiments introduced
by realistic situations
Physical experiments introduced
by realistic situations

Mathematics, resp.
physics,
TM

Physical experiment introduced
by realistic situation
Physical experiment introduced
by realistic situation
Physical experiment introduced
by realistic situation
Physical experiment introduced
by realistic situation

Mathematics, physics
TM

Experiments with
long worksheets
introduced by
realistic situation

Mathematics,
resp. physics,
TM

Mathematics, physics,
TM or JP

Mathematics, physics,
TM
Mathematics, physics,
TM
Mathematics, physics,
resp. chemistry,
TM or JP
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Solar system –
Role play
Arithmetic
Mean and Car
Differential
Fermat meets
Pythagoras
Relationship
between Mass
and Volume of
a Liquid
Nutrition Circle
and Pie Charts
Proportions:
Similarity and
Allometry

12 – 17 years,
Solar system, distances, star, large
numbers, planet
13 years and older,
Arithmetic mean, car differential

Role play in astronomic contents

Mathematics, astronomy

Technological,

Mathematics, technics,
JP

13 – 15 years,
Pythagoras’ Theorem, extreme value
tasks, Fermat’s Principle
13 – 15 years and other,
Variable, proportionality, constant,
function, unit, density

Physical experiments

Mathematics, physics,
PP

Experiments,
modelling

Mathematics, chemistry,
TM or JP

14 -16 years,
Pie Charts, Percentage calculation,
Nutrition Circle, Nutrition

Modelling

Mathematics, biology,
TM,
PP

15 – 16 years,
Similarity, homothety, allometry, relation surface and volume, Appearance
and behaviour of animals

Integrated worksheets

Mathematics, biology,
JP

Middle and higher secondary level
Topic/ Theme

Age and key-words

Similar Triangles for Paralax
Measurements
Center of
mass/ gravity

14 – 17 years,
Similar triangles, parallax measurements
14 – 19 years,
Intersection in triangles, center of
mass in planes and bodies, applications of linear algebra, gravity
15 years and older,
Function, digital, sound, resolution

Sound Functions

Special (interdisciplinary)
approaches
experiments

Mathematics, physics,
TM or PP

Simple experiments, Computer

Mathematics, physics,
PP or JP

Experiments,
Computer

Parabola and
Horizontal
launch
Experiments to
Investigate
Decaying Processes
Parabola and
Technology

15 – 16 years,
Parabola, horizontal launch

Physical experiments

Mathematics, music,
technical, physics,
PP or JP or TM
Mathematics, physics,
PP or JP

15 – 16 years ( and older),
(stunted) growth, decay, experiments,
analysing measuring values, regression of measuring values, modelling
15 years and older,
Parabola, car lights, Satellite dish

Experiments,
Esp. reality related

Mathematics,
Physics,
PP or JP

Experiments,
Not-subject related topic

Mathematics, physics,
technics,
PP or JP

Logarithmic
function

15 – 17 years,
Function, logarithm, universe, sound,
earthquake

Esp. reality related,
Not-subject related topic

Mathematics, physics,
geography
PP or JP

Functional Relations 2

15 – 18 years,
Concept of function, functional thinking, linear, square, anti-proportional
and other functions, physical experiments in interdisciplinary lessons

Physical experiments with long
worksheets introduced by realistic
situations

Mathematics, Physics,
TM, PT, PP, or JP
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Function
x^(3/2) and
x^(1/2): practical examples
with pendulum
Growth

15 – 18 years,
Function, potential function (rational
powers), oscillation of pendulum

Physical experiment,
Worksheets
(spreadsheet)

Mathematics,
Physics
JP

15 – 18 years,
Exponential and linear growth, functional relations, applications of
growth, mathematical models, modelling

Worksheets,
Esp. related to
realistic contexts

Mathematics,
Biology, geography,
TM

Higher secondary level
Topic/ Theme

Age and Key-words

Special (interdisciplinary)
approaches

Subjects involved
and cooperation form

GPS and fair
Insurance
Premiums
X^-0,5, square
root function in
divisor

15 – 19 years,
Modelling, functional relations, reflecting
16 years old

Mathematics,
economy,
TM or PP
Mathematics, physics,
JP

Introduction of
Trigonometric
Functions
Functional
Relation 3

16 – 17 years,
Trigonometric functions, circulation,
oscillation
16 – 18 years,
Concept of function, functional thinking, “unknown” functions in interdisciplinary contexts, experiments

Worksheets,
Esp. reality related
Phenomena,
experimental
measurements
with worksheets
(spreadsheet)
Experiments,
Computer

Mathematics, physics,
JP (or PP)

Fermat´s Principle and Calculus

16 – 18 years,
Optimization problems, calculus, Fermat’s principle

Paramecia

16 – 19 years,
Logistic growth, modelling, functional
relations, concept of derivative, rate of
change
16 – 19 years,
Modelling activities in the context of
traffic
18 – 20 years,
Arc length, horizontal launch

Physical experiments with long
worksheets,
introduced by
realistic situations
Physical experiments, introduced by realistic
situation
Worksheets,
Computer, reality
related
Worksheets,
experiments at
the street
Physical experiments

Mathematics, physics
(technics)
PP, TM
Mathematics, physics,
PP or JP

Modelling
Things in Traffic
Arc Length of
a Plane Curve
– “proved by
physics”

4.2

Mathematics, physics,
TM

Mathematics, physics,
JP (or PP)
Mathematics,
Biology,
TM, PP

Modules in different languages

The ScienceMath-modules are available in the following languages:
English, Slovenian, German, Finnish, Danish, French, Spanish, Turkish.
The languages concern the partner countries in the project as well as countries of applicants to the ScienceMath European teacher training event 2009 in Slovenia.
The Modules can be downloaded on the website www.sciencemath.ph-gmuend.de.
Some examples you´ll find in Annex 1.
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4.3

English Modules

All modules translated into English you´ll find on our website www.sciencemath.phgmuend.de <English flag or in Annex 2. The website is continuously updated.

5

Dissemination and Sustainability

5.1

Website

The ScienceMath project offers a website: www.sciencemath.ph-gmuend.de.
Under the categories Home, The Partners, Teaching material, Teacher training, Events,
Evaluation, Literature; MACAS you´ll find the teaching modules for download in different
languages, presentations for download and many, many more material and information.

Figure 16: ScienceMath-Website, Cutting of a screenshot 8

5.2

Teacher Trainings

The main objective of the ScienceMath project was the development of tested teaching
modules for the use in European classrooms. In 2.2 we describe ScienceMath concepts for
dissemination and especially for implementation in the classroom. A very important dissemination and implementation activity is teacher training resp. professional development
PD. The developed ScienceMath concept allows short or long term versions. Core elements
are the modules and prepared presentations. In Annex 1 and 2 resp. on our website you´ll
find the developed modules and most of the presentations can be downloaded as well.
Because of that comprehensive concept preparation the ScienceMath PD could be over8

28th October 2009
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taken by other groups very easiliy, so that its realisation depends not only on the capacity
of the projects´ members. In Slovenia 2009 we realised a trial run which was positive
evaluated (3.1.4) and has to be seen as a good basis for sustainability.
Indeed the ScienceMath team is getting inquiries for offering teacher trainings also after
the project´s run, e.g. in Berlin 2010/11 etc. And there are follow up PDs after the programme run, e.g. held in November 2009 in Odense during the Master programme and actually in planning “Ljubljana 2010”, website:
http://ec.europa.eu/education/trainingdatabase/.

5.3

Conference Reports and References

A central dissemination line of the ScienceMath project concern publication and presentation activities. The partners organised conferences, symposia and workshop at conferences, presented the material and published it in scientific and teacher journals. These
activities took place very calculated with the aim of discussing the material and make it
known to teachers, teacher educators and didactical researchers. The papers, proceedings
and conference reports make the material everytime available and contributes to the sustainability of the project.
Very remarkable in connection to the ScienceMath project are the network conferences
MACAS – Mathematics and its connection to the Arts and Sciences, organised of some of the
project partners. For more information and the order address for the proceedings please
see the website www.sciencemath.ph-gmuend.de > MACAS.
References of the published papers you´ll find on our website www.sciencemath.phgmuend.de > literature. The articles referred in this volume are summarised in the next
chapter.
The following list informs about conference activities – period 2007 – 2009 as far as announced for this volume (Note: The project partner appears first on principle). Some of the
mentioned presentations you`ll find to download on our website. For further information
please visit the conference site or contact the respective project partner.
End of 2006
10th – 11th November 2006; Annual Meeting of the Society of Mathematicians, Physicists and Astronomers of Slovenia; Gozd Martuljek, Slovenija,
Tine Golež
Interdisciplinary approach toward mathematics teaching

2007
26th – 30th March 2007; DMV –GDM conference Berlin, Germany
Claus Michelsen
Modellbildungsprozesse und Integration von Mathematik, Physik und Biologie
http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/ieem/new/index_f-bzmu.html
26th – 30th March 2007; DMV –GDM conference Berlin, Germany
Astrid Beckmann
ScienceMath – an interdisciplinary Euroepan project
http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/ieem/new/index_f-bzmu.html
26th – 30th March 2007; DMV –GDM conference Berlin, Germany
Astrid Beckmann
Fächerübergreifender
Mathematikunterricht
–
Hintergrund,
Argumente
Kooperationsformen – Eine Einführung zum gleichnamigen Minisymposium
http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/ieem/new/index_f-bzmu.html
26th – 30th March 2007; DMV –GDM conference Berlin, Germany
Thilo Höfer

und

mögliche
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Funktionales Denken fördern mit Hilfe von physikalischen Schülerexperimenten unter Einsatz von
grafikfähigen Taschenrechnern
http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/ieem/new/index_f-bzmu.html
2007, Symposium conducted at 12th EARLI Biennial Conference for Research on Learning and Instruction, Budapest Hungary
Kaarina Merenluoto and Hurme, T-R., Salonen, P., & Järvelä, S.
Metacognition as a shared process in networked mathematical problem solving. In P. Alexander
(Chair), Developing potentials for mathematics learning through metacognition.
29th – 31st May, 2007; 2nd International Symposium on Mathematics and its Connections to the Arts
and Sciences, MACAS2, Odense, Denmark
Damjan Kobal
The Arithmetic Mean and Car Differential
ISBN: 978-87-92321-04-6
29th – 31st May, 2007; 2nd International Symposium on Mathematics and its Connections to the Arts
and Sciences, MACAS2, Odense, Denmark
Tine Golež
Cooperation between mathematics and physics teaching – the case of horizontal launch.
ISBN: 978-87-92321-04-6
29th – 31st May, 2007; 2nd International Symposium on Mathematics and its Connections to the Arts
and Sciences, MACAS2, Odense, Denmark
Marina Rugelj
Giving sense to math formula
ISBN: 978-87-92321-04-6
29th – 31st May, 2007; 2nd International Symposium on Mathematics and its Connections to the Arts
and Sciences, MACAS2, Odense, Denmark
Astrid Beckmann
Mathematical literacy – through scientific themes and methods
ISBN: 978-87-92321-04-6
29th – 31st May, 2007; 2nd International Symposium on Mathematics and its Connections to the Arts
and Sciences, MACAS2, Odense, Denmark
Claus Michelsen
Promoting students´interests in mathematics and science through interdisciplinary instruction
ISBN: 978-87-92321-04-6
29th – 31st May, 2007; 2nd International Symposium on Mathematics and its Connections to the Arts
and Sciences, MACAS2, Odense, Denmark
Thilo Höfer
Fermat meets Pythagoras
ISBN: 978-87-92321-04-6
25th – 29th June, 2007; ICTMA 13 - International Conference on the Teaching of Mathematical Modelling and Applications, Kathmandu, Nepal
Marina Rugelj
Giving sense to the math formula
September 2007; Annual symposium of the Finnish mathematics and science education research
association, University of Turku
Kaarina Merenluoto and Hurme, T-R
Examining shared metacognitive regulation in groups: the qualitative content analysis of the discussion forum data.
9th – 10th November, 2007; The 2007 Annual Meeting of the Society of Mathematicians, Physicists and
Astronomers of Slovenia, Olimlje, Slovenija
Tine Golež
Moment and Inertia as an Inquiry Task
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30th November – 1st December 2007; International Conference ComLab, Radovljica, Slovenia
Tine Golež
Real-time experiments approach in kinematics using ComLab equipment
ISBM: 978-961-253-009-9

2008
13th -18th March, 2008; 42. Jahrestagung der Gesellschaft für Didaktik der Mathematik, Budapest,
Hungary
Damjan Kobal
Two Simple Math Ideas in Technology
http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/ieem/new/index_f-bzmu.html
13th -18th March, 2008; 42. Jahrestagung der Gesellschaft für Didaktik der Mathematik, Budapest,
Hungary
Astrid Beckmann & Damjan Kobal & Claus Michelsen
The European ScienceMath Project
http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/ieem/new/index_f-bzmu.html
13th -18th March, 2008; 42. Jahrestagung der Gesellschaft für Didaktik der Mathematik, Budapest,
Hungary
Claus Michelsen
Preparing the teachers for an interdisciplinary curriculum: Modelling courses for secondary education in-service teachers
http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/ieem/new/index_f-bzmu.html
13th -18th March, 2008; 42. Jahrestagung der Gesellschaft für Didaktik der Mathematik, Budapest,
Hungary
Astrid Beckmann
Interdisciplinary lessons between Math and Art
http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/ieem/new/index_f-bzmu.html
13th -18th March, 2008; 42. Jahrestagung der Gesellschaft für Didaktik der Mathematik, Budapest,
Hungary
Thilo Höfer
Einführung des Funktionsbegriffs in der Sekundarstufe I
http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/ieem/new/index_f-bzmu.html
13th -18th March, 2008; 42. Jahrestagung der Gesellschaft für Didaktik der Mathematik, Budapest,
Hungary
Simon Zell
Erkunden des Variablenbegriffs durch physikalische Experimente
http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/ieem/new/index_f-bzmu.html
13th -18th April, 2008; 5th International Colloquium on the Didactics of
Mathematics, Crete, Greece
Marina Rugelj
How to "domesticate" logarithms in school?
8th – 10th May 2008; Metacognition Sig Invited Symposium at the 3rd Earli Metacognition Sig –
meeting, Ioannina, Greece
Kaarina Merenluoto and Hurme, T-R., Salonen, P. & Järvelä, S.
Socially Shared Metacognition in artimetic problem solving
6th -13th July 2008; 11th International Congress on Mathematics Education, Monterrey, Mexico
Damjan Kobal
The Arithmetic Mean and Car Differential
23th – 25th August 2008; 6th International Conference on Conceptual Change, Turku, Finland
Kaarina Merenluotot and Hurme T-R.
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The role of motivational factors in mathematical problem solving demanding conceptual change.
28th August to 2nd September, 2008; 12th Serbian Mathematical Congress,
Novi Sad, Serbia
Tine Golež
The use of motion sensor in the teaching of calculus.
25th – 27th October 2008; Journées APMEP La Rochelle, France
Tine Golež
LE CALCUL INFINITESIMAL ENTRE MATHEMATIQUES ET PHYSIQUES (PAR EXPERIENCES ET MESURES EN
TEMPS REEL)
See: http://www.youtube.com/user/sciencemathproject
2008; ICLS International Conference for the Learning Sciences–Conference, Utrecht, Netherlands
Kaarina Merenluoto and Hurme, T-R., Salonen, P. & Järvelä, S.
How learners share and construct metacognition in social interaction.

2009
28th January – 1st February 2009, CERME, Lyon, France
Astrid Beckmann, Simon Zell, Jan Alexis Nielsen & Thilo Höfer
The European ScienceMath Project
28th January – 1st February 2009, CERME, Lyon, France
Simon Zell & Astrid Beckmann
Modelling activities while doing experiments to discover the concept of variable
2009; 13th Biennial Conferenc4e for Research on Learning and Instruction
Kaarina Merenluoto and Hurme, T-R. & Lehtinen, E.
Adults’ reasoning about the density of numbers on the number line and its relation to their basic
arithmetic skills
2009; 13th Biennial Conference for Research on Learning and Instruction
Kaarina Merenluoto and Hurme, T_R. & Järvelä, S.
A process oriented approach to examine joint regulation of group’s problem solving – tracing socially
shared metacognition.
2nd – 6th March 2009; Jahrestagung der GDM, Oldenburg, Germany
Astrid Beckmann
Fächerübergreifender Unterricht zwischen Mathematik und Biologie – Ernährungskreis, Ähnlichkeit
und Allometrie
http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/ieem/new/index_f-bzmu.html
2nd – 6th March 2009; Jahrestagung der GDM, Oldenburg, Germany
Thilo Höfer
Funktionales Denken fördern
http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/ieem/new/index_f-bzmu.html
2nd – 6th March 2009; Jahrestagung der GDM, Oldenburg, Germany
Simon Zell
Mathematical Literacy
http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/ieem/new/index_f-bzmu.html
22nd – 24th March 2009; FISER Cyprus
Damjan Kobal
From mathematics to technology and backwards by intuition
ISBN: 978-975-8401-67-3 (p. 423 – 431)
22nd – 24th March 2009; FISER Cyprus
Marina Rugelj, Tine Golež
Bouncing ball – a mathematisation for second year high school and Matura students
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ISBN: 978-975-8401-67-3 (p. 105 – 110)
22nd – 24th March 2009; FISER Cyprus
Tine Golež
The use of motion sensor in the teaching of mathematics
ISBN: 978-975-8401-67-3 (p. 405 – 414)
21th – 23th May 2009; MACAS 3, Moncton, Canada
Astrid Beckmann and Annika Grube
Cross-curricular Teaching between Mathematics and Biology – Nutrition Circle, Similarity and Allometry
21th – 23th May 2009; MACAS 3, Moncton, Canada
Claus Michelsen & Jan Alexis Nielsen
Interdisciplinarity through processes of Socio-mathematical Decision-making
21th – 23th May 2009; MACAS 3, Moncton, Canada
Simon Zell
Mathematical Literacy and how scientific experiments can promote that conception
21th – 23th May 2009; MACAS 3, Moncton, Canada
Astrid Beckmann
Advancing the Concept of Variable through cross-curricular stations between Arts and Mathematics
instruction
24th – 28th June 2009; International History, Philosophy and Science Teaching Group
Biennial Conference, University of Notre Dame, USA
Damjan Kobal
The Teacher’s Authority and Responsibility – A Historical Perspective on Recent
Pseudo-scientific Metrics in Education
14th – 15th July 2009; First International Geogebra Conference, Hagenberg, Austria
Damjan Kobal,
The use of GeoGebra to motivate, to present and to deepen the comprehension of mathematics,
Keynote address
11th – 17th September, 2009; Models in Developing Mathematics Education, Dresden, Germany
Damjan Kobal
The use of technology to motivate, to present and to deepen the comprehension of math
11th – 17th September, 2009; Models in Developing Mathematics Education, Dresden, Germany
Tine Golež
Toward Calculus via Real-time Measurements
11th – 17th September, 2009; Models in Developing Mathematics Education, Dresden, Germany
Astrid Beckmann
Learning Mathematics through scientific contents and methods
11th – 17th September, 2009; Models in Developing Mathematics Education, Dresden, Germany
Simon Zell
Using physical experiments in mathematics lessons to introduce mathematical concepts

5.4

Following projects

Although the financial support of the ScienceMath project ended in 2009 the project continues. The material is used in teacher education and there are already planning activities
for further teacher trainings and conferences. New projects have started. E.g. there is
already a research line about the question of the meaning of interdisciplinary modules for
different ethic groups/migrants (INSCIME project) etc. Last but not least the idea of joining
a network is worked out.
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Annex 1

Modules in different languages – Examples
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Vdoravni met in parabola
Trafikmodellering
Pikkuauton kiihtyvyys
Funktionale Zusammenhänge 2
Recontre Fermat – Pythagore
Relación entre masa y volumen de un liquido
Logaritmik fonksiyon

Vdoravni met in parabola

Ključne besede
Učna ura je
namenjena za
Nasvet

Parabola kot povezovalka matematike in fizike.
Dijaki, 16 let.
Ključna stvar je interdisciplinarni pristop – gre za
sodelovanje učitelja fizike in matematike. Prvi izvede
poskuse in pojav osvetli z vidika fizike, medtem ko njegove
rezultate še enkrat uporabi učitelj matematike in s tem
obogatita poučevanje obeh predmetov.

ScienceMath-projekt: Vdoravni met in parabola
Ideja: Tine Golež, Zavod sv. Stanislava, Škofijska klasična gimnazija
Ljubljana, Slovenja

Ozadje
Splošno didaktično ozadje
Poleg maternega jezika je tudi matematika jezik fizike. Prav zato pa lahko fizika z
nekaterimi poskusi pomaga matematiki, saj plastično prikaže uporabnost matematičnih
struktur. Vodoravni met je cenen in zelo dostopen poskus. Ko se ga lotimo z
matematičnega vidika, nas pripelje do parabole.
Namen je torej prikaz ene izmed uporabnosti parabole. Prav ta uporabnost pa naj bi
pripomogla k boljšemu razumevanju parabole.

Ideja za izvedbo pri pouku
Ključna stvar je interdisciplinarni pristop – gre za sodelovanje učitelja fizike in matematike.
Prvi izvede poskuse in pojav osvetli z vidika fizike. Njegove rezultate (glej nadaljevanje)
uporabi še učitelj matematike in s tem obogatita poučevanje obeh predmetov.
Pred oblikovanjem te interdisciplinarrne učne enote sem pri fiziki izpeljal povezavo med x
in y, ko je v igri vodoravni met. Sedaj namenoma tega ne naredim in s tem prihranim
odllično izhodišče kolegu matematiku.

Matematično-fizikalno ozadje
Glavna vsebina učne enote je parabola, ki ustreza kvadratni funkciji. Ne gre torej za fizični
primer stožnice, pač pa vodoravni met. Vodoravni met je sestavljen iz dveh neodvisnih
gibanj: v navpični gre za prosti pad, v vodoravni pa za enakomerno gibanje.

Ta projekt se financira s podporo Evropske komisije. Ta publikacija izraža le stališča avtorja ali avtorjev in Komisija ne odgovarja za
kakršnokoli uporabo v njej navedenih informacij.

ScienceMath-projekt: Vdoravni met in parabola
Ideja: Tine Golež, Zavod sv. Stanislava, Škofijska klasična gimnazija
Ljubljana, Slovenja

Učno gradivo
Parabola med matematiko in fiziko – primer vodoravnega meta

Poučevalski predlog: glej naslednje strani

Uvod
Modul je sestavljen iz dveh delov. Prvi del, FIZIKALNI PRISTOP, bo izvedel učitelj fizike,
medtem ko bo MATEMATIKOVO DOPOLNITEV uporabil učitelj matematike.

ScienceMath-projekt: Vdoravni met in parabola
Ideja: Tine Golež, Zavod sv. Stanislava, Škofijska klasična gimnazija
Ljubljana, Slovenja

FIZIKALNI PRISTOP
Uvodni poskus
Kinematika je tista veja fizike, ki opisuje gibanje, ne da bi se spraševala o vzrokih za
gibanje. Ko že obvladamo linearno gibanje, se lotimo vodoravnega meta. Gre za ravninsko
gibanje, ki ga podrobno obravnavamo. Prvi poskus je dobro znani poskus z dvema
kovancema(slika 1).

A

B

Slika 1. Poskus izvajamo na visoki podlagi (lahko je to navadva, okoli 2 m visoka omara).
Z enim prstom pritiskamo v točki A, medtem ko z drugim zelo hitro odrinemo ravnilo v točki
B. Ravnilo se bo zasukalo. Levemu kovancu bomo spodmaknili tla spod nog in bo začel
padati navpično navzdol, medtem ko bomo desni kovanec izstrelili v vodoravni smeri.
Priprava
Pred izvedbo dijake seveda vprašamo, kateri bo prej priletel na tla. Ker bodo gotovo
napovedi dijakov različne, se odločimo za poskus, ki je arbiter v fiziki.
Izvedba
Po nekaj ponovitvah se bodo strinjali, da oba hkrati padeta na tla, saj slišijo le en sam TOK
in ne TOK, TOK. To pomeni, da v navpični smeri letita oba enako.
Sklep
Povzamemo ugotovitve: gibanje pri vodoravnem metu smemo razdeliti na dve neodvisni
gibanji – v navpični smeri gre za prosti pad (saj sta kovanca hkrati padla na tla). Seveda
pa nam ta preprosti poskus ne more izdati, kaj se dogaja v vodoravni smeri.
Za navpično smer že lahko zapišemo enačbe.
gt 2
y=
(1)
2
in

v y = gt (2)
Os y smo tokrat obrnili navpično navzdol, os x pa je kot običajno vodoravna in obrnjena v
desno.

ScienceMath-projekt: Vdoravni met in parabola
Ideja: Tine Golež, Zavod sv. Stanislava, Škofijska klasična gimnazija
Ljubljana, Slovenja

Izboljšani poskus
Fizikalni poskus in meritev naj bosta čim bolj enostavna. Toda tisti hip, ko nam ne moreta
dati ustreznih podatkov, moramo poskus oziroma meritev opraviti z drugo metodo ali
pripomočki. Prav zato se poskusa sedaj lotimo z demonstracijskim topom (Projectile
launcher, proizvajalec PASCO), ki je pritrjen na stranski steber/nosilec table (slika 2).
Omogoča nam zelo ponovljive strele v vodoravni smeri. Sedaj bomo lahko ugotovili tudi to,
kakšno je gibanje v vodoravni smeri. Najprej dijaki ne vedo, kako nam bo to pomagalo, saj
rečejo:«Hitrost izsreljene kroglice velika. Kako bomo izmerili to gibanje?«

Slika 2. Top na vzmet je pritrjen na nosilec table. Njegovo postavitev v razredu dobro
vidimo na naslednji sliki.

Slika 3. Fotografija table med uro fizike. Pike smo narisali med tem, ko smo posnetek v
naravni velikosti predvajali na tablo, sliko za sliko.
Najbolj enostavno je, da strel posnamemo z digitalno kamero. Pozneje analiziramo
počasno predvajanje poskusa. Seveda moramo projektor postaviti na ustrezno mesto v
učilnici, da bo na tabli nastala slika v naravni velikosti, 1 : 1. Med počasno projekcijo, sliko
za sliko, rišemo lege kroglice. Top omogoča tri začetne hitrosti. Dve smo uporabili za
strela na spodnji sliki. Pa tudi na sliki 3 so že.

ScienceMath-projekt: Vdoravni met in parabola
Ideja: Tine Golež, Zavod sv. Stanislava, Škofijska klasična gimnazija
Ljubljana, Slovenja

Nekateri dijaki opazijo, da so premiki v vodoravni smeri ves čas enaki, če opazujemo strel
z izbrano hitrostjo. Večina to opazi tedaj, ko z dodatni oznakami to naredimo na tabli bolj
vidno (slika 4).
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Slika 4. Ker so zaporedne lege projicirane v naravni velikosti, lahko kar po tabli merimo
razdalje in izračunamo začetno hitrost. Najprej pa seveda opazimo, da se premiki v
vodoravni smeri ves čas enaki.
Hitro opazimo (slika 4), da je vodoravna komponenta hitrosti konstantna. Zato lahko
uporabimo enačbi za enakomerno gibanje:

v x = v0 (3)
x = v0 t (4)
Učitelj fizike preprosto izmeri razdalje na tabli in tako izračuna začetno hitrost kroglice.
Lahko tudi razloži, da je trenutna hitrost seveda vektor. Na sliki sta tudi komponenti tega
vektorja. Morda naredi še poskus »Lovec in opica«, ki pa ni tako pomemben za učitelja
matematike, zato tu ni opisan.

ScienceMath-projekt: Vdoravni met in parabola
Ideja: Tine Golež, Zavod sv. Stanislava, Škofijska klasična gimnazija
Ljubljana, Slovenja

MATEMATIKOVA DOPOLNITEV
»Učitelj matematike ali dijak kot preiskovalni inšpektor«
Učitelj matematike motivira dijake tako, da prinese v razred fotokopijo (slika 3), ki jo dijaki
poznajo že od pouka fizike. Točno ta slika je torej že v njihovih fizikalnih zvezkih. Dijakom
pove, da se bo kot nek preiskovalni inšpektor lotil raziskave slike. Po tej poti bo zmogel
ugotoviti nekaj dejstev, ki se tičejo tako strela kot tudi načina snemanja. Prav nič mu ni
potrebno pogledati v fizikalne zvezke. Najprej pove, da tudi matematiki znajo nekaj fizike,
zato zapiše dve enačbi:
gt 2
y=
(5)
2
in

x = v0 t (6)
Seveda mora priznati, da ne ve, kolikšna je bila začetna hitrost izstrelka. Prav tako tudi ne
ve, kolikšen je časovni interval med dvema zaporednima legama kroglice. A trdi, da bo vse
to zmogel izračunati s premeteno analizo slike.
Vprašanje: Kako zapisati zvezo y(x), ki bo združila parametrični enački (5) in (6), da bo
dobljena krivulja potekala skozi zaporedne lege izstreljene kroglice?
Iz enačbe (6) izrazimo čas in ga vstavimo v enačbo (5), pa je pred nami enačba parabole:

⎛ x
g ⎜⎜
v
y= ⎝ 0
2

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

2

(7)

Da bo oblika bolj podobna, enačbo malce preuredimo:
g
y = 2 x2
2v 0
(8)
Dobljena enačba nas spominja na parabolo v centralni legi y = ax2. Če je koeficient pred
kvadratnim členom majhen, gre za bolj položno parabolo in obratno. Ni zelo moteče, da je
os y obrnjena navzdol.
Vprašanje: Ali ta matematični zapis potrjuje opažanje pri streljanju? Zgornje točke na
slikah 3, 4 in 5 ustrezajo večji hitrosti. V tem primeru je seveda koeficient v enačbi (8)
manjši in parabola je zares manj strma.
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H kvantitativni analizi

To je bila le kvalitativna analiza. Sedaj učitelj matematike izbere eno točko in izmeri njene
koordinate. Na sliki 5 je izbral obkroženo točko, ki ima koordinati 12,0 cm in 4,3 cm. Toda
merila slike ne poznamo! Učitelj prizna, da je snažilko prosil, da ga je malce spustila v
fizikalnico (ki je zaradi drage opreme sicer vedno zaklenjena). Seveda na tabli ni bilo nič
napisano ali narisano. Zato je izmeril višino table in višino table na sliki. Tako je ugotovil,
da je razmerje 1 : 14. Koordinati obkrožene točke sta bili v resnici 1,68 m in 0,60 m.

5Δx

(12,0 cm; 4,3

Slika 5. Učitelj matematike je obkrožil eno točko in izmeril njeni koordinati. Izmeril je tudi
premik v vodoravni smeri, do katerega je prišlo v petih časovnih intervalih.
Sedaj je le še uporabil enačbo (8), v katero je vstavil koordinati in gravitacijski pospešek.
Tako je izračunal, da je bila kroglica izstreljena s hitrostjo 4,8 m/s, kar dijaki preverijo v
fizikalnem zvezku. Enak rezultat je tudi tam!
Seveda zmore učitelj izračunati tudi število posnetih slik na sekundo. Upošteva ravnokar
izračunano hitrost in premik v vodoravni smeri v petih časovnih intervalih. Ta je 0,0198 s.
Obratna vrednost tega časa je frekvenca – koliko slik na sekundo je posnela kamera.
Rezultat je 50,5 s-1; kamera je posnela 50 slik na sekundo. Razliko pripišemo napaki pri
merjenju.
Nadaljnje informacije
Ta primer medpredmetnega povezovanja je bil že večkrat preizkušen v razredu in zelo
motivira dijake. V resnici jim pokaže, kako pomembna je matematizacija fizikalnih pojavov.
S tem tudi dodatno osmisli učenje parabole.
Če upoštevamo cenovno dostopnost digitalnih kamer, bi lahko pričakovali, da bo vsak a
šola naredila poskus in uporabljala svoje izmerjene podatke za analizo.
Ta projekt se financira s podporo Evropske komisije. Ta publikacija izraža le stališča avtorja ali avtorjev in Komisija ne odgovarja za
kakršnokoli uporabo v njej navedenih informacij.
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Nadaljnje informacije
Izkušnje
Preizkušeno na več gimnazijah. Dijaki so bili stari 16 let in so pri fiziki že obravnavali
vodoravni met.

Literatura

GOLEŽ, Tine (2005). Vodoravni met med fiziko in matematiko. Fizika v šoli, 1, 13-20.

Ta projekt se financira s podporo Evropske komisije. Ta publikacija izraža le stališča avtorja ali avtorjev in Komisija ne odgovarja za
kakršnokoli uporabo v njej navedenih informacij.
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*

Trafikmodellering
1. Hvad er en sikker varighed af det gule lys?
Du ved sikkert at de fleste trafiksignaler har et gult signal, der lyser lige før det røde signal
skifter til grønt, og lige før det grønne signal skifter til rødt. Ved du hvorfor der er et gult
signal i begge tilfælde? I de følgende opgaver skal du diskutere den bedste varighed af et
gult signal når signalet skifter fra grønt til rødt.
Opgave 1.1: Prøv at danne dig et overblik over hvilke faktorer der bør spille en rolle I din
beslutning om hvor lang varighed det gule signal skal have, inden det skifter til rødt. Lav
en liste over disse faktorer. Det kan være en god ide at tegne nogle skitser af forskellige
situationer for at afgøre hvilke faktorer, der er vigtige.
Opgave 1.2: På baggrund af de faktorer, du fandt i sidste opgave, skal du formulere i så
simple termer som muligt en verbal model eller tommelfingerregel omkring varigheden af
det gule signal.
At stoppe en bil: Bremselængden for en bil er afhængig af mange
faktorer, blandt andet (1) bilens hastighed, (2) bilens vægt, (3) bilens
bremseevne, (4) dækkenes tilstand, (5) vejoverfladen og (6) førerens
reaktionstid.
Opgave 1.3: Diskuter hvordan ændringer i hver af de nævnte faktorer
har indflydelse på bremselængden af en bil. Under denne diskussion kan
du tegne kraft pile og andre ting, der er på spil i en situation hvor en fører
bremser en bil. Du kan bruge billedet nedenfor.

*
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Antagelser til en simpel model
Når vi forsøger at lave modeller af systemer såsom en bil der stopper, bliver tit nødt til at
forsimple situationen lidt. Det gør vi ved at vælge at fokusere på nogle faktorer i systemet
frem for andre. De faktorer vi vælger at fokusere på er faktorer som kan ændres, mens de
faktorer som vi vælger ikke at fokusere på kan holdes konstante.
En simpel model hjælper os til at forstå systemet bedre. Men vi skal altid huske at vælge
vores faktorer med omhu. Spørg altid dig selv hvorfor vi skal vælge at fokusere på disse
faktorer og ikke på andre. Og husk: Den simple model, vi ender ud med, kan altid gøres
mere kompleks (og mere ”realistisk”) ved at inddrage flere faktorer.
Inden de næste opgaver vil vi gøre nogle antagelser sådan, at de modeller, du kommer til
at arbejde med, vil være simple men stadigt komplekse nok til at give en god forståelse for
situationerne.
Vi foreslår, at du fokuserer på de følgende faktorer, der kan varieres: (A) bilens hastighed
og (B) vejbanens tilstand. Det betyder, at vi foreslår at du fortsætter din modellering som
om alle de andre faktorer fastholdes som konstante. Vi foreslår altså, at du begynder med
at behandle alle biler som havende nogenlunde den samme vægt, bremseevne og tilstand
af dæk, og at alle førere har samme reaktionstid. Husk at når du senere vil gøre din model
mere kompleks, så kan du begynde at overveje hvorledes du kan inddrage fx bilens vægt
som en faktor du kan lade variere.
Du skal altid tænke over de faktorer, du vælger at lade være konstante. Nu vil vi bede dig
om at arbejde med to af de nævnte faktorer.
Reaktionstid: En føreres reaktionstid er en meget vigtig factor, når vi vil beregne
standselængden. Reaktionstiden
er givet ved den tid, der går mellem, at føreren
modtager et sanseindtryk (såsom at se signalet skifte) og den passende respons (fx at
træde på bremsen).
Test det selv 1.1: Prøv at søg på ”Online Reaction Time Test” på internettet og
brug forskellige sider til at test din reaktionsevne. Du kan sætte resultaterne in i et
regneak og finde din gennemsnitlige reaktionstid. Men husk at din reaktionstid foran
skærmen nok er mærkbart kortere end hvis du befandt dig i trafikken.
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Deceleration: Når vi taler om en bils bremseevne, refererer vi til hvor hurtigt bilen er i
. Bremseevnen varierer betydeligt fra bil til bil, og
stand til at decelerere dens fart til 0
den afhænger især af vejbanens og dækkenes tilstand. På våd eller glat vej vil en bil
decelerere meget langsommere. Enheden for deceleration er – ligesom for acceleration –
meter per sekund i anden. Kan du forklare hvorfor dette er sådan?
Test det selv 1.2: Du kan lave denne test på to måder. Enten med din cykel (med
en cykel computer, der måler hastighed) eller med en bil på en privat vej. Hvis det
er muligt kan du optage forsøget på video. Forsøg at bevæge cyklen/bilen ved en
konstant hastighed og brems så op når du passerer en på forhånd fundet
afmærkning – fx et træ eller skilt. Mål din bremselængde ved forskellige
hastigheder. Hvis du optager forsøget på video, kan du analysere situationen i
detaljer på en computer. Hvis du antager at decelerationen er konstant for hele
nedbremsningen, kan du udregne din bil/cykels deceleration ved forskellige
hastigheder. Prøv at optegne nogle grafer af dine resultater.
Friktion: Som nævnt vil en bil have en meget længere bremselængde på en våd eller glat
overflade. Hvorfor er dette tilfædet?
Test det selv 1.3: Der er en lang række måder, du kan teste dette. Tag for
eksempel en tung rektangulær metal klods og lad den glide på en jævn overflade.
Mål hvor langt den bevæger sig fra det punkt du gave slip til det punkt den stopper.
Prøv at gøre det samme med vand på bordet og med madolie på bordet. (Hvis det
fryser udenfor kan du forsøge at gøre det samme på en tilfrosset vandpyt). Husk at
glide klodsen ved en relativt ens hastighed i de forskellige tilfælde. Optegn dine
resultater i en tabel.
Nu er vi klar til at forberede vores simple model. Vi vil antage, for simpelhedens skyld, at
det følgende er sandt for enhver bil, der krydser et trafiksignal:
(1) Førerens reaktionstid er konstant 0,6 sekunder.
(2) Bilerne kører ikke hurtigere end den foreskrevne hastighedsbegrænsning
(3) Bilernes deceleration når der trædes på bremserne er konstant på
a)

når vejbanen er tør

b)

når vejbanen er våd

c)

når der er isglat på vejbanen
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Værdierne for disse konstanter er nogenlunde standardværdier for gennemsnitlige førere
af gennemsnitlige personbiler. Men du kan kort diskutere om disse værdier stemmer
overens med dine resultater ovenfor. Hvis der er store forskelle kan du diskutere og
forklare forskellene. Var dine tests gode tests, der giver et troværdigt billede af, hvad der
sker i trafikken? Hvad kunne gøres bedre? Du er velkommen til at ændre nogle af de
ovenstående værdier, så længe du kan argumentere for din ændring.

Opgave 1.4: Du skal give et bud på en sikker varighed af de gule signaler i det kryds, der
er skitseret nedenfor.

Opgave 1.5: Til denne opgave skal du bruge et langt målebånd og et stopur. Gå til et
vejkryds i nærheden og mål bredden af krydset. Tegn derefter et billede af krydset lige
som ovenfor. Mål nu varigheden af det gule signal i krydset. Er varigheden passende?
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2. Hvad er den sikre hastighed i et sving?
Til den næste række af opgaver skal du gore nogle forberedelser. Find først en vej med et
relativt skarpt sving. Nu skal du modellere svinget. Først skal du simplificere svinget og
betragte det som om det var en del af en cirkel – hvor midten af vejen udgør en del af
periferien af den cirkel. Giv et bud på radiussen af den cirkel.
Opgave 2.1: Betragt over svinget I det nedenstående billede. Førerens udsyn er blokeret
af et højt støjværn i form af et hegn. Det er klart at føreren skal have nok tid til at bremse
bilen, hvis en forankørende bil begynder at bremse. I sving som det, der er skitseret
nedenfor, spiller førerens udsyn en afgørende rolle. Brug data fra din forberedelse og
forestil dig at det sving du har modelleret også har et støjværn, som man ikke kan se
igennem (du kan selvfølgelig også forestille dig at det er et sving i en tunnel du
modellerer). Hvad er den maksimale sikre hastighed for biler, der kører igennem dette
sving?
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Pikkuauton kiihtyvyys
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Opetusmateriaali
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Kiihtyvyys, nopeus, liikenneturvallisuus
12-16 vuotiaille oppilaille ja luokanopettajaksi opiskeleville
Tarkemmin sisällössä
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Taustaa
Didaktinen tausta
Fysiikassa on monia sellaisia ilmiöitä, joita oppilaiden on vaikea ymmärtää.
Tämän materiaalin tarkoituksena on myös tuoda esiin
mallintamisen tärkeys luonnontieteiden opetuksessa (English,
2009). Mallintamisessa on tärkeää tieteellinen työskentelytapa:
asetetaan hypoteesi, tehdään kokeilu tai tutkimus kyseisestä
ilmiöstä, raportoidaan havainnot sekä havaintojen pohjalta joko
hylätään voimassa oleva teoreettinen selitys tai muodostetaan
uusi teoria. Mallintamisen kautta opiskelijat voivat käsitellä
reaalimaailmassa esiintyviä ilmiöitä, mikä motivoi heitä
sitoutumaan työskentelyyn. Lisäksi opiskelijoille tulee antaa
mahdollisuus selittää itselleen tarkoituksenmukaisella tavalla mitä
tutkittavassa ilmiössä tapahtuu. Suunnitellessaan oman
kokeilunsa toteuttamista opiskelijat joutuvat hyödyntämään omaa aikaisempaa tietoaan,
mikä aktivoi heidän tiedon kanssa työskentelyyn. Samalla on tarkoitus, että opiskelijat
havainnoivat työssä esiintyviä muuttujia ja niiden yhteyttä toisiinsa.
Joskus oppilailla saattaa esiintyä ahdistusta fysiikkaa kohtaan, mikä osaltaan estää
mielekkäiden oppimiskokemusten syntymisen. Fysiikkaan liittyvää ahdistuneisuutta on
myös luokanopettajaksi opiskelevilla. Jos luokanopettajakoulutuksessa pystytään
vähentämään tulevien alaluokkien opettajien fysiikkaan liittyvää ahdistusta, niin
työskennellessään opettajina he osaavat huomioida sellaiset oppilaat, joille fysiikan
ilmiöiden ymmärtäminen on vaikeaa. Ahdistuneisuuden vähentämiseksi voidaan käyttää
kokemuksellisia oppimistilanteita, missä tuttujen esineiden avulla lähestytään opiskeltavaa
asiaa. Tässä materiaalissa käytetään tavallista pikkuautoa kiihtyvyyden tutkimiseen.
Lisäksi pyrimme selvittämään voidaanko lelun avulla vähentää luokanopettajaksi
opiskelevien fysiikkaan liittyvä ahdistusta

Fysikaalinen ja matemaattinen tausta
Fysiikassa kiihtyvyydellä tarkoitetaan nopeuden (v) muutosta ajassa:
Kiihtyvyys =

Δv
Nopeuden _ muutos
, eli a =
,
Δt
Ajan _ muutos

missä Δv on nopeuden muutos ja Δt ajan muutos
Lisäksi tämän materiaalin avulla on testattu, saadaanko opiskelijoiden kielteisiä asenteita
muutettua myönteisemmiksi fysiikkaa kohtaan.
Hanke on rahoitettu Euroopan komission tuella. Tästä julkaisusta (tiedotteesta) vastaa ainoastaan sen laatija, eikä komissio ole
vastuussa siihen sisältyvien tietojen mahdollisesta käytöstä.
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Opetusmateriaali
Tämän opetusmateriaalin tarkoituksena on opettaa kiihtyvyyttä mallintamisen avulla.
Toisena tarkoituksena on hyödyntää pikkuautoa ja lego-ukkoa fysiikkaan liittyvän
ahdistuksen vähentämiseksi. Ennen tutkimustehtävien tekemistä, opiskelijat voivat nimetä
pikkuauton esimerkiksi ”Punaiseksi Lohikäärmeeksi” tulosten vertailun helpottamiseksi.
Opiskelijat suunnittelevat itse, miten toteuttavat kiihtyvyyteen liittyvät tutkimustehtävät, ja
kirjaavat tulokset tehtävämonisteisiin. Tutkimustehtävien tuloksista keskustellaan
yhteisesti.
Johdanto

Tutkimustehtävien
tekeminen
Yhteenveto

Opettaja esittelee tehtävät ja muodostaa ryhmät/parit. Tunnin
alussa voidaan kerrata yhteisöllisen oppimisen perusperiaatteita
sekä mallintamisen vaiheita ja keskustella tulosten
raportointitavasta.
Opiskelijat suunnittelevat itse miten tutkimustehtävät toteutetaan,
Kunkin parin/ryhmän työpisteessä on valmiina tarvittavat materiaalit
Yhden tehtävän kokeellisen osuuden tekemiseen menee arvioilta
noin 25 minuuttia. .
Parit/ryhmät raportoivat tutkimuksensa tulokset sekä miten he
onnistuivat matemaattisessa mallinnuksessa. Ryhmät osallistuvat
koko luokan yhteiseen keskusteluun tuloksista.

Hanke on rahoitettu Euroopan komission tuella. Tästä julkaisusta (tiedotteesta) vastaa ainoastaan sen laatija, eikä komissio ole
vastuussa siihen sisältyvien tietojen mahdollisesta käytöstä.
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Tehtäväkuvaus ja tarvikkeet 1: Pikkuauton kiihtyvyys
Muuttujat

Riippumattomat muuttujat: Nopeus, aika
Riippuva muuttuja: Kiihtyvyys
Muuttujien välinen yhteys:
Nopeuden _ muutos a = Δv
;
Δt
Ajan _ muutos
Δv on nopeuden muutos ja Δt ajan muutos
Pikkuauto
Sekuntikello
Kalteva taso
Mitta
Millimetripaperi, kynä
Kiihtyvyys =

Tarvikkeet
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Tutkimuksen
suorittaminen

Tässä tutkimuksessa opiskelijoiden tulee ensin miettiä, miten
pikkuauton kiihtyvyyttä voidaan tutkia. Heidän pitää itse miettiä,
mitä välineitä he tarvitsevat. Tarvittaessa opettaja voi tarkastaa
suunnitelmat ennen niiden toteuttamista. Tutkimustehtävän aikana
kaikki havainnot ja tulokset kirjataan ylös taulukoihin. Tulokset
esitetään myös graafisesti koordinaatiossa järkevää asteikkoa
käyttäen. Opiskelijoiden pitäisi saada selville, että kuvaajana on
ylöspäin aukeavan paraabelin puolikas, sekä matkan s riippuu
ajasta t 2. asteen polynomifunktio mukaan (s = s0 + v0t + ½at2).
Ensimmäisten tulosten jälkeen opiskelijoiden tulee toistaa
mittaukset tutkimustilannetta varioimalla, testaamalla pikkuauton
kiihtyvyyttä jyrkemmällä/matalammalla tasolla sekä erilaisella
pintamateriaalilla varustetulla tasolla. Tämän jälkeen opiskelijoiden
tulee pohtia miten eri tutkimustilanteet vaikuttivat kiihtyvyyteen,
laskea hetkellinen keskinopeus sekä piirtää graafi siten, että
pisteiden (x,y) etäisyys pysyy samana, esimerkiksi,
Matka/ m

0,8
0,6

s4
s3

0,4
s
0,20

s

1,0

Yhteys
arkipäivään

2,0
3,
4,
t1 t
t3 t

Aika / s

Esimerkki 1.
s − s1 0,30 − 0,20´ 0,1
vk1 = 2
=
=
= 0,2 m/s
t 2 − t1
2,5 − 2
0,5
s − s3 0,60 − 0,50´ 0,1
vk2 = 4
=
=
= 0,33... m/s
0,3
t 4 − t3
3,3 − 3
Etäisyyden muutos pidetään koko ajan samana. Toisin sanoen
tutkitaan kuvaajaa eri kohdissa niin, että erotus sn – sn-1 pysyy koko
ajan samana. Huomaa, että aikojen erotus muuttuu. Esimerkissä
olisi voitu valita myös pistepari, jossa etäisyydet olisivat olleet 0,25
m ja 0,35 m. Kunhan siis erotus pysyy samana.
Kiihtyvä liike on helppo havaita arjessa
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Tehtäväkuvaus ja tarvikkeet 2: Duplo-ukko liikenteessä
Riippuva muuttuja
Riippuvuus
Materiaali

Pikkuauto
Duplo (Lego) -ukko
Kalteva taso,
Kulmaviivain
Kumilenkkejä (Turvavyö Duplo-ukolle)

Tutkimustehtävän
eteneminen

Tässä tehtävässä samaa tilannetta mitataan useilla eri havainnoilla
sekä varioidaan tutkimustilannetta. Tutkimustilannetta varioidaan
muuttamalla tason kaltevuuskulmaa ja tutkitaan kuinka kalteva taso
voi olla, jotta Duplo-ukko pysyy kyydissä ilman turvavyötä, sekä
kuinka kaltevaa tasoa pitkin Duplo-ukko voi ajaa käyttäessään
turvavyötä, esimerkiksi 40% kaltevuuskulmassa Duplo-ukko
tarvitsee turvavyön pysyäkseen kyydissä.

Tausta

Kiihtyvyydellä tarkoitetaan nopeuden muutosta aikayksikössä

Δv
Nopeuden _ muutos
, eli a =
,
Δt
Ajan _ muutos
missä Δv on nopeuden muutos ja Δt ajan muutos
Kiihtyvyys =

Yhteys
arkipäivään

Muista käyttää turvavyötä liikenteessä.
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Tehtävämoniste Pikkuauton kiihtyvyys
Tässä tehtävässä tutkitaan pikkuauton kiihtyvyyttä. Ennen kuin
aloitat kiihtyvyyden tutkimisen, vastaa ensin alla oleviin
kysymyksiin. Kirjoita vastaukset vihkoosi.
1. Miten pikkuauton kiihtyvyyttä voidaan tutkia?
2. Mitä välineitä tarvitset pikkuauton kiihtyvyyden tutkimiseksi?
3. Piirrä kuva miten aiot suorittaa tutkimuksen?
Suorita tutkimus äsken suunnittelemallasi tavalla.
4. Kirjoita tutkimuksesi tulokset alla olevaan taulukkoon. Kirjoita näkyviin miten laskit
havaintojesi keskiarvon. Miksi jokaista tutkittavaa matkaa kohti on tehtävä kolme eri
mittausta?
matka, matka,
cm
m
5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

havainto
1
aika, s

havainto
2
aika, s

havainto
3
aika, s

havaintojen keskiarvo
aika, s

0,05
0,1

pisteen
koordinaatit
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

, 0,05)
, 0,1)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)

5. Piirrä (aika, matka)-kuvaaja millimetripaperille saatujen mittaustulosten perusteella.
Mieti järkevä asteikko! Tarkastele kuvaajan muotoa, voiko siitä päätellä miten matka
riippuu ajasta?
Kuvaaja muistuttaa:

Päätelmä:

6. Toista mittaussarja käyttäen jyrkempää/matalampaa tasoa, ja pintamateriaaliltaan
erilaista tasoa. Kirjoita tutkimustuloksesi seuraavalla sivulla oleviin taulukoihin. Piirrä
kuvaaja(t) edellisen kuvaajan kanssa samaan koordinaatistoon.
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Tulokset: Jyrkempi/matalampi taso
Matka, matka,
cm
m
5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

havainto
1
aika, s

havainto
2
aika, s

havainto
3
aika, s

havaintojen keskiarvo
aika, s

0,05
0,1

Pisteen
koordinaatit
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

, 0,05)
, 0,1)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)

Tulokset: Tasolla erilainen pintamateriaali
Matka, matka,
cm
m
5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

havainto
1
aika, s

havainto
2
aika, s

havainto
3
aika, s

havaintojen keskiarvo
aika, s

0,05
0,1

Pisteen
koordinaatit
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

, 0,05)
, 0,1)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)

Mikä on muuttunut edelliseen mittaukseen verrattuna?
______________________________________________________________________
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7. Laske jollekin mittaussarjalle sen jokaista havaintoa vastaava hetkellinen keskinopeus
kaavalla
Nopeus =

Δs
matka
eli v =
aika
Δt

Matka, m
0,05
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9

, missä v on nopeus, s on matka ja t on aika.

Aika, s

Nopeus, m/s

8. Mitä havaitset, kun vertaat hetkellisiä keskinopeuksia keskenään? Mitä se sinulle auton
liikkeestä kertoo?
9. Siirrä edellisestä taulukosta ajan ja nopeuden arvot alla olevaan taulukkoon. Laske
hetkellinen kiihtyvyys peräkkäisistä mittauksista alla olevan kaavan avulla
Kiihtyvyys =

Δv
Nopeuden _ muutos
, eli a =
,
Δt
Ajan _ muutos

missä Δv on nopeuden muutos ja Δt ajan muutos
Esimerkiksi ensimmäisen havainnon hetkellinen kiihtyvyys saadaan lasketuksi
seuraavasti
kiihtyvyys 1 = (nopeus 1 - 0) / (aika 1 - 0),
kiihtyvyys 2 = (nopeus 2 – nopeus 1) / (aika 2 – aika 1), jne.
Havainto

Aika, s
0

Nopeus, m/s
0

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Kiihtyvyyksien keskiarvo:

:

Kiihtyvyys, m/s2
0
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10. Virhetarkastelu.
Arvioi missä mittausvaiheessa syntyy virhettä. Onko jokin mittaustulos sellainen, että
se poikkeaa huomattavasti muista?
11. Omat huomiosi ja päätelmäsi:
Voidaanko saatujen tulosten avulla ennustaa auton käyttäytymistä jos kallistuskulma
pidetään samana ja lankku olisi esimerkiksi 2 m pitkä tai 10 m pitkä, (eikä auto pääsisi
putoamaan lankun sivuille)?
12. Kirjallisuusvertailu (jos mahdollista):
Tässä voi verrata saatuja tuloksia kirjallisuudessa esitettyihin tietoihin, esimerkiksi jos
määritetään jonkin aineen tiheyttä tai vaikkapa Maan aiheuttamaan kiihtyvyyttä.
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Tehtävämoniste Duplo-ukko ja turvavyö

Kokeile Duplo-ukon kanssa, miten turvavyö toimii törmäystilanteessa.
1. Laita Duplo-ukko istumaan autoon ja päästä auto laskemaan alas kaltevaa tasoa, joka
päättyy esteeseen.
Kokeile useampaa eri kaltevuutta ja testaa, mitä tapahtuu.
2. Kiinnitä sitten Duplo-ukko tukevasti kiinni autoon kumilenkeillä.
Päästä auto laskemaan alas kaltevalla tasolla, joka päättyy esteeseen.
Kokeile useampaa eri kaltevuutta ja testaa, mitä tapahtuu.

Selitä, mitä tapahtuu.
Mitä arkielämään liittyviä päätelmiä voit tehdä tämän tutkimuksen perusteella?

The ScienceMath Project: Pikkuauton kiihtyvyys
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Lisätietoa
Kokemuksia opetusmateriaalista
Tätä opetusjaksoa on kokeiltu kahdesti ja se on toiminut hyvin molemmilla kerroilla.
Oppilaat ovat olleet suomalaisia luokanopettajiksi opiskelevia nuoria ja heitä oli yhteensä
noin 85 kummallakin kerralla ja heidät oli jaettu viiteen n. 18 hengen ryhmään.
Opiskelijoiden fysiikka-ahdistuneisuutta ja asenteita fysiikkaa kohtaan kyseltiin ennen
viimeksi järjestetyn opetusjakson alkua ja sen tämän opetusjakson päätyttyä toisen kerran
(Tuominen 2007). Ennen kurssia toteutetun kyselyn mukaan luokanopettajaksi
opiskelevilla oli negatiivinen asenne fysiikkaa kohtaan. Eräs naisopiskelija raportoi, että
”se on vaan kaavoja joita kukaan ei selitä mulle, fysiikka on turhauttavaa”. Lisäksi
naisopiskelijoista joka neljäs (25 %) oli sitä mieltä, että fysiikassa mikään ei ole helppoa.
Opetuskokeilun yhteydessä tutkittiin opiskelijoiden fysiikan opiskeluun liittyvää
ahdistuneisuutta siten, että opiskelijat vastasivat kysymyslomakkeisiin ennen kokeilua ja
sen jälkeen. Tuloksia käsiteltäessä opiskelijat jaettiin alkumittauksen ahdistuneisuuden
kokemuksen mukaan kolmeen ryhmään: ryhmä 1 (n = 24, kaikki naisia ja suhteellisen
vähän fysiikkaa opiskelleita), ryhmä 2 (n = 27, joista 9 miestä ja 18 naista) ja ryhmä 3 (n =
28; joista 6 miestä ja 28 naista). Naisopiskelijoiden fysiikkaa kohtaan arvioima
ahdistuneisuuden kokemus väheni tilastollisesti merkitsevästi (t = 7, 6; p=0,000).
5
4,5
4
3,5
3

ryhmä 1
ryhmä 2

2,5

ryhmä 3

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
ennen

jälkeen
Ahdistuneisuus

ennen

jälkeen
Tärkeys

ennen

jälkeen

Mukavuus

KUVA: Opiskelijoiden ahdistuneisuuden, fysiikan tärkeyden ja fysiikan mukavuuden arvioiden
keskiarvot ennen ja jälkeen opetuskokeilun
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Esimerkkejä opiskelijoiden kommenteista opetuskokeilun jälkeen
”Mielenkiintoista tutkimista, mukavaa ja käytännönläheistä” (naisopiskelija, 4)
”Fysiikka näköjään voikin olla ihan mielekästä” (naisopiskelija, 24)
”Kivaa, mielenkiintoista, omalla tavallaan konkreettista” (naisopiskelija, 46)
”Fysiikka ei vieläkään kiinnosta, mutta kokeellisuus oli hauskaa” (naisopiskelija, 47)
”Hauskempaa vitsikkäillä välineillä” (naisopiskelija, 64)
”Toisinaan yksinkertaisten asioiden tylsää toistoa” (miesopiskelija, 70)
”Hyödyllistä, kaavamaista, luovaa” (miesopiskelija, 84)
”Fysiikka onkin ehkä ihan ymmärrettävää, fysiikka on tarkkaa, fysiikka on hauskaa”
(naisopiskelija, 26)
”Tekeminen on hauskaa, samalla pääsee fysiikan tietoon käsiksi kokeilun kautta”
(naisopiskelija, 10)
”Fysiikka on tutkimista, laskemista, ihan kivaa” (naisopiskelija, 16)

Tarkoituksenmukaisuuden ja hauskuuden lisäksi, opiskelijat katsoivat että fysiikka oli myös
hyödyllisempää kuin he olivat aikaisemmin ajatelleet.
Tulosten näyttäisi siis siltä, että tuttujen esineiden, kuten lelujen avulla voidaan muuttaa
erityisesti naisopiskelijoiden sekä fysiikan erityisen vaikeaksi kokevien opiskelijoiden
käsityksiä ja asenteita fysiikasta positiivisemmiksi.

Lähteet
English, L.D: (2009). Promoting interdisciplinary through mathematical modeling. ZDM
Mathematics Education 41, 161 - 181.
Tuominen, A. (2007). Voidaanko lelun avulla muuttaa mielikuvia fysiikasta
positiivisemmaksi. Teoksessa K. Merenluoto, A. Virta & P. Carpelan (toim.)
Opettajankoulutuksen muuttuvat rakenteet. Ainedidaktinen symposiumi 2007.
Turun yliopiston kasvatustieteellisen tiedekunnan julkaisuja B:77.

Hanke on rahoitettu Euroopan komission tuella. Tästä julkaisusta (tiedotteesta) vastaa ainoastaan sen laatija, eikä komissio ole
vastuussa siihen sisältyvien tietojen mahdollisesta käytöstä.

Funktionale Zusammenhänge 2

Key-Wörter

Unterrichtsvorschlag
geeignet für

Hinweise

Funktionsbegriff, funktionales Denken,
lineare, quadratische, kubische Funktion, umgekehrt
proportionale Funktion
14- bis 17jährige Schülerinnen und Schüler.
Der Unterrichtsvorschlag kann unabhängig während
des Schuljahres eingesetzt oder in einen Kurs zum
Funktionsbegriffserwerb integriert werden. Die
vorgeschlagenen Experimente führen auf lineare,
quadratische, umgekehrt proportionale und weitere
Funktionen.
Das Ziel ist die Förderung des
Funktionsbegriffserwerbs, indem Aspekte wie
Zuordnung und Kovariation in experimentellen
Aktivitäten und Modellierungssituationen erfahren
werden.
Es wird vorgeschlagen die Experimente in Stationen
anzubieten. Als Zeitrahmen sollten drei Doppelstunden
(mindestens 3,5 Stunden) angesetzt werden. Je nach
Zeit sollte jede Gruppe (2 bis 4 Schülerinnen und
Schüler) mindestens 3 Experimente bearbeiten. Zum
Abschluss der Unterrichtseinheit wird eine
Präsentationsphase im Klassenverband
vorgeschlagen, in der jede Gruppe zu einem
Experiment ihre Ergebnisse vorstellt.
Die vorgeschlagenen Experimente erfordern von der
Lehrkraft zum Teil Kompetenzen in der experimentellen
Physik. Eine fächerübergreifende Behandlung, die
neben dem mathematischen Interesse an der
funktionalen Abhängigkeit auch die physikalische
Begrifflichkeit berücksichtigt, ist hier sehr erwünscht
(Hinweis: unter Funktionale Zusammenhänge 1 werden
einfachere Experimente vorgeschlagen).
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Hintergrund
Allgemeiner didaktischer Hintergrund
Ausgangspunkt ist ein fächerübergreifender Ansatz mit den Naturwissenschaften, insbesondere mit der Physik. Durch außermathematische Bezüge sollen die Schülerinnen und
Schüler Mathematik angemessen, bedeutungsvoll und interessant erfahren; das Lernen in
Zusammenhängen soll zu einem intuitiven mathematischen Verstehen beitragen. Mit Hilfe
naturwissenschaftlicher Kontexte und Methoden soll einerseits die oft beobachtete Kluft
zwischen formaler Mathematik und authentischer Erfahrung geschlossen werden, andererseits die Vielseitigkeit mathematischer Begriffe erfahren werden.
Naturwissenschaftliche Inhalte bieten die Chance für einen wirklichkeitsnahen Unterricht.
Konkrete physikalische oder biologische Zusammenhänge können mathematische Modellierungsaktivitäten anregen und zu authentischen Erfahrungen führen. Mathematische Inhalte und Methoden werden in sinnvollen Zusammenhängen gelernt; die Realität der
Schülerinnen und Schüler kann mit mathematischer Einsicht erweitert werden. Unterschiedliche Realitätsbezüge führen auf unterschiedliche Modelle und können somit auch
zur Kontrastierung von begrifflichen Eigenschaften und von verschiedenen Modellen beitragen. Die Vielfalt naturwissenschaftlicher Phänomene gestattet offene Aufgabenstellungen und damit ein selbstständiges Erarbeiten der Mathematik. Mathematische Begriffe,
wie zum Beispiel der Funktionsbegriff, können als Modellierungswerkzeuge erfahren werden. In unterschiedlichen Realitätsbezügen können ihre vielseitigen Bedeutungszusammenhänge und ihre unterschiedlichen Eigenschaften erfasst werden.

Mathematischer Hintergrund
Der Funktionsbegriff ist einer der wichtigsten, aber auch einer der schwierigsten mathematischen Begriffe. Viele Untersuchungen haben gezeigt, dass Schüler und Schülerinnen oft
nur ein eingeschränktes Begriffsverständnis vom Funktionsbegriff haben. Unter einer
Funktion wird oft nur „etwas mit x und y“ oder etwas, das „man grafisch darstellen kann“
verstanden. In einem Funktionsgraph wird eher der Verlauf der Linie als die funktionale
Abhängigkeit zwischen zwei Größen erkannt. Tatsächlich besteht unterrichtlich auch die
Gefahr, die Behandlung von Funktionen vorwiegend auf das Zeichnen von Graphen aus
Gleichungen zu reduzieren. Der Funktionsbegriff ist aber viel komplexer: Den Funktionsbegriff kennen, heißt vertraut zu sein mit seinen inhaltlichen Vorstellungen, seinen verschiedenen Darstellungsebenen und einem Wechsel dazwischen. Die Komplexität des
Funktionsbegriffs ist Gegenstand vieler Untersuchungen der letzten Jahrzehnte. Zentrale
Arbeiten in diesem Zusammenhang stammen von DeMorois und Tall, Stoye und Fischer/
Malle und Swan, die unterschiedliche Repräsentationsformen, den Wechsel dazwischen
und kognitive Ebenen identifizieren (vgl. Literaturliste unter Weitere Informationen).
Zusammenfassend werden hier drei inhaltlichen Aspekte des Funktionsbegriffs unterschieden (vgl. in der Literaturliste: Beckmann 2006):
 Zuordnungsaspekt (Korrespondenz, Aktion: Jedem Element x einer Menge X wird
genau ein Element y einer Menge Y zugeordnet. Hier können wir im einfachen Fall
nur ein Element x betrachten oder der Reihe nach/ kontinuierlich alle x aus X).
 Kovariationsaspekt (Prozess: Ändert sich x, so ändert sich entsprechend das zugeordnete bzw. korrespondierende y. Wir können x dabei jeweils diskret ändern oder
kontinuierlich die Menge X durchlaufen lassen)
1
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Objektaspekt
Eine Funktion als Objekt zu verstehen, heißt die Funktion als Ganzes zu begreifen,
das heißt vertraut zu sein mit den Aspekten wie einfache und kontinuierliche Zuordnung, diskrete und kontinuierliche Kovariation in allen Repräsentationsformen, möglichen Wechseln und Wechselarten.

Darstellerische Aspekte sind Situation (Bilder, verbale Beschreibungen), Tabelle, Graph,
algebraischer Ausdruck/ Term.
Der Funktionsbegriff wird am umfassendsten im „Haus des funktionalen Denkens“ von
Höfer erfasst (Abbildung 1). Es berücksichtigt und verdeutlicht alle Aspekte des Funktionsbegriffs und alle Möglichkeiten eines Wechsels. Dabei gestattet es auch die Differenzierung zwischen unterschiedlichen Möglichkeiten bei ein und derselben Übersetzung,
beispielsweise ob die grafische Umsetzung eines Terms punktweise oder unter dynamischen Gesichtspunkten erfolgt (Abbildung 1).

Abb. 1: Haus des funktionalen Denkens (vgl. Literaturliste Höfer 2006)

Unterrichtsidee
Der Grundgedanke der hier vorgeschlagenen Sequenz ist es, Schüler und Schülerinnen
aller Schulformen durch experimentelle Aktivitäten, Realitätsbezüge und naturwissenschaftliche Zusammenhänge beim Funktionsbegriffserwerb zu unterstützen. Experimente
bieten sich an, da die experimentellen Schritte mit den Aspekten des Funktionsbegriffs
korrespondieren. Beim Durchführen der Experimente werden die inhaltlichen Aspekte des
Funktionsbegriffs handelnd erfahren und erlebt. Durch unterschiedliche Modellierungsaktivitäten werden verschiedene Darstellungsebenen und Wechsel dazwischen angeregt.
Durch die Realitätsbezüge und die konkreten Größen des Experiments werden die oft vernachlässigten und wenig ausgebildeten Kompetenzen beim Wechsel zur verbalen Form
bzw. zur Interpretation von Graphen angeregt (vgl. ausführliche Ausführungen in Beckmann 2006). Speziell besteht dadurch Gelegenheit, funktionale Zusammenhänge zu erkennen und zu diskutieren; der Aspekt der Kovariation kann authentisch erlebt und erfahren werden.
Die Anregung zu den experimentellen Aktivitäten erfolgt an verschiedenen Stationen.
Durch einen realitätsorientierten Impuls werden die Schülerinnen und Schüler zunächst an
ihre eigenen Alltagserfahrungen und an Anwendungssituationen erinnert und zur Diskussion über das Änderungsverhalten und zur Hypothesenbildung angeregt. Die Überprüfung
der Hypothese motiviert das Experiment, das auf einen funktionalen Zusammenhang führt.
2
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Dieser in der Regel zunächst in einer Tabelle erfasste Zusammenhang wird weiter – etwa
grafisch – untersucht. Dabei wird Wert auf die verbale Auseinandersetzung und den (mindestens abschließenden) Bezug zum Alltag gelegt. Hierfür haben sich Abschlusspräsentationen jeder Arbeitsgruppe im Klassenverband bewährt.
Damit der funktionale Zusammenhang nicht von vornherein klar ist und wirklich ermittelt
werden muss, beschränken sich die Vorschläge nicht nur auf einen Funktionstyp (etwa
lineare Funktion), sondern sprechen unterschiedliche funktionale Zusammenhänge an. In
leistungsstarken Gruppen kann versucht werden, jeweils den entsprechenden Funktionsterm zu finden, was allerdings nicht bei allen Beispielen einfach gelingt. Entscheidender ist
in allen Fällen aber auch die verbale und inhaltliche Auseinandersetzung mit dem Änderungs- und Abhängigkeitsverhalten der betrachteten Größen.

Die vorgeschlagenen Beispiele sind geeignet für Schülerinnen und Schüler am Ende der
Sekundarstufe I bzw. in der frühen Sekundarstufe II. Die Experimente erfordern von der
Lehrkraft zum Teil Kompetenzen in der experimentellen Physik. Eine fächerübergreifende
Behandlung, die neben dem mathematischen Interesse an der funktionalen Abhängigkeit
auch die physikalische Begrifflichkeit berücksichtigt, ist hier sehr erwünscht und zum teil
wohl auch notwendig.

Dieses Projekt wurde mit Unterstützung der Europäischen Kommission finanziert. Die Verantwortung für den Inhalt dieser Veröffentlichung (Mitteilung) trägt allein der Verfasser; die Kommission haftet nicht für die weitere Verwendung der darin enthaltenen Angaben.
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Unterrichtsmaterial
Unterrichtsvorschlag
Einführung

Die Lehrperson führt in die Arbeit ein.
Mögliche Themen: Messfehler, Zeichnen des Funktionsgraphen/ Ausgleichskurven → Literatur,
ggf. physikalischer Hintergrund

Stationen

Die Experimente werden in Stationen angeboten und sollten selbstständig und eigenverantwortlich durchgeführt werden (z.B. Anregung
durch Arbeitsblätter).

Abschluss im
Klassenverband

Jede Gruppe präsentiert ihre Ergebnisse aus der Arbeit an einer Station.

Benötigtes Material und Experimente

(siehe folgende Seiten)

Dieses Projekt wurde mit Unterstützung der Europäischen Kommission finanziert. Die Verantwortung für den Inhalt dieser Veröffentlichung (Mitteilung) trägt allein der Verfasser; die Kommission haftet nicht für die weitere Verwendung der darin enthaltenen Angaben.
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Abhängige Größen
Zusammenhang
Material

Strecke und Zeit
Linear/ proportional
Auto mit elektrischem Antrieb, Maßband (mindestens 2 m), Stoppuhren

Station 1:
Experiment Elektroauto

Durchführung
Fächerübergreifender
Hintergrund

Meter
.
Sekunde

Autofahrt

m
,
s

Es werden die Zeiten für bestimmte Fahrstrecken des Wagens gemessen.
Der Wagen bewegt sich mit konstanter Geschwindigkeit auf gerader Strecke. Diese geradlinig gleichförmige Bewegung hat folgende Eigenschaft: In gleichen Zeiten werden gleiche Strecken zurückgelegt,
s
das heißt Fahrstrecke s und Zeit t sind proportional zueinander: = konst . Die Konstante beschreibt die
t
hier unveränderte Größe, die Geschwindigkeit v (velocity). Die Einheit für die Geschwindigkeit ist

Realitätsbezug

2
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also

s
= konst.
t2

Beschleunigte Fahrten, Autofahrt, Autorennen

2

Die Konstante entspricht der halben Beschleunigung a gemessen in m/s².
Es gilt: s = 1 at 2 (Weg-Zeit-Gesetz der beschleunigten Bewegung)

s ~ t2

Der Wagen fährt – durch das fallende Massestück gleichmäßig beschleunigt. Es werden die Zeiten für bestimmte Strecken gestoppt.
Der Wagen bewegt sich gleichmäßig beschleunigt auf der Fahrbahn. Die Beschleunigung wird durch die
Gewichtskraft erreicht, die auf das am Faden hängende Massestück wirkt. Das Massestück wird dadurch
Richtung Erde beschleunigt und damit auch der Wagen, der an dem Faden hängt. Diese gleichmäßig beschleunigte Bewegung hat folgende Eigenschaft:

Strecke und Zeit
Quadratisch
Leichtläufiger Wagen (50 g Eigengewicht, plus 200 g Gewichtstücke zum Beladen) mit Stift, an dem Faden
mit Massestück (25 g) zur Beschleunigung befestigt ist. Faden läuft über Rad.
Schiene (mindestens 1,5 m - falls vorhanden),
Maßband, Stoppuhren

Station 2: Experiment Autorennen
Abhängige Größen
Zusammenhang
Material

Durchführung
Fächerübergreifender
Hintergrund

Realitätsbezug
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Abhängige Größen
Zusammenhang
Material

Strecke und Fallzeit
Quadratisch
Ball (Tennisball oder Jonglierball), Maßband,
Stoppuhren,
Treppenhaus oder Gebäude mit verschiedenen
Stockwerken, wo der Ball innen oder außen fallen
gelassen werden kann und die Fallstrecken messbar sind.

Station 3:
Experiment Fallbewegung

Durchführung

von g = 9,81

se gleichmäßig beschleunigte Bewegung hat folgende Eigenschaft: s ~ t 2 also

2

entspricht der halben Erdbeschleunigung g.
Es gilt: s = 1 gt 2 (Weg-Zeit-Gesetz der Fallbewegung)
„Freefall-tower“ in Erlebnisparks, fallende Gegenstände im Alltag.

s
= konst . Die Konstante
t2

Auf der Erde bewegt sich ein fallender Gegenstand gleichmäßig beschleunigt mit einer Beschleunigung
m
(Erdbeschleunigung in Mitteleuropa, unter Vernachlässigung des Luftwiderstands). Dies2

Zunächst sind verschiedene Positionen festzulegen, an denen der Ball fallen gelassen werden soll. Die
entsprechenden Fallstrecken werden mit dem Maßband gemessen. Anschließend wird der Ball an diesen Stellen fallen gelassen und die jeweils die Fallzeiten gemessen.

Fächerübergreifender
Hintergrund

Realitätsbezug
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Material

Abhängige Größen
Zusammenhang

Elektromotor mit Antrieb,
drehbare Fahrbahn (die auf dem Elektromotor drehbar montiert
wird),
Kraftmesser (bis ca. 0,5 N),
Wagen, der frei auf der Fahrbahn fährt und mit dem Kraftmesser
verbunden ist.
Zu beachten ist, dass Masse und Abstand zur Drehachse konstant gehalten werden müssen, so dass die Zentripetalkraft also Zusatz:
*Dies kann ggf. durch ein optisches
immer an derselben Stellung des Wagens abgelesen werden
oder akustisches Signal deutlich
muss*.
gemacht werden.

Winkelgeschwindigkeit und Zentripetalkraft
quadratisch

Station 4: Experiment Drehbewegung

Durchführung

Durch das Einschalten des Elektromotors rotiert der Dreharm. Durch die Zentripetalkraft wird der Wagen auf dem Dreharm nach außen bewegt. An dem vordefinierten Punkt wird die Zentripetalkraft für
bestimmte Winkelgeschwindigkeiten am Kraftmesser abgelesen.
Dabei entspricht die Winkelgeschwindigkeit der Geschwindigkeit, mit der der Elektromotor den montierten Dreharm rotieren lässt, und die Zentripetalkraft ergibt sich über die Auslenkung des Federkraftmessers (bewirkt durch die Bewegung des Wagens auf dem Dreharm; auf Grund der Zentripetalkraft bewegt sich der Wagen nach außen)

5

Fächerübergreifender
Hintergrund

Rotationsbewegungen, zum Beispiel von Fahrgeschäften in Erlebnisparks und auf Jahrmärkten

Durch die Rotation wird der Wagen auf eine Kreisbahn geführt. Auf den Wagen (als kreisende Punktmasse) wirkt eine senkrecht zur Bewegungsrichtung gerichtete Kraft. Würde diese Kraft nicht mehr wirken, würde der Wagen (theoretisch) geradeaus davon fliegen.
Die Kreisbewegung ist gleichförmig, d.h. in gleichen Zeiten Δt werden gleiche Winkel Δϕ überstrichen:
Δϕ
ist konstant. Der Wagen bewegt sich allerdings beschleunigt, da
Die Winkelgeschwindigkeit ω =
Δt
sich die Richtung des Geschwindigkeitsvektors ständig ändert. Die Zentripetalbeschleunigung ist ω 2 ⋅ r
(r ist der Abstand von der Drehachse). Die wirkende Kraft ist also: FZ = mω 2r .
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Realitätsbezug

(zu: Experiment Drebewegung)
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Abhängige Größen
Zusammenhang
Material

Das Volumen wird durch Einschieben des Stempels verändert und der entsprechende Druck jeweils am
Manometer abgelesen.

Druck und Volumen eines Gases
Umgekehrt proportional
ein Boyle-Mariotte-Gerät,
also ein gasgefülltes Glasrohr. Durch das Hineinschieben des Stempels (mit Drehknopf am Ende)
kann das Volumen des Gases verkleinert werden
(an einer Messskala ablesbar).
Die Druckänderung wird direkt am integrierten
Manometer angezeigt.
Ggf. eine Fahrradpumpe zum Einstieg (vgl. unten).

Station 5: Experiment Druck

Durchführung

Bei einem idealen Gas verhalten sich Druck und Volumen antiproportional zueinander:
pV = konstant

Druck- und Volumenveränderungen von Gasen, geschlossene Fahrradpumpe

Es lässt sich gut selbst erfahren, wenn man eine geschlossene Fahrradpumpe zusammenschiebt (Volumen verkleinert sich und der Gegendruck nimmt zu).

(Unter Normalbedingungen wird dies am besten von H2 und He erfüllt. Das „normale“ Gas sollte nicht zu dicht
und nicht zu kalt sein.) Die Konstante hängt bei gegebener Temperatur nur von der Anzahl der Moleküle ab, die
das Gasvolumen enthält. Dieses Gesetz heißt nach ihren Entdeckern Boyle-Mariotte-Gesetz (Robert Boyle: englischer Physiker und Chemiker 1627-1691, Edme Mariotte: französischer Physiker 1620-1648)

Fächerübergreifender
Hintergrund

Realitätsbezug
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Kraft und Kraftarm
Umgekehrt proportional
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Station 6: Experiment Hebel 2
Abhängige Größen
Zusammenhang
Material

Durchführung

Die Last (Stein) wird an die Hebelstange in einem festen Abstand zur Achse gehängt, an der sie die
gesamte Versuchsdurchführung bleibt (Last und Lastarm sind also konstant).
Der Kraftmesser wird auf der andere Seite der Drehachse eingehängt und der Hebel im Gleichgewicht
gehalten. Der Kraftarm, also der Abstand zwischen Drehachse des Hebels und Kraftmesser, wird verändert, indem der Kraftmesser jeweils an unterschiedlichen Stellen der Hebelstange eingehängt wird.
Die Kraft, die benötigt wird, um den Hebel im Gleichgewicht zu halten, wird in Abhängigkeit vom Kraftarm gemessen.

Stativ mit Hebelstange (Länge 0,5 m),
Kraftmesser (max. Kraft 10 N),
Anhängelast (ca. 100 g, zum Beispiel ein Stein)

Fächerübergreifender
Hintergrund

Einen Hebel kann man sich vereinfacht als Balken mit Drehachse vorstellen. Auf beiden Seiten der
Drehachse können Kräfte angreifen. Der Abstand d zwischen Drehachse und Kraft F heißt Hebelarm
(gemäß Abbildung).
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Wippe auf dem Spielplatz, Hebel bei Kran, Zange, Fahrrad usw.
Transport von schweren Gegenständen, „Charlottenburger“ und „Strenz“ (Säckchen und Wanderstock)
der Wandergesellen.

Eine konstante Last F2 wird in festem Abstand d2 am Hebel befestigt.

Antiproportionalität zwischen Kraft und Kraftarm F1⋅ d1 = konst.

d2

Ein Hebel ist genau dann im Gleichgewicht, wenn die Produkte aus Betrag der Kraft und Hebelarm auf
beiden Seiten der Drehachse gleich sind.
F1⋅ d1 = F2 ⋅ d 2 (bzw.: Kraft mal Kraftarm = Last mal Lastarm)
Aus der Gleichgewichtsbedingung lassen sich folgende funktionale Zusammenhänge ableiten:
Proportionalität zwischen Kraft und Lastarm F1 = konst . (Kraftarm und Last sind konstant)

Anmerkung: Wird zwischen Kraft auf der einen Seite und Last auf der anderen Seite unterschieden, spricht man
von Kraftarm und Lastarm.
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Realitätsbezug

(zu: Experiment Hebel 2)
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Durchführung

Abhängige Größen
Zusammenhang
Material

Eine Lichtquelle (Sonne, Lampe usw.) sendet Licht von bestimmter Lichtstärke (Strahlstärke) aus. Ein
Empfänger (Auge, Photodiode usw.) empfindet eine bestimmte Beleuchtungsstärke/ Helligkeit.

Die Pappröhren werden dicht auf die Fensterscheibe gehalten. An die andere Seite wird dicht der Sensor des Lux-Meters gesteckt. Die Beleuchtungsstärke kann direkt auf dem Display abgelesen werden.

Abstand Lichtquelle und Beleuchtungsstärke
„weitere“ quadratische Abnahme
Beleuchtungsstärkenmessgerät (Lux-Meter),
verschiedene Pappröhren gleichen Durchmessers,
Fenster mit Tageslicht (Ort der Fensterscheibe
dient als Ort der Lichtquelle)

Station 7: Experiment Tunnel

Fächerübergreifender
Hintergrund

Mit dem Helligkeitsmessgerät (Lux-Meter) lässt sich die Beleuchtungsstärke in Lux (lx) messen. Luxmeter haben eine ähnliche Hellempfindlichkeit wie das menschliche Auge. Sie messen nicht wie energiereich die Strahlung ist, sondern wie hell die Beleuchtung dem menschlichen Auge erscheint. Dabei er-
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Die Beleuchtungsstärke/ Helligkeit hängt auch von der Entfernung der Lichtquelle ab. Die Beleuchtungsstärke nimmt quadratisch mit der Entfernung ab.
Fahrt in einen Tunnel, dessen Ende nicht sichtbar ist; Entfernung von einer Lampe (Straßenlaterne,
Schreibtischlampe usw.)

Beispiele für Beleuchtungsstärken:
- Sonniger Sommertag im Freien: ca. 100000 lx
- Bedeckter Himmel im Sommer: ca. 20000 lx
- Trüber Wintertag: ca. 3000 lx
- Gute Arbeitsplatzbeleuchtung: ca. 1000 lx
- Gute Straßenbeleuchtung: ca. 40 lx
- Vollmondnacht: ca. 0,25 lx
Eine richtige Beleuchtung kann Unfälle vermeiden helfen. Je nach Arbeit werden von den Normgremien
100 bis 250 lx, bei Präzisionsarbeiten mindestens 1000 lx gefordert.

scheint Licht derselben Energie, aber unterschiedlicher Farbe unterschiedlich hell (vgl. unten). Die Messung erfolgt mit Hilfe von Silizium-Dioden, die in Sperrrichtung geschaltet sind. Bei Lichteinfall fließt
Strom, dessen Stärke ein Maß für die Beleuchtungsstärke ist. Unter der Beleuchtungsstärke versteht
man das Verhältnis des auf eine Fläche fallenden Lichtstroms zum Flächeninhalt der Fläche. Eine Fläche von 1 m², auf die 1 Watt monochromatisches gelbgrünes Licht (Wellenlänge 550 nm) fällt, wird als
Beleuchtungsstärke von 680 lx empfunden, während nur etwa 0,1 lx empfunden werden, wenn das
Licht rot (750 nm) ist.
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Realitätsbezug

(zu: Experiment Tunnel)
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Arbeitsblätter
Arbeitsblätter zum Selbstgestalten und zu ausgewählten Stationen finden sich in dem EBook „Experimente zum Funktionsbegriffserwerb“ von Astrid Beckmann, erschienen im
Aulis-Verlag, Köln 2006.
Die folgenden Impulse wurden ebenfalls diesem Buch entnommen.
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Impulse zu den Stationen
Impulse

Elektroauto
Stell dir vor, du sitzt in diesem Auto und dieses
Auto
1. fährt an einer Ampel an.
2. fährt um eine Kurve.
3. fährt lange Zeit auf einer geraden
Landstraße.
Beschreibe die unterschiedlichen Bewegungen
des Autos.
Diskutiert dies in der Gruppe.

Allgemeine Aufgabe
Beschreibe den Zusammenhang zwischen Strecke und benötigter Zeit.
Überprüfe: Bestätigt der Zusammenhang eure obige Vermutung?
Beschreibe die besonderen Eigenschaften des Zusammenhangs.

Impulse
Bei einem Dragster-Rennen wird immer sofort
mit Vollgas gefahren. Die Fahrer versuchen eine ebene gerade Strecke schnellstmöglich hinter sich zu lassen.
Welche Bedingungen kann man bei diesem
Rennen verändern?
(Überlegt auch am Modell).
Welche Größen hängen voneinander ab?
Wenn ihr eine der Größen ändert, wie – vermutet ihr – ändert sich die andere Größe?

Autorennen

Quelle: www.pixelquelle.de ID34759, Fotograph:
NeoNow

Tauscht euch in der Gruppe darüber aus.
Auf dem Tisch ist die „Dragster-Rennstrecke“ vereinfacht nachgebaut.
Mache dich mit dem Aufbau vertraut:
- Die Rennstrecke ist geradlinig.
- Das Auto wird über einen Faden mit Anhängegewicht über eine Rolle „angetrieben“.
Wie funktioniert das?
Tauscht euch in der Gruppe darüber aus.
Wenn ihr nun die Streckenlänge ändert, wie ändert sich die benötigte Zeit?
Allgemeine Aufgabe
Beschreibe den Zusammenhang zwischen Strecke und benötigter Zeit.
Überprüfe: Bestätigt der Zusammenhang eure obige Vermutung?
Beschreibe die besonderen Eigenschaften des Zusammenhangs.
13
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Impulse

Fallbewegung

In Erlebnisparks oder auf Jahrmärkten gibt es oft eine besondere Attraktion, den „Freefall Tower“. Es handelt sich
dabei um einen schlanken, etwa 50 m hohen Gitterturm,
bei dem man sich zunächst in die Höhe ziehen und dann
in die Tiefe fallen lässt. Bist du schon einmal damit gefahren? Was war das für ein Gefühl?
Die Fallstrecke bei diesen Türmen kann unterschiedlich
lang sein. Worin liegt wohl der Unterschied zwischen einer
langen und einer kurzen Fallstrecke?
Nenne viele Unterschiede.
Besprecht dies ausführlich in der Gruppe.
Source: www.pxelquelle.de
ID99300, fotograf: anjume

Vermute:
Wenn man 20 m in ca. 2 s fällt, wie lange braucht man wohl für 40 m?
Kreuze an:

ca. 3 s

ca. 4 s

ca. 5 s

Welchen Zusammenhang vermutest du zwischen Fallstrecke und Fallzeit?
Tauscht euch in der Gruppe aus.
Allgemeine Aufgabe
Beschreibe den Zusammenhang zwischen Fallstrecke und Fallzeit beim freien Fall.
Überprüfe: Bestätigt der Zusammenhang eure obige Vermutung.
Beschreibe die besonderen Eigenschaften des Zusammenhangs.
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Impulse

Drehbewegung

Du kennst sicher Fahrgeschäfte, bei denen
du sehr schnell auf einer Kreisbahn bewegt
wirst.
Ein Beispiel siehst du in der Abbildung.
Meist beginnt die Kreisbewegung langsam
und wird dann sehr schnell.
Vergleiche die schnelle und die langsame
Bewegung.
Tauscht euch in der Gruppe darüber aus,
was ihr jeweils fühlt und wie ihr reagiert.

Im Experiment ist das Fahrgeschäft vereinfacht nachgebaut.
Mache dich mit den Bestandteilen vertraut.
Welcher Zusammenhang besteht wohl zwischen Winkelgeschwindigkeit und Zentripetalkraft?
Erstelle einen Graphen, der den Zusammenhang darstellt.
Allgemeine Aufgabe
Beschreibe den Zusammenhang zwischen Winkelgeschwindigkeit und Zentripetalkraft.
Überprüfe: Bestätigt der Zusammenhang eure obige Vermutung.
Beschreibe die besonderen Eigenschaften des Zusammenhangs.
Impulse

Druck

Auf dem Tisch liegt eine Fahrradpumpe.

Zieh den Koben (Schaft, Rohr) heraus. Halte nun die Pumpe zu und pumpe.
Was fällt auf?
Sprecht in der Gruppe darüber.
Betrachte das schematische Bild der (geschlossene) Luftpumpe.

Beschreibe nun genauer:
Was passiert beim Hineinschieben des Kolbens? Was ändert sich dabei?
Allgemeine Aufgabe
Beschreibe den Zusammenhang zwischen Luftvolumen und Luftdruck.
Überprüfe: Bestätigt der Zusammenhang eure obige Vermutung.
Beschreibe die besonderen Eigenschaften des Zusammenhangs.
15
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Impulse

Hebel 2

Auf Spielplätzen gibt es manchmal Wippen.
Bestimmt bist du auch schon einmal gewippt.
Vielleicht hast du auch schon versucht, mit
deinem Wipppartner, die Wippe waagerecht
im Gleichgewicht zu halten.
Stell dir vor, dass am Rand zwei Freunde von
dir warten und dich abwechseln wollen.
Anton ist schwerer als du, Bert ist leichter als
du.
Vermute:
Muss sich Anton näher oder weiter an die
Drehachse setzen als du?
Muss sich Bert näher oder weiter an die Drehachse setzen als du?
Tauscht euch in der Gruppe darüber aus.
Im Experiment ist die Wippe nachgebaut.
Im folgenden Bild sind die Bestandteile mit Namen bezeichnet.
Du kannst den Kraftmesser so festhalten,
dass der Hebel (die Wippe) im Gleichgewicht ist.
Die Kraft, mit der du ziehst, kannst du am
Kraftmesser ablesen.
(Wie geht das?)
Vermute: Musst du mehr oder weniger Kraft
aufwenden, wenn du den Kraftmesser näher
an den Dreharm hängst?
Musst du mehr oder weniger Kraft
aufwenden, wenn du den Kraftmesser weiter
weg von der Drehachse hängst?
Tauscht euch in der Gruppe darüber aus.

Allgemeine Aufgabe
Beschreibe den Zusammenhang zwischen Kraft und Kraftarm.
Überprüfe: Bestätigt der Zusammenhang eure Antwort zu obiger Frage?
Beschreibe die besonderen Eigenschaften des Zusammenhangs.
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Impulse

Tunnel

Stell dir vor, du gehst oder fährst in einen
langen Tunnel. Du siehst nicht das andere
Ende.
Wie verändert sich die Helligkeit
(Beleuchtungsstärke)
ohne Berücksichtigung der
Fahrzeugbeleuchtung?
Sprecht in der Gruppe darüber.

Nimm nun ein Papprohr. Halte es an das Fenster (das Fenster stellt die Lichtquelle dar –
Sonnenlicht). Beobachte die Helligkeit.
Nimm nun ein Papprohr mit anderer Länge und halte es an das Fenster. Beobachte die
Helligkeit.
Vergleiche.
Sprecht in der Gruppe darüber.
Welches Diagramm trifft wohl am ehesten zu?
Kreuze an und vergleiche nach Beendigung des Experiments, ob du richtig vermutet hast.

Allgemeine Aufgabe
Beschreibe den Zusammenhang zwischen dem Abstand von der Lichtquelle und der Beleuchtungsstärke.
Überprüfe: Bestätigt der Zusammenhang eure Antwort zu obiger Frage?
Beschreibe die besonderen Eigenschaften des Zusammenhangs.
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Weitere Informationen
Erfahrungen
Die Experimente wurden inzwischen in zahlreichen Klassen unterschiedlicher Schulformen
eingesetzt und unterrichtlich erprobt. Sie sind in der vorgeschlagenen Form gut durchführbar und regen Aktivitäten im Bereich Zuordnung und Kovariation an. Der anfängliche Alltagsimpuls führt nach unserer Erfahrung zu einem regen Austausch über die Thematik.
Der Alltagsbezug bleibt auch über das Experiment hin wach, so dass echte Modellierungsaktivitäten beobachtet wurden. Die Schülerinnen und Schüler verbinden die aus den
Messwerten erstellte Grafik mit dem außermathematischen Bezug und diskutieren Abhängigkeiten. Hilfreich ist die Abschlusspräsentation im Klassenverband, indem die Schülerinnen und Schüler noch einmal Unklarheiten diskutieren und ggf. Fehlvorstellungen im gemeinsamen Gespräch abbauen. Ausführliche Dokumentationen zu den Unterrichtserfahrungen finden sich in den Veröffentlichungen der ScienceMath-Gruppe, vgl. Literaturlisten
der Webseite.
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Recontre Fermat – Pythagore

Mots-clés

Le cours proposé est
approprié pour

Indications

Propriété de Pythagore, devoirs en extremum, principe de
Fermat

De 13 a 15 ans. L'unité se prête à la réalisation comme
suite à l'introduction de la propriété de Pythagore
Cette unité tend un arc commençant par la propriété de
Pythagore déjà connue par les élèves, à travers le principe
physique de Fermat jusqu´aux devoirs en extremum. On
pense dans cette séquence de ne pas résoudre les devoirs
en extremum à l'aide du calcul différentiel, mais on pense
plutôt les résoudre à travers la détermination de
l’extremum au graphique de fonction. Il est
recommandable aussi d’utiliser une calculatrice de poche
capable d'art graphique, table traçante de fonction ou
d'autre logiciel correspondant (par exemple, le tableur).
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Fond
L'optique dans les cours élémentaires de la physique se consacre fréquemment au
modèle du rayon. Avec cela, on suit et on prédit les passages de rayon de lumière. De
plus, on se sert des phénomènes déjà observés de la réflexion lumineuse et de la
réfraction. Si l'absence de difficultés au cours est due à la connaissance que "l'angle
d'incidence est égal à l'angle de réflexion", la réfraction représente ainsi un problème : Si
on veut bien les comprendre, on aura besoin au moins de la connaissance du sinus pour
prédéterminer les passages des rayons de la réfraction à travers l'équation sin α1 / sin α2
= n2 / n1 et les indices de réfraction prétexté n1 et n2. Mais, même si cette équation est
introduite, elle reste "un arrière-goût fade", puisque deux phénomènes ressortant du
même principe physique - le principe de Fermat-, seront enseignés sans aucune liaison
l'un à l'autre.

Le principe de Fermat dans la leçon
Avant tout, cela parait très simple : un rayon de lumière passe toujours entre deux points
dans le moins de temps possible (selon Vogel, S.174). Ce principe ne change pas non
plus, si on conditionne le rayon de lumière par un détour avec un miroir : "le rayon de
lumière reflétée suit le plus court chemin qui mène à travers le miroir de A jusqu'à B" (evt.
S.173).
Lorsque le médium et par conséquent la vitesse est changé pour l'élargissement lumineux
en chemin de A vers B, comme c'est le cas pour le phénomène de la réfraction, le chemin
le plus court temporairement entre deux points A et B n'est plus alors la liaison
géométrique la plus courte. Avec la tentative de calculer ce chemin le plus court
temporairement, on affronte le problème de minimisation avec une fonction de but qui se
compose d'une somme de deux termes de racine. Dans une leçon de physique avec des
élèves de 13 à 15 ans, on ne doit pas s’y attendre qu’ils maitrisent les moyens
mathématiques du traitement analytique pour un tel problème de minimisation. Au plus
tard, s'ils établissent la fonction d'objectif ils échoueront au calcul de la solution. Ainsi, la
solution du problème de minimisation doit être effectué comme l'alternatif au calcul
différentiel au moyen du graphique de la fonction adéquate. Pour que cela ne dépend pas
trop de capacités de dessin chez les élèves d'une part, et de la limite temporelle du cours
d'autre part (on aura besoin d'un calcul par points pour les valeurs de la fonction d'objectif,
on aura également la chance d’utiliser des tables traçantes de fonction électroniques (PC,
Calculatrices de poche capables d'art graphique). Ainsi, les élèves peuvent trouver des
solutions pour les catégories de fonction inconnues.
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A-t-il cela un sens, si les élèves traitent les fonctions à l'aide de CAS ou GTR, qu'ils
ne peuvent pas traiter indépendamment ?
Pour pouvoir répondre à cette question, on doit évoquer que les fonctions sont
représentables non seulement par terme, mais aussi, par exemple, par situations, tableaux
et graphiques (cf. Beckmann, Leuders et Prediger, u.v.m.). Un diagramme est aussi une
représentation de fonction. C'est juste que les élèves ne puissent pas examiner la fonction
à l'aide de leurs termes. Donc, vous pouvez traduire l'expression algébrique, par exemple,
à travers un tableau de valeurs en diagramme, comme l’ordinateur le fait
automatiquement, puis tester la fonction dans son minimum à l'aide de sa forme de
représentation "le graphique". Sur ce "chemin", on devrait accepter naturellement un signe
et une lecture d'exactitude que l’on n’avait pas lors du traitement assisté par ordinateur
(sauf une petite inexactitude de calcul du minimum lors de l'approximation interne à
l'ordinateur). Avec cela, l'élève pourrait seul très bien tester la fonction, l'ordinateur l'aide
seulement à diminuer les sources d'erreurs. Au contraire, il est même raisonnable que les
élèves soient confrontés dans le cours aux expressions caractérisant la fonction qu'ils ne
pourraient pas analyser par calculs sans l'emploie d'ordinateur. Le centre pédagogique de
Rheinland-Pfalz a constaté que les capacités d'élèves en maniement avec les fonctions
est trop unilatéral. Ce caractère unilatéral est attribué d'une part à la "domination de la
représentation des fonctions par les termes algébriques". En vue de cette domination, on
va observer "une restriction drastique des dépendances fonctionnelles examinés", par
exemple, on utilise presque exclusivement les fonctions de la classification des niveaux
moyens classiques (linéaire, carré... fonctions). D'autre part, on observe comme cause
"une super- accentuation sur la façon de considérer abstrait intra-mathématique, statiques
et formelle" (cf. PZ en 1990, P.9). Pour casser le caractère unilatéral de la formation de la
pensée fonctionnelle, le fait d'enfoncer une ou autre fois le chemin déjà mentionné plus
haut peut être significatif avant de prendre un chemin plus exact et plus rapide avec les
moyens techniques.
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Le matériel du cours
La proposition du cours
L’introduction du principe de Fermat avec le problème du maître nageur
On entend par le problème du maître nageur, la difficulté que celui-ci trouve en cherchant
le chemin le plus rapide pour sauver un naufragé positionné latéralement dans la mer.
Puisqu’on est plus rapide sur la terre que dans l'eau, le chemin le plus rapide ne mène pas
rectiligne vers la personne, mais par rapport au chemin direct, on doit courir plus
longtemps avant qu'on saute dans l'eau. Selon le principe de Fermat, la lumière se
comporte comme un maître nageur parfait. En raison de son évidence, ce problème est
bien approprié comme point de départ. Tout d’abord, on s'adonne au problème de
minimisation nettement mathématique.
Ainsi, il faut s'y attendre que le point de départ sera dirigé très étroitement, puisque peu ou
bien aucune analyse n'a traité le problème de valeur extrême. Cela peut se passer en
calculant pas à pas le temps pris par le maitre nageur pour choisir un chemin concret (cf.
Feuille de travail 1). Dans ce cas, on va probablement appliquer "l'assortiment du
Pythagore", qui est encore une fois un contenu nouveau pour les élèves. Puis on fait
attention à l'endroit variable, auquel se trouve le maitre nageur à chaque fois dans l'eau,
ainsi qu'au temps pris par celui-ci. Ainsi, en regardant le graphique de la fonction d'objectif,
ses assertions seront considérées et cela suscitera à calculer le minimum.
Le contrôle des résultats du premier plan de travail peut être effectué en commun,
cependant il peut aussi être effectué par l'affiche des solutions (cf. solutions à la feuille de
travail 1) si on connaît ce procédé en classe. Ainsi, les élèves peuvent déjà égaliser les
résultats des devoirs partiels, ou bien lors des difficultés éventuelles, chercher une partie
de solution pour pouvoir continuer le calcul. Les solutions partielles peuvent être
accrochées, par exemple, dans des endroits différents de la classe en sorte qu'une
vérification complète sera difficile. On peut encore différencier cette méthode en donnant
seulement une indication de solution (formulée) aux groupes d'élèves aient des difficultés,
avant qu'ils voient la solution. De plus, ces indications de solution peuvent être affichées.
Dans une deuxième partie, l'occasion est donnée aux élèves pour aborder encore une fois
la méthode de résolution évoquée ci-dessus. Ainsi, en particulier les élèves qui n'ont pas
résolus la première partie indépendamment auront la chance de contrôler directement s'ils
ont compris jusqu'ici la méthode de résolution, pour pouvoir ensuite résoudre
indépendamment un devoir semblable. Le principe de Fermat va être donnée aux élèves
en forme de „la lumière se comporte comme un maître nageur parfait". Alors, ils reçoivent
à côté des vitesses de lumière en air et en eau une description de l'essai avec une source
de rayon de lumière (pointeur laser) en air et un objet sous l'eau. Le devoir est de calculer
le point qui doit être visé avec le pointeur laser pour atteindre l'objet (cf. Feuille de travail
2).
Évidemment, une réalisation de l'essai ne devait pas manquer afin de contrôler les
résultats plus tard (cf. solutions de feuille de travail 2).
Comme suite à ces deux plans de travail, on propose des discussions mathématiques et
également physiques dans le plénum de classe : Mathématique, le procédé peut être
discuté encore une fois d’une manière structurée pour obtenir une sorte de "recette" pour
les problèmes de valeur extrême ultérieurs. Physiquement, ce calcul-ci devait être
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généralisé et ainsi la réfraction devait en conséquence être formulée pendant la transition
d'un rayon de lumière par les médias qui ont optiquement différents denses, pour expliquer
aussi les phénomènes du quotidien avec un regard sur l'eau. Il est aussi important de
discuter sur la conclusion de la qualité de réflexion "l'angle d'incidence égale l'angle de
défaillance" justement par le même principe.

Matériel nécessaire
On aura besoin de l'expérience seulement une fois dans cette unité, puisque cela sert
seulement au contrôle des calculs. Pour la construction de l'essai, on aura besoin de (cf.
images) :
1 Bocal en verre (d'au moins 40 cm de long et de 30 cm de hauteur), 1 pointeur de laser, 1
"escargot" ou accessoire comparables, matériel de statif, décamètre à ruban

Feuilles de travail
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WS 1 : le problème du maitre nageur
Le maître nageur Mitch se trouve devant sa tour, il voit une personne naufragé dans l'eau.
50 m est le chemin direct à l'eau. De là, la personne se trouve encore une fois 50 m tout
droit plus loin et puis 50 m au sud (image. 1). Mitch sait qu'il est rapide au bord par 7m/s et
dans l'eau par 2 m/s seulement. Pour arriver le plus vite possible à la personne, il court
d'abord au bord en chemin direct jusqu'au point Q, puis il nage directement vers la
personne.

Il fait u mètre au bord et w mètre dans l’eau.
a.) De combien de temps aurait-il besoin, s'il coure 50 m directement à l'eau (au point H)
et puis il nage le parcours d'environ 71 m de longueur à la personne?
b.) Il pourrait aussi courir jusqu'au point depuis lequel il peut nager verticalement au bord
à la personne. Alors, cela correspond à environ 71 m sur terre et exactement à 50 m
dans l'eau. De combien de temps aurait-il besoin?
c.) Imagine maintenant, tu es le maître nageur. Choisi un point Q quelconque entre les
deux extrêmes de a.) et b.) pour arriver à la personne le plus vite possible.
Calcule alors les longueurs de distances u et w (s. Application 1) ainsi que les temps
tu et tw nécessaires pour ces deux longueurs de distances. Calcule avec cela au total
le temps tges nécessaire jusqu'à la personne. Compare avec tes camarades. Qui est le
plus rapide ?
d.) Un maître nageur a choisit le point Q pour se placer à la distance x au point H. Calcule
tges en fonction de x.
Tuyau : Calcule graduellement les mêmes variables comme dans c.), justement à
chaque fois en fonction des variables x.
e.) Le résultat de d.) donne une expression caractérisant la fonction t(x). Regarde le
diagramme de la fonction correspondante à l'ordinateur. Choisi en plus le système de
coordonnées convenable. Note alors en général ce que tu peux lire de ce diagramme
et donne quelques exemples.
f.) Détermine la distance x si bien que le maitre nageur puisse arriver le plus vite possible.
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Solutions
a.) Il a besoin jusqu'au bord de (50m) : (7 m/s) ~ 7,1s. Puis jusqu'à la personne (71m) :
(2 m / s) ~ 35,5s. Au total, il a besoin de 42,6s.
b.) Avec ce trajet, il aura besoin de (71m) : (7 m / s) ~ 10,1s à terre et dans l'eau de

(50m) : (2 m / s) = 25s, au total de 35,1s.
c.) Exemple : le point Q qui se trouve éloigné 10 m de H.
On peut aussi calculer la longueur w avec la propriété de Pythagore. Alors, on sait que
la longueur totale vers le bas est de 50 m, que le point Q a 10 m de distance de H, s'il
a 40 m de distance du point au bord qui complète avec Q et avec la personne un

triangle perpendiculaire.
e.) La donnée de la fonction s'effectue en GTR, comme on peut le voir dans l'image 1.
L'image 2 montre le graphique pour un domaine d'axe approprié choisi (0< x < 50,
l'unité d'échelles 5, 33 < y < 40, l'unité d'échelles 1)
Image 1 : fonction donnée

Im. 2a : domaine d'axe choisi

Image 2 b : graphique associé
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Avec ce graphique, on peut lire le temps t (valeur y) dont le maitre nageur a besoin s'il
choisit le point Q avec la distance x au point H. Exemple :
Image 3a

Image 3b

Image 3a : Si Q se trouve 20 m éloigné de H, le maitre nageur aura besoin d'environ 36,8s
Image 3 b : Si Q se trouve 40 m éloigné de H, le maitre nageur aura besoin d'environ 34,6s.

f.) Avec l'ordinateur, on peut calculer le minimum sur le diagramme. Selon l'image 4, le
maitre nageur fera le plus vite possible, s'il choisit le point Q au long de la ligne d´eau
dans environ 40,815 m de distance au point H. Alors, il aura besoin d'environ 34,6s.

Image 4 : avec l'ordinateur, on détermine le point le plus profond sur la courbe.
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WS 2 : le principe de Fermat
La lumière n'a pas la même vitesse partout. Par exemple, la vitesse de la lumière dans l'air
est d'environ 300.000 km/s. La vitesse de la lumière dans le verre est au contraire
seulement d'environ 200.000 km/s et dans l'eau d'environ 225.000 km/s. En outre, la
lumière se comporte toujours comme un maitre nageur parfait, c.-à-d. un rayon de lumière
passe d'un point A à un point B toujours par le chemin temporairement le plus court. On
appelle cette attitude de lumière le principe de Fermat, selon Pierre de Fermat (1608 1665) qui le formulait pour la première fois.

Image 1 l'escargot dans l'eau

Devoir :
Un petit escargot d'eau a besoin de lumière dans sa coquille. De plus, le rayon de lumière
doit tomber d'un pointeur laser en dehors de l'eau exactement sur le toit (s. Image. 1).
a.) Si on ne trouve pas l'arrangement dans l'image 1 et que l'on reporte dans un système
de coordonnées cartésien, comme ça on reçoit le pointeur laser dans le point l (0/40),
la ligne d´eau au long de la droite g avec l'équation y = 14, ainsi que le toit de la
coquille dans le point S (50/3) (toutes les indications sont données par centimètre !).
Dessine un système de coordonnées et introduis L, g et S (choisis l’échelle
d'application convenable).
b.) Maintenant, le pointeur laser peut être si bien ajusté que son rayon de lumière atteins
l'eau au point Q (x/14). Dessine n'importe quel point Q dans le système de
coordonnées de a.).
c.) Où doit se trouver le point Q pour que la lumière en son chemin de l vers Q et encore
de Q vers S fait temporairement le plus vite possible ?
d.) Réfléchis à l’aide du principe de Fermat ce qui se passera, si on pointe le pointeur
laser sur le point calculé dans c.), et ce qui se passera, si un point est visé autre que
celui calculé dans c.).
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Corrigé de AB 2
a.) et b.)

Application 2 : solution de a.) et b.)

c. ) avec les lignes auxiliaires et les dimensions reconnaissables dans l'application 3, la
solution sera plus claire :

Application 3: lignes auxiliaires et dimensions convenables
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En ordinateur, on reconnaît le diagramme de cette fonction tges seulement au domaine
approprié choisi. Dans l'application 4 on choisi 0 < x < 50 ainsi que 0,000000001 < y <
0,000000003.

Application 4: Diagramme de la fonction tges
Le calcul du minimum à l'aide de l'ordinateur donne approximativement pour le Q (41/14)
le chemin le plus rapide.
d.) Au cas où on pointe le rayon du pointeur laser approximativement vers le point Q
(41/14), on atteint le toit de la coquille dans le point S (cf. Application 6a). Á chaque
autre point Q (cf. Application 6 b), le rayon de lumière prend un cours en sorte que S
ne soit pas atteint. La coquille reste sombre.
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Application 6 la coquille va être éclairée ou elle reste sombre
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Plus d'informations
Plus d´information sur cette unité d'enseignement étaient publiés par l'auteur dans la revue
PM (cahier 9, le juin 2006), ainsi que dans le Proceedings zu Macas 2.
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Relación entre masa y volumen de un liquido

Palabras clave
Clases aplicables
para
La idea de la
implementación de
enseñanza

Variable, proporcionalidad, constantes, funciones,
unidades, densidad.
13-15 años.
Este ejercicio de ayuda tratará de las diferetes propiedades
de los líquidos y tambien la busqueda de las relaciones
entre masa y volume. Primero los estudiantes tendrán que
medir seis o mas cantidades de masa y de volumen en dos
líquidos. Luego dibujarán un gráfico de sus datos y
responderán las preguntas planteadas.

Proyecto de Ciencias-Matemáticas:
Relación entre masa y volumen de un líquido
Idea: Päivi Kukkonen,
Turku teacher-training school, Finlandia

Material de Aprendizaje

La idea de la implementación de enseñanza
Este ejercicio de ayuda tratará de las diferetes propiedades de los líquidos y tambien la
busqueda de las relaciones entre masa y volume. Primero los estudiantes tendrán que
medir seis o mas cantidades de masa y de volumen en dos líquidos. Luego dibujarán un
gráfico de sus datos y responderán las preguntas planteadas.

Procedimiento y material necesario/hoja de trabajo
(ver las siguientes páginas –para copiar)

El presente proyecto ha sido financiado con el apoyo de la Comisión Europea. Esta publicación (comunicación) es responsabilidad
exclusiva de su autor. La Comisión no es responsable del uso que pueda hacerse de la información aquí difundida.

Proyecto de Ciencias-Matemáticas:
Relación entre masa y volumen de un líquido
Idea: Päivi Kukkonen,
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Hoja de trabajo
Este ejercicio de ayuda trata sobre de las diferetes propiedades de los líquidos y tambien
la busqueda de las relaciones entre masa y volume. Primero que todo tendrá que medir
seis o mas cantidades de masa y de volumen en dos líquidos. Luego dibuje un gráfico de
sus datos y responda las preguntas que a continuación se plantean.

Material:
Dos líquidos, por ejemplo agua y etanol
Tubo de ensayo para medir
2 contenedores para líquido
Balanza

Tabla 1. Medición de las masas y volumenes del agua y del etanol
Agua
Volumen /ml
±

Etanol
Masa/g
±

Volumen /ml
±

Masa/g
±
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Preguntas:
1. ¿Qué cambia? ¿Qué se mantiene constante?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. ¿Qué podemos decir sobre la relación entre el volumen y la masa del líquido?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Gráfico 1. Masas del agua y del etanol en función del volumen

Mas preguntas:
3. ¿Qué similaridad encuentra entre el agua y el etanol?

4. ¿Cuál es la diferencia entre el agua y el etanol?

5. ¿Según la gráfica de arriba, que relación se encuentra entre el volumen y la masa?
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6. Determine las constanes propocianales entre la masa y el volumen del agua y el etanol.

7. ¿Cuál es razón física de esta constante proporcional?

8. ¿Qué unidad constante es calculada en la pregunta 6? ¿Cuales otras unidades pueden
ser usadas para ello?

9. El título del gráfico uno dice: Masas del agua y del etanol en función del volumen.
¿Qué significa ?

10. ¿Escriba las ecuaciones del gráfico 1 para el agua y el etanol.

11. ¿Cuáles fueron las principales fuentes de incertidumbre en sus datos?

12. Encuentre los valores literarios de sus resultados.

Logaritmik fonksiyon
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Bu proje Avrupa Konseyi tarafından desteklenip finanse edilmiştir. Bu yayın sadece yazarın görüşlerini yansıtmaktadır ve Komisyon, yapılan
alıntılar için hiç bir sorumluluğu kabul edemeyecektir.
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Sesin Yüksekliği
Ses yoğunluğu enerjinin verilen bölüme medium zaman birimi ile akma miktarıdır.Enerji/
zaman orantısı güç miktarına eşittir.Ses gücü enerji oranıdır- zaman biriminin enerjisi sesin
kaynağıdır.Bu yüzden ses yoğunluğu birim alanına göre güç olarak adlandırılır.
Güç

Yoğoğunl =
Yoğunluk
I=

W
t*S

Enerji
Zaman * Yer

Yoğoğunl=
Yoğunluk
=
I=

Güç
Yer

P
S

Miktar
Sembol
Birim
Enerji
W
J
Yer
S
m2
Zaman
T
S
Güç
P
J/s = W
Yoğunluk
I
J/s m2 = W/m2
Çizelge 1: Sembol ve birimlerin mutlak miktarları.

Birim İsimleri
Jul
Metrekare
Saniye
Vat
Vat/metrekare

İnsanlar çok düşük ses dalgalarını 10 -12 W/m2 gibi, duyabilecek yetenekdeki çok hassas
kulaklara sahiptirler. Bu da ‘Threshold of hearing’ (TOH) (eğik duyum) olarak bilinir. Bir
kulağın güvenli, agrısız, acı çekmeden ve fiziksel bir zarar görmeden belirleyebileceği en
yüksek ses yoğunluğu 1 W/m2 dır. Bu demektir ki en sessizden 1 000 000 000 000 (1012) kez
daha sesli.Bu sıralama ses yoğunlunda kesin geçerliliğe sahiptir ve normal kullanım için
kullanışsızdır.
Görev: Farz edin ki bir arabanın hız göstergesi bu denli büyük bir hız alanını belirliyor
(1012).Eğer maksimum hız saatte 200km gösteriyorsa, en düşük hız ne kadardır?
Cevap: 200 km/h·10-12 = 0.2·10-3 mm/h = 4.8·10-3 mm/gün = 1.752 mm/yıl
Bu demektir ki ölçüm hızını 0.0000000002 km/saat den gösteriyor (1.8 mm/yıl) 200 km/saatte
(1 800 000 000 000 mm/yıl = 1.8·1012 mm/yıl).
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Tekrar sese dönelim. Daha once dediğimiz gibi bir insan kulağının duyabileceği en düşük ses
10-12 W/m2 yoğunluğundadır. Hışırtı sesi 10 kez ve fısıltı 100 kez daha yoğundur (10-10
W/m2), normal bir sohbetin yoğunluğu: 10-6 W/m2 bir milyondan çoktur. Eğer bu bilgiyi normal
bir cetvelde gönstermek istersek şöyle olur:
0

TOH

10mm

100mm

Hışırtı sesi

Fısıltı

106mm = 1 km

Sohbet

Normal bir sohbet 1 000 000 mm olarak cetvele yazılmalı ve hışırtı sesinden TOH 1 km
uzaklığında ve bir walkman’in en yüksek ses ayarında olması, en düşük sesden ( 10 000 000
mm) 1010 kez daha yoğun. Örneğin 10 000 km uzaklığında- dünyanın çevresinin yaklaşık 1/4
’I (uzaklık Londra ve Singapur veya Londra ve Los Angeles kadar).
Açı eğimi 10 W/m2’ dir. Hışırtı sesinden TOH 1013 kez daha yoğun.
10 000 000 km daha uzak çizilmeli (Dünya ve ayın arasındaki uzaklık 286 000 km dir.).
İnsan kullağının duyma yetisi o kadar genişdir ki yoğunluk derecesini bu tarz bir çizelge ile
sunmak mümkün değil. Bu yüzden ses yoğunluğunu ölçen Logaritmik’i ses yoğunluğunun (I)
açı eğim yoğunluğunu (Io) sunuyoruz:

I
I0
1
Yoğunluk derecesi Bels ile adlandırılır. TOH ‘dan
olduğundan; hışırtı sesinin yoğunluk seviyesi:
log

hışırtı sesi on kez daha yoğun

10 * I 0
= log10 = 1Bel
I0
TOH ‘dan fısıltı sesi yüz kez daha yoğun olduğundan; fısltı sesinin yoğunluk seviyesi:
log

log

100 * I 0
= log 100 = log 10 2 = 2 Bels
I0

Görev: Normal bir sohbet kaç Beldir?
Cevap: Normal bir sohbet TOH’ dan bir milyon daha yoğundur. Yoğunluk derecesi:
log

1000000 * I 0
= log 1000000 = log 10 6 = 6 Bels
I0

1

Bels ismi Alexander Graham Bell (1847 – 1922)'den alınmıştır – bilim adamı, mucit ve yenilikci..Bell 1876’daki
telefonun icadı ve geliştirilmesi ile geniş övgü almıştır.
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Logaritmik ses yoğunluğunun on katını duyum eğim yoğunluğunun kat sayısı olarak
açıklar.Eğer bir ses diğer birinden on kat daha yoğunsa, ses derecesi bir Bel daha
yüksektir.Bir ses yüz kez daha fazla ise, diğerinden iki Bel daha seslidir ve böyle devam eder.
Bel geniş bir ünitedir, öyle ki desibel olarak normalde kullanıllan bir alt üniteye ayrılır. Normal
bir insanın kulağının ses yoğunluğunu fark edebileceği 0.1 Bel’dir. 0.1 Bel bir desibel ile eşittir
(db). Bu da desibeli uygun ölçüde yapar ve logaritmik’i on’la çarpma faktörü Bel yerine desibel
formülünü oluşturur:
⎛ I ⎞
I (dB) = 10 log10 ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
⎝ I0 ⎠
Hatta desibel tanımında, faktör on’un kullanılması önerisi; yaklaşık olarak en küçük ses
yoğunluğu değişiminin fark etme ünitesini oluşturmak için. İnsan kulağı ses değişimini
logaritmik bir derece ile yorumlar.Ses algılaması enerji yoğunluğu ile orantılı değildir, ama
aksine logaritmik bir fonksiyondur.

Ses yoğunluk derecesi duyum eğimidir:
⎛I
I (dB) = 10 log10 ⎜⎜ 0
⎝ I0
Hışırtı ayrım yoğunluk derecesi:

⎛ 10 I 0
I (dB ) = 10 log10 ⎜⎜
⎝ I0
Normal bir sohbetin yoğunluk seviyesi:

⎞
⎟⎟ = 10 log10 1 = 0dB
⎠

⎞
⎟⎟ = 10 log10 10 = 10dB
⎠

⎛ 1000000 I 0 ⎞
⎟⎟ = 10 log10 10 6 = 60dB
I (dB) = 10 log10 ⎜⎜
I0
⎝
⎠
Klassik bir cetvel yerine ( daha önce gördüğümüz gibi), logaritmik bir cetvel çizebiliriz:

0

Fısıltı
20 dB

0 dB 10 dB
TOH Hışırtı
ayrımı

40 dB

60 dB
Sohbet

90 dB

120 dB
Acı eğimi

Eğer ses yoğunluğunu faktör on’ a göre yükseltirsek seviyesi on dB’e yükselir:
⎛ 10 I 0
I (dB ) = 10 log10 ⎜⎜
⎝ I0

⎞
⎟⎟ = 10 log10 10 = 10dB
⎠
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Görev: Ses yoğunluğu ne kadar yükselir eğer iki katına çıkarırsak (I = 2 I0)?
Cevap: Eğer iki katına çıkarırsak ses yoğunluğunu (I = 2 I0), 3 dB’e yükselir..
⎛ 2I
I (dB ) = 10 log10 ⎜⎜ 0
⎝ I0

⎞
⎟⎟ = 10 log10 2 = 3dB
⎠

Ses yoğunluğu
iki katında

Duyum
eğimi

Görev: Ses seviyesi metresi ve konuşma sesinizın yoğunluğunu ölçünüz. İki katına çıkarın
sohbetin ses seviyesinin yoğunluğunu tekrar ölçünüz.
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Evren haritası
Logaritmik cetveli aynı zamanda evrenin muazzam
kullanışlıdır.Evrenin haritasını çizmeye çalışacağız.

mesafelerinin

sunumunda

da

Önce evrendeki dünya ve bir kaç diğer gezegenler arasındaki mesafeye bakalım.
Dünyadan bazı gezegenlere mesafe:

Ay (286 000 km)
Güneş (149 000 000
km)
Satürn
Proxima Centauri2
Samanyolunun
merkezi

Andromeda3

Işı saniyesi

Işık dakikasi

0.95
496.67

0.016
8.278

Işık yılı
0.0000000302
0.0000160000

1860.00
135604800.00
819936000000.00

31.000
2260080.000
13 665 600 000.000

0.0000059000
4.3000000000
26 000.0000000000

69379200000000.00

1156320000 000.000

2 200 000.0000000000

Cetvel 2: Dünyadan evrendeki farklı objelere mesafe

Görev: Tuvalet kağıdı alınız. Bir yaprağın uzunluğu dünya ile ay arasındaki mesafe.Ruloyu
açınız ve güneşin yerini işaretleyiniz! (bir ruloda kaç yaprak var bakınız!)
Cevap: Güneşin mesafesi ay’dan beşyüz kez daha fazla.Tuvalet kağıdının bir yaprağı ay’ın
dünyadan uzaklığını gösterecekdi ve tüm rulo güneşin dünya’ya olan mesafesi için yeterli
olmayacaktı (eğer bir rulo dörtyüz yaprağı varsa).Yol üzerinde Venüs’ü 135 yaprak olarak ve
Merkür’ü 260 yaprak olarak geçeriz.
Eğer bir harita yapmayı denesek ay’ı dünyadan 1 cm uzaklıkda çizsek, güneşi 5 cm
uzaklıkda, Satürn’ü yaklaşık 20 cm, Proxima Centauri’yi 1422 km uzaklıkda ve samanyolu
galaksisini 8 600 727 km mesafede ve Ay’ımızı (haritada yok) sadece 286 000 km uzaklıkda
çizeriz.
Ay
1.0 cm
1 cm
Güneş
521.0 cm
5.2 m
Sartürn
1951.0 cm
19.5 m
Proxima Centaruri
142242797.2 cm
1422.4 km
Samanyolu merkezi
8.6 E+11 cm
8 600 727.2 km
Andromeda
7.3 E+13 cm
727 753 846.2 km
Cetvel 3: Bir haritada dünya ve diğer objelerin arasındaki mesafe-1 den 28 600 000 0004 ‘lik cetvel.

2

Güneşe en yakın yıldız.
Çıplak gözle görülebilen tek diğer galaksi.
4
1 cm’ lik harita doğada 28 600 000 000 cm’ e eşittir.
3
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Öylese Ay’ I dünyadan 1mm uzaklıkda çizelim.Güneş ise yarım metre uzaklıkda, Satürn 1.9
m, ama galaksinin merkezi 860 073 km uzaklıkda.
Bu demektir ki yine aynı problemle yüzleşiyoruz. Bu mesafeleri normal oranlar kullanarak bu
tarzda çizemeyiz.Bu girişimin sonu olmaz.Ve evrenin haritasını hatta küçük bir parçasını bile
çizemeyiz.
Başarıya ulaşmanın tek yolu logaritmik bir cetvel kullanmak.

Görev: Logaritmik bir cetvel kullanarak bir evren haritası çizmeyi deneyiniz!
Cevap: Ay 1 cm uzaklığında, Güneş 2.7 cm, Satürn 3.3 cm, Proxima Centauri 8.2 cm,
Samanyolu merkezi 11.9 cm ve Andromeda 13.9 cm.
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Depremler
Deprem yeryüzünün hareket etmesidir.Tektonik tabakalarının yeryüzü şekillendirirken
karşılaşması ile cereyan etmesi ile oluşur. Tabakalar birbirine karşı ve veya birbirinden uzağa
hareket ederler, ama sürtünmeden sonuçlanan basınç takılmalar olabilir.Basınç serbest
kaldığında bir deprem oluşur.
Basınç serbest kaldığında şok dalgaları yani sismik dalgalar üretir.
Önemli olan bu kelimenin depremin şiddetini tanımlamasıdır.Çoğu büyük deprem Richter
skalası ile ölçülür, Charles F. Richter tarafından 1934 icaat edilmiştir. Bir Richter ölçümü bir
deprem için en geniş sismik dalgaının kaydı ile hesaplanır.
Richter ölçümü5 logaritmik cetvele dayanır. Richter ölçeğinde her yükseliş, yerin genişliğinin
hareketi ile sismografın on kez yukarı çıkması anlamına gelir.Bu 5 dercesinde bir depremin 4
derecisindeki bir depremden on kez daha şiddetli olduğu anlamına gelir ve 6 derecesinde bir
deprem 4 derecelik bir depremden 100 kez daha şiddetli olduğu
Richter ölçek skalası depremleri tanımlamak için kullanılabilir ve o kadar küçükdür ki negative
numaralarla ifade edilir.Skalanın daha yüksek sınırı yoktur, buda hayal edilemeyecek veya
yaşanmamış şiddette (bugüne dek) depremleri de tanımlar, 10 ve üstü gibi.
Richter
Ölçeği
< 3.5

Bu şiddetteki
depremlerin yıllık
sayıları
800 000

Deprem effektleri

Genelde hissedilmez, ama sismograf tarfından tanımlanıp
kaydedilmiştir)
3.5– 4.2
30 000
Sadece fark kapalı mekanda edilir
4.3– 4.8
4 800
Çoğu insane fark eder, pencereler sallanır
4.9– 5.4
1 400
Çoğunukla fak edilir ( açık kapılar çarpar) nadire zarar verir
5.5– 6.1
500
Binalara hafif zarar verir, sıva çatlakları oluşur, tuğlalar düşer
6.2– 6.9
100
Binalara en çok zarar verir, bacalar düşer, evlerin temelleri
sallanır, bölgenin 100 km çevresinde insanların yaşadığı çapda
yıkıcı zarar verir.
7.0– 7.3
15
Geniş alanlarda ciddi zarar, köprüler devrilir, duvarlar çatlar,
binalar yıkılır
7.4– 7.9
4
Büyük yıkım, çoğu bina yıkılr
> 8.0
Her 5-10yılda bir kez Tamamen yıkım, yeryüzü dalgalrı görülür, objelerin havaya
fırlaması
Cetvel 4: İnsan deprem şiddettini nasıl hisseder?

5

⎛ A
M = log⎜⎜
⎝ A0

⎞
⎟⎟ , en büyük genişliğin olduğu yer, A0 normal faktör.
⎠
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Deprem çok ölüme sebep verir:
Yıl
Yer
Şiddet
2006
Indonezya
6.3
2005
Pakistan
7.6
2005
Kuzey Sumatra, Indonezya
8.6
2004
Sumatra
9.1
2003
Güneydoğu Iran
6.6
2003
Kuzey Cezayi
6.8
2002
Hint Kush bölgesi, Afganistan
6.1
2001
Gujarat, Hindistan
7.6
1999
Taiwan
7.6
1999
Türkiye
7.6
1999
Kolombiya
6.1
1998
Papua Yeni Guinea
7.0
1998
Afganistan-Tacakistan sınır bölgesi
6.6
1998
Hint Kush bölgesi, Afganistan
5.9
1997
Kuzey Iran
7.3
Cetvel 4: Bin den fazla ölümle sonuçlanan son on yıldaki deprem.

Ölümler
5 749
86 000
1 313
283 106
31 000
2 266
1 000
20 085
2 400
17 118
1 185
2 183
4 000
2 323
1 567

Görev: Bu yılın dünyadaki en önemli depremlerini (5 şiddettinde) bulunuz!
Cevap: http://earthquake.usgs.gov/eqcenter/eqarchives/significant/
Görev: Kendi ülkenizdeki en şiddetli depremi bulunuz!
Cevap: Slovenyadaki en şiddetli depremler: 1348 Beljak, ( 26 şehre zarar verdi, 40 saray ve
kilise, 20000 ölüm), 1511 Idrija, (bir çok saraya zarar verdi, 12,000 ölüm), 1690 Beljak, 1889
Zagrebska Gora, 1895 Ljubljana, 1917 Brezice, 1956 Ilirska Bistrica, 1963 Litija, 1974
Kozjansko, 1976 Furlanija, Posocje (12,000 binaya zarar verdi), 1995 Ilirska Bistrica , 1998
Posocje (5.6), 2004 Posocje (4.2).
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Görev: 1998-04-12 Paskalya pazarı Slovenya’daki (Posocje) depremin şiddeti 5.6’idi. Büyük
bir şansla kimse ölmedi.On gün öncesinde aynı yıl Afganistan’da 5.9 derecesinde bir deprem
oldu.Bu depremde 2323 kişi hayatını kabetti.afganistan’daki deprem Slovenya’ dakinden ne
kadar daha şiddetliydi?
s = 105.6 = 398 107
Slovenya:
log10s = 5.6
a = 105.9 = 794 328
Afganistan: log10a = 5.9
Afganistan’daki deprem Sloveya’dakinden neredeyse iki kat daha şiddetli:

Cevap:

794328
= 1.995
398107
Görev: Slovenya’daki 1998’de (5.6) olan deprem 2004’dekinde (4.2) ne kadar daha
şiddetliydi?
Cevap: 25 kez daha şiddetliydi, çünkü:

10 5.6 3.981071705 ⋅ 10 5
=
= 25.12
10 4.2 1.584893192 ⋅ 10 4
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pH ölçümü
Asitler hidrojen iyonlar (H+) üretir. Hidroklorik asitler bir çok hidrojen iyonlar üretirler, bunun
sebebi su’da hidrojen klorik’in gaz olarak dağılmasıdır, hidrojen klorik molekülleri hidrojen ve
klorik iyonlarına ayrılır.
HCl = H+ + ClSu’da ayrılır ve iyonlar üretir hidrojen ve hydroxyl iyonlar.
H2O = H+ + OHHer durumda mevcut hidrojen iyonlarının yoğunluğunu ölçebilirz veya hesaplayabiliriz. Bunu
[H+] sembolü ile tanımlıyoruz; hidrojen iyonlarının yoğunluğunu köşeli parantez içinde
gösteriyoruz. [H+] litre başına H+ konsantre iyon moludür ( bir mol biriminin ölçeği 6.022 x 10
23
atomlarına eşittir).
Konsantre hidrojen iyonları (hidronium iyon) su içinde asitler veya ana kaynaklar su ile
karıştığında görkemli sallantılar oluşuyor.Bu değişimler
1 x 1014 büyüklüğünde olabiliyor.Bu demektir ki, konsatreler çarpı yüz trilyon büyüklüğünde
değişim gösterebilirler, 100,000,000,000,000.
Tekrar bir büyük değişim.Bu sebepten yeni bir cetvel tanıtıyoruz, logaritmik bir cetvel.
Tanımımız 6:
pH = -log[H+]
[H+] hidronium iyonların molar yoğunluğu nerede, M= moller/ litre.
Çünkü H+ iyonları su molekülleri ile bağdaşır ve hidronium (H3O+) oluşur, pH çoğunlukla
hidronium iyon konsantreleri terimi olarak açıklanır:
pH = -log[H3O +]
Su’da 220C de, H3O+ ve hydroxyl (OH-) iyonları eşit değerde bulunurlar; her birinin yoğunluğu
1.0 x 10-7 litre başına mol’dür (mol/L). Bu sebepten suyun pH değeri eşittir:
pH = -log 10-7 = 7
Bir HCl (hidroklorik asit) çözümü, [H+] = 0.01=10-2, bu sebeple
pH = -log 10-2 = 2
PH değeri düşükse, hidrojen iyonlarının yoğunluğunun yüksek olduğu anlamına gelir ve eğer
pH değeri yüksekse,hidrojen iyonlarının yoğunluğu çok düşük veya hiç olmadığının anlamına
gelir.

6

p herhangi bir mesafede herhangi yoğunlukda sembölü takip eden bir operatördür. Yönergesi ile sembolü takip
eden herhangi bir miktarın negative mesafesini hesaplama iletişimidir.
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Daha önce açıklandığı üzere,iyonların üremesini su keser, hidrojen iyonları ve hydroksil
iyonları.
H2O = H+ + OHMolar yoğunluğu hidronium iyonları ve hidroksil iyonlarının ikisinde de aynıdır:
[H+] = 0.0000001 = 10-7 = [OH -]
Ürün:
[H+] [OH-] = 10-7 · 10-7 = 10-14 dür.
Eğer logaritmin fonksiyonlarını her iki tarafda da kullanırsak:
-log ([H+] [OH-] ) = -log 10-14
Ürünün mesafesi ve toplamın mesafesinin eşit olduğunu biliyoruz
( log a ( xy ) = log a x + log a y ):
-log [H+] - log [OH-] = -log 10-14
İlişkisi:
pH + pOH = 14
Sodyum hydrokside de iyonların üremesini keser ; sodium iyonları ve hydroksil iyonları su da
dağıldığında
NaOH = Na+ + OHNaOH (Sodyum Hydroksde) çözümü
[H+] = 0.00000000000001= 10-14 bu yüzden

pH = -mesafe 10-14 =14
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Hidrojen
iyonlarının
yoğunluğu [H+]
100
10-1
10-2
10-3
10-4

Hydroksil
iyonlarının
yoğunluğu
[OH-]
10-14
10-13
10-12
10-11
10-10

10-5
10-6
10-7
10-8
10-9
10-10
10-11
10-12
10-13

10-9
10-8
10-7
10-8
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1

Hidrojen iyonları ile
saf suyun
kıyasındaki
yoğunluk
10 000 000
1 000 000
100 000
10 000
1 000
100
10
1
1/10
1/100
1/1 000
1/10 000
1/100 000
1/1 000 000

10-14
100
1/10 000 000
Çizelge 5: Farklı solüsyonlarının pH değerleri.

Sonuç

Pil asidi
Hidroklorik asit
Limon suyu, sirke
Portakal suyu,soda, cola
Domates
suyu,
asit
yağmuru
Hafif içme suyu, kahve
İdrar
Saf su
Deniz suyu, yumurta akı
Kabartma tozu
Bükük tuz gölü
Amonyak çözümü
Sabunlu su
Çamaşır
suyu,fırın
temizleyicisi
Likit akıtma temizleyici

pH

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Görev: Ph değerinin [H3O+] = 2.5 x 10 -5 M olduğu bir solüsyon ne kadardır?
Cevap: pH = -log[H3O+] = - log[2.5 x 10 -5] = - [ log 2.5 + log 10-5 ]
log 2.5 hesap makinası ile hesaplanmış, log 10-5 = -5:
pH = - [0.3979 - 5] = 4.6021
Görev: [OH-] = 1 x 10-5 solüsyonunun pH değerii hesaplayınız.
Cevap: pH + pOH = 14 iletişimini kullanın, bu yğzden pH = 9.
PH cetvelini bulan beyfendi birasının ne kadar aside sahip olduğunu ölçmek istemiş.Bildiğimiz
üzere maya bira ve şarap yapımında kullanılır ve maya enzimleri kullanır. Enzimler ise
sadece pH’ doğru ise çalışır.Bulduğu şey ise asitlerin ve alkalillerin bitkilerin renklerini
değiştirdiği. Kırmızı lahanayı veya pancar ezmeye çalışınız.Kırmızı veya mavi bir sıvı elde
edeceksiniz.Sıvının rengini asit veya alkali ekleyerek değiştirmeyi deneyebilirsiniz.Tüm
bağlı olarak
bunların oluşması bitkinin rengi hidrojen iyonlarının yoğunluna
renklenmesidir.Eğer evrensel gösterde kağıdı kullandıysanız (en yaygın olanı turnusol
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kağıdıdır) rengin maviden yeşille, sarıya, veya kırmızıya degişdiğini biliyorsunuz. Evrensel
gösterge kağıdı rengini pH değeri değiştirildiğinde değiştirir bir boya karışımıdır.
PH 10 log cetvelinin temeli olduğundan beri, pH her birinde on gücünde [H+] değişir. PH
değeri 3 olan bir solüsyon H+ ‘ u on kez daha yoğundur pH değeri 4 olandan.PH cetveli 0 dan
14’e kadar sıralar.Ph değeri 0’dan az veya 14’den yüksek olan solüsyon yoğunlukları nadiren
görülöüştür.
Görev: Bir desilitre limon suyu alınız ve pH değerini ölçünüz.İki olmalı.PH değerini su
ekleyerek 2’den 3’e değiştirmeyi deneyiniz.Tadına bakınız. Ne kadar asitli?
Cevap: Dokuz desilitre saf suya ihtiyacınız var. Yeni solüsyon portakal suyu kadar asitlidir.
İkisini de deneyiniz.
Görev: Bir kaza yaptığınızı hayal edin.Bir mililitre pil aside (pH 0) döktünüz elinize.Ellinize ne
kadar su dökmeniz gerekiyor 0’dan 4’de değiştirmek için pH değerini?
Cevap: Değişim için dokuz mililitre suya ihtiyacınız var 0’dan 1, 99 ml’ye 1’den 2, 999 ml’ye
2’den 3, 9999 ml’ye 3’den 4’e, ve 99999 ml’ye (= 99.999) 4’den 5’e.
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Annex 2
English Modules1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

1

Concept of Parallelism
Toy Car – Acceleration
Lego Robot and Coordinate System
Temperature
Experiments to Proportional Factor 1
Physical Experiments to Proportional Factor 2
Boyle´s Law and Concept of Variable
Buouyancy and Concept of Variable
Refraction and Concept of Variable
Thermal Expansion of a Liquid
Functional Relations 1
Solar system – Role Play
Arithmetic Mean and Car Differential
Bicycle Gears and Ratios
Fermat meets Pythagoras
Relationship of Mass and Volume of a Liquid
Nutrition Circle and Pie Charts
Similar Triangles for Parallax-Measurements
Centre of mass/gravity
Sound Functions
Parabola and Horizontal Launch
Experiments to Investigate Decaying Processes
Parabola and Car Lights
Logarithmic Function
Functional relations 2
Function x^(3/2) and x^(1/2): Practical Examples with Pendulum
Growth
GPS and fair Insurance Premia
x^(-0,5): Square Root Function in Divisor
Introduction of Trigonometric Function
Functional Relations 3
Fermat´s Principle and Calculus
Paramecia
Modelling Things in Traffic
Arc Length of a Plane Curve – “proved by Physics”

Order is according to the grade, starting at lower grades

Concept of Parallelism

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for

Advice

Parallel, distance, concept of equal distance
10- to 12 years old,
Depending on the complexity of treatment the
module is suitable for students until the age of 16.
The module is a support for an adequate learning of
the concept of parallelism through self-dependent
and reflecting work. It includes situations that lead to
an adequate understanding. Common aspects and
differences stress the qualities of the concept in a
somehow surprising way.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Concept of parallelism
Students explore concept of parallelism by measuring positions of two wooden boards which are
separated by different rolls by using spirit levels. After these experiments emphasis is given on
(construction of) orbiforms which diameters are constant wherever one measures.
Lesson applicable for students of age 10-12 years
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- concept of parallelism
- circle
- orbiform
scientific contents:
- construction of orbiforms (if
cooperation with technical education)
required knowledge:
- knowledge how to use spirit levels

math.
aspects
distance of
all points of
wooden
boards are
equal
constructin
g orbiforms
by using
pair of
compasses
definition
of circle

Contents
common
aspects
parallel

nonmath.
aspects
spirit levels
have equal
levels

orbiform

how to
make real
orbiforms

circle

how to cut
exact
circles

heuristic competencies:
- Inductive reasoning
- Analogies
- Sketches
- Identifying essential components
- Communicate
- Sensible use of aids and tools
way of teaching:
- working in groups

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
inductive reasoning
measuring different positions of circles
resp. orbiform to touch concept of
parallelism
analogies
transfer same spirit level to concept of
parallelism; transfer construction of
orbiform to different kinds of orbiforms
sketches
construction of orbiforms by using set
square and pair of compasses; eventually
making plan containing steps how to
build orbiform
identifying essential components
Goal of experiment? What will be
measured? What requirements resp.
components are needed for that?
communicate
discussing different cases of experiments
and construction of orbiforms
sensible use of aids and tools
using pair of compasses for construction
of orbiforms

materials (per group):
-two wooden boards
- two spirit levels
- two rolls form of circle,
- one roll form of circle with bump
-one roll form of orbiform
preparations:
- getting familiar with constructing
orbiforms

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
Coordination
getting or making material
if one wants to make wooden
orbiforms getting access to
crafts room
communication
teaching
leading subject
form or parallel
planning form?
type of cooperation
Leading subject form
or
parallel teaching form

further comments and advice:
- This module allows exploring the concept of parallelism dynamically. Therefore inductive reasoning can be done quickly after
investigating different positions and rolls
- making materials can be time consuming. Cooperation with technical education may be useful to save time for preparation and
constructing rolls.
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Background
General Didactic Background
Background of this teaching module is that students shall experience Mathematics reasonable, significant and interesting by extra-mathematical references; learning in contexts
shall contribute to an intuitive mathematic understanding. By means of scientific contexts
and methods the often watched gap between formal maths and authentic experience shall
be closed on the one hand and versatility of mathematic concepts shall be experienced on
the other hand.
Basic idea is that the students shall learn the concept of parallelism in authentic situations
and references through action or action-oriented learning. The situations in the experiments lead to the concept of parallelism through common aspects and differences in a
surprising way. The students get aware of the central characteristic of equal distances.

Mathematical Background
In the Eucledian geometry two straight lines are called parallel if they lie in one plane and
do not have one point in common. The parallel axiom states that there exists to a straight
line g and a point P exactly one straight line h to g through P which is parallel to g.
Definition:
Two straight lines g and h are called parallel, if: The distance of all points of g to h is constant.
The distance of a point P of a straight line g or a plane E is the length of the line segment
PF, if F is the foot of the perpendicular that is dropped from P to g respectively to E (figure
1).
A corresponding definition applies also for planes.

figure 1: Proof of parallelism by equality of the perpendicular distances of various points of g;
equality of distance of the straight lines g and h.

However applicable knowledge about parallel terms will not only be obtained through definition but also by bringing parallelism into combination with other mathematic objects.
These are the theorems of angles like the theorems about alternate angles, the corresponding angles as well as the theorem of intersecting lines resp. their inversions.
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An exciting connection arises regarding the subject circle. A circle is the set of all points
that have the same distance r from a given point M. For this reason the length of all circle
chords through M is always equal, i.e. the distance of the two intercepting points of each
diameter straight with the circle periphery. From this it follows that two straight lines which
are circle tangents for two circles with the same diameter are parallel. Contrariwise two
circles between two parallels have to have the same diameter. In further consideration
objects between two parallels have to have the “same thickness” (figure 2).

figure 2: Objects of “same thickness” between two parallels

Particularly interesting becomes the context if considering things dynamically. Beside a
circle further objects do exist where parallel straights stay parallel under their movement?
How do these objects have to look like and what features do they have to have?
To answer that, the definition of parallelism plays an important role (see also Orbiforms/
“same-thicks” at 4).
Regarding the question application oriented: parallelism can be proved practically by the
use of spirit levels. In general it is interesting to see whether a board or a wall is parallel to
the earth surface or to its vertical, i.e. exactly horizontal or vertical.

figure 3: spirit level.

The position of the board is horizontal, because the air bubble in the water is seen between the two marks. The surface of the water adjusts to the (thought) earth level. The
parallelism to earth level stays also when the spirit level is moved. In case of a tipping
movement the surface of the water doesn’t stay parallel to the ground of the spirit level.
The air bubble swims off the marks. When the ground of the spirit level is fixed parallel to
the measured surface, we get information about horizontality from the position of the air
bubble.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material
The material serves for the applicable acquisition of the concept of parallelism. There the
concept is contextualized by the circle term and the following quality of the circle is exploited: The two intersections of all diameters of a circle with the circle periphery have always the same distance from one another. This quality has to be discovered in the experiment. Due to the fact that it has to be transmitted to other forms it may be recorded as
basic quality of parallelism resp. for its substantiation.

Needed Equipment
2 double-rolls “circles” (diameter 12 cm):

1 double-roll “circles with bump” (diameter without bump 12 cm):
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1 or more double-rolls “Orbiforms” (“same-thickness”, corner distance 12 cm):

Definition of an „Orbiform“:
An orbiform is a plane with the following feature: The distance between the points of contact of two parallel and not equal tangents at a circle is always the same.
A circle is an orbiform.

2r

An equilateral triangle is no orbiform.

2r

a

a

Constructional definition of an “Orbiform”
An orbiform is a plane figure you can construct as follows:
Draw a regular polygon (equilateral triangle, square, pentagon, and so on).
Draw a circle around one of the corners of the polygon through two opposite laying vertices which are next to each other. Repeat this procedure for all corners.
Information:
A circle is an orbiform which results from a square with arcs with a radius equal to the side
length of the square.
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Two boards, one with two small boards on it as runway:

Depending on the learning group: two spirit levels on the boards:
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Structure and performance
In all experimental arrangements two of the double rolls are placed on a board; the second
board is laid on top. Then the upper board is waved on the rolls and the position of the
boards to one another and – if present – the two spirit levels are regarded on four different
positions on the board.
In this the following rolls are used in sequence:
1. the two “circles”
2. one “circle” and one “circle with bump”
3. one “circle” and one “orbiform”

Result:
In no. 1 and 3 the two boards always move parallel to each other. In no. 2 the two boards
are not parallel in the field of the bump because there the distance between the points of
contact of the boards with the two double rolls is not like. Since the boards in no. 3 move
parallel to each other at any time the distance between the contact points has to be the
same.
Further activity:
This may lead to the question whether there are more orbiforms and may motivate the
production of further orbiforms for example of pentagons etc. (see also worksheets)

worksheets
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Experiment Rolls

“circle with bump” - “circle”

- “orbiform”

Experimental arrangement:
Place two of the double rolls on one of the boards.
Lay the other board on top.
Move the upper board over the rolls and watch the position of the boards.
Watch also the two spirit levels in four different situations of the rolls.
Repeat the experiment three times in following order:
1. Use the two double rolls “circles”
2. Use one double roll “circle” with one double roll “circle with bump”
3. Use one double roll “circle” and one double roll “orbiform”
Describe your observations.
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Orbiforms
Constructional definition of an “Orbiform”
An orbiform is a plane figure you can construct as follows:
Draw a regular polygon (equilateral triangle, square, pentagon, and so on).
Draw a circle around one of the corners of the polygon through two opposite
laying vertices which are next to each other. Repeat that procedure for all corners.

Task 1:
a) A circle is a special case of an orbiform. Which regular polygon is the
basis for that?
b) Examine by construction.

Task 2:
a) Inform yourself about the construction of a pentagon, hexagon and so
on
b) Construct one or more of those figures out of paperboard or wood and
cut or saw it.
c) Make experiments and watch.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Further Information
The idea of using „same-thicks“ or orbiforms for supporting the learning of mathematics is
part of the project „Mathematik zum Anfassen“, which was realised by Prof. Dr. Beutelspacher in the first action-oriented mathematical museum of the world “Mathematikum” in
Gießen/ Germany and in its corresponding travelling exhibition (www.mathematikum.de).
2005 this travelling exhibition came to Schwäbisch Gmünd, where students and collaborators of our University of Education Schwäbisch Gmünd assisted the classes and the young
and old visitors. The surprising observation that the boards stay parallel while rolling over
the orbiforms motivated us, to integrate this idea into our ScienceMath-project and to construct an adequate teaching module. Our experiences show that worksheets and the contrast to the circle and “circle with bumb” are helpful for a reflexion and connection between
observation and concept of parallelism.

Literature
Beutelspacher, A. (ed.): Mathematik zum Anfassen, Begleitbuch zur Wanderausstellung
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Toy Car – Acceleration

Keywords
Lesson applicable for

Advice

Velocity, speed, safety in traffic situations
10- to 16 years old, also for elementary school teacher
students
The purpose of teaching material is to teach the concepts of
velocity and acceleration and their relations, and to use toys
as a teaching material to decrease anxiety towards physics
and mathematics especially for girls.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
toy car acceleration
Students measure the distance and time of toy cars rolling on a slope. They determine distances
and time of toy cars, determine velocity and acceleration on different surfaces and have to consider
changes and commonalities. In a second experiment they simulate a car crash with a duplo man to
show the use of seat belts in cars
Lesson applicable for students of age 10-16
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- proportional function
- quadratic function
- arithmetic mean

heuristic competencies:
-Comprehend information, problem
and essential components
- Inductive reasoning
- Analogies
- Identifying essential components
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result

scientific contents:
- velocity
- acceleration
required knowledge:
- concept of function
- tables & graphs
- measuring errors
math.
aspects
structure

Which
parts of
formula
change?
relationship
still valid?

calculation

Contents
common
aspects
functional
relationship

change of
fct.
Relationshi
p
measuring
errors:
quotients
never equal
arithmetic
mean

way of teaching:
- working in groups
nonmath.
aspects
contextual,
evtl. def. of
velocity/ac
celeration
acceleratio
n
dependent
on surface
origin of
measuring
errors?
for
minimizing
variance

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
comprehend information, problem and
essential components
students have to plan experiment to
determine acceleration with materials
given
inductive reasoning
finding constant acceleration and linear
increase in velocity
analogies
looking for commonalities and transfer
results when determining distances on
other surfaces; comparing different
graphs
identifying essential components
which are major components that
influence value of acceleration;
determining essential measurands
changing representations
change from table to graph
communicate
discussing about setting, measuring
errors (constant quotients), transfer
experiment- reality
reflecting & interpreting
interpreting measuring errors, reflecting
if measuring values are measured
correctly, transfer to different surfaces
resp. to reality

materials (for each group):
-a toy car
- a stop watch
- a board for the slope
- a measuring cord
-bubble plastic and cloth
- a duplo man
- an inclined plane
- a protector
- elastic band for duplo man
preparations:
- doing the experiments in advance
organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
Coordination
getting materials
eventually teaching in
science room
communication
pre-knowledge
velocity/
acceleration?
students’
knowledge of
measuring
errors
type of cooperation
Leading subject form

further comments and advice:
- This sequence has been tested in three classes to model the concept of acceleration and also to reduce anxiety towards science.
- In addition for meaningful and fun many of the students explained that science is more useful than they had been thinking.
According to the results it seems that using familiar objects, like toys, it is possible to make change for positive in students’
conceptions, especially for female students.
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Background
General didactical Background
In physics, there are many phenomena that students find difficult to understand.
For science education, one important feature in learning and teaching is also to
learn to model how scientists and mathematicians so that
they set a hypothesis, making an experiment, and using
the results to construct or revise a scientific model.
Reusing or generalizing models are considered as
central activities in science education (e.g. English,
2009). Through modelling, the students are engaged in
solving problems of real world context which motivate
them to learn and their every-day experiences can be
utilized. Further, the students need to make sense of the
situation so it is meaningful for them. By planning their
own experiments the students need to engage working with their current
knowledge and activating their conscious thinking. To decrease physics anxiety,
we propose a series of task where familiar objects like toys are used in
experimenting and modelling physics phenomena.
Some times it is possible that the anxiety experienced in studying science and
mathematics prevents students to create meaningful learning experiences. The
physics anxiety is real for many pre-service primary teachers and as teacher
educators we should be able to help those students. If pre-service teachers’
anxiety could be decreased, it could benefit their future students. When the
future teachers could be able to acknowledge children’s possible anxiety, they
could have possibilities to arrange meaningful learning environments. This
current material is originally designed for pre-service primary teachers’ (later
used the term “students”) science and mathematics education, but it also is
useful on the lover and upper levels of education.

Scientific and mathematical background
In physics, velocity (v) is defined as a rate of change of position defined by
speed and direction. The rate of change of velocity over time is referred to as
acceleration
Acceleration =

Δv
Change _ of _ speed
, that is a =
,
Change _ of _ time
Δt

where a means acceleration, Δv is the change of speed and Δt the change of
time.
The idea of teaching implementation
In this teaching implementation the purpose is to use toys to teach and model
the concept of acceleration and emphasis the importance to use seat belts while
driving the car.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
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Teaching material
The purpose of this teaching material is to teach acceleration through modeling. A second
purpose is to use toy car and duplo lego-blocks and “duplo-man” to decrease the possible
anxiety towards science for the students. Before the experiments, the students are allowed to
give names for their toy cars to be able to compare them. The results of the experiments are
discussed together.
Introduction

Teacher introduces into the work, and organizes the groups
Possible themes: how to work collaboratively, how to prepare a
scientific report

Station work

The experiments are arranged in working stations where the needed
materials are available. Students are asked to plan by selves how they
test the acceleration of the toy cars (this, if they are teacher students or
older students, but if they are younger the teacher needs to help them).
Working time in each station is estimated about 25 minutes.
Groups report their results including their own explanation of the
experiment and explain how they succeeded in modeling the
acceleration situation. Groups participate into the whole class
discussion on the results.

Plenary session

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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The experiments
Experiment 1: The acceleration of a toy car
Variables

Independent variables: velocity, time
Dependent variable: acceleration

Dependence
Acceleration =

Materials

velocity change
Δv
;a =
Δt
time change

A toy car
A stopwatch
A board for the slope
A measuring cord

Bubble plastic and cloth to get different kinds of surfaces on the
board where the toy cars acceleration is tested
Graph paper

Performance

In the experiment the students first consider how they are
examining the acceleration by using a toy car. They discuss
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together, what equipments they need in conducting the
experiment. If needed, teacher should check their plans before
the experiment.
All the results are marked on the worksheets.
After measurements, the students draw a graph of their results
on the coordination plane and choose a reasonable scale.
During the experiment the students need to notice, how the
graph illustrating the phenomena is not a line, but part of a
parabola, described by a polynomial function:
s = s 0 + v 0 t + 12 at 2
where s0 = distance at the beginning
v0 = velocity at the beginning
a = acceleration ( the rate of change of velocity)
t = time

After the first measurements the students to repeat the
procedure varying the variables in situation: the slope and
surface material of the board which is covered with different
materials (like bubble plastic, cloth, something slippery etc.).
After these measurements, the students discuss what kind of
influence the test situations had to the acceleration of the toy car.
Then they calculate the situational velocity, the mean velocity.

Example 1.
s − s1 0,30 − 0,20´ 0,1
=
=
vk1 = 2
= 0,2 m/s
2,5 − 2
0,5
t 2 − t1
s − s3 0,60 − 0,50´ 0,1
vk2 = 4
=
=
= 0,33... m/s
0,3
t 4 − t3
3,3 − 3
It is important to keep the change of distance stable all the time.
That is to say, while interpreting the graph, the difference sn – sn-
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is equal.
Please notice that the difference of times is not equal and it
changes. The students should realize that the average speed is
changing and the movement is not constant but it is accelerating.
1

Reference to
reality

An accelerating velocity is easy to notice in everyday life.
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Experiment 2: Duplo-man and the seat belt
Variables
Independent variables: velocity, time
Dependent variable: acceleration

Acceleration =

velocity change
Δv
;a =
time change
Δt

Material

A toy car
A duplo (Lego) Man
An inclined plane,
A protractor
Elastic bands to tight up the Duplo-Man in the toy-car

Performance

In this experiment the students examine what happens if the DuploMan is or is not wearing the seat belts. They can test the situation by
varying the inclination of the board while the Duplo-man is driving
down. When the inclination is small, a Duplo-Man stays still in the car
without using the “seat belts”.
Car accidents have the ability to cause much devastation to the body.
There are many causes of this, such as broken glass, objects colliding
with people inside the car, but the main cause is the acceleration the
body undergoes when the car collides with another object of
comparable size.
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Background
Acceleration =

Δv
Change _ of _ speed
, that is a =
, where a is
Change _ of _ time
Δt

acceleration, Δv is the change of speed and Δt the change of time.
Reference to
reality

Through experiments, its been found that we can handle an
acceleration of 20 g (20 x 9.8m/s2 ) without injury.
In severe car accidents, the seat belt prevents the one wearing it from
being thrown outside the car.
Thus sitting without seatbelts in the car, serious injuries are possible in
accidents, thus remember to fasten the seat belts in the traffic.
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Worksheet: acceleration of a toy car

It this task, we are going to investigate the acceleration of a toy car while driving downhill on
a road. Before starting, you need first to consider the following questions and write down
your answers.
1. How can we measure the acceleration of a car while it is driving downhill on the road?
2. What equipments do you need for it?
3. Draw a picture on how you planned to do it.
Now test your plan of action.
4. Write the results of your measurements into the table below. Write down how you
calculated the mean of data at least once. Consider, why it is good to have three
measurements (observations) for each distance?
Distance, Distance, Observation Observation Observation The mean of
cm
m
1
2
3
the
time, s
time, s
time, s
observations
time, s

Position of
points in
coordination
system

5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

0,05
0,1

, 0,05)
, 0,1)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)

5. Draw a graph of the results. What is the shape of the graph and consider whether it is
possible to conclude how the distance depends on the time?
The graph reminds me:

Your rationale:

6. Repeat the measurements by varying the angle of inclination of the board. Write down
your results and use your data to draw these two graphs into the same coordination
plane with the graph in phase 5.
What was the difference between these two measurements and the first measurement?

______________________________________________________________________
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Measurements with varied angles of inclination:
Distance, Distance, Observation Observation Observation The mean of
cm
m
1
2
3
the
time, s
time, s
time, s
observations
time, s
5
0,05
10
0,1
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

Position of
points in
coordination
system
(
, 0,05)
(
, 0,1)
(
,
)
(
,
)
(
,
)
(
,
)
(
,
)
(
,
)
(
,
)
(
,
)

Measurements when you cover the board with different materials (bubble plastic, cloth, etc.):
Distance, Distance, Observation Observation Observation The mean of
cm
m
1
2
3
the
time, s
time, s
time, s
observations
time, s
5
0,05
10
0,1
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

Position of
points in
coordination
system
(
, 0,05)
(
, 0,1)
(
,
)
(
,
)
(
,
)
(
,
)
(
,
)
(
,
)
(
,
)
(
,
)

Compare your results and discuss what kinds of differences you observed during the
measurements? ____________________________
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7. Choose one of the measurements and calculate the temporary average speed for each
observation by using the formula

v=

Δs
Δt

, where v is the velocity, s is the rate of change of position and t is time

Rate of
change of
position, m
0,05
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9

Time, s

Velocity, m/s

8. Compare the temporary average speed of the observations. What you could conclude
based on your results? What does it reveal to you about car movement?
9. Move the above values for time and speed to the table below. Calculate the temporary
the acceleration of the sequential measurements when the formula is
Acceleration =

Δv
Change _ of _ speed
, that is a =
, where a is acceleration, Δv is
Change _ of _ time
Δt

the change of speed and Δt the change of time.
For example, the temporary acceleration in the first observation can be calculated as
follows:
Acceleration1 = (speed1-0)/(time1-0)
Acceleration2 = (speed2- speed1)/(time2- time1)
Observation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Time, s
0

Velocity m/s
0

Acceleration, m/s2
0
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10. Incorrect estimates
Consider your measurements and evaluate in which stage it would have been possible
for you to make an error in your measurements. Do you have measurements
substantially diverging from the others?
11. Your own observations and conclusions:
Consider based on your results whether it is possible to predict a car’s behavior if the
angle of the tilt is equal and the plank would be for example 2m or 10 m long (and there
is not a possibility for a car to fall out of the plank)?
12. References to the literature (if possible):
Compare the results you received to the information available in the literature. For
example, when specifying the density of some element or the acceleration initiated by the
Earth.
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Worksheet Duplo- man and
the seat belt

It this task, you test what happens to a Duplo-Man if he has or has not fastened his seat belt
while driving down along different kind of slopes.
1. What was the inclined angle when the Duplo-Man was still lucky and stayed in the car
without seat belts? Calculate also the acceleration of the car.
2. What was the angle of inclination when the Duplo-Man wearing the seat belts still
stayed inside the car? Calculate also the acceleration of the car in this case,
3. What you could rationale for every day life based on this experiment?
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Further information
Experiences
This teaching module has been tested twice and the experiences have been positive on
both times. The students were Finnish pre-serve primary teacher students altogether
about N = 85 on both times, and they studied in five groups (about 18 -20 students in one
group).
Students’ anxiety for science teaching and learning was asked twice: in a pre test and after
the experiment in a post test (Tuominen 2007). Before the experiment the attitudes
especially of the female students were quite negative to the science teaching and learning.
One of the female students explained in the pre test how “it is only formulas which nobody
is explaining for me, science is frustrating”. In addition 25% of female students explained
before the test that there is nothing easy in science whereas 13% of men experienced
science as an easy subject.
In analysing the results of the enquiry the participants were divided into three groups:
group 1 (n=24, all females who only had studied the compulsory courses in science),
group 2 (n=27, 9 males and 18 females) and group 3 (n=28; 6 males and 28 females). The
science anxiety decreased during the experiment statistically significantly (t = 7.6; p =
0.000, Figure 1).
5
4,5
4
3,5
group 1
3

group 2
group 3

2,5
2
1,5
1
before

after
Anxiety

before

after
Importance

before

after

Convenience

FIGURE: The means of science anxiety, science importance and science convenience
before and after the experiment.
Examples of the students’ comments after the experiment:
“Interesting experiment, nice and practical” (female student, 4)
“It is really possible to find science meaningful” (female student, 24)
“Fun, interesting and concrete experience” (female student, 46)
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Kaarina Merenluoto, Anu Tuominen, Tarja-Riitta Hurme,
University of Turku,
Department of Teacher education,. Finland

“Science is still not interesting to me, but it was fun to make the experiments (female
student 47)
“It is more fun with toys” (female student 64)
“Sometimes just boring repetition” (male student 70)
“Useful, creative, and formal” (male student 84)
“It is really possible to understand it, it is exact, and fun” (female student, 26)
“Learning by doing is fun, and you learn science by experimenting” (female student
10)
“Science is experimenting, counting, just fun “ (female student 16).
In addition for meaningful and fun many of the students explained that science is more
useful than they had been thinking. According to the results it seems that using familiar
objects, like toys, it is possible to make change for positive in students’ conceptions,
especially for female students.

Literature
English, L.D: (2009). Promoting interdisciplinary through mathematical modelling ZMC
Mathematics Education 41, 161 - 181.
Tuominen, A. (2007). Voidaanko lelun avulla muuttaa mielikuvia fysiikasta
positiivisemmaksi. In K. Merenluoto, A. Virta & P. Carpelan (Eds.) Opettajankoulutuksen
muuttuvat rakenteet. Ainedidaktinen symposiumi 2007. Turun yliopiston
kasvatustieteellisen tiedekunnan julkaisuja B:77.
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Lego Robot and Coordinate System

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for

Lego, Robot, Mindstorms, NXT

For 10-18 years old students (and even older). It is an
independent lesson, which can be adopted to different
levels. It can be an intuitive and hands-on fun experience
to introduce the notion of coordinate system. Older
students, who are already familiar with coordinates can be
challenged with more sophisticated tasks of 'sending the
robot to the right position'.

Advice
The lesson is a demanding task for a teacher, as it is
necessary to get familiar with the Lego Mindstorms NXT
robot. We strongly discourage a shallow presentations only
based on attached (with Lego Mindstorms NXT sets) demo
programs. For any learning to take place it is necessary
that teachers and students do and program their own
(possibly very simple) moves.

The ScienceMath-project: Lego Robot and Coordinate System
Idea: Damjan Kobal, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

Background
General didactic background
This lesson is a draft of simple ideas that can be used to motivate the understanding
of coordinate system.

Mathematical background
Students get an intuitive and real life understanding of the essence of the coordinate
system.

The idea of teaching implementation
The lesson could best be presented to small groups of 10-16 years old children. The
experimenting will likely be more sucesseful out of regular school classes. The theme
is appropriate for very young gifted children working in small groups. For the lesson
to be presented to a whole class, several sets of robots and several teachers or assistants would be needed.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

The ScienceMath-project: Lego Robot and Coordinate System
Idea: Damjan Kobal, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

Teaching Material
Lego Robot and Coordinate System
Coordinate system is nothing but a simplified and formalized way of orientation. Of
course, in this lesson we only talk about orientation in a (flat) plane.
This lesson is just a draft of simple ideas and not a detailed lesson.
A web version of the lesson with useful interactive simulations can be found at
http://uc.fmf.uni-lj.si/com/Lego/lego.html.

Coordinate System in Real World
We could start by showing a picture or a map of a city, and giving directions from one
point to another. Depending on students we can go into more or less details. Even for
teachers it might be interesting that for old cities like Paris (on a picture below) a 'polar
coordinate system' would be more appropriate than a 'Cartesian coordinate system'.
Discuss the orientation in a city like Paris bellow and think about the polar coordinate
system.

The ScienceMath-project: Lego Robot and Coordinate System
Idea: Damjan Kobal, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

More modern cities were built differently. For the map of Chicago bellow a Cartesian
coordinate system seems perfect. Even the names of streets follow the Cartesian
coordinate system logic of East-West and South-North. Discuss the orientation in a
city like Chicago bellow and think about the Cartesian coordinate system.

Letting a student think and explain how to get from (for example) subway station to
museum is exactly the essence of Cartesian coordinate system.

Modern computer technology can be used to make students practice the idea of coordinate system and to simulate many real life situations. On the mentioned web version of this lesson one can experience some of such interactive simulations.

Lego Mindstorms NXT robot
Lego Mindstorms NXT is a simple robot which we can command remotely by a computer via Bluetooth, or we can load a pre-programmed program (sequence of moves)
via USB cable. A part of a Lego Mindstorms NXT is graphical programming language
which allows us to program the robot by visual means. A program is built up as a sequence of moves by 'Lego logic' just by 'connecting blocks'.

The ScienceMath-project: Lego Robot and Coordinate System
Idea: Damjan Kobal, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

We will not explain the details here, but it can be an interesting toy and a motivating
didactical tool. The robot and software allows many options and has different sensors
which can be managed and incorporated in 'conditional reactions' of a robot. For our
purposes we would only like to emphasise a very basic options of 'forward moves'
and turns. Positioning a robot and a piece of paper on two different positions in a
room already poses an elementary (coordinate system) problem: Make the robot
move to end up on the paper!

At the beginning we need to prepare the program for students so that the task for
them is easy. Basically, they experience exactly the coordinates, as they need to
count and measure. For example '4 ahead - turn left - 3 ahead' will mean exactly the
point (4,3) in coordinate system with appropriate unit. After students master the ba-

The ScienceMath-project: Lego Robot and Coordinate System
Idea: Damjan Kobal, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

sics, we can play on with barriers. There will be lots of try and error with lots of fun
and learning. And finally, there will be lots of real life experiences, difficulties and realizations how hard it is sometimes, to make it exact in real life. That might even
make mathematics more fun. (On the web version of the lesson one can see some of
the actions of the robot as it was programmed by children.)

Comments
It really depends on teachers devotion, time, and skill, how far one can take students,
how much they will learn and how much fun they might have. Older students, say 1418, we can only introduce to Lego Mindstorms and challenge them to explore the
possibilities by themselves. There are plenty of possibilities.
For those, who will want to learn more, we can tell that besides great opportunities
the Lego Mindstorms offers, there are also unfortunate facts one encounters while
working with Lego Mindstorms. For example, the robot also plays sounds and we can
make it 'speak'. It is fun for kids if a robot says 'I am turning right' before it turns right.
But there is a problem. The robot has its sounds in a special RSO format and even
the Lego information says that the sounds are only in English... But you can record
your own sounds (in any language) for example in WAV format and transform them
to RSO format with a very simple and free program (found on the web) and use it
with the robot. Well, the real problem is that the robot only has a 256 KB of memory,
which is really a shame in the time of 64 GB flash-sticks. So only short (and with few
sounds) programs can be loaded to a robot.
Also the logic of visual programming with 'Lego blocks' requires some time to master.
Furthermore, mechanics with which we manage the movements of a robot is a 'real
life'.So it is close to impossible to get 'mathematically exact behaviour'. Nevertheless,
Lego Mindstorms is a toy and a tool useful for learning and therefore worth learning.

Conclusion
As mentioned, the lesson is rather a challenge than a finished lesson. Hopefully, it
offers some ideas to approach to the 'formality of coordinate system' with some real
life experiences. Let us finish with an idea which can be used with more advanced or
smarter students to further the understanding of coordinates. Say a helicopter takes
off in your home town and flies 1000 km North, then 1000 km West, then 1000 km
South and finally 1000 km East. Would it land in your home town? Discuss the properties of mathematical coordinate system and of the North-South-East-West orientation we use... On the web version of the lesson a nice applet simulates such movements.

Interactive simulation
Mentioned interesting interactive computer simulations of the ideas presented can be
found and studied on the web.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Further Information
Experiences
The lesson has been successfully tested with small groups of 10-16 years old children. The experimenting was done out of regular school classes. The children were
very enthusiastic and weredoing, while playing, wonderful coordinate system exercises. Presentations, which we have seen in organized settings but with only trivial
demo presentations, were, in our opinion, missing the point. We believe the theme is
appropriate for very young gifted children working in small groups. For the whole
class, we would need several sets of robots and several teachers or assistants.

Literature
Lots of information about Lego Mindstorms NXT robot can be found on the web.
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Temperature

Key-words
Lessons applicable
for

Advice

Variable, change, rate of change, controlling variables,
controlled variable, dependent variable, fair test
12 to 15 years old students.
The students get a possibility to do authentic hands-on
activities.
The emphasis of science concepts may vary depending on
the age group and the level of openness of the task that the
teacher chooses. Anyhow this sequence deals with energy
removed from a system, which is called heat.
The sequence is divided into three subsequences that are
about identifying variables related to a given experimental
setting, interpreting/drawing a graph, understanding the
concept of a fair test, controlling one variable at a time and
recognizing cause-effect relations.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Cooling process and temperature
Students are doing experiments to investigate cooling processes. At first there is an experiment
getting familiar to experimenting, then cooling of different masses are investigated. At the end
student shall conceptualize a cooling experiment to test if a chosen factor might affect the cooling
process
Lesson applicable for students of age 12-15 years
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- concept of variable
- generalized number
- specific constant
- concept of function

heuristic competencies:
- Inductive reasoning
- Analogies
- Identifying essential components
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result
- Sensible use of aids and tools

scientific contents:
- cooling
required knowledge:
- drawing graphs

way of teaching:
- working in groups

math.
aspects

Contents
common
aspects

nonmath.
aspects

represent
intervals
aim:
leading to
context free
structures
parameter

generalized
number

contextual
measuring
values

specific
constant

aim:
context free
structures

graph;
showing
relationship

contextual,
factor
influencing
cooling
changing
of values
have phys
meaning

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
inductive reasoning
determining factors that affect cooling by
induction
analogies
when comparing measurements done
with different masses and by
conceptualizing last experiment
identifying essential components
Esp. at the last experiment, what
measurands have been used in the
experiments before all the time?
changing representations
change from table to graph
communicate
discussion about factor which might
affect cooling process
reflecting and interpreting
In the worksheet there are lots of
questions to reflect about the experiments
just done
sensible use of aids and tools
using materials and measuring devices
properly and knowing sources of errors

materials:
- scales
- kettles
- beakers
- tripod
- gauge
- 3 similar containers
-TI EasyTemp or stopwatches and
graphing paper
preparations:
- maybe doing the experiments in
advance
organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
Coordination
getting material
maybe doing lessons in
science room
communication
students’
knowledge in
experimenting
type of cooperation
Leading subject form

further comments and advice:
-At first sight this lesson is rather for a physics teacher. But it has a great potential to show the mathematical aspects of that topic to
touch the concept of variable dynamically on a descriptive level without using algebraic language.
- Using algebraic language and setting up a formula can be difficult if students don’t know exponential functions
-The emphasis of science concepts may vary depending on the age group and the level of openness of the task that the teacher
chooses.
- The concept is made for 3 lessons of one hour long. First get familiar, then discover the effect of mass in cooling process and at the
end looking for factors influencing cooling process

ScienceMath-project: Cooling Process and Temperature
Idea: Päivi Kukkonen,
Turku teacher-training school, Finland

Background
General didactic background
This sequence deals with cooling as negative change in temperature, which is a familiar
concept to students of various ages. However, mathematical approach used here gives a
new point of view to the students.
The emphasis of science concepts may vary depending on the age group and the level of
openness of the task that the teacher chooses. Anyhow this sequence deals with energy
removed from a system, which is called heat. This process happens solely due to temperature difference between the system and its environment. As this temperature difference varies, the rate of energy flow from the system to its environment changes too. The
students get a possibility to do authentic hands-on activities. Science provides mathematical teaching with authentic data collected by the students themselves.

Mathematical concepts
This sequence is divided into three subsequences that are about identifying variables related to a given experimental setting, interpreting/drawing a graph, understanding the concept of a fair test, controlling one variable at a time and recognizing cause-effect relations.
Key concepts: Variable, change, rate of change, controlling variables, controlled variable,
Dependent variable, fair test

The idea of teaching implementation
This sequence is divided into three different subsequences. They may be all used as a
step by step process from structured lab instruction and simpler mathematics into more
open and demanding thinking. The subsequences contain:
I Getting familiar with cooling
Ready-made experimental setting / observing the cooling of 100 g of hot water
Æ Interpreting graph, recognizing variables, change, rate of change
II More about cooling
Ready-made experimental setting / comparing the cooling of different masses of water
Æ Explaining causality, variable, controlled variable, dependent variable, fair test
III Investigating cooling
Given equipment / finding out one more factor that affects the rate of cooling
Æ Fair test, variable, explaining causality, variable, controlled variable, dependent variable

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

ScienceMath-project: Cooling Process and Temperature
Idea: Päivi Kukkonen,
Turku teacher-training school, Finland

Teaching material
This sequence is divided into three different subsequences/ experimental settings:

I Getting familiar with cooling:
Idea: Ready-made experimental setting/ letting 100 g hot water to cool

II More about cooling
Idea: Ready-made experimental setting/ comparing the cooling of different masses
of water

III Investigating cooling
Idea: Given equipment/ finding out one more factor that affects the rate of cooling

Procedures and equipment needed/ Worksheets
(to copy - see next pages)

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

ScienceMath-project: Cooling Process and Temperature
Idea: Päivi Kukkonen,
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I. Getting familiar with cooling
Equipment and materials:
Scales / Measuring cylinder
Electric kettle / Bunsen burner
Beaker
Tripod
Gauge
Container
TI EasyTemp/ thermometer, stop watch, graph paper

Procedure:
1) Boil some water in an electric kettle.
2) Measure 100 g (= 100 ml) hot water into container.
3) Measure the temperature of water for 5 minutes using TI EasyTemp or measure the
temperature of water every 30 seconds for 5 minutes with a thermometer and draw
a graph from your results.
Table 1: Measured data
Time / s
±

s

Temperature /°
±

°

ScienceMath-project: Cooling Process and Temperature
Idea: Päivi Kukkonen,
Turku teacher-training school, Finland

Graph 1. Temperature as the function of time

Questions:
What variables were measured?

What was the initial temperature of the water?

How did the temperature change?

Describe the change in temperature over time.

ScienceMath-project: Cooling Process and Temperature
Idea: Päivi Kukkonen,
Turku teacher-training school, Finland

II. More about cooling
Equipment and materials:
Scales / Measuring cylinder
Electric kettle / Bunsen burner
Beaker
Tripod
Gauge
3 similar containers
TI EasyTemp/ thermometer, stop watch, graph paper

Procedure:
1) Boil some water in an electric kettle.
2) Measure 150 g (= 150 ml) hot water into a container. The temperature of water
should be very near 100 ºC or three groups should start the steps 2, 4 and 6 at the
same time and take the water from the same vessel.
3) Measure the temperature of water for 5 - 10 minutes using TI EasyTemp or
measure the temperature of water every 30 seconds for 5 - 10 minutes with a
thermometer and draw a graph from your results.
4) Measure 100 g (= 100 ml) hot water into a container.
5) Measure the temperature of water for 5 - 10 minutes using TI EasyTemp or
measure the temperature of water every 30 seconds for 5 - 10 minutes with a
thermometer and draw a graph from your results.
6) Measure 50 g (= 50 ml) hot water into a container.
7) Measure the temperature of water for 5 - 10 minutes using TI EasyTemp or
measure the temperature of water every 30 seconds for 5 - 10 minutes with a
thermometer and draw a graph from your results.

Hypothesis / Prediction what will happen?

ScienceMath-project: Cooling Process and Temperature
Idea: Päivi Kukkonen,
Turku teacher-training school, Finland

Table 2: Measured data
Mass m = 150 g
Time / s
Temperature /°
±

s

±

°

Mass m = 100 g
Time / s
Temperature
/°
±
s
±
°

Mass m = 50 g
Time / s Temperature
/°
±
s
±
°

Graph 2. Temperatures of waters of different masses as a function of time

ScienceMath-project: Cooling Process and Temperature
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Questions:
1. Why should the temperature of water should be very near 100 ºC or three groups
should start the steps 2, 4 and 6 at the same time and take the water from the same
vessel?

2. What changes?

3. What variables were measured?

4. What variables were expected to be constant each time?

5. What connections or relations there are between the variables?

6. What was different in the set of three tests just carried out?

7. How did the change in the mass of water affect the cooling?

8. What was similar with the set of three tests just carried out?

ScienceMath-project: Cooling Process and Temperature
Idea: Päivi Kukkonen,
Turku teacher-training school, Finland

III. Investigating cooling
Equipment and materials:
Scales / Measuring cylinder
Electric kettle / Bunsen burner
Beaker
Tripod
Gauge
Similar and different containers (different shapes, material and colour, lid etc.)
Hot water bath
Water, milk, buttermilk, food oil, spirit (ethanol), syrup
TI EasyTemp/ thermometer, stop watch, graph paper

Procedure:
1. Choose one factor that you think affects on cooling.

______________________________________________________________

2. How do you make this a fair test?
(keeping other variables constant)

3. What data is measured?

4. What varies?

5. Which variables are measured?

6. Which variables are expected to be constant?

ScienceMath-project: Cooling Process and Temperature
Idea: Päivi Kukkonen,
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7. How they are kept constant?

8. Explain your procedure:

Hypothesis/Prediction: I think that …

Table 3: Measured data

Time / s
±

s

Temperature /°
±

°

Time / s
±

Temperature
/°

s

Time / s
±

±

°

Temperature
/°

s
±

°
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Graph 3. Temperatures of water samples the function of time

9. Your result: _______________________________________________________

Explanation:

ScienceMath-project: Cooling Process and Temperature
Idea: Päivi Kukkonen,
Turku teacher-training school, Finland

Answers

I
What variables were measured? (Time, temperature, mass of water)
What was the initial temperature of the water? (Read from graph)
How did the temperature change? (Temperature decreases)
Describe the change in temperature over time. (First it decreases faster and then
slows down)

II
1. Why should the temperature of water should be very near 100 ºC or three groups
should start the steps 2, 4 and 6 at the same time and take the water from the same
vessel? (same initial temperature Æ fair test)
2. What changes?
3. What variables were measured? (Time, temperature, mass of water)
4. What variables were expected to be constant each time?
(Initial temperature of container, measuring time, substance, temperature of
environment, shape of container etc.)
5. What connections or relations there are between the variables?
6. What was different in the set of three tests just carried out?
(Mass of water)
7. How did the change in the mass of water affect the cooling?
(The more the water, the slower the cooling
/ the less the water, the quicker the cooling)
8. What was similar with the set of three tests just carried out? (initial temperature,
initial temperature of container, measuring time, substance, temperature of
environment, shape of container etc.)

Experiments to Proportional Factor 1

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for

Advice

Proportionality, proportional factor, concept of function,
functional relation, linear function
12- to 15years old,
The lesson can be integrated into a course about functions/
functional relation. Aim is a networked learning with an
insight into the possible, not only formal meanings of the
proportional factor in a proportional function.

It is recommended to arrange the experiments in stations.
Time-frame should be 1 or (better) 2 double-lessons.
Depending on the time every group (2 to 4 students) should
work at about 3 experiments. The sequence should be
closed by a plenary discussion in the class-room, where
every group presents the results of one experiment
including the extra-mathematical meaning of the
proportional factor in that special relation.
The experiments are simple interdisciplinary experiments
for the use in mathematical lessons.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Experiments to proportional factor 1
Starting with an impulse from everyday life, students are doing physical experiments to discover
the meaning of the proportional factor of a functional relationship
Lesson applicable for students of age12-15 years
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- functional relationship
- variable as generalized number
- proportional factor
scientific contents:
- depending on the experiments chosen
required knowledge:
- concept of function
- handling measuring errors

math.
aspects
generalized
number
interest on
structure
specific
constant
relationship
still valid?

Contents
common
aspects
variable
fct.
Relationshi
p
proportiona
l factor
measuring
errors

heuristic competencies:
- Inductive reasoning
- Analogies
- Identifying essential components
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result

materials:
- depending on the experiments
one wants to use
preparations:
- trying out experiments in advance

way of teaching:
- working in groups
nonmath.
aspects
measurand
contextual
contextual

physical
meaning
origin of
errors?

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
inductive reasoning
finding proportional relationship by
doing several measurements
analogies
esp. if doing more than one experiment,
finding common structures among the
experiments resp. values
identifying essential components
Which items describe fct. relationship?
changing representations
change from table to graph (to formula)
communicate
discussing relationship, measuring errors,
commonalities among experiments,
meaning of prop.factor
reflecting and interpreting
relationship valid? How do variables
change?

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
getting material
access to science room if
necessary
communication
students’
knowledge in
experimenting
handling
measuring
errors?
type of cooperation
Leading subject form

further comments and advice:
- It is recommended that students do more than one experiment to discover commonalities among experiments; at best experiments
are arranged in stations.
- Time-frame should be 1 or (better) 2 double-lessons. Depending on the time every group (2 to 4 students) should work at about 3
experiments.
- The sequence should be closed by a plenary discussion in the class-room, where every group presents the results of one experiment
including the extra-mathematical meaning of the proportional factor in that special relation.
- Knowing students experience in experimenting is good to know concerning time management of lessons.
- Physical aspects vary depending on experiments being used.
- If students are not familiar how to handle measuring errors, short introduction should be given before starting the experiments.

The ScienceMath project: Proportional factor 1
Idea: Astrid Beckmann,
University of Education Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

Background
General Didactic Background
Starting point is an interdisciplinary approach with science. Students shall experience
Mathematics reasonable, significant and interesting by extra-mathematical references;
learning in contexts shall contribute to an intuitive mathematic understanding. By means of
scientific contexts and methods the often watched gap between formal maths and
authentic experience shall be closed on the one hand and versatility of mathematic terms
shall be experienced on the other hand.
Scientific contents offer the possibility for realistic teaching. Concrete physical or biological
correlations may initiate mathematic activities and lead to authentic experiences.
Mathematic contents and methods are apprehended in reasonable contexts; reality of
pupils may be extended by mathematical understanding. Various realistic references lead
to different models and may so contribute to distinction of conceptual attributes and of
different models. The variety of scientific phenomena allow open terms of references and
so self-dependent development of mathematics. Mathematic items e. g. concept of
function may be experienced as modelling tools. The coherences of meanings and the
differing attributes may be detected within various realistic references.

The Idea of Teaching Implementation
Basic idea of the teaching implementation is that the pupils experience the concept of the
proportional factor in authentic situations and scientific contexts through experimental
activities. The situations are presented at various stations. Each station contains an
experiment in a proportional context. It is also possible to do the experiment together in
class.
An every day impulse starts off the students to remember experiences in every day life
and applied situations. They are encouraged to discuss about the behaviour of changing
and to frame hypotheses. The verification of the hypothesis motivates the experiment
which leads to a proportional context. This can be verified by building quotients between
dependent sizes. So the proportional factor will achieve a concrete sense within the
experimental context.

Mathematical Background
While teaching the ‘Proportional Function’ there is the danger to reduce this concept to a
“line through the origin with y/x = constant”. This however would be a limitation to formal,
not applicable aspects which do not even record the concept correctly. It is rather the
special functional dependency between the two variables or sizes that is important for the
characterization of proportional functions. Explanation:
The aspects like correspondence and covariance are basic for the concept of function and
the description of functional dependencies which may be described shortly by:
“Every x corresponds exactly to one y” and “if x changes, y changes also” (x and y are
representative for the considered dependent sizes).
A comparison of different function types shows the characteristic of the proportional
function particularly “always the same corresponding dependent change” according to

The ScienceMath project: Proportional factor 1
Idea: Astrid Beckmann,
University of Education Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

figure 1 in distinction to the change in figure 2. It is important that any change Δx of x
corresponds always to the same change Δy of y.
Hence:
Δy
= const The constant is called the proportional factor.
Δx

figure 1

Proportional Function with

figure 2

Δy
= const
Δx

Non-proportional Function
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Teaching Material
There are numerous experiments for proportional contexts (see German literature of the
ScienceMath-project: Beckmann 2006). The choice can be made in different manners
according to class or to level of performance or even according to experimental
possibilities. The following examples refer to younger students of secondary schools and
to an implementation that can be realized within a normal school day very easily and which
takes place in mathematics/classroom and not in physics room or any room with extensive
collections and access to complex experimental arrangements. Materials and contexts are
chosen simply.1

Teaching material
Possible course
Introduction
Teacher introduces into the work,
Possible themes: measuring errors,
drawing the line of best fit etc. → Literature
Station work

The experiments are arranged in stations.
The students´ work should be self-dependent (e.g. use worksheets)

Plenary
session

Every group presents the results received during the work at one
station. Important is the reflection about the extra-mathematical
meaning of the proportional factors in the experiments.

Needed Equipment and Experiments (see following pages)

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

1

The here mentioned suggestions for experiments are a possible selection. It is quoted partly from the e-Book of Astrid
Beckmann, published 2006 by Aulis, Köln/ Germany (Experimente zum Funktionsbegriffserwerb), where many
suggestions can be found

The ScienceMath project: Proportional factor 1
Idea: Astrid Beckmann,
University of Education Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

Performance
Proportional factor

Dependent dimensions
Dependence
Material

Measuring time for certain distances of the car
The quotient of distance and time is constant. The constant is the velocity. If the velocity is higher resp.
lower, the proportionality factor is bigger resp. smaller.

Distance and time
Proportional
Electric car, measuring cord (at least 2 m), stop watches

Station 1:
Experiment Electric Car

Interdisciplinary background

proportional:

unit for velocity is
Car ride

m
(meter per seconds).
s

The car moves straight on with constant velocity. This linear constant movement has the following
property: In equal times equal distances are covered, which means that distance and time are
s
= constant. The constant value describes the here unchanged size, the velocity v. The
t

Reference to reality
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Performance

Dependent dimensions
Dependence
Material

The quotient of mass of nail pile and number of nails is constant.
The constant corresponds to the mass of one nail.

The piles of nails are weighed; i. e. the mass of nails is determined in dependence from the number of
nails. (There are no single nails).

Mass and number of nails
Proportional
Electric scale;
piles of nails of e. g. 5, 7 and 10 nails

Station 2:
Experiment Nails

Proportional factor

Each nail has the same mass in this experiment. A doubling of the number of nails causes a doubling of
the mass etc. The connection between mass m and number of nails n is proportional. m ~ n resp.

Hanging up of pictures, Test process in nail production (number of nails per package).

m
= const. The constant corresponds to the mass of one nail.
n

Interdisciplinary background

Reference to reality
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Performance

Dependent dimensions
Dependence
Material

The pendulum is made swinging. Times for oscillation are stopped in dependence of the number of
swings. One swing corresponds to one back and forth movement.

Number of oscillations and time
Proportional
Tripod bar with mark and stand
Spot and fitting for mounting the pendulum
Nylon string with screwed on metal ball
Stop watches

Station 3:
Experiment Pendulum

Proportional factor
Interdisciplinary background

Pendulum, watch pendulum, clock

proportional to the number n of swings. The constant describes the time which
the pendulum needs for one swing. This special size describing the pendulum
is also called time of swing or period T.

n

The quotient of number of oscillations and time needed is constant. The constant is the period for one
oscillation.
One swing (oscillation) of the pendulum is the movement that the pendulum
does until it comes back to the starting situation (see picture: back and forth).
The time the pendulum needs is always constant (it is only the amplitude /
width of the swing that decreases). The quotient of the time t which the
pendulum takes for n oscillations and n is constant: t = const . Time t is

Reference to reality
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Water wasted by a dropping tap, water supply on earth

V
= const. The constant corresponds to the volume per 1 drop.
n
Concerning the term drop: in general a drop is a liquid formation which takes the form of a globe because of the surface tension.
The so called drop form is adopted from falling drops which is a consequence of the least air resistance. In the experiment the
term drop is used for the quantity of water that is dropping down.

Separating funnel is filled with water. The valve is opened so that the water drops slowly (drop by drop) into
the measuring cylinder which is below. The number of drops is counted. The volume of the water is
measured by the scale of the measuring cylinder.
The quotient of volume and number of drops is constant. The constant corresponds to the volume of one
drop.
With dropping of the water out of the separating funnel the volume of the water in the measuring cylinder
increases. If we can manage to let the water drop down consistently in the same volume, the volume
changes proportional to the number of drops.
V~n
(V = Volume of the water in the measuring cylinder, n = number of drops)

Station 4: Experiment Drop
Dependent dimensions
Volume and number of drops
Dependence
Proportional
Material
Tripod with mounting for separating funnel,
Measuring cylinder with millilitre scale,
Water

Performance

Proportional factor
Interdisciplinary
background

Reference to reality
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Dependent dimensions
Dependence
Material

Length and mass
Proportional
Electric scale,
cables of different length, e. g. 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,
30, 40 cm

Station 5:
Experiment Cable

Performance

Various cables of different length are weighed and the mass of each is registered in dependence to the
length of the cable.
Mass per unit length

Interdisciplinary background

Through the mass of a cable roll its length may be determined very simply.

Cables of different length and same diameter weigh different. A longer cable weighs more than a
shorter one because every cable section weighs the same. It is valid: Cable length and mass are
proportional: m ~ l resp. m/l = constant.
The constant corresponds to the mass per unit length, e. g. per one cm cable.

Proportional factor

Reference to reality
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Performance

The quotient of mass and deflexion is constant. The constant indicates how many cm (mm) the spring
extends per 1 g mass.

A spring is hung up free. A weight holder with disk masses is hung up at the spring. Due to the
increasing of mass pieces the spring extends. The deflexion, i. e. the difference of length between start
and end position is measured.

Station 6: Experiment Helical Spring
Dependent dimensions
Mass and deflexion
Dependence
Proportional
Material
Helical spring,
Tripod with supplies to hang up the helical spring
Mass pieces (disk weighs 50 g, 100 g to 350 g),
Scale with (red) mark

Proportional factor

→ F = Ds

s

Interdisciplinary background

is characteristic for each spring. The constant is called spring constant D
material extension, Bungee-jumping, bar exercises, Expander

Hung up a mass at the spring causes a deflexion (changing in length) of the spring. The deflexion s is
proportional to the mass m: s ~ m.
Explanation: The change of length is a deformation of the spring. Reason for this is a force. In the
experiment the force F is the weight of the mass m (F = mg , g = 9,81 m/s²).
Hooke’s Law:
While expanding a spring the force F is proportional to the length-change s: s ~ F. F = const.. The constant

Reference to reality
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Impulses
The experiments should show that the proportionality factor results from the basic
proportional relation. The functional correspondence between the regarded quantities is
proportional. The analysis of the functional correspondence resp. the framing of
hypothesis should be initiated possibly by an impulse out of every-day-life (see below, next
pages)

Furthermore there should be an examination of the provided material before starting the
experiment:
What may be changed?
Which size will change if a certain size is changed?
What correlation do you presume?
In principle there is the general task above every experiment

Describe the correlation between quantity … and quantitiy ….
Verify: Does the correlation confirm your presumption?
Describe the special features of the correlation.
Since in all cases proportional correlations appear the following question may also be
asked:

Determine the proportional factor
(Do not forget the units!).

What is its relevance?

(to copy – see next pages)
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Impulse

Electric Car

Imagine you sit in this car. The car
1. starts at a traffic light.
2. drives around a corner.
3. keeps going straight on a long
highway.
Describe the different movements of the
car.
Talk about it in your group.

Impulse

Nails

For hanging up a picture you need nails.
In shops you can find nails sold in packages. On the
package there is a note about the number of nails in
it. Of cause the nails has not been counted one by
one before. Instead the producing company takes a
random sample and weighs some packages of it.
Why is the mass a measure for the content?
Answer the question while talking about it in your group.

Impulse

Pendulum

Did you see such a clock before? Perhaps at your
grand-parents’ or at home? But did you ask about
the function of the pendulum?
Talk about it in your group.

In the experiment you can find a simple
reconstruction of the pendulum.
Estimate how often does the pendulum swings in
1s, 2s, 3s …?
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Impulse

Helical spring

Sure you saw a bungee jump before – on TV or you
did it yourself?
Describe what happens with the string.
Talk about the different phases in your group.
Is there a difference between a jump of a light or a
heavy person? If so, why? Check your presumption
with the elastic band you find on the table.
In the experiment we use a spring instead of the
elastic band, and instead of the bungee-jumpers we
take different masses.
Get familiar with the equipment.
Source: www.pixelquelle.de ID83026

Impulse

Drop

Sure sometimes you saw a tap dropping, perhaps in
your kitchen or in the bathroom.
What’s your opinion? Is it important to turn off the tap
or to repair it?
Estimate the number of drops per hour, per day?
How many litres are they?
Is there a relation between the number of drops and
the volume of the dropped water?
Talk about all the questions in your group.

Impulse
Many electric devices need cables of
different length. Longer cables need a
bigger cross-section. Especially long are the
cables which feed our apartments with
electricity. Long cables are often winded up
in a role. It is complicated to measure the
length of the cable in a role. Instead the
producing company weighs the role.
Why is the weight a measure for the length?
Talk about it in your group.

Cable
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Further information
Experiences
The proposed experiments are a selection of a collection, published in the E-Book
Experimente zum Funktionsbegriffserwerb from Astrid Beckmann published in German by
Aulis, Köln/ Germany (see picture below). The experiments are tested in school in different
classes and with students of different abilities and qualifications. Our experience shows
that especially the lower achievers should be pushed by impulses and formulated tasks.
Higher achievers can work with open tasks. In any case: Important is a reflexion and
connection between the experiment, the extra-mathematical and the formal components.
Please read the publications of the ScienceMath-group (see ScienceMath-Website).

Literature
Beckmann, A. & Litz, A. (2005). Learning the concept of function through experimental activities.
In:Beckmann, A. & Michelsen, C., Sriraman, B. (ed.): Proceedings of the First Int. Symp. of Math and its
Connections to the Arts and Sciences. Hildesheim, Berlin (Franzbecker), S. 215-226
Beckmann, A. & Michelsen, C. & Sriraman, B. (2005). Research considerations for interdisciplinary
work on mathematics and its connections to the arts and sciences. In: Beckmann, A. & Michelsen, C.,
Sriraman, B. (ed.): Proceedings of the First Int. Symp. of Math and its Connections to the Arts and
Sciences. Hildesheim, Berlin (Franzbecker), S. 1-6
Beckmann, A. (2007). Non-linear functions in secondary school of lower qualification level (German
Hauptschule) In: The Montana Mathematics Enthuisiast, vol 14, no 2, June 2007
Michelsen, C. (2007). Promoting students´ interests in mathematics and science through
interdisciplinary activities. In: Michelsen, C. & Beckmann, A. & Sriraman, B. (ed.) Proceedings of the
Second Int. Symp. of Math and its Connections to the Arts and Sciences, Odense
Beckmann, A. (2007). Mathematical literacy through scientific themes and methods, In: Michelsen, C. &
Beckmann, A. & Sriraman, B. (ed.) Proceedings of the Second Int. Symp. of Math and its Connections
to the Arts and Sciences, Odense

And:
Beckmann, A. (2006). Experimente zum
Funktionsbegriffserwerb, Köln (Aulis)

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

Physical Experiments to Proportional Factor 2

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for

Advice

Proportionality, proportional factor, concept of function,
functional relation, linear function
12- to 15years old,
The lesson can be integrated into a course about functions/
functional relation. Aim is a networked learning with an
insight into the possible, not only formal meanings of the
proportional factor in a proportional function.

It is advised to arrange the experiments in stations. Timeframe should be 1 or (better) 2 double-lessons. Depending
on the time every group (2 to 4 students) should work at
about 3 experiments. The sequence should be closed by a
plenary discussion in the class-room, where every group
presents the results of one experiment including the extramathematical meaning of the proportional factor in that
special relation.
The experiments are simple physics experiments, which
can be realised in the classroom. To some of the
experiments the physics background should be discussed.
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Background
General Didactic Background
Starting point is an interdisciplinary approach with science. Students shall experience
Mathematics reasonable, significant and interesting by extra-mathematical references;
learning in contexts shall contribute to an intuitive mathematic understanding. By means of
scientific contexts and methods the often watched gap between formal maths and authentic experience shall be closed on the one hand and versatility of mathematic terms shall be
experienced on the other hand.
Scientific contents offer the possibility for realistic teaching. Concrete physical or biological
correlations may initiate mathematic activities and lead to authentic experiences. Mathematic contents and methods are apprehended in reasonable contexts; reality of pupils
may be extended by mathematical understanding. Various realistic references lead to different models and may so contribute to distinction of conceptual attributes and of different
models. The variety of scientific phenomena allows open terms of references and so selfdependent development of mathematics. Mathematic items e. g. concept of function may
be experienced as modelling tools. The coherences of meanings and the differing attributes may be detected within various realistic references.

The Idea of Teaching Implementation
Basic idea of the teaching implementation is that the pupils experience the concept of the
proportional factor in authentic situations and scientific contexts through experimental activities. The situations are presented at various stations. Each station contains an experiment concerning a proportional context. It is also possible to make the experiment together
in class.
An every day impulse starts off the students to remember experiences in every day life
and applied situations. They are encouraged to discuss about the behaviour of changing
and to frame hypotheses. The verification of the hypothesis motivates the experiment
which leads to a proportional context. This can be verified by building quotients between
dependent sizes. So the proportional factor will achieve a concrete sense within the experimental context.

Mathematical Background
While teaching the ‘Proportional Function’ there is the danger to reduce this concept to a
“line through the origin with y/x = constant”. This however would be a limitation to formal,
not applicable aspects which do not even record the concept correctly. It is rather the special functional dependency between the two variables or quantities that is important for the
characterization of proportional functions. Explanation:
The aspects like correspondence and covariance are basic for the concept of function and
the description of functional dependencies which may be described shortly by:
“Every x corresponds exactly to one y” and “if x changes, y changes also” (x and y are representative for the considered dependent sizes).

1
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A comparison of different function types shows the characteristic of the proportional function particularly “always the same corresponding dependent change” according to figure 1
in distinction to the change in figure 2. It is important that any change in Δx of x corresponds always to the same change Δy of y.
Hence:
Δy
= const The constant is called the proportional factor.
Δx

figure 1

Proportional Function with

figure 2

Δy
= const
Δx

Non-proportional Function

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material
There are numerous experiments for proportional contexts (see German literature of the
ScienceMath-project: Beckmann 2006). The choice can be made in different manners according to class or to level of performance or even according to experimental possibilities.
The following examples refer to younger students of secondary schools and to an implementation that can be realized within normal school day. The experiments are simple
physics experiments. To some of them the physics background should be discussed.1

Teaching material
Possible course
Introduction
Teacher introduces into the work,
Possible themes: measuring errors,
drawing the line of best fit etc. → Literature
Station work

The experiments are arranged in stations.
The students´ work should be self-dependent (e.g. use worksheets)

Plenary session

Every group presents the results received during the work at one station.
Important is the reflection about the extra-mathematical meaning of the
proportional factors in the experiments.

Needed Equipment and Experiments (see following pages)

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

1

The here mentioned suggestions for experiments are a possible selection.. It is quoted partly from the e-Book of Astrid
Beckmann, published 2006 by Aulis, Köln/ Germany (Experimente zum Funktionsbegriffserwerb), where many suggestions can be found. More simple experiments you can find under “The ScienceMath-project: Proportional factor 1”.

1
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Performance
Proportional factor

Dependent dimensions
Dependence
Material

Measuring time for certain distances of the car
The quotient of distance and time is constant. The constant is the velocity. If the velocity is higher res.
lower, the proportionality factor is bigger res. smaller.

Distance and time
proportional
Electric car, measuring cord (at least 2 m), stop watches

Station 1:
Experiment Electric Car

Interdisciplinary background

The car moves straight on with constant velocity. This linear constant movement has the following property: In equal times equal distances are covered, which means that distance and time are proportional:
s
= constant. The constant value describes the here unchanged size, the velocity v. The unit for velocity
t
m
is
(meter per seconds).
s
Car ride

Reference to reality

2
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Dependent dimensions
Dependence
Material

force and mass
proportional
force meter,
slit weights (mass pieces),
weight holder

Station 2: Experiment Spring

Performance

Hanging up the mass causes deflection of the spring in the force meter. The force of the mass (gravity)
is working (including the mass of the weight holder).
m
F
F
The force F is proportional to mass m:
= const , concrete:
= g with g = 9,81
(acceleration due to
s²
m
m
gravity, i.e. acceleration with which any mass is accelerated towards earth). The unit for the force is
kg ⋅ m
Newton ( 1N = 1
).
s²
Bungee-jumping, bar exercises with persons of different masses

The weight holder is supplied with a mass piece and hung to the force meter. The acting force is measured in dependence of the mass.
The quotient of force and mass is constant. The constant is the acceleration due to gravity acceleration
g = 9,81 m/s² ~ 10 m/s².

Proportional factor

Interdisciplinary background

Reference to reality
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Performance

Dependent dimensions
Dependence
Material

The materials are assembled to a circuit:
Resistance is varied and voltage is measured by
the multimeter.

Amperage and voltage
proportional
Power supply unit with variable tensions
(to 12 V),
Multimeter,
Resistor (20 Ω, 50 Ω or 100 Ω),
3 cables (probably bulb with fitting)

Station 3:
Experiment Electricity

Proportional factor
Interdisciplinary background

Electric devices in households and every-day-life, energy resources, current supply

The units are Ampere (A) for the current, Volt (V) for the voltage, Ohm (Ω) for the resistance.

(Ohm´s resistance).

in between). Current I is proportional to voltage U:

The quotient of the amperage and voltage is constant. The constant is the Ohm resistance R, measured
in Ohm (Ω = V/A).
Voltage is a measure for the difference of charging allocation. At “minus” there is – in comparison to
“plus” - a surplus of electrons. If the circuit is closed a current flows. (To avoid a short we need a resistor
U
= const . The constant is the electric resistance R
I

Reference to reality
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A constant weight F2 is mounted to the lever in a certain distance d2.

A lever is exactly in balance if the products of the amount of the force and lever arm are equal on both sides
of the rotation axis. F1 ⋅ d1 = F2 ⋅ d 2 (force by force arm = weight by weight arm).
The following functional coherences may be deduced from the balance condition.
F
Proportionality between force and weight arm 1 = const (force arm and weight are constant).
d2
Antiproportionality between force and force arm F1 ⋅ d1 = const. .

Remark: If we distinct between force on one side and weight on the other side we talk about force arm and weight arm.

The force is mounted to a certain place at the lever bar, where it remains during entire experiment duration
(force arm therefore is constant). The weight arm (distance between weight and spin axis of the lever) is
changed by hanging the weight to different places of the lever bar. The force that is needed to hold the lever
in balance is measured in dependence from the force arm.
The quotient of force and weight arm is constant (in balance with unchanging force arm and weight). The
constant corresponds to the quotient of weight and force arm.
A lever can be imagined as beam with a rotation axis. On both sides of the rotation axis forces may act. The
distance d between rotation axis and force F is called lever arm (according to picture).

Station 4: Experiment Lever 1
Dependent dimensions
Force and weight arm
Dependence
proportional
Material
Stand with lever bar,
Force mete (max. 10 N),
Hanging mass, e.g. a stone or a mass piece 100 g

Performance

Proportional factor
Interdisciplinary
Background

Reference to reality

Seesaw on the playground, lever at a crane, claw, bicycle etc.,
Transport of heavy subjects, sticks and hiking stick of the travelling journeymen

5
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Dependent dimensions
Dependence
Material

Sliding friction force and weight force
proportional
Wooden block with pull rope,
Various mass pieces for laying onto the wooden
block,
Force meter,
Glass plate for slipping or very smooth surface,
weight

Station 5: Experiment Block

Performance

Interdisciplinary background

Proportional factor

The wooden block is weighed and weight is calculated through mass ( F = mg with g = 9,81 m/s²).
Mass pieces are put on the wooden block and pulled across the glass plate. The sliding friction force is
measured at the force meter for different masses (different mass pieces on the wooden block).
The quotient of sliding fiction force and weight (actually normal force) is constant. The constant indicates the frictional force per weight unit (N) and is called sliding friction number μ G . This number is also
dependent on the material.
Friction forces develop by interaction of molecules of surfaces that get into touch and may be described
as “interlocking” of the surfaces. The wooden block that lies on the glass plate sticks at first (static friction). If the wooden block is pulled across the glass plate it undergoes sliding friction. There has to act a
force that has the same size and the different direction to the sliding friction force. The size of the sliding
friction force depends on the interacting material and the normal force that acts vertically to the pad. (If
the pad is horizontal the normal force corresponds to the weight Fg = mg with g = 9,81 m/s². The unit of
kg ⋅ m
force is Newton, 1N = 1 2 ). Sliding friction force and normal force are proportional: FG = μ G ⋅ FN .
s
Proportional factor μ G is called sliding friction number and depends also on the interacting material.
E.g.: 0,03 (steel-steel) and 0,14 (steel-ice).
Displacing of articles on different material, move on carpet or laminate.

Reference to reality
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Impulses
The experiments should show that the proportionality factor results from the basic proportional relation. The functional correspondence between the regarded quantities is proportional. The analysis of the functional correspondence res. the framing of hypothesis should
be initiated possibly by an impulse out of every-day-life (see below, next pages)

Furthermore there should be an examination of the provided material before starting the
experiment:
What may be changed?
Which size will change if a certain size is changed?
What correlation do you presume?
In principle there is the general task above every experiment

Describe the correlation between quantity … and quantity ….
Verify: Does the correlation confirm your presumption?
Describe the special features of the correlation.
Since in all cases proportional correlations are concerned the following question may also
be asked:

Determine the proportional factor
(Do not forget the units!).

What is its relevance?

Impulses to copy – next pages
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Impulse

Electric Car

Imagine you sit in this car. The car
1. starts at a traffic light.
2. drives around a corner.
3. keeps going straight on a long highway.
Describe the different movements of the car.
Talk about it in your group.

Impulse

Spring

Surely you saw bungee-jumping on TV. Or did you even try it by
yourself?
Describe what happens. What happens with the rope?
Talk about it in your group.
Is there a difference between a light and a heavy bungeejumper? If so, which?
Check your assumption using the elastic lying on the table.
Hang things of different weight on it or draw with different force.
www.pixelquelle.de ID83026, Fotograf: uppa

Impulse

Electricity

We all use electric equipment. To use it we need electric current.
Information: Electric current could be understood as the flow of charge. Its size is called amperage. Electric
voltage describes the difference in charge between two points.

The amperage depends on the source but also on the connected equipment. By changing
the source resp. the voltage the amperage changes in dependence.
Describe the relation.

8
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Impulse

Lever 1

At building sites there is often a crane, which helps to
lift heavy objects.
To keep this crane in balance a certain power is necessary. Which case requires the bigger power?
a) The load is near to the crane mast?
b) The load is far from the crane mast?

Discuss it in your group. Use a pencil to try.

Impulse

Block

Surely you arranged furniture in your room before. Did
you notice the difference between moving a wardrobe
on a carpet or on laminate?
Normally you cannot change the floor. But: what could
you change to make the work easier?
Talk about all the questions in your group.
On the table there is some equipment to re-enact the
situation with the wardrobe. For a smooth and level
surface you can use the glass. How could you re-enact
the different filled wardrobe?
Discuss it in your group and plan the experiment.
The force you need for drawing is called slide friction
force.
Describe the relation between slide friction force and
mass.

9
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Further information
Experiences
The proposed experiments are a selection of a collection, published in the E-Book Experimente zum Funktionsbegriffserwerb from Astrid Beckmann published in German by Aulis,
Köln/ Germany (see picture below). The experiments are tested in school in different
classes and with students of different abilities and qualifications. According to our experience especially the lower achievers should be pushed by impulses and formulated tasks.
Higher achievers are able to work with open tasks. In any case: Important is a reflexion
and connection between the experiment, the extra-mathematical and the formal components. Please read the publications of the ScienceMath-group (see ScienceMath-Website).
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Boyle´s Law and Concept of Variable

Keywords

Lessons applicable
for
Advice

concept of variable, modelling, functional relationship,
antiproportional relationship, Boyle’s law
12-16 year old students.
Lesson can be used to introduce the concept of variable
and/or the concept and functional relationships or as an
independent lesson to deepen the concept of variable and
functional relationships.
Teacher should be familiar with experiment, if needed,
trying out experiment in advance;
Since measuring errors appear, an introduction about
handling with measuring errors is useful.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Boyle’s law and concept of variable
Students measure pressure and positions of a piston. They find a relationship between the pressure
and position resp. volume (antiproportional) and discover the properties of that formula, especially
different aspects of the concept of variable
Lesson applicable for students of age 12-14
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- variable as generalised number
- variable as specific unknown
- variable in a functional relationship
scientific contents:
-Boyle’s law

heuristic competencies:
- induction
- recognizing essential components
- changing within innermath.
Representations
- communicate
- reflecting/interpreting

required knowledge:
- handling measuring errors

way of teaching:
- working in groups

math.
aspects

Contents
common
aspects

general
context free
quantity

variable

product
between 2
variables
constant
specific
unknown

fct.
relationship
p↑, V↓

relationship
still valid?

measuring
errors:
products
never equal

antiproporti
onal factor

nonmath.
aspects
certain
letters
indicate
certain
physical
quantities
contextual

constant
dependent
on gas,
temperatur
e, mass
origin of
measuring
errors?

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
induction
finding proportional relationship out of
several pairs of measuring values
analogies
what will be measured if situation
changes? Which part of formula
changes/stays the same?
recognising essential components
Which characteristic elements determine
relationship?
changing representation
from measuring values in table,
describing fct. relationship verbally then
algebraically by a formula
communicate
which relationships appear; validity of
formula, discussion about measuring
values
reflecting/interpreting
validity of formula; range of variables

materials (per group):
- BoyleMariotte device
preparations:
- if possible doing experiment in
advance

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
Coordination
access to material in
physics room
communication
students’ problems
doing experiments,
maybe explaining
physical background
Do students
have experience
in handling
measuring
errors?
type of cooperation
Leading subject form
or
parallel teaching form

further comments and advice:

- at task 5 help students finding formula, if necessary
- combination with buoyancy and thermal expansion experiment possible, if not enough material for whole class
- if students have no experience in handling measuring errors, give short introduction into that topic in advance and
remind students that measuring errors appear when they try to find the formula.
- main emphasis on mathematical aspects; discussing physical aspects after that lesson or in physics class if one wants
to do so
- teaching material prepared as leading subject form, can be modified easily to parallel teaching form
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Background
General didactical background
The basis of this sequence is an interdisciplinary approach with sciences especially with
Physics. The pupils shall experience Mathematics in an appropriate, interesting and important
way by the means of extra-mathematical references. Learning in interrelations shall contribute
to an intuitive mathematic understanding. With the aid of scientific contexts and methods the
gap between formal mathematics and authentic experience shall be closed and on the other
hand the variety of mathematic items shall be experienced.
Scientific contents open a chance for realistic teaching. Concrete physical or biological phenomena can stimulate modelling processes and can lead to authentic experiences. Mathematical themes and methods are learnt in meaningful contexts; reality can be expanded by
adding a mathematical view. Different real contexts lead to different models and can show
various meanings of concepts and models. The richness of scientific phenomena allows open
tasks and hands-on approaches to mathematics. Mathematical concepts, like the concept of
variable, can be experienced as a modelling tool. In various authentic contexts the multifaceted meanings can be explored.

Mathematics didactical background
Malle (1986) differentiates three aspects of the concept of variable. Variable as an object
stands for an unknown item or an unknown object. Variables referring to the Placeholder aspect are seen as placeholders, which you can substitute through a number. Variables which
stand for a meaningless symbol, with which you can apply certain rules, belong to the Calculational aspect. He further differentiates into static and dynamic components. Wiegand and
Jordan (2005) identify each aspect with different kinds of applying variables. Calculational
aspect refers to technical tasks, like applying rules. Placeholder aspect refers to arithmetic
tasks and variable as an object to conceptual tasks. Tasks designating to the calculational
aspect afford the least cognitive complexity whereas tasks referring to variable as an object
afford the most cognitive complexity. Malle demands to consider all aspects of the concept of
variable, but most attention must be paid to variable as an object, especially in the beginning.
Trigueros et. al. (1996) have designed a 3x3 matrix which contains different representations
of the concept of variable. They distinguish generalized number, representing a number in a
continuous set of numbers and specific constant, representing a constant number, which
might change in a different situation/context. A specific constant can also be identified as a
representative of a discrete set of numbers. Further they include variable in a functional relationship. All representations can be seen at different levels: conceptualisation and symbolisation, interpretation and manipulation.
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Table 1: decomposition of variable according to Trigueros et.al. (1996)

The idea of teaching implementation
By using physical experiments students work with concrete measurands. These measurands
shall be identified with variables. Hence variables will get a meaning. This makes it easier for
students making sense of an abstract variable. That is in accordance to Malle, who demands
to introduce the concept of variable by using variables as objects.
While doing the experiments, students experience that variables do not stand for a certain
number, but represent a whole set of numbers. Besides that they discover the functional relationship between the two measurands in an authentic context. Both static and dynamic aspect
of a functional relationship is touched. Especially the covariational aspect is touched, i.e.
change of one variable causes a change of the other variable.
Students implicitly discover the different representations of a variable before they are theoretically introduced in class. Hence they will already have an imagination of that abstract object.
The main emphasis of this teaching sequence is on the concept of variable. But while working
through the sequence all phases of the modelling cycle are touched. A scientific problem is
examined and described by mathematical terms and reflected.
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The instruction sheet starts with a problem from everyday life which shall link to students’ experiences. After measuring values, they shall find a relationship between the two measurands
(pressure and position). Once they found a formula, they shall discover the different aspects
of the concept of variable.
After the experiments the formulas the different groups have found can be compared in a
classroom discussion. So students can realize, that the same objects can be represented by
different variables, but still describe the same situation. Further equivalence of equations
could be discussed and would serve as an introduction into this topic.
If there isn’t enough material for a whole class, this experiment can be combined with thermal
expansion and buoyancy experiment.
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Teaching Material

Worksheet (see next pages)
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worksheet

Boyle-Mariotte

On the table you see a bicycle pump.

Pull the piston. Now press on the valve and pump. What do you notice?
Talk about that in your group.
Look at the sketch of the (closed) pump
air

tube

Piston

On the table you see
• a device. The name of it is Boyle-Mariotte-device (after the Physicians
Boyle and Mariotte, who found the relationship between pressure and
volume first.)

The Boyle-Mariotte-device is working like a closed pump. By turning the
handle you can push the piston into the tube. During that time the volume of
the air in the pump changes.
Caution: Turn the handle carefully, so that the tube doesn’t burst.
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To the Experiment:
1.

Change the position of the piston by turning the handle. What happens?
Is there a relationship to the pump?

2.

Put the piston to different positions? What do you notice?

Now we examine this phenomenon with concrete measuring values.
3.

Measure the pressure at 6 different positions of the pistion at least and
write down your measuring values in the table below. You can see the
relationship at best, if you measure within the positions in the middle of
the tube.

Position in cm

pressure in atm

4.

Look at the pairs of measuring values that are upside down. Use the
back of this page and “play” with these pairs.
Do you find a relationship for all these pairs? Which?
Describe in complete sentences.
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5.

With what you have found in task no.4, find a formula containing
pressure and position that is valid for any position.
Explain your formula.

6.

Use your formula to calculate the pressure at position 7,5 cm.
Is your result reasonable? Compare with your table.

7.

Which values change with each new measurement? What doesn’t
change? (stays constant)

8.

Which values are possible
a. for the pressure

b. for the volume
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9.

Would your formula change in an other surrounding area? How?

10.

Come up with a formula, which is valid for any surrounding areas.
Which part of your formula changes?
Which values are possible for all your variables in that formula?

11.

A friend in your class has been sick and has never seen such a
formula. How would you explain that formula? Write your explanation
down.

12.

Write a protocol, which contains all important facts of this experiment.
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Protocol
Write down all important results of the experiment. Highlight the most
important results. It will be easier to present your experiment, if you do so.
What have you learned?
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Further Information
Experiences
This teaching material was tested with the refraction, thermal expansion and buouancy experiment in three different classes.
Students discover the functional relationship between both variables. While finding the formula they mostly discover the relationship, when they are looking at measuring values which
are twice as big resp. half as big. If hints are given e.g. to apply elementary arithmetic operations at the pairs of measurands, almost everybody found a relationship without major problems. Once they found a relationship, discovering properties of variables were no problem.
Almost everybody realized that the relationship changes due to changes in the environment of
the experiment on an interpretive level. Stronger students even came up with a formula which
is true for any environment.
Students chose words, letters or units as their variable names.
Students should be familiar how to handle measuring errors. It is sufficient if a short introduction before starting the experiment is given. While finding the formula, students should be reminded to consider measuring errors. Since the product of both measurands is about 10,
variations around the real product might be comparatively high. Quite a few students had
trouble accepting that the product was supposed to be constant.
At task 4, when finding a formula, teacher should give hints to apply elementary arithmetic
operations on the pairs of measurands. Particularly weaker students will benefit by that.
The worksheet artificially considers variables only. It could be expanded by a task to graph
the measurands, so that it may serve as an introduction to the concept of function as well.
Further investigations done by problem-oriented interviews have shown that the different aspects of the concept of variable can be touched on a descriptive and abstract level. Introduction to the concept of variable by Boyle’s law allows differentiation within a class. Besides the
concept of variable, aspects of the concept of function, equivalent equations and modelling
competencies can implicitly be touched.
The Experiments should be rather used to introduce the concept of variable than to show an
application of it. When doing the interviews some students had preknowledge of the concept
of variable and some hadn’t. A lot of students who got to know the concept in class thought
that a formula should be “something with x”. Students who didn’t cover variables in class, approached to the problem more naturally without thinking about this “ominous” x.
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Buouyancy and Concept of Variable

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for
Advice

Concept of variable, modelling, functional
relationships, proportional relation, buouyancy
12- to 16 years old students
Lesson can be used to introduce the concept of
variable and/or the concept and function resp. as an
independent lesson to deepen the concept of
variable and functional relation.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Buoyancy and concept of variable
Students measure forces of masses in air and water. They find a relationship between the force in
air and the force in water (proportional) and discover the properties of that formula, especially
different aspects of the concept of variable
Lesson applicable for students of age 12-14
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- variable as generalised number
- variable as specific unknown
- variable in a functional relationship
scientific contents:
-Buoyancy
required knowledge:
- handling measuring errors

math.
aspects

Contents
common
aspects

general
context free
quantity

variable

quotient
between 2
variables
constant
specific
unknown

fct.
relationship
Fair↑ Fwater↓

relationship
still valid?

measuring
errors:
quotients
never equal

proportiona
l factor

heuristic competencies:
- induction
-analogies
- recognizing essential components
- changing within innermath.
Representations
- communicate
- reflecting/interpreting

materials (per group):
- force meter
- different cylinders
- beaker
preparations:
- if possible doing experiment in
advance

way of teaching:
- working in groups
nonmath.
aspects
certain
letters
indicate
certain
physical
quantities
contextual

constant
dependent
on
densities
origin of
measuring
errors?

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
induction
finding proportional relationship out of
several pairs of measuring values
analogies
what will be measured if situation
changes? Which part of formula
changes/stays the same?
recognising essential components
which characteristic elements determine
relationship?
changing representations
from measuring values in table,
describing fct. Relationship verbally then
algebraically by a formula
communicate
which relationships appear; validity of
formula, discussion about measuring
values
reflecting/interpreting
validity of formula; range of variables

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
Coordination
access to material in
physics room
communication
students’ problems
doing experiments,
maybe explaining
physical background
Do students
have experience
in handling
measuring
errors?
students familiar
measuring
forces?
type of cooperation
Leading subject form
or
parallel teaching form

further comments and advice:

- at task 5 help students finding formula, if necessary
- combination with Boyle’s law and thermal expansion experiment possible, if not enough material for whole class
- if students have no experience in handling measuring errors, give short introduction into that topic in advance and
remind students that measuring errors appear when they try to find the formula.
- main emphasis on mathematical aspects; discussing physical aspects after that lesson or in physics class if one wants
to do so
- teaching material prepared as leading subject form, can be modified easily to parallel teaching form
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Background
General didactical background
The basis of this sequence is an interdisciplinary approach with sciences especially with
Physics. The pupils shall experience Mathematics in an appropriate, interesting and important
way by the means of extra-mathematical references. Learning in interrelations shall contribute
to an intuitive mathematic understanding. With the aid of scientific contexts and methods the
gap between formal mathematics and authentic experience shall be closed and on the other
hand the variety of mathematic items shall be experienced.
Scientific contents open a chance for realistic teaching. Concrete physical or biological phenomena can stimulate modelling processes and can lead to authentic experiences. Mathematical themes and methods are learnt in meaningful contexts; reality can be expanded by
adding a mathematical view. Different real contexts lead to different models and can show
various meanings of concepts and models. The richness of scientific phenomena allows open
tasks and hands-on approaches to mathematics. Mathematical concepts, like the concept of
variable, can be experienced as a modelling tool. In various authentic contexts the multifaceted meanings can be explored.

Mathematical didactical background
Malle (1986) differentiates three aspects of the concept of variable. Variable as an object
stands for an unknown item or an unknown object. Variables referring to the Placeholder aspect are seen as placeholders, which you can substitute through a number. Variables which
stand for a meaningless symbol, with which you can apply certain rules, belong to the Calculational aspect. He further differentiates into static and dynamic components. Wiegand and
Jordan (2005) identify each aspect with different kinds of applying variables. Calculational
aspect refers to technical tasks, like applying rules. Placeholder aspect refers to arithmetic
tasks and variable as an object to conceptual tasks. Tasks designating to the calculational
aspect afford the least cognitive complexity whereas tasks referring to variable as an object
afford the most cognitive complexity. Malle demands to consider all aspects of the concept of
variable, but most attention must be paid to variable as an object, especially in the beginning.
Trigueros et. al. (1996) have designed a 3x3 matrix which contains different representations
of the concept of variable. They distinguish generalized number, representing a number in a
continuous set of numbers and specific constant, representing a constant number, which
might change in a different situation/context. A specific constant can also be identified as a
representative of a discrete set of numbers. Further they include variable in a functional relationship. All representations can be seen at different levels: conceptualisation and symbolisation, interpretation and manipulation.
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Table 1: decomposition of variable according to Trigueros et.al. (1996)

The idea of teaching implementation
By using physical experiments students work with concrete measurands. These measurands
shall be identified with variables. Hence variables will get a meaning. This makes it easier for
students making sense of an abstract variable. That is in accordance to Malle, who demands
to introduce the concept of variable by using variables as objects.
While doing the experiments, students experience that variables do not stand for a certain
number, but represent a whole set of numbers. Besides that they discover the functional relationship between the two measurands in an authentic context. Both static and dynamic aspect
of a functional relationship is touched. Especially the covariational aspect is touched, i.e.
change of one variable causes a change of the other variable.
Students implicitly discover the different representations of a variable before they are theoretically introduced in class. Hence they will already have an imagination of that abstract object.
The main emphasis of this teaching sequence is on the concept of variable. But while working
through the sequence all phases of the modelling cycle are touched. A scientific problem is
examined and described by mathematical terms and reflected.
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The instruction sheet starts with a problem from everyday life which shall link to students’ experiences. After measuring values, they shall find a relationship between the two measurands
(force in water and in air). Once they found a formula, they shall discover the different aspects
of the concept of variable.
After the experiments the formulas which the different groups have found can be compared in
a classroom discussion. So students can realize, that the same objects can be represented
by different variables, but still describe the same situation. Further equivalence of equations
could be discussed and would serve as an introduction into this topic.
If there isn’t enough material for a whole class, this experiment can be combined with thermal
expansion and Boyle’s law experiment.
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Teaching Material

Worksheet (see: next pages)
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worksheet

buoyancy

Imagine you are in a swimming pool. If
you are going to jump up in water, will
you get higher than in the air?

Discuss in your group.

Unfortunately, we cannot get a swimming pool into the classroom, but we
want to examine this question further.
On your table you see
• Different masses
• Dynamometer
• A beaker filled with water
Have a closer look at these materials before you turn to the next page
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To the experiment:
1.

Take one mass and measure the force that the mass acts on the
dynamometer. Then put the same mass into water and measure the
force.
Be careful to keep the dynamometer out of the water !!
What happens? Is there a relationship to your experiences in a
swimming pool?

2.

Take a different mass, measure the forces in the air and in water? What
do you notice?

Now we examine this phenomenon with concrete measuring values.
3.

Measure the forces in the air and in water for at least 5 different values
in the same way you have been doing before.
Be careful to keep the dynamometer out of the water !!

4.

Look at the pairs of measuring values that are upside down. Use the
back of this page and “play” with these pairs.
Do you find a relationship for all these pairs? Which?
Describe in complete sentences.
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5.

With what you have found in task no.4, find a formula that is valid for
any forces in air and in water. Explain your formula.

6.

Which values change with each new measurement? What doesn’t
change? (stays constant)

7.

Which values are possible
a. for the forces in the air?

b. for the forces in water?
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In the dead sea an astonishing
phenomenon appears. In that sea you
can’t get drowned. You can even read a
newspaper in the sea.
What could be different compared to other
seas?

8.

How would your formula you have found in exercise no.5 change?

9.

Find a formula that is valid for any fluid?
Which part of your formula changes?
Which values are possible for all your variables in that formula?

10.

A friend in your class has been sick and has never seen such a
formula.
How would you explain that formula? Write your explanation down.

11.

Write a protocol, which contains all important facts of this experiment.
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Protocol
Write down all important results of the experiment. Highlight the most
important results. It will be easier to present your experiment, if you do so.
What have you learned?
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Further Information
Experiences
This teaching material was tested with the refraction, thermal expansion and Boyle’s law experiment in three different classes.
Students discover the functional relationship between both variables. Most of them first describe the functional relationship, by noting the changes of both measurands, e.g. change of
one measurand by … causes change of other measurand by … or they describe the relationship by differences between force in air and force in water. This often happens if the different
masses are measured in equal intervals. If one wants to get students watching at the quotient, one should choose masses, which are not multiples of each other.
Students chose words, letters or units as names of their variables.
A lot of students realized that the formula has to change if one does the same experiment
using saltwater. Only a few could transfer that and tell how the formula changes.
The forces can be measured in saltwater, too. But one has to measure sensibly, to notice a
difference. Considering saturated saltwater the force there is about 0,85 times the force in air
compared to 0,9 if using tab water. Therefore it seems better to discuss this phenomenon
only, without doing measurements.
Before doing the experiment, students should be familiar how to measure forces by a dynamometer. The best way is to let them measure two or three forces and let them tell. Besides
that the dynamometer has to be calibrated. This is especially important, since force in water is
just 0,9 times the force in air. Particularly if small masses are measured, students might
measure equal values, which could cause confusions among them. Therefore students
should be familiar how to handle measuring errors, too. It is sufficient if a short introduction is
given before starting the experiment. While finding the formula, students should be reminded
to consider measuring errors as well.
At task 4, when finding a formula, teacher should give hints to apply elementary arithmetic
operations on the pairs of measurands. Particularly weaker students will benefit by that.
Students would benefit as well if a classroom discussion is done after the experiments. During
that students may ask questions and misconceptions can be reduced.
The worksheet artificially considers variables only. It could be expanded by a task to graph
the measurands, so that it may serve as an introduction to the concept of function as well.
Further investigations done by problem-oriented interviews have shown that the different aspects of the concept of variable can be touched on a descriptive and abstract level. Hence
introduction to the concept of variable by buouyancy allows differentiation within a class. Besides the concept of variable, aspects of the concept of function, equivalent equations and
modelling competencies can implicitly be touched.
The Experiments should be rather used to introduce the concept of variable than to show an
application of it. When doing the interviews some students had preknowledge of the concept
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of variable and some hadn’t. A lot of students who got to know the concept in class thought
that a formula should be “something with x”. Students who didn’t cover variables in class, approached to the problem more naturally without thinking about this “ominous” x.
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Refraction and Concept of Variable

Keywords

Lessons applicable
for
Advice

concept of variable, modelling, functional relationship,
proportional relationship, refraction
12-16 year old students.
Lesson can be used to introduce the concept of variable
and/or the concept and functional relationships or as an
independent lesson to deepen the concept of variable and
functional relationships.
Teacher should be familiar with experiment, if needed,
trying out experiment in advance;
Since measuring errors appear, an introduction about
handling with measuring errors is useful.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
refraction and concept of variable
Students measure angle of incidence and angle of refraction for small angles. They find a
relationship between the two angles (proportional) and discover the properties of that formula,
especially different aspects of the concept of variable
Lesson applicable for students of age 12-14
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- variable as generalised number
- variable as specific unknown
- variable in a functional relationship
scientific contents:
- refraction

heuristic competencies:
- induction
- recognizing essential components
- changing within innermath.
Representations
- communicate
- reflecting/interpreting

required knowledge:
- handling measuring errors

way of teaching:
- working in groups

math.
aspects

Contents
common
aspects

general
context free
quantity

variable

quotient
between 2
variables
constant
specific
unknown

fct.
relationship
α↑, β↑

relationship
still valid?

measuring
errors:
quotients
never equal

proportiona
l factor

nonmath.
aspects
certain
letters
indicate
certain
physical
quantities
contextual

quotient of
two
refractive
indices
origin of
measuring
errors?

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
induction
finding proportional relationship out of
several pairs of measuring values
analogies
what will be measured if situation
changes? Which part of formula
changes/stays the same?
recognising essential components
which characteristic elements determine
relationship?
changing representation
from measuring values in table,
describing fct. Relationship verbally then
algebraically by a formula
communicate
which relationships appear; validity of
formula, discussion about measuring
values
reflecting/interpreting
validity of formula; range of variables

materials (per group):
- thermometer without scale
- electronic temperature measuring
device
- beakers
- kettles
preparations:
- if possible doing experiment in
advance
organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
Coordination
access to material in
physics room
enough plugs in class room?
communication
students’ problems
doing experiments,
maybe explaining
physical background
Do students
have experience
in handling
measuring
errors?
type of cooperation
Leading subject form
or
parallel teaching form

further comments and advice:

- at task 5 help students finding formula, if necessary
- combination with buoyancy, thermal expansion and Boyle’s law experiment possible, if not enough material for
whole class
- teacher should be familiar with this experiment; consider that this proportional relationship is an approximation of
Snell’s law, not Snell’s law itself
- useful to do this experiment in science room (spare parts if needed, e.g. bulb)
- if students have no experience in handling measuring errors, give short introduction into that topic in advance and
remind students that measuring errors appear when they try to find the formula.
- main emphasis on mathematical aspects; discussing physical aspects after that lesson or in physics class if one wants
to do so
- teaching material prepared as leading subject form, can be modified easily to parallel teaching form

The ScienceMath-project: Refraction and Concept of Variable
Idea: Simon Zell,
University of Education, Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

Background
General didactical background
The basis of this sequence is an interdisciplinary approach with sciences especially with
Physics. The pupils shall experience Mathematics in an appropriate, interesting and important
way by the means of extra-mathematical references. Learning in interrelations shall contribute
to an intuitive mathematic understanding. With the aid of scientific contexts and methods the
gap between formal mathematics and authentic experience shall be closed and on the other
hand the variety of mathematic items shall be experienced.
Scientific contents open a chance for realistic teaching. Concrete physical or biological phenomena can stimulate modelling processes and can lead to authentic experiences. Mathematical themes and methods are learnt in meaningful contexts; reality can be expanded by
adding a mathematical view. Different real contexts lead to different models and can show
various meanings of concepts and models. The richness of scientific phenomena allows open
tasks and hands-on approaches to mathematics. Mathematical concepts, like the concept of
variable, can be experienced as a modelling tool. In various authentic contexts the multifaceted meanings can be explored.

Mathematics didactical background
Malle (1986) differentiates three aspects of the concept of variable. Variable as an object
stands for an unknown item or an unknown object. Variables referring to the Placeholder aspect are seen as placeholders, which you can substitute through a number. Variables which
stand for a meaningless symbol, with which you can apply certain rules, belong to the Calculational aspect. He further differentiates into static and dynamic components. Wiegand and
Jordan (2005) identify each aspect with different kinds of applying variables. Calculational
aspect refers to technical tasks, like applying rules. Placeholder aspect refers to arithmetic
tasks and variable as an object to conceptual tasks. Tasks designating to the calculational
aspect afford the least cognitive complexity whereas tasks referring to variable as an object
afford the most cognitive complexity. Malle demands to consider all aspects of the concept of
variable, but most attention must be paid to variable as an object, especially in the beginning.
Trigueros et. al. (1996) have designed a 3x3 matrix which contains different representations
of the concept of variable. They distinguish generalized number, representing a number in a
continuous set of numbers and specific constant, representing a constant number, which
might change in a different situation/context. A specific constant can also be identified as a
representative of a discrete set of numbers. Further they include variable in a functional relationship. All representations can be seen at different levels: conceptualisation and symbolisation, interpretation and manipulation.

The ScienceMath-project: Refraction and Concept of Variable
Idea: Simon Zell,
University of Education, Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

Table 1: decomposition of variable according to Trigueros et.al. (1996)

The idea of teaching implementation
By using physical experiments students work with concrete measurands. These measurands
shall be identified with variables. Hence variables will get a meaning. This makes it easier for
students making sense of an abstract variable. That is in accordance to Malle, who demands
to introduce the concept of variable by using variables as objects.
While doing the experiments, students experience that variables do not stand for a certain
number, but represent a whole set of numbers. Besides that they discover the functional relationship between the two measurands in an authentic context. Both static and dynamic aspect
of a functional relationship is touched. Especially the covariational aspect is touched, i.e.
change of one variable causes a change of the other variable.
Students implicitly discover the different representations of a variable before they are theoretically introduced in class. Hence they will already have an imagination of that abstract object.
The main emphasis of this teaching sequence is on the concept of variable. But while working
through the sequence all phases of the modelling cycle are touched. A scientific problem is
examined and described by mathematical terms and reflected.

The ScienceMath-project: Refraction and Concept of Variable
Idea: Simon Zell,
University of Education, Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

The instruction sheet starts with a problem from everyday life which shall link to students’ experiences. After measuring values, they shall find a relationship between the two measurands
(angle of incidence and angle of refraction). Once they found a formula, they shall discover
the different aspects of the concept of variable.
After the experiments the formulas which the different groups have found can be compared in
a classroom discussion. So students can realize, that the same objects can be represented
by different variables, but still describe the same situation. Further equivalence of equations
could be discussed and would serve as an introduction into this topic.
If there isn’t enough material for a whole class, this experiment can be combined with thermal
expansion, Boyle’s law and buouyancy experiment.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material

Worksheet (see next pages)
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worksheet

refraction

Put a pen behind the glass top in such a
way that the ends of the pens aren’t behind.
Look at the pen (at best slanted from
above). What happens to the pen, if it is
behind glass? Isn’t glass transparent?

Discuss in your group

On the table you see:
• A lamp with a small opening
• A glass top
• A scale to measure angles
• A mains receiver
Have a closer look at these materials before you turn to the next page

The ScienceMath-project: Refraction and Concept of Variable
Idea: Simon Zell,
University of Education, Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

To the experiment:
1.

Put the glass top on the scale. Set the mains receiver to 6 Volt. Aim the
lamp to the glass top. The light beam should go through the middle of
the scale. What do you notice?
Is there a relationship to what you have seen with the pen through the
glass top?

2.

Change the angle of incidence by turning
the scale. What do you notice?

Angle of incidence

Angle of refraction

The angle of incidence is the angle
between the orthogonal to the surface of
the glass top and the incoming light beam.

Now we examine this phenomenon with concrete measuring values.
3.

Measure the angle of incidence and the corresponding angle of
refraction. Measure 6 angles at least. Take care, that the angles of
incidence are below 30°

4.

Look at the pairs of measuring values that are upside down. Use the
back of this page and “play” with these pairs.
Do you find a relationship for all these pairs? Which?
Describe in complete sentences.

The ScienceMath-project: Refraction and Concept of Variable
Idea: Simon Zell,
University of Education, Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

5.

With what you have found in task no.4, find a formula containing angle
of incidence and angle of refraction that is valid for any angle of
incidence below 30°.
Explain your formula.

6.

Use your formula to calculate the angle of refraction at a given angle of
incidence of 13°.
Is your result reasonable? Compare with your table.

7.

Which values change with each new measurement? What doesn’t
change? (stays constant)

8.

Which values are possible
a. for the angles of incidence?

b. for the angles of refraction?

The ScienceMath-project: Refraction and Concept of Variable
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Look at picture on the right.
The same phenomenon can be seen with water. Is
your formula you found in task no.5 still valid or
not? Explain.
If not, what would be different in your formula?

9.

A friend in your class has been sick and has never seen such a
formula. How would you explain that formula? Write your explanation
down.

10.

Write a protocol, which contains all important facts of this experiment.

The ScienceMath-project: Refraction and Concept of Variable
Idea: Simon Zell,
University of Education, Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

Protocol
Write down all important results of the experiment. Highlight the most
important results. It will be easier to present your experiment, if you do so.
What have you learned?

The ScienceMath-project: refraction and Concept of Variable
Idea: Simon Zell,
University of Education, Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

Further Information
Experiences
This teaching material was tested with the buouyancy, thermal expansion and Boyle’s law
experiment in three different classes.
Students discover the functional relationship between both variables. Most of them first describe the functional relationship by noting the changes, e.g. change of one measurand by …
causes change of other measurand by … or they describe the relationship by differences between angle of incidence and angle of refraction. This often happens if the different angles of
incidence are measured in equal intervals. If one wants to get students watching at the quotient, one should modify the table by writing down angles of incidence, whose values next to
each other have not the same difference.
Students chose words, letters or units as names of their variables.
Many students think that the formula doesn’t change if one does the same experiment with
water instead of glass, since both materials are transparent. Those students, who said the
formula would change, could mostly tell which part of the formula changes.
This experiment is very technical and needs quite a lot of material. The teacher should be
familiar with the experiment and should be ready for all eventualities considering the material
involved, e.g. having spare light bulbs. If students know how the experiment is set up and
know how to measure the angles involved, they will get good results. Therefore the experiment and one measurement should be presented in advance.
Though the measuring values are good, students should be familiar how to handle measuring
errors. It is sufficient if a short introduction is given before starting the experiment. While finding the formula students should be reminded to consider measuring errors as well.
At task 4, when finding a formula, teacher should give hints to apply elementary arithmetic
operations on the pairs of measurands. Particularly weaker students will benefit by that.
Students would benefit as well if a classroom discussion is done after the experiments. During
that students may ask questions and misconceptions can be reduced.
The worksheet artificially considers variables only. It could be expanded by a task to graph
the measurands, so that it may serve as an introduction to the concept of function as well.
The Experiments should be rather used to introduce the concept of variable than to show an
application of it. Interviews done on similar experiments have shown, if students had preknowledge of the concept of variable often thought that a formula should be “something with
x”. Students who didn’t cover variables in class, approached to the problem more naturally
without thinking about this “ominous” x.

The ScienceMath-project: refraction and Concept of Variable
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Thermal Expansion of a Liquid

Keywords

Lessons applicable
for
Advice

concept of variable, modelling, functional relationship,
thermal expansion of liquid
12-16 year old students.
Lesson can be used to introduce the concept of variable
and/or the concept and functional relationships or as an
independent lesson to deepen the concept of variable and
functional relationships.
Teacher should be familiar with experiment, if needed,
trying out experiment in advance;
Since measuring errors appear, an introduction about
handling with measuring errors is useful.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Thermal expansion of a liquid and concept of variable
Students measure heights of a thermometer without a scale at different temperatures. They find a
relationship between the difference of height and difference of temperature (proportional) and
discover the properties of that formula, especially different aspects of the concept of variable
Lesson applicable for students of age 12-14
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- variable as generalised number
- variable as specific unknown
- variable in a functional relationship
scientific contents:
- thermal expansion of liquids

heuristic competencies:
- induction
- recognizing essential components
- changing within innermath.
Representations
- communicate
- reflecting/interpreting

required knowledge:
- handling measuring errors

way of teaching:
- working in groups

math.
aspects

Contents
common
aspects

general
context free
quantity

variable

quotient
between 2
variables
constant
specific
unknown

fct.
relationship
T↑, Δh↑

relationship
still valid?

measuring
errors:
quotients
never equal

proportiona
l factor

nonmath.
aspects
certain
letters
indicate
certain
physical
quantities
contextual

coefficient
for
expansion
origin of
measuring
errors?

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
induction
finding proportional relationship out of
several pairs of measuring values
analogies
What will be measured if situation
changes? Which part of formula
changes/stays the same?
recognising essential components
Which characteristic elements determine
relationship?
changing representation
from measuring values in table,
describing fct. relationship verbally then
algebraically by a formula
communicate
which relationships appear; validity of
formula, discussion about measuring
values
reflecting/interpreting
validity of formula; range of variables

materials:
- thermometer without scale
- electronic temperature measuring
device
- beakers
- kettles
preparations:
- if possible doing experiment in
advance
organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
Coordination
access to material in
physics room
enough plugs in class room?
communication
students’ problems
doing experiments,
maybe explaining
physical background
Do students
have experience
in handling
measuring
errors?
type of cooperation
Leading subject form
or
parallel teaching form

further comments and advice:

- at task 5 help students finding formula, if necessary
- combination with buoyancy and Boyle’s law experiment possible, if not enough material for whole class
- if students have no experience in handling measuring errors, give short introduction into that topic in advance and
remind students that measuring errors appear when they try to find the formula.
- main emphasis on mathematical aspects; discussing physical aspects after that lesson or in physics class if one wants
to do so
- teaching material prepared as leading subject form, can be modified easily to parallel teaching form

The ScienceMath-project: Thermal Expansion and Concept of Variable
Idea: Simon Zell,
University of Education, Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

Background
General didactical background
The basis of this sequence is an interdisciplinary approach with sciences especially with
Physics. The pupils shall experience Mathematics in an appropriate, interesting and important
way by the means of extra-mathematical references. Learning in interrelations shall contribute
to an intuitive mathematic understanding. With the aid of scientific contexts and methods the
gap between formal mathematics and authentic experience shall be closed and on the other
hand the variety of mathematic items shall be experienced.
Scientific contents open a chance for realistic teaching. Concrete physical or biological phenomena can stimulate modelling processes and can lead to authentic experiences. Mathematical themes and methods are learnt in meaningful contexts; reality can be expanded by
adding a mathematical view. Different real contexts lead to different models and can show
various meanings of concepts and models. The richness of scientific phenomena allow open
tasks and hands-on approaches to mathematics. Mathematical concepts, like the concept of
variable, can be experienced as a modelling tool. In various authentic contexts the multifaceted meanings can be explored.

Mathematical didactical background
Malle (1986) differentiates three aspects of the concept of variable. Variable as an object
stands for an unknown item or an unknown object. Variables referring to the Placeholder aspect are seen as placeholders, which you can substitute through a number. Variables which
stand for a meaningless symbol, with which you can apply certain rules, belong to the Calculational aspect. He further differentiates into static and dynamic components. Wiegand and
Jordan (2005) identify each aspect with different kinds of applying variables. Calculational
aspect refers to technical tasks, like applying rules. Placeholder aspect refers to arithmetic
tasks and variable as an object to conceptual tasks. Tasks designating to the calculational
aspect afford the least cognitive complexity whereas tasks referring to variable as an object
afford the most cognitive complexity. Malle demands to consider all aspects of the concept of
variable, but most attention must be paid to variable as an object, especially in the beginning.
Trigueros et. al. (1996) have designed a 3x3 matrix which contains different representations
of the concept of variable. They distinguish generalized number, representing a number in a
continuous set of numbers and specific constant, representing a constant number, which
might change in a different situation/context. A specific constant can also be identified as a
representative of a discrete set of numbers. Further they include variable in a functional relationship. All representations can be seen at different levels: conceptualisation and symbolisation, interpretation and manipulation.

The ScienceMath-project: Thermal Expansion and Concept of Variable
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Table 1: decomposition of variable according to Trigueros et.al. (1996)

The idea of teaching implementation
By using physical experiments students work with concrete measurands. These measurands
shall be identified with variables. Hence variables will get a meaning. This makes it easier for
students making sense of an abstract variable. That is in accordance to Malle, who demands
to introduce the concept of variable by using variables as objects.
While doing the experiments, students experience that variables do not stand for a certain
number, but represent a whole set of numbers. Besides that they discover the functional relationship between the two measurands in an authentic context. Both static and dynamic aspect
of a functional relationship is touched. Especially the covariational aspect is touched, i.e.
change of one variable causes a change of the other variable.
Students implicitly discover the different representations of a variable before they are theoretically introduced in class. Hence they will already have an imagination of that abstract object.
The main emphasis of this teaching sequence is on the concept of variable. But while working
through the sequence all phases of the modelling cycle are touched. A scientific problem is
examined and described by mathematical terms and reflected.

The ScienceMath-project: Thermal Expansion and Concept of Variable
Idea: Simon Zell,
University of Education, Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

The instruction sheet starts with a problem from everyday life which shall link to students’ experiences. After measuring values, they shall find a relationship between the two measurands
(height and temperature difference). Once they found a formula, they shall discover the different aspects of the concept of variable.
After the experiments the formulas which the different groups have found can be compared in
a classroom discussion. So students can realize, that the same objects can be represented
by different variables, but still describe the same situation. Further equivalence of equations
could be discussed and would serve as an introduction into this topic.
If there isn’t enough material for a whole class, this experiment can be combined with buouyancy and Boyle’s law experiment.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material

Worksheet (see next pages)
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Worksheet

thermal expansion

In summer time, you should not fill a car
gas tank up to the top? Why is that
reasonable?

Discuss in your group

On the table you see:
•
•
•
•

A pillar containing a liquid
A water boiler
A beaker
A temperature measuring device

Have a closer look at these materials before you turn to the next page

The ScienceMath project: Thermal Expansion and Concept of Variable
Idea: Simon Zell,
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To the experiment:
1.

Measure the temperature of the water in the beaker. Mark the height of
the pillar with a pencil. This height is your zero position.

2.

Boil some water and pour a small amount of water in the beaker.
Caution: scalding! Put the pillar in water. What do you notice?
Is there a relationship to filling up a gas tank in summer?

Now we examine this phenomenon with concrete measuring values.
3.
Measure the height of the pillar from your zero position at 6 different
temperatures at least. You get different temperatures by adding small
amounts of hot water in the beaker. Caution: scalding! Write down
your position and the difference of temperature to your initial temperature in the table below

4.

Look at the pairs of measuring values that are upside down. Use the
back of this page and “play” with these pairs.
Do you find a relationship for all these pairs? Which?
Describe in complete sentences.

The ScienceMath project: Thermal Expansion and Concept of Variable
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5.

With what you have found in task no.4, find a formula containing height
and difference of temperature that is valid for any temperature.
Explain your formula.

6.

Use your formula to calculate the height at 67°C.
Is your result reasonable? Compare with your table.

7.

Which values change with each new measurement? What doesn’t
change? (stays constant)

8.

Which values are possible
a. for the heights?

b. for the temperatures?

The ScienceMath project: Thermal Expansion and Concept of Variable
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9.

Would your formula change if you modify your pillar? How?

10.

Come up with a formula, which is valid for a pillar containing any liquid.
Which part of your formula changes?
Which values are possible for all your variables in that formula?

11.

A friend in your class has been sick and has never seen such a formula. How would you explain that formula? Write your explanation
down.

12.

Write a protocol, which contains all important facts of this experiment.

The ScienceMath project: Thermal Expansion and Concept of Variable
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Protocol
Write down all important results of the experiment. Highlight the most important results. It will be easier to present your experiment, if you do so.
What have you learned?

The ScienceMath-project: Thermal expansion and Concept of Variable
Idea: Simon Zell,
University of Education, Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

Further Information
Experiences
This teaching material was tested with the refraction, buouyancy and Boyle’s law experiment
in three different classes.
Students discover the functional relationship between both variables. Most of them first describe the functional relationship, by noting the changes, e.g. change of one measurand by …
causes change of other measurand by … or they describe the relationship by differences between force in air and force in water. After that thought, they checked the quotients.
Students chose words, letters or units as names of their variables.
On a descriptive level many students realize that changing the pillar causes a change of the
formula. Only stronger students could transfer that to the formula and tell what changes or
came up with a more general formula. This task could be used as an introduction of a specific
unknown, though.
At task 4, when finding a formula, teacher should give hints to apply elementary arithmetic
operations on the pairs of measurands. Particularly weaker students will benefit by that.
Some students had trouble to grasp the term pillar and height of the pillar. Parts of them
thought the pillar would be the thermometer.
Students would benefit as well if a classroom discussion is done after the experiments. During
that students may ask questions and misconceptions can be reduced.
The worksheet artificially considers variables only. It could be expanded by a task to graph
the measurands, so that it may serve as an introduction to the concept of function as well.
Further investigations done by problem-oriented interviews have shown that the different aspects of the concept of variable can be touched on a descriptive and abstract level. Hence
introduction to the concept of variable by thermal expansion allows differentiation within a
class. Besides the concept of variable, aspects of the concept of function, equivalent equations and modelling competencies can implicitly be touched.
The Experiments should be rather used to introduce the concept of variable than to show an
application of it. When doing the interviews some students had preknowledge of the concept
of variable and some hadn’t. A lot of students who got to know the concept in class thought
that a formula should be “something with x”. Students who didn’t cover variables in class, approached to the problem more naturally without thinking about this “ominous” x.
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Functional Relations 1

Lessons applicable
for

12 to 17 years old students.
The lesson can be used independent during the school
year or integrated into a course about functions/ functional
relations. The suggested experiments lead to linear,
quadratic, cubic and inverse proportional relations. The aim
is to support the learning of the concept of function: The
aspects like correspondence and especially the aspect of
covariation should be experienced by experimental
activities which should also lead to a vivid talk about it.

Advice

It is recommended to arrange the experiments in stations.
Time-frame should be 3 double-lessons (4,5 hours,
minimum 3,5 hours). Depending on the time each group (2
to 4 students) should work at minimum 3 experiments. The
sequence should be closed by a common discussion in the
classroom, where every group presents the results of one
experiment.
The experiments are simple interdisciplinary experiments
which do not need complex equipment and can be easily
arranged in the normal classroom.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Functional relations 1
Starting with an impulse from everyday life, students are doing physical experiments to discover
different aspects of the concept of function
Lesson applicable for students of age12-15 years
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- functional relationship
- aspect of correspondence
- aspect of covariance
- variable as generalized number
scientific contents:
- depending on the experiments chosen
required knowledge:
- concept of function if lessons are
intended as application of that concept
- handling measuring errors

math.
aspects
generalized
number
interest on
structure
specific
constant
relationship
still valid?

Contents
common
aspects
variable
fct.
Relationshi
p
constant
measuring
errors

nonmath.
aspects
measurand
contextual
contextual

physical
meaning
origin of
errors?

heuristic competencies:
- Inductive reasoning
- Analogies
- Identifying essential components
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result

materials:
- depending on the experiments
one wants to use
preparations:
- trying out experiments in advance

way of teaching:
- working in groups

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
inductive reasoning
finding proportional relationship by
doing several measurements
analogies
esp. if doing more than one experiment,
finding common structures among the
experiments resp. values
identifying essential components
Which items describe fct. relationship?
changing representations
change from table to graph (to formula)
communicate
discussing relationship, measuring errors,
commonalities among experiments,
meaning of prop.factor
reflecting and interpreting
relationship valid? How do variables
change?

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
getting material
access to science room if
necessary
communication
students’
knowledge in
experimenting
handling
measuring
errors?
type of cooperation
Leading subject form

further comments and advice:
- It is recommended that students do more than one experiment to discover commonalities among experiments; at best experiments
are arranged in stations.
- Especially the aspect of covariance can be touched very intensively by the experiments.
- Time-frame should be 1 or (better) 2 double-lessons. Depending on the time every group (2 to 4 students) should work at about 3
experiments.
- The sequence should be closed by a plenary discussion in the class-room, where every group presents the results of one experiment
including the extra-mathematical meaning of the proportional factor in that special relation.
- knowing students experience in experimenting is good to know concerning time management of lessons.
- Physical aspects vary depending on experiments being used.
- If students are not familiar how to handle measuring errors, short introduction should be given before starting the experiments.

ScienceMath-project: Functional Relations 1
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Background
General didactic background
Starting point is an interdisciplinary approach with science. Students shall experience
Mathematics reasonable, significant and interesting by extra-mathematical references;
learning in contexts shall contribute to an intuitive mathematic understanding. By means of
scientific contexts and methods the often watched gap between formal maths and
authentic experience shall be closed on the one hand and versatility of mathematic terms
shall be experienced on the other hand.
Scientific contents offer the possibility for realistic teaching. Concrete physical or biological
correlations may initiate mathematical activities and lead to authentic experiences.
Mathematic themes and methods are apprehended in reasonable contexts; reality of
pupils may be extended by mathematical understanding. Various realistic references lead
to different models and may so contribute to distinction of conceptual attributes and of
different models. The variety of scientific phenomena allows open tasks and so selfdependent development of mathematics. Mathematical items e. g. concept of function may
be experienced as modelling tools. The coherences of meanings and the differing
attributes may be detected within various realistic references.

The idea of teaching implementation
Basic idea of the teaching implementation is that the pupils experience the concept of
function by experimental activities, realistic references and scientific contexts. Experiments
are chosen because:
- the experimental steps correspond to the aspects of the concept of function
- these aspects are realized in a practical way
- the aspects are experienced authentically.
Various presentation levels and changes in between are initiated through various
modelling activities. Due to reference to reality and concrete quantities of the experiment
the often neglected and less skilled competences in regard to the interpretation of graphs
will be incited (see detailed description → Literature). There will be especially an occasion
to recognize functional relations and to discuss them; the aspect of covariation may be
experienced in an authentic manner.
The incitation for the experimental activities is given at different stations. By realistic
impulses the pupils will be remembered of their own experiences in every-day-life and
discussions about changing characteristics of dimensions and framing of hypotheses will
be initiated. The verification of the hypothesis motivates doing the experiment which will
lead to a functional relation. This relation is normally noted in a table and will then be
examined graphically. Importance is attached to the verbal debate and the relation to
every-day-life (at least as conclusion). Final presentations of each working group in a
classroom-session have proved to be good for this.
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Mathematical background
The concept of function is one of the most important however even one of the most difficult
mathematical concepts. Many examinations have shown that pupils often have limited
comprehension of it. Function is often seen as “something with x and y” or “something that
can be pictured graphically”. In a graph of a function there is rather seen the course of the
line than the functional dependence between two quantities.
In fact there is a danger to reduce the treatment of functions in teaching above all to the
drawing of graphs out of equations. The concept of function however is much more
complex: To know the concept of function means to be familiar with its textual ideas, its
various levels of representation and the change between. The complexity of the concept of
function has been subject of a lot of investigations during the past decades. Important
works to this topic have been drawn up by DeMorois & Tall, Stoye, Fischer & Malle, and
Swan, who identified different forms of representation, the change between and cognitive
levels.
Following three different aspects of the concept of function are distinguished in order to
recapitulate:
Aspect of correspondence (action):
each element x of a set X is assigned to exactly one element y of a set Y. In a simple case
we can regard only one element x. Or we regard all x of X in order or continuously.
Aspect of covariation (process):
If x is changed the corresponding y will change, too. Thereby we can change x discretely
or let the set X pass through continuously.
Object aspect:
To comprehend a function as object means to comprehend the function as a whole, which
means to be familiar with aspects like simple and continuous correspondence, discrete
and continuous covariation in all forms of representation, possible changes and ways of
changes.
Representating aspects are
situation (pictures, descriptions), table, graph, algebraic term.
The concept of function is most
extensively comprehended in the
“Haus des funktionalen Denkens“/
“house of the functional thinking”
developed by Höfer (see figure). All
aspects of the concept of function
and all possibilities of a change are
considered and explained there.
However it also allows
differentiation between various
possibilities of one and the same
translation, e. g. whether the
graphic implementation of a
function is made point wise or
considering dynamic aspects.

House of the functional thinking (Thilo Höfer 2006)

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching material
Regarding functional relations there exist a lot of experiments (see Literature → Beckmann
2006). The selection can be made in different ways and according to class or capacity
level. The following examples relate to an implementation that may be realized easily in
the daily routine in school and which takes place in maths in the classroom – which means
not necessarily in a physics room or any room with extensive collections and access to
complex tests set-ups. Material and correlations are therefore chosen simply1. In order that
the functional contexts are not obvious and have to be investigated the suggestions do not
refer only to one functional type (e.g. linear function) but they address to various functional
contexts (see Literature → Beckmann 2006a). Within efficient learning groups one can try
to work out the corresponding concept. However more important is the verbal and textual
analysis of the modification- and interdependency manner of the regarded sizes in all
cases.
Possible course
Introduction
Teacher introduces into the work,
Possible themes: measuring errors, drawing the line of best fit etc. →
Literature
Station work

The experiments are arranged in stations and should be applied in selfdependend work
(e.g. use worksheets)

Plenary
session

Every group presents the results received during the work at one
station

The experiments (material and description see next pages)

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
1

The here mentioned suggestions for experiments are a possible selection. It is quoted partly from
(Beckmann 2006) where many suggestions can be found.
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Dependent quantities
Dependence
Material

Distance and time
linear
Electric Car, measuring cord (at least 2 m), stop
watches

Station 1:
Experiment Electric Car

Performance
Interdisciplinary background

proportional:

unit for velocity is
Driving a Car

m
(meter per seconds).
s

Measuring time for certain distances of the car
The car moves with constant velocity straight on. This linear constant movement has the following
property: In equal times equal distances are covered, which means that distance and time are
s
= constant. The constant value describes the here unchanged size, the velocity v. The
t

Reference to reality
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Water wasted by a dropping tap, water supply on earth

V
= konst. The constant corresponds to the volume per 1 drop.
n
Concerning the term drop: in general a drop is a liquid formation which takes the form of a globe because of the surface tension.
The so called drop form is adopted from falling drops which is a consequence of the least air resistance. In the experiment the
term drop is used for the quantity of water that is dropping down.

Separating funnel is filled with water. The valve is opened so that the water drops slowly (drop by drop) into
the measuring cylinder which is below. The number of drops is counted. The volume of the water is
measured by the scale of the measuring cylinder.
The quotient of volume and number of drops is constant. The constant corresponds to the volume of one
drop.
With dropping of the water out of the separating funnel the volume of the water in the measuring cylinder
increases. If we can manage to let the water drop down consistently in the same volume, the volume
changes proportional to the number of drops.
V~n
(V = Volume of the water in the measuring cylinder, n = number of drops)

Station 2: Experiment Drop
Dependent quantities
Volume and number of drops
Dependence
proportional
Material
Tripod with mounting for separating funnel,
Measuring cylinder with millilitre scale,
Water

Performance

Proportional factor
Interdisciplinary
background

Reference to reality
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Station 3
Experiment Free Fall
Dependent quantities
Dependence
Material

Distance and time
quadratic
Ball (Tennis), measuring cord, stop watches,
Stairways in school, where the ball can be dropped
and the falling distances can be measured.

m
(earth acceleration in Central
s2

Performance

therefore

(way-time-law of drop movement)

“Free-fall”-Tower in amusement parks, falling things in everyday life

Information: The quotient s/t is not constant in this case. It increases with time. It corresponds to half of the actual velocity of the
ball at a point of time t. The quotient is average speed. As the velocity increases from value 0, the average is one half of the
velocity at the end of the time interval.

2

It is: s = 1 gt 2

s ~ t2

Europe – air resistance neglected). This consistent accelerated movement has the following property:
s
= const. The constant corresponds to half earth acceleration g.
t2

On earth a falling object moves consistently accelerated with g = 9,81

At first various positions are marked from where the ball will be dropped. The particular drop lines are
measured with the tape. Afterwards the ball is dropped from the marked positions and the particular falling
time is measured.

Interdisciplinary
background

Reference to reality
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Performance

Dependent quantities
Dependence
Material

The volume of a cylinder is calculated by area of the base times height. The base of a cylinder is a circle.
Area of the circle: A = πr² with r = radius of the circle and π = 3,14159.
Out of this result for the volume of the cylinder: V = πr²h.
V
= const.
r²

The cans/ tubes are filled with sand and the volume is measured with the measuring jug in dependence of
the radius of the base of the cylinder

Radius and volume of the cylinder
quadratic
Cylindrical cans or tubes of equal height
but different radius of base,
Ruler to measure the radius,
Sand to fill the cylinders (best: bird sand),
Measuring jug,
If necessary funnel and even pad

Station 4
Experiment Cylinder

Background

Cylindrical shape is a convenient package shape for food, medicine, food supplement etc.

With constant h it is: V ~ r² res.

Reference to reality
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Performance

Dependence
Material

Dependent quantities

Any globe that is totally plunged into the water displaces its own volume. The volume of a ball is calculated
through V = 4 π ⋅ r 3 (V = volume, r = radius of the globe).

The measuring jug is filled with water and the volume of the water is determined. The radii of the globes are
measured by the slide gauge.
The globes are plunged one after the other into the water and the new volume is measured. The volume of
the displaced liquid can be calculated as difference and in dependence of the radius of the plunged globe.

Cubic
A measuring jug with water,
Various globes of different radius,
A slide gauge

Radius (of globes) and volume (of the displaced liquid)

Station 5
Experiment Globe

Background

Displacing of water by objects, e. g. when bathing (Archimedes in the bath), story of the Frog King.

3

Reference to reality
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Material

Dependence

Dependent quantities

Stand with lever bar (length 0,5 m),
Force meter (max. 10 N),
Hanging weight (app. 100 g, e.g. a stone)

Inverse proportional

Force and weight arm

Station 6
Experiment lever 2

Performance

See next page

The force meter is mounted to a certain place at the lever bar, where it remains during entire experiment
(therefore force arm is constant). weight arm (distance between force and spin axis of the lever) is changed
by hanging the weight to different places of the lever bar. The force that is needed to hold the lever in
balance is measured in dependence of the weight arm.

Interdisciplinary
background

F1
= const. (force arm and weight are constant)
d2

Seesaw on a playground, lever at a crane, claw, bicycle etc., transport of heavy subjects (bag and hiking
sticks of the travelling journeymen)

inverse proportionality between force and force arm F1 ⋅ d1 = const.
A constant weight F2 is mounted to the lever in a certain distance d2.

proportionality between force and weight arm

The following functional coherences may be deduced from the balance condition.

F1 ⋅ d1 = F2 ⋅ d2 (res: force by force arm = weight by weight arm)

A lever is exactly in balance if the products of the amount of the force and lever arm are equal on both sides
of the rotation axis.

Remark: If we distinct between force on the one side and weight on the other side we talk about force arm and weight
arm

A lever can be imagined as a beam with a rotation axis. On both sides of the rotation axis forces may act.
The distance d1 between rotation axis and force F1 is called lever arm (according to the figure below)
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Reference to reality

(Exeperiment lever 2)
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Station 7
Experiment tunnel
Distance of a light source and brightness
Inverse “quadratic” (see below interdisciplinary background)
Measuring instrument for brightness measurements
(Lux-meter),
cardboard tubes of different length and same diameter,
window with day-light (place of window is place of lightsource)

Dependent
quantities
Dependence
Material

The cardboard tubes are hold with one side at the window. At the other side the sensor of the lux-meter is fixed. The
brightness is directly shown on the display.

See next page

Performance

Interdisciplinary
background

Ride into a tunnel (without seeing the end), distance from a lamp (street lamp, desk lamp etc.)

The measurement is realized by silicium-diodes, that are connected in locking direction. Action of light causes an
electric current, which is a measure for the brightness. The brightness or intensity of lighting is the ratio between
light current on a plane and area of the plane. 680 lux relates to an area of 1 m² lightened by monochromatic yellowgreen light (550 nm) of 1 Watt. 0,1 Lux relates to red light (750 nm) under the same conditions.
Examples of light intensities:
- sunny summer day outside: about 100000 lux
- covered sky in summer: about 20000 lux
- dimmed winter day: about 3000 lux
- good street lamp: about 40 lux
- night with full moon: about 0,25 lux.
Good lightening helps to avoid accidents. For work there are regulations which demands 100 to 250 lux and 1000
lux for precision work.
The brightness/ intensity of light depend also on the distance of the lightsource. The intensity decreases
quadratically with the distance.

A lightsource (sun, lamp etc.) sends light of a special quantity. A recipient (eye, photo-diode etc.) “feels” a special
brightness. The lux-meter measures the brightness in lux. Lux-meters “feel” similar like the human eye. They don’t
measure the energy of the light; they measure how bright the lighting seems to be to an eye. Light of same energy
but different colours seem to have not the same brightness.
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Reference to
reality
(Experiment tunnel)
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Worksheets and Impulses
The investigation of the functional relation and the hypothesis should be stimulated by an
everyday life impulse, which should lead to the interdisciplinary background and a talk
about it.
Before starting the experiment students should deal with the material:
- What can be changed?
- When we change one quantity, which quantity changes simultaneously?
- Which relation do you presume?
In principle there is the general task above every experiment
Describe the relation between quantity … and quantity ….
Verify: Does the relation confirm your presumption?
Describe the special features of the relation.

Follow:
¾ Impulses for every experiment
¾ Worksheet for the experiment Electric car as an example
¾ General worksheet for to fill in

Impulses (to copy - see next pages)
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Impulse

Electric Car
Imagine you sit in this car. The car
1. starts at a traffic light.
2. goes around a corner.
3. keeps going straight on a long highway.
Describe the different movements of the car.
Talk about it in your group.

Impulse

Drop

Sure sometimes you saw a tap dropping, perhaps in
your kitchen or in the bathroom.
What’s your opinion? Is it important to turn off the tap
or to repair it?
Estimate the number of drops per hour, per day?
How many litres will that be?
Is there a relation between the number of drops and
the volume of the dropped water?
Talk about all the questions in your group.

Impulse

Free fall

In leisure parks or fairs you can find a
special attraction, the “Freefall Tower”.
This is a slim tower of iron bars about 50
m high. The people are first brought up to
the top and then dropped down. Do you
have experiences with it? What did you
feel?
The falling distance could be different at
different towers. What would be the
difference between a long and a short fall?
Discuss this in your group. Find many
differences.
Source: www.pxelquelle.de ID99300, fotograf: anjume
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Impulse

Cylinder

Medicine and food supplements like
vitamins etc. are sold as pills, liquid or
powder. Powder medicine and other food
are often packed in cylindrical tins.
Why are cylindrical tins so useful?
Discuss this in your group.
Suppose there are two tins of same height
but different radius of the base. What
about their volume in case the radius of
the base of one tin is twice as big as the
other.
Discuss this in the group and mark:
o the volume is the same
o the volume is 1.5 times bigger
o the volume is double
o the volume is four times bigger.

Impulse

Globe

Do you know the story about
Archimedes (287-212 BC) in the bath.
What happened?
Could you say something about the
volume of the displaced water?
Are there differences when small or bigger
persons go into the bath?
Discuss this in your group.
source: Tamara Schuh 1C2, www.lgh.lu

On the table you can see a measuring jug
you can fill with water; and globes of
different radii.
Think about:
- Which globe will displace most
water?
- Look at the globe and assume:
Does the globe with double radius
will displace double volume of
water?
Discuss this in your group.
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Impulse

lever 2

In playgrounds sometimes you can find
seesaws. Sure you seesawed before.
Perhaps you tried (together with a partner)
to balance the seesaw.
Imagine there are friends to seesaw with
you. Jack is heavier than Alex.
Assume: Who has to sit nearer to the axis
for a balanced position?
Discuss this in your group.
In the experiment we built a simple
seesaw. You can fix the force meter so
that the level is balanced.
Assume:
Do you need more or less force the nearer
the force measure is to the axis?
Discuss this in your group.

Impulse
Imagine you go into a tunnel and you
cannot see the end.
How does the brightness (the intensity of
light) changes while going into it?
Discuss this in your group,

Tunnel
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Worksheet Electric Car
Equipment
On the table you can see
- an electric carriage
- a measure tape
- stopping watches

Take some minutes to get to know the car. Let it go. Which of the movements
is comparable with the car’s movement?
-

starting at a traffic light.
going around a corner.
keep going straight on a long highway.

Let the car go 20 cm, 40 cm etc. What can you say about the times needed?
Think about a relation.
Talk about all the questions in your group.

Performance
1. Let the car go 70 cm and measure the needed time.
Fill into the empty box:

70 cm
2. Now, let the car go 100 cm. Which time corresponds to it?
Fill in:

3. Put corresponding values into the table.
First fill the dependent quantities into the first column (with units).
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4. Consider the table. Are there any relations? Which?
Note all you have discovered.

5. Plot the values from the table into the coordinate-system.
Inscribe the axis:
Inscribe at the x-axis the time.
Inscribe at the y-axis the distance.

6. Consider the graph.
Describe it.

Describe it in dependence of the values of the quantities.
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7. Investigate the graph.
a) Note. Which time does the car need for 130 cm, 180 cm, 260 cm?
Fill the values into the table. Compare.

b) Mark in the graph the change from 60 cm to 120 cm with a big line. Then
mark the corresponding change at the y-axis. Make a big line.
c) Now take another colour and mark the change from 30 cm to 90 cm
and the corresponding change at the y-axis.
d) Compare the changes in b) and c). Describe the difference.

8. Now look at the graph again. Which distance does the car drive in 6 s?

Which distance does it go in 60 s (1 minute)?

Which distance does it go in 1 hour?
Compare: Is it quicker as a pedestrian?

9. Document the results of this station clearly arranged on a poster.
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Worksheet
Equipment
On the table you can see

Performance
1. Measure
and measure _________
Fill in:

2. Measure more
Which
belongs to it. Fill in:

3. Put corresponding values into the table.
First fill the dependent dimensions into the first column (with units).

4. Consider the table. Are there any relations? Which?
Note all you discover.
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5. Plot the values from the table into the coordinate-system.
Inscribe the axis:
Inscribe at the x-axis the quantity you changed.
Inscribe at the y-axis the quantity which changed in reaction.

6. Consider the graph.
Describe it.

Describe it in dependence of the values of the quantities.
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7. Investigate the graph.
a) Note. Which value of
(y-axis)?

(x-axis) correspond to

(y-axis) and to

Fill the values into the table. Compare.

b) Mark in the graph the change from
to
Make a big line. Then mark the corresponding change of
Make a big line.
c) Now take another colour and mark the change from
at the x-axis and the corresponding change at the y-axis.

at the x-axis.
at the y-axis.

to

d) Compare the changes in b) and c). Describe the difference.

8. Document the results of this station clearly arranged on a poster.
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Further information
Experiences
The proposed experiments are a selection of a collection, published in the E-Book
Experimente zum Funktionsbegriffserwerb from Astrid Beckmann published in German by
Aulis, Köln/ Germany (see picture below). The experiments are tested in school in different
classes and with students of different abilities and qualifications. Our experiences show
that especially lower achievers should be pushed by impulses and formulated tasks.
Higher achievers can work with open tasks. In any case: Important is a reflexion and
connection between the experiment, the extra-mathematical and the formal components.
Please read the publications of the ScienceMath-group (see ScienceMath-Website).
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Solar system – Role Play

Keywords
Lessons applicable for
Guidelines

Solar system, distances, star, planet, large numbers
age 12 - 17, elementary teacher students
In this teaching sequence role play is used as a teaching
method, when teaching the order of the objects in solar
system

The ScienceMath-project: The solar system – a role play
Kaarina Merenluoto, Anu Tuominen & Tarja-Riitta Hurme,
University of Turku, Dept. of Teacher Education, Finland

Background
General didactical background
This material is originally designed for pre-service primary teachers’ (later used the term
“students”) science education, but it is worthwhile also to use on lover levels of education (12 – 16
years old students). Primary teachers teach the basics of solar system on grades 5 – 6, then they
need to learn to explain it and use different kinds of teaching methods to make the learning
environment concrete enough and understandable. In this material we present one possible way to
create an authentic learning environment where participants’ experiences are used as vehicles for
thought and learning by using a role play as a motivating way to teach about the solar system.
According to several researchers (see Further information) understanding the solar system even
on elementary level needs a radical conceptual change because in the everyday we see the earth
flat and sun is rising in the morning and going down in the evening.

An artist’s view of solar system, the planets are closer to each other than in reality. The
picture is downloaded from http://sse.jpl.nasa.gov/multimedia/gallery/SSE_Grid.jpg
Reason for implementing a role play as a teaching method were the results of the mathematicalscientific thinking exam (2007) conducted as a part of entrance exam for pre-service teacher
candidates in University of Turku, Finland. In the exam, there we used a question about the
candidates’ understanding about the Solar system. In the question we gave them the following
task:
Draw a map, where you set the following objects in order according to the order they exist
or move in reality (their size and relative distances need not to be considered, only their
order): Saturn, Earth, Moon, Sun, Weather satellite, Proxima Centauri (star).

The ScienceMath-project: The solar system – a role play
Kaarina Merenluoto, Anu Tuominen & Tarja-Riitta Hurme,
University of Turku, Dept. of Teacher Education, Finland

The question was supposed to be easy for the candidates but the results revealed that there where
too many candidates who considered the moon centered world view, or that moon and Earth are
situated on opposite sides of the Sun and that the weather satellite orbits Moon or Sun. Only 16 %
of the 215 applicants scored maximum points (4 points) in this task, 38 % either did not answer at
all or scored 0-1 points, 46 % gained 2 – 3 points.
It was there, we decided that something must be done, and after that we decided to try Role Play
as a teaching method to teach this data to the students accepted in to the teacher program in the
University and who in future are going to teach these facts to 5th and 6th grade children.
Role Play as a Teaching Method
Role-playing has been traditionally used as a teaching method to organize collaborative learning
activity where students are asked to make a decision, resolve some conflict or invent a play where
the roles are determined but the actions in the play are not (e.g. Gao, Noh & Koehler, 2008).
Another purpose for role-playing is to stimulate reality in a classroom and provide experiences for
the students (Ments, 1989; Ladousse, 1987).
In this solar system role play, the students’ acquisition of knowledge is supported by providing
opportunities to observe, understand and assimilate information (Maier, 2002). For effective roleplaying, some adequate preparations, alignment of roles and tasks, structured feedback guidelines
are required (e.g. Nestel & Tierney, 2007). In short, a role play should include the following phases:
creating the context, a role play, discussion and evaluation.
To create a context for a role play, some additional materials like videos, books, or a visit to an
observatory could be used. In this phase, it is essential to make a joint goal for a role play (e.g.
understanding how the planets are situated and what is their relative distance around the sun, a
season change or a change of day/night cycle) and to pay attention to children’s prior knowledge
and internal representations.
This information is essential for a teacher as well as for those students acting as observes during
the role play. The observers assignment is to pay attention how the solar system is presented in
the role play and whether the order of the planets are correct and whether the planets are moving
along the elliptic shape of the orbit around the sun. Perhaps, the most important phase is the
discussion phase, where the students should be able to discuss how the role play changed their
prior understanding.

Mathematical background
Teaching the Solar system gives a natural context to also to teach dealing large numbers in
mathematics, calculating the distances of the planets from Sun and compare them, for example..

The idea of teaching implementation
The idea of this teaching implementation is to provide an alternative teaching method for teaching
solar system for students by focusing on for example the order and the relevant distances of the
planets, change of seasons. Focusing on the students’ prior knowledge and internal representation
requires at least one orientation lesson where children could draw their own view of solar system.
Also they could gather information from books and other materials like videos. One good way to
star could be collecting students question what they do not understand and try to find ways to
implement those features to the role play. In the role play that we implemented one lesson (45
minutes) were used, and the pre-service teacher students were chosen randomly for their roles
(see Teaching material).
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In the role play, the students were asked to move around the lecture hall and imitate for example
how the Saturn moves the elliptic shape of the orbit around the sun the Sun. Further, a student
acting in a role of Saturn had also an information label to be read to the audience but she was
responsible for which information she considered meaningful for the role play. During the role play,
there was a lot of information concerning the solar system available which was impossible to learn
simultaneously. However, the teacher interrupted the role play time to time in order to pay attention
to some important phenomenon like “Moon rotates around once in a month”. In our experiment, a
plenary session was not conducted but the students were having some other home tasks about
solar system to be done. But for the younger children, it would be essential to discuss how the
experienced the role play and ask them to draw their world view after the role play and perhaps
write some short essay what were the main points changing (or not changing) their world view.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
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Teaching material
Introduction

First the students are given a short pre-test to activate
their thinking about the order in the solar system.
PRE TEST TASK:
Draw the following objects in their correct order, the distances between the objects are not considered, just the
order:
Moon, Sun, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Proxima Centauri,
Weather satellite
After the task, the teacher collects the papers and introduces into the idea of the role play. The actors are dressed
up (optional) and each of them has the identification label
hanging in front of them. (See the photo in Further information part.)

The role play

Deciding the roles
ROLES
Sun
Mercury
Venus
Earth
The Weather Satellite
Proxima Centauri
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptunus
Hubble telescope

EXTRA (OPTIONAL) MATERIALS
A Lamp

A headdress of cardboard box
with antenna
A Star
A moon mobile
A hula-hula hoop
Binoculars/strong eye glasses/a
telescope

Halley’s Comet
The Role Play

A cardboard wings for solar
ISS
panel (affixed in arms)
The teacher asks presenters to come to the front and find
their place in the order. The ones who have no role, yet
play the role of the Asteroid belt and go to their place in
the “solar system”
Then the presentation starts with Earth, Weather satellite,
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Moon, etc in their order (not the distance, there is no
room). Every student reads or tells his or her role and
place in the Solar system by reading or telling the facts in
the Name Tag.
A group discussion

Space mathematics

A group discussion about the experiences during the role
play
The students work with some of the mathematics tasks
dealing with the distances and sizes in the Solar System:
Large numbers tasks (examples)
1. The distance of Moon from Earth is about 380 000
km. How long does it take with a rocket which goes
2 · 103 m/s.
ANSWER: The average speed of a rocket is 2000
m/s = 7200 km/h, thus it takes 380 000km: 7200
km/h = 52,8 h (which means two times 24 hours
and 4 hours and 48 minutes)
2. Earth revolves Sun using speed 1,07 · 105 km/h.
How many kilometres Earth goes during one year?
ANSWER: In one year there are hours: 365 · 24 h
= 8760 h, thus Earth revolves during one year
8760 h ·1,07 · 105 km/h = 937,32· 106 km, which is
940 million kilometres
3. One light-year ( or a light year) is the distance that
light travels in a vacuum in one Julian year. The
speed of light is 299,792,458 metres per second,
which is about 300 000 km per second. How long is
then the light year in kilometres?
ANSWER: One year in seconds is
365 · 24 · 3600 = 31 536 000.
Thus the length of light year is
300 000 · 31 536 000 km = 9.46 · 10 12 km.
4. How long does it take to travel from Earth to Jupiter
with a space rocket, if it’s average velocity is 4 · 103
m/s and when the distance of Jupiter from Earth is
roughly 628 000 000 km.
ANSWER: The average speed of the rocket is 4 ·
103 m/s = 14400 km/h, thus it takes 628 000 000 km
: 14400 km/h = 43 611 h which is about 5 years.
5. Count the area of the surface of Moon, when its’ diameter is 3476 km and we assume that its’ shape is
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a ball.
ANSWER: The radius of Moon is
5476 : 2 km = 1738 km, thus the area of ball is
4 · π · 17382 km2 = 37 939 289 km2 , which is
38 000 000 km2
6. How many percentages it is form the surface of
Earth, if we assume that Earth is a ball and its’ diameter is 12 670 km?
ANSWER: The area of Earth is 4 · π · 63352 km2 =
504 060 746 km2
The difference of the area of Earth and the area of
Moon is (504 060 746 – 37 939 289)/504 060 746 =
0,9247km2
Thus the area of Moon is 92.2 % smaller than the
area of Earth.
Post test

After the teaching session it is possible to give the same
task for the students as prior the role play, and test, if there
has been a change.
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Name tags for the role play
(Source: Wikipedia)

SUN
The Sun is the star at the centre of the Solar System. The Earth and other matter (including other planets, asteroids, meteoroids, comets, and dust) orbit the Sun, which by itself
accounts for about 99.86% of the Solar Systems mass. The mean distance of the Sun
from the Earth is approximately 149.6 million kilometres (1 AU), and its light travels this
distance in 8 minutes and 19 seconds.

MERCURY
Mercury is the innermost and smallest planet in the Solar System, orbiting the Sun once
every about 88 days. The orbit of Mercury has the highest eccentricity of all the Solar System planets, and it has the smallest axial tilt. It completes three rotations about the axis for
every two orbits. Its distance from the sun is 0.4 AU.
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VENUS
Venus is the second-closest planet to the Sun, orbiting it every 224.7 Earth days. The
planet is named after Venus, the Roman goddess of love and beauty. After the Moon, it is
the brightest natural object in the night sky. Because Venus is an inferior planet from
Earth, it never appears to venture far from the Sun. Venus reaches its maximum brightness shortly before sunrise or shortly after sunset, for which reason it is often called the
Morning Star or the Evening Star. Its distance from Sun is 0.7 AU.

EARTH
Earth is the third planet from the Sun. It is the fifth largest of the eight planets in the solar
system, and the largest of the terrestrial planets (non-gas planets) in the Solar System in
terms of diameter, mass and density. It is also referred to as the World, the Blue Planet,
and Terra. Its distance from Sun is 1 AU = 150 000 km.
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MARS
Mars is the fourth planet from the Sun in the Solar System. The planet is named after
Mars, the Roman god of war. It is also referred to as the "Red Planet" because of its reddish appearance, due to iron oxide prevalent on its surface. Its distance from Sun is 1,5
AU.

ASTEROID BELT
The asteroid belt is the region of the Solar System located roughly between the orbits of
the planets Mars and Jupiter. It is occupied by numerous irregularly shaped bodies called
asteroids or minor planets. The asteroid belt region is also termed the main belt to distinguish it from other concentrations of minor planets within the Solar System. Its distance
from sun is 2,5 AU.
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JUPITER
Jupiter is the fifth planet from the Sun and the largest planet within the Solar System. It is
a gas giant with a mass slightly less than one-thousandth that of the Sun but is two and a
half times the mass of all of the other planets in our Solar System combined. Jupiter is
classified as a gas giant along with Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. Together, these four
planets are sometimes referred to as the Jovian planets.
The planet was known by astronomers of ancient times and was associated with the mythology and religious beliefs of many cultures. The Romans named the planet after the
Roman god Jupiter. When viewed from Earth, Jupiter can reach an apparent magnitude of
−2.8, making it on average the third-brightest object in the night sky after the Moon and
Venus. Its distance from Sun is 5.2 AU

SATURN
Saturn is the sixth planet from the Sun and the second largest planet in the Solar System,
after Jupiter. Saturn, along with Jupiter, Uranus and Neptune, is classified as a gas giant.
Together, these four planets are sometimes referred to as the Jovian, meaning "Jupiterlike", planets.
Saturn is named after the Roman god Saturn (that became the namesake of Saturday),
equated to the Greek Kronos (the Titan father of Zeus) the Babylonian Ninurta and to the
Hindu Shani. Saturn's symbol represents the god's sickle (Unicode: ). It’s distance from
Sun is 9.6 AU.
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URANUS
Uranus is the seventh planet from the Sun, and the third-largest and fourth most massive
planet in the Solar System. It is named after the ancient Greek deity of the sky Uranus the
father of Kronos (Saturn) and grandfather of Zeus (Jupiter). Though it is visible to the naked eye like the five classical planets, it was never recognized as a planet by ancient observers because of its dimness and slow orbit. Sir William Herschel announced its discovery on March 13, 1781, expanding the known boundaries of the Solar System for the first
time in modern history. Uranus was also the first planet discovered with a telescope. It’s
distance from Sun is 19.3 AU.

NEPTUNE
Neptune is the eighth planet from the Sun in our Solar System. Named for the Roman god
of the sea, it is the fourth-largest planet by diameter and the third-largest by mass. Neptune is 17 times the mass of Earth and is slightly more massive than its near-twin Uranus,
which is 15 Earth masses and not as dense. On average, Neptune orbits the Sun at a distance of 30.1 AU, approximately 30 times the Earth-Sun distance.
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PLUTO
Pluto, is the second-largest known dwarf planet in the Solar System (after Eris) and the
tenth-largest body observed directly orbiting the Sun. Classified as a planet from its 1930
discovery until 2006, Pluto is now considered the largest member of a distinct population
called the Kuiper belt. On August 24, 2006, the IAU defined the term "planet" for the first
time. This definition excluded Pluto as a planet, and added it as a member of the new
category "dwarf planet" along with Eris and Ceres. Its distance from Sun is 30.2 AU.

International Space Station (ISS
The International Space Station (ISS) is an internationally developed research facility
currently being assembled in Low Earth Orbit. On-orbit construction of the station began in
1998 and is scheduled to be completed by 2011, with operations continuing until at least
2015. The station can be seen from the Earth with the naked eye, and, as of 2009, is the
largest artificial satellite in Earth orbit, with a mass larger than that of any previous space
station. The ISS serves as a long-term research laboratory in space, with experiments including biology, human biology, physics, astronomy and meteorology being carried out
daily in the station's microgravity environment. The station also provides a safe testing location for efficient, reliable spacecraft systems that will be required for long-duration missions to the Moon and Mars. The ISS and its experiments are operated by long-duration
Expedition crews, with the station being continuously staffed since the first resident crew,
Expedition 1, arrived on 2 November 2000. This has provided an uninterrupted human
presence in space for the last 8 years and 353 days.
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Hubble telescope
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is a space telescope that was carried into orbit by
the space shuttle in April 1990. It is named after the American astronomer Edwin Hubble.
Although not the first space telescope, the Hubble is one of the largest and most versatile,
and is well-known as both a vital research tool and a public relations boon for astronomy.
The HST is a collaboration between NASA and the European Space Agency, and is one of
NASA's Great Observatories.

WEATHER SATELLITE

A weather satellite is a type of satellite that is primarily used to monitor the weather and
climate of the Earth. Satellites can be either polar orbiting, seeing the same swath of the
Earth every 12 hours, or geostationary, hovering over the same spot on Earth by orbiting
over the equator while moving at the speed of the Earth's rotation. These meteorological
satellites, however, see more than clouds and cloud systems. City lights, fires, effects of
pollution, auroras, sand and dust storms, snow cover, ice mapping, boundaries of ocean
currents, energy flows, etc., are other types of environmental information collected using
weather satellites. Weather satellite images helped in monitoring the volcanic ash cloud
from Mount St. Helens and activity from other volcanoes such as Mount Etna.
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MOON
The Moon is Earth's only natural satellite and the fifth largest satellite in the Solar System.
The average centre-to-centre distance from the Earth to the Moon is about 384, kilometres, about thirty times the diameter of the Earth. The Moon makes a complete orbit
around the Earth every 27.3 days (the orbital period), and the periodic variations in the
geometry of the Earth–Moon–Sun system are responsible for the phases of the Moon,
which repeat every 29.5 days (the syndic period). The Moon always shows the same side
towards Earth, we never see the backside of the Moon.

Halley's Comet or Comet Halley
Is the most famous of the periodic comets and can currently be seen every 75–76 years. Many
comets with long orbital periods may appear brighter and more spectacular, but Halley is the only
short-period comet that is clearly visible to the naked eye, and thus, the only naked-eye comet
certain to return within a human lifetime. During its returns to the inner solar system, it has been
observed by astronomers since at least 240 BC, but it was not recognized as a periodic comet until
the eighteenth century when its orbit was computed by English astronomer Edmond Halley, after
whom the comet is now named. Halley's Comet last appeared in the inner Solar System in 1986,
and will next appear in mid-2061.
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Further information

Experiences
We have tested role play teaching in our courses in elementary teachers (grades 1- 6) twice for
about 85 students, in five groups at a time. And we are having it in our program also this year
coming year (2009-2010).
Last year (2009) the results of the role play session were assessed in a course exam two months
later. We compared the students (N=65) results in entrance exam and course exam. The typical
misconceptions in the entrance exam and after the role play, table 1. Main changes in students’
world view were the location of Saturn and Proxima Centauri. After a role play, there were only 8 %
of the students considering Saturn as interior planet whereas at the entrance exam 22% of them
considered Saturn to be closer to Sun than Earth. Further, in the entrance exam almost 60% of
students draw Proxima Centauri as an interior or superior planets but after the role play only some
students (16%) answers were not changed.
TABLE 1. The typical misconceptions in the structure of the Solar System at the entrance exam
and in the course exam after the ScienceMath role play (n= 65) (Tuominen, A. 2009)
Typical misconceptions

Saturn is an inner planet
Moon is closer to the Earth
than Weather satellite
Moon is situated on the other
side of Sun than Earth
Proxima Centauri is outer
planet in Solar System
Proxima Centauri is inner
planet in Solar System
Proxima Centauri is one of the
Moons for Earth
Weather satellite is revolving
Sun
Moon is inner planet
Weather satellite is inner or
outer planet

Entrance exam %

Course exam
after role
play%

21,5
7,7

8,0
15

1,5

0

32,3

8

26,2

8

0

5

0

3

6,2
3,1

3
0
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However, among the role play some new misunderstandings came up. In the course exam some
students in their drawings placed Proxima Centauri to revolve Earth instead of Moon and draw a
weather satellite close to the Sun. Similarly, 15% of the students switched the locations of the
Moon and the weather satellite whereas only some students (7.7%) had this misunderstanding in
the entrance exam.

FIGURE 1. Finnish elementary teacher students participating in the Solar system role play,
Spring 2009
These results show that conceptual change into proper understanding of the solar system even on
very preliminary level demands radical conceptual change, which is not easy to achieve through
teaching. However, our experiences to teach solar system using the method of role play are
encouraging and we are going to test it again with our new student teachers.
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Arithmetic Mean and Car Differential

Keywords

Lessons applicable
for

Arithmetic mean, Car differential

Applicable for 13 years old students and older. It is an
independent lesson, which (of the formal
knowledge)requeires only basic arithmetic skills of addition
and division. Comprehension of the arithmetic mean (i.e.
(a+b)/2) is welcome but not necessary. The lessons can be
used as a rich intuitive insight into the meaning of the
simple formula of the arithmetic mean. Even if no special
background is required, the ideas presented, can lead
students and teachers ever deeper into intuitive
comprehension of sophisticated mathematical ideas.

Advice
Teachers are advised to thoroughly study through the topic,
as some of the ideas are very practical and the use of
abstract concepts might seem unusual.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
car differential and arithmetic mean
Students discover how a car differential works. While doing that they see the impact of the
arithmetic mean. They also discover the functional relationship between two variables.
a lesson applicable for students of age 13 and older
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- arithmetic mean
- functional relationship between 2
variables
scientific contents:
-how does a car differential work

heuristic competencies:
- Analogies
- Specialization
- Identifying essential components
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result

required knowledge:
- concept of variable

way of teaching:
- teacher oriented

math.
aspects
change of
one
variable
causes
change of
other
variable
arithmetic
mean of
given
values;
context free

contents
common
aspects

nonmath.
aspects

fct.
relationship
between
velocities
of both
tyres

conservatio
n of power

arithmetic
mean

description
of
relationshi
p between
the two
velocities

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
analogies
transferring social differential to car
differential
specialization
first examining and introducing variables
by wheels without car differential
identifying essential components
Which items determine major functioning
of car differential?
communicate
communication about impacts of
differential in reality
reflecting & interpreting
How do variables change? Does
relationship represent model?

materials:
- applet car differential
Æ computer and beamer
- if possible Lego model of a car
differential
preparations:
- getting familiar how a car
differential works

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
room with access
to computer and
beamer; otherwise
no dynamic
illustration
possible
Model of a
car
differential in
the technical
department?
communication
What technical
explain how a
knowledge do
car differential
the students
works
have?
type of cooperation
Leading subject form
or
parallel teaching form

further comments and advice:

- you have to be familiar with the model of the car differential
- students get deterred from technical realization of car differential. Because of that: emphasis of how it works and not
how to construct a car differential
- lesson rather applicable to reflect arithmetic mean respectively functional relationship between 2 variables than to
introduce these concepts
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Background
General didactic background
The idea can be used as a wonderful intuitive path to understanding. Basically we need to
define no new concepts, which is often a problem. A skilful teacher can use the idea to
approach students and attract their attention by referring to everyday concepts which are
known to everybody. Interesting and challenging questions can be put out at the very beginning. Essential didactical principles of ‘questioning and challenging what we know’ in
order to deepen the knowledge and understanding, can be developed.

Mathematical background
The idea requires basically just primary school arithmetic but offers a profound understanding of a simple principle. By that essential beauty and usability of mathematics is
promoted, namely how complex concepts (of life) can be simply stated (when understood)
in mathematical language.

The idea of teaching implementation
The mathematics concept behind this idea is so simple, that it basically fits nowhere and
everywhere. It can be used as an independent lecture – presentation to promote usability
and the beauty of mathematics. The presentation can be adapted to very different levels,
from primary school pupils to university students, by emphasizing different parts. But in
order for the idea to be truly put to good use in teaching, the interesting content is definitely not sufficient. It requires deep and profound understanding of the teacher and a superb didactical performance in order to make it a teaching success.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
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Teaching Material
The Arithmetic Mean and Car Differential
The mechanism of a car differential (differential gear) has been known for about two thousand years. It represents an ingenious technical invention, which is nothing else than a realisation of a simple mathematical idea of the arithmetic mean. The study of a car differential provides a practical and intuitive insight into an otherwise abstract concept of variable
dependency in simple mathematical equations.
A web version of the lesson can be found at http://uc.fmf.uni-lj.si/com/dif/cdif.html.

INTRODUCTION
All of us daily take advantage of the comfort, which is provided by technology and the car
differential is an important technical device, which we all use regularly. But very few are
aware of it or have ever contemplated this simple technical idea. And even fewer have
ever thought about its natural connection to the very simple mathematical ideas. For anyone trying to understand mathematics, it can be of a great help if abstract mathematical
ideas are given deeper meaning or its mechanical realisations that provide for our comfort
living.
We all know that a car is powered by a motor; but how? How is the power (the rotation) of
the motor transferred to the wheels that make the car move? On a bicycle, we use a chain
that transfers the rotation of the pedal to the back wheel. Is it not done very similarly for a
car, just that the source of power is a motor and not our muscles? Well, the very first cars
were truly done that way. By the use of a chain the rotation was transferred from the motor
to the (back) axle. So both, right and left wheel rotated simultaneously and made the vehicle to move.

L

R

P
Figure 1: Right and left wheels are attached to the same axes of rotation

With a look at the picture, disregarding possible transmission ratio and denoting ‘power’
(engine rotation) by P, right wheel rotation by R and left wheel rotation by L, we get a very
simple equation (system of equations):
P=R=L
But does a car work like that? Well, the very first cars did function like that and as a consequence, the steering was very hard. Namely, in a left turn, the right wheel travels longer
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route than the left and in a right turn, the situation is reversed. Theoretically, with a mechanism like on the above picture, the steering is impossible as both wheels rotate identically
and thus, travel the path of the very same length. In reality, the steering is done while both
wheels must slide slightly on the ground. That makes steering with such a mechanism
physically quite hard. Today, one can experience this effect while driving a tractor or a jeep
with a ‘blocked differential’. On a rough terrain, for example farmers must use their tractors
with ‘blocked differential’ to increase the puling power. But while driving with ‘blocked differential’ it is very (physically) hard to move a steering wheel to either right or left turn position. In reality, several ‘tractor accidents’ are caused by weakness of the driver to turn the
tractor while in a ‘blocked differential’ position. Sometimes a steering wheel and steering
(usually front) wheels might even be turned in the right position, but the tractor with a
‘blocked differential’ might just push straight.
How is this problem solved in reality? A simple solution would be to transmit the engine
rotation only to one of the two (right or left) wheels. That way steering would be ‘easy’ but
for today’s standards of comfortable driving, driving and steering would be truly bizarre and
dangerous. For example with the power on the right wheel, driving into a left turn would
feel like really slowing down, while a turn to the right would be a stunt (a car would feel like
speeding up into a right turn).

SOCIAL DIFERENTIAL
It might be an interesting moral discussion for a philosophy class, but thinking about our
‘build in’ social differential might turn out to be even technically and mathematically very
intuitive and easy to understand. As with a car differential, we do not acknowledge that we
have it if it works properly, but we become very aware of it when it brakes down.
We could say every normally developed human being has a ‘social differential’. Imagine a
couple walking one next to another, chatting and not thinking about the path they walk possibly in a nice park, or even walking home using stairs all the way to the fourth floor and
making sharp turns on each semi-floor. While turning left or right, both promenaders would
(subconsciously) adopt their pace as to remain lined with a friend. If we think about what
happens while turning, it is quite obvious that for example in a right turn, the right promenader would slow down a bit and the left would speed up a bit and their average speed
would remain unchanged.
As mentioned above, malfunctioning of social differential can be noticed easily. Usually it
happens with ‘very important’ people, who are too ‘important’ to adopt their speed to their
subordinate and maintain their constant walking pace also when turning ... It is really funny
to observe such a scène when for example ‘a subordinate’ student on the right side of ‘an
important’ professor with a broken social differential runs in a left turn and remains almost
still in a right turn.
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THE ARITHMETIC MEAN
A (normal) promenading couple turns to the left so that the left promenader slows down
and the right speeds up a bit. Their average speed remains unchanged. If P is their average speed, R is the speed of the right and L is the speed of the left promenader, then their
‘social differential’ is described by a simple equation:
P=

R+L
2

The equation nicely and fully describes the relation between their speeds and average
speed throughout the promenade, when their path is straight and their speeds are equal (in
this case we have P=R=L) as well as when their speeds differ in left or right turns. Could
this simple formula be mechanically realized for powering right and left wheels of a car?
But how? It might be surprising, but a positive answer to this question has been known for
over 2000 years. In fact, a mechanical realisation of the formula for arithmetic mean is surprisingly simple.

DIFFERENTIAL GEAR
Imagine first, that equal powering of the right and left wheels is achieved by a ‘rotating
handle on a disc’, which is attached to the right and left disc, that are welded at the end of
the right and left wheel axes, as shown on the bellow picture.

P

R

L

Figure 2: Right, left and the powering discs

Instead of discs we can imagine cogs. It is obvious, that with a help of such a mechanism,
a rotation of ‘the handle P’ would imply an equal rotation of the left and right wheel, thus
P=R=L. This seems like still far away from the desired equation:
P=

R+L
2
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But it is not. Starting with this formula
P−R = L−P =

we can easily check, that denoting

we have

L−R
.
2

L−R
= X,
2

R = P − X and L = P + X .

The value of X can be understood as a free parameter in the relation of three variables
within a single equation
P=

R+L
.
2

The variable X has such an important role in the mechanic realisation of the arithmetic
mean, that its understanding completely resolves the dilemma of the powering of the car
wheels.
Namely, if we allow that our ‘power disc’ in the above picture, is freely rotatable (free variable X) around the ‘handle’, as shown in the picture below, we already have a model of a
differential gear.

P
X

R

L

Figure 3: Right, left and freely rotatable powering discs

With a look on the picture above, let us think again about the formula
R+L
P=
.
2
If both right and left discs are freely rotatable, the push (rotation) of our handle will cause
both discs to rotate evenly and the powering disc will not rotate (X=0). If either right or left
discs is stopped (or only partially braked), the powering disc will start rotating as we push
(rotate) the handle and the opposite disc will rotate even faster. Thus, ‘variable X’ will exactly transform for example slowing down of the right disc into speeding up of the left disc.
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The above simple sketch illustrates the essence of a differential gear and gives a mechanic realisation of the simple but abstract arithmetic mean mathematical idea. Freely
revolvable powering disc takes care of differentiating the resistance on the left and right
half shafts. As much as one of the wheel torques (left or right) is diminished because of the
resistance, as much the other is increased. The question of how to transmit the engine
torque through the (cardan) drive shaft to our powering disc is not trivial, but regarding the
described ingenious idea, this question is only technical.
On the bellow picture one can see a sketch of a true (classical) differential gear.

Figure 4: Differential gear profile

Engine torque is transmitted over the cardan driveshaft named also torque rod. It is interesting that the name cardan is directly derived from the name of Italian mathematician,
physician and inventor Girolamo Cardano (1501-1576), who invented the universal joint.
Universal joint is an essential part of a usable torque rod, but one that is not associated
directly to our idea of a differential gear. Universal joint is another ingenious idea which
provides a simple solution for ‘around the corner rotation’. In other words it is a joint joining
two simultaneously rotatable rods that are joined under an angle between 90 and 180 degrees.

Figure 5: Cardan – a universal joint, drawing and Lego swivel
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We believe the idea of a differential gear can be a useful didactical motivational tool. It provides a useful, complex and yet simple technical and intuitive idea from where we can derive and contemplate deeper meanings of otherwise only abstract mathematical ideas.
Namely, even to a mathematics expert, this simple idea of arithmetic mean can pose several quite nontrivial questions. Furthermore, abstract ideas can be given intuitive and technical meanings via well known questions related to common experience of driving, turning.
One can easily experiment as today, even Lego (Technics) provides sophisticated but yet
simple models of devices like differential gear.

Figure 6: Drawing of a differential gear with universal joint and Lego model of differential

ARITHMETIC MEAN AND SNOW DRIVING
Many people have experiences related to the functioning of a differential gear mechanism.
That might be tractor or jeep driving as mentioned at the beginning of this article, but more
often and unfortunately unpleasant are experiences of a car driving in a snow. It happens
very easily that driving in a snow leaves us powerless on the road, when we are unable to
move the car. The engine would just helplessly rotate one of the wheels, which would
freely slide on the smooth snow. Usually this happens when a car leans to one side and
whatever we tray, the car just sinks deeper into the snow. Always it is only one wheel that
rotates, and even that is the wrong one. If the wheel on the side where the car leans would
rotate, the force might be strong enough to move the car forward... It even happens that
we get some strong help and powerful boys try to lift the side of the car that is burdened
because of the lean. At the same time they might push down the other side of the car to
put pressure on the spinning wheel... Sometimes it might help but even more common is
the situation that shifting the leaning of the car to the other side only causes the shift from
one freely spinning wheel to the other. Well, this is the situation when a differential gear is
doing right the opposite of what would be productive. Namely, differential gear always
makes the easier rotatable wheel to spin. Of course all this wrestling can be easily explained by the arithmetic mean formula
R+L
P=
.
2
These thoughts can be an insightful start of other mathematical chapters, like for example
system of equations. Namely, considering P as given (constant – engine power), this is
really a good and simple example, which tells us that one equation can only tell us the relation but not the absolute values of the two variables it connects. Thus a natural need for
two equations to determine two variables is given.
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There are further interesting questions that one can consider with students. For example:
A car with a turned off engine, no hand brakes applied in forward gear position: Can it be
pushed forward? By experience, many would answer correctly, that the car can not be
pushed..., but few would understand, how this could be implied from the equation
P=

R+L
.
2

The next question gives simple interpretation of that.
Let a car be in exactly the same position as above, but rather than on the ground, let us
imagine the car is lifted up as in a garage. Can a powering wheel be turned around by
hand?
It is very interesting that usually only ‘technically inclined professionals’ answer correctly to
this question. Even mathematics teachers after workshops of work on this idea, are deceived by misunderstanding of their experience. Namely, in the above described position,
powering wheel can easily be turned around..., while the opposite wheel turns to the opposite direction. Of course, since the car engine is off and the car is in forward gear position
P in our equation
P=

R+L
2

is forced to be 0. Thus R = − L . So how come that forward (or backward) gear position
works as a break of a car standing on a road? Well, of course, moving a car forward or
backward would mean that both left and right wheel turn to the same direction, while when
P=0, R and L can only be of the same sign if they are both 0.

DIFFERENTIAL, THE STRAIGHTNESS CONCEPT AND GEODESICS
It is interesting that such a simple idea can be developed further into a wonderful intuitive
understanding of a complex and abstract differential geometry concept of geodesics. A
chapter that is a hard task for university students. Before that high school students can be
engaged into a debate over what straight means in reality. In mathematics we know the
idea of a straight line, but in real life, do we know anything that is ‘more straight’ than the
‘equator circle’. From here it is easy to derive a concept of ‘straightness’ as the shortest
distance... Of course, on a plane that is a straight line. On a sphere straightness is best
described by great circles. This also explains why long distance airplanes fly ‘strange
arced paths’ on our usual maps. It took a long time to mankind to comprehend that a
straight edge of a table is no straighter to a man than a highway loop around a small town
is to an ant. Formal definition of a straight line is quite complicated and abstract. On a surface, which is by our experience ‘flat’ but by our limited understanding in fact its curvature
remains unknown to us; we define straightness as the shortest distance. The shortest
paths are called geodesics. And what has this to do with our differential gear? As described in the very beginning of this article, a tractor or a jeep with a blocked differential
would only drive straight. As would a simple Lego model with two wheels attached to the
same axes, if carefully pushed, only go straight. But what if the ‘driving ground’ is not flat?
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Well, then our vehicle would travel wonderful intuitive paths of geodesics... posing many
further questions, inspiring our imagination and challenging our understanding.

HISTORIC REMARKS
It is not known who invented differential gear mechanism. It seems obvious that the idea is
much older than many of Leonardo da Vinci’s (1452-1519) inventions. British inventor
James Starley (1830-1881), known as ‘Father of the Bicycle Industry’, used a differential
gear mechanism in a special sewing machine in about 1850. In 1877 he used the differential gear in a road vehicle. Supposedly, differential gear was used in a road vehicle for the
first time by German Rudolph Ackerman in 1810. Several sophisticated mechanical devices that included differential gear mechanism are much, much older. Findings in China
prove the existence of this mechanism dating back to about 300. In the year 1900 an extremely sophisticated Antikythera mechanism (named after nearby Antikythera island of
Greece, where the ship was discovered) was found in a ship wreck. The mechanism was a
carefully designed and crafted in bronze and wood. It was a sort of astrological computer
to calculate the position of planets and stars. And what is the most amazing, a device has
been dated to about 125 BC and it had a differential gear mechanism. The device is displayed in the Bronze Collection of the National Archaeological Museum of Athens, while
several exact reconstructions have been made and are on display around the globe, usually in computer museums (like for example in American Computer Museum in Bozeman,
Montana).

Figure 7: The main fragment of The Antikythera mechanism (~125 BC) and its reconstructed plan

TEACHING MATERIAL
It is a wonderful motivation and a way of practical understanding of the arithmetic mean if
students are introduced with ‘hands on’ Lego models. With those, many above questions
and comments will gain intuitive and abstract understanding. It is quite demanding to get
enough adequate Lego models for students to work practically, but it is worth the effort. It
is best if one or two students have a model to build and analyse. And we should start slow
and didactically challenging by first building ‘chariots’ with two wheels on the same and on
separate axes, as mentioned above. Experimenting with such ‘chariots’ and possibly
smartly performed ‘walks of two’ observing the different speeds, or ‘broken social differentials’ might bring fun into an entertaining but valuable lesson. Above mentioned Lego differentials are included in some of the commercial Technics models and can be acquired
via special school Lego sets.
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Interactive simulation
Interactive computer simulation of a car differential can also be reached and studied on the
web.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Further Information
Experiences
The lesson was presented by the author to many different audiences from primary school
pupils to university students and high school teachers, emphasizing different parts. All of
the participants found the theme very interesting and useful. Even advanced teachers
found themselves unaware of the power of the simple formula of the arithmetic mean and
at the same time inspired by the meaning it has in its mechanical realisation of a car differential. But it has always turned out that a good and well prepared presentation was essential. Several spontaneous experiments were made, which showed, that presenters who
thought themselves well prepared to present the idea, found themselves short of understanding and ability to respond adequately to spontaneous questions of participants. In
such cases, the didactical and motivational aspects of the presentation were diminished
drastically.

Literature
Different parts of the idea can be found on internet and spread out through literature. The
theme was presented by the author on the MACAS2 conference and will be published in
conference proceedings.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

Bicycle Gears and Ratios

Keywords

Bicycle gears, bicycle shifting, ratios

Lessons applicable
for

For 13 years old students and older. It is an independent
lesson, which (of the formal knowledge) requires only basic
understanding of equations, line slope and ratio of two
natural numbers. The lesson can be adopted to avoid
mentioning equations at all. The lesson is oriented and
based on practical experience that students have with bike
gear shifting and riding.

Advice

Teachers are advised to thoroughly study the topic, as
some of the ideas are very practical so the use of abstract
concepts might seem unusual. Furthermore, we advise
teachers to adopt the numbers to their own bicycles or
even better, to bicycles that are brought to the lesson. In
advance, students might be given the practical tasks of
counting the teeth on the chainrings of their bicycles and
measuring the sizes of their bikes in order to make the
lesson as 'real life' as possible.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Bicycle gears as ratios
Students get to know how gear shift of a bicycle works. The movement of the wheels will be
described by an equation and the impact of ratios on bicycle gears can be discovered. At the end
the distribution of all gears of a bicycle is covered.
Lesson applicable for students of age 13 and older
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- linear equation with 2 variables
- ratios
scientific contents:
- mechanism of bicycle gears
required knowledge:
- linear equation
- functional relationship
- concept of slope

math.
aspects
structure,
how to
solve
quotient of
two
quantities

contents
common
aspects
linear
equation
ratio

heuristic competencies:
- Analogies
- Specialization
- Identifying essential components
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result

materials:
- if possible bicycle in class
preparations:
- calculating different ratios in
advance to get a better view

way of teaching:
- depends on practical parts of
lessons and material
nonmath.
aspects
contextual,
description
of rotation
ratio of
rotations
resp.
speed,
determines
gear

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
analogies
transferring ratios with slopes
specialization
first considering two settings and then
looking at more general cases
identifying essential components
esp. identifying meaning of variables
(number of rotation)
changing representations
ratios represented in tables and graphs
communicate
meaning of variables, distribution of
gears
reflecting & interpreting
Equation representing movements? Why
gears are not evenly distributed?

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
getting bicycle(s) in class
communication
type of cooperation
Leading subject form

further comments and advice:
- Teachers are advised to thoroughly study the topic, as some of the ideas are very practical so the use of abstract concepts might
seem unusual.
- It is advised to adopt numbers of teaching material to own bike in class.
- Lesson can be expanded by students bringing their bikes to school and examining ratios of their own bikes
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Background
General didactic background
The lesson is based on practical experience that students have with bike riding and
gear shifting.

Mathematical background
It is an independent lessonand it requires only basic understanding of equations, line
slope and ratio of two natural numbers. The lesson can be adopted to avoid mentioning equations at all.

The idea of teaching implementation
Teachers are advised to thoroughly studythe topic, as some of the ideas are very
practical so the use of abstract concepts might seem unusual. Furthermore, we advise teachers to adopt the numbers obtained by regarding their own bicycles or even
better, to bicycles that are brought to the lesson. In advance, students might be given
the practical task of counting the teeth on the chainrings of their bicycles and measuring the sizes of their bikes in order to make the lesson as 'real life' as possible.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material
Bicycle Gears as Ratios
About 30-40 years ago bicycles had no gears. Today bikes have many gears and it is
much easier to ride a bike and achieve the optimal riding speed by appropriate gear
shifting.
Today everybody has a sophisticated bike with gears. Modern bikes have up to 32
gears. A common number of gears is 21 and we shall consider such a bike in our presentation. From an early age we know how to shift gears in order to make a ride uphill
easier and to go as fast as possible when we ride on a flat road or downhill. Basically,
bike gear shifting means switching between three gears on the pedals axis and seven
gears on the back wheel axis. This essentially means that with a gear ratio we make the
back wheel go around from one to about four times, as we turn a pedal around once.
One turn of a pedal for one turn of a wheel means a slow and strong motion, which is
appropriate for an uphill ride. One turn of pedal for four turns of a wheel means a fast
ride. Can we use mathematics to explain this?
Discussing these issues with a true bike at hand will make the experience and learning
more vivid. Today we can use computers for smart simulations of real life situations.
A web version of the lesson with useful interactive simulations can be found at
http://uc.fmf.uni-lj.si/com/BicGear/bicgear.html.

SIMPLE EQUATIONS
Let us start with a simplification. Assume we have a simple bike shifting system and
only two gears at the front and two gears at the back. Say the front chainrings have
18 and 12 teeth and the back chainrings have 12 and 6 teeth. It also seems very natural to say that the rotation of the (front) pedals is an independent variable x and that
the rotation of the back wheel, therefore the speed of the bike, is a dependent variable y.

Figure 1: Front chainrings with 18 and 12 teeth and back chainrings with 12 and 6 teeth
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In mathematics it is often that we solve equations like:

3 x = 12
How do we do it? We divide the equation by 3 ... and we get that x = 4. There is not
much understanding in it. But the above bicycle setting provides a possibility for deeper understanding of equations. Well, better, it provides a possibility for being aware
of the deep meaning an equation can convey. If the chain connects the two 12-teeth
chainrings, like on the picture bellow, it is easy to establish the equation.

Figure 2: The chain connects the 12-teeth chainrings.

The equation would simply be

x=y
or

12 x = 12 y.
But do we know how to explain the setting with the two clogs not having the same
number of teeth? Let us start with a case bellow.

Figure 3: The chain connects the 12-teeth chainring in front with the 6-teeth chainring at the back.
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What is the relation between x and y this time? Maybe it is only here that we became
aware of the meaning of x and y. What do the two variables mean? It is only natural
that x and y mean the 'number of rotations'. Therefore we have to count the teeth on
the chainring, multiply the number of those with the number of rotations and we get
the equation

12 x = 6 y
and

2 x = y,
namely, the chain makes 'the number of moved teeth' equal. If this seems trivial, we
advise teachers to test and ask the students to get the equation from the above picture without giving any advice. It is common that smart students might be able to give
the right equation, by knowing what they should get rather than from understanding
the relations given by 'chain connection of chainrings'.

THE RATIO OF BICYCLE GEARS
The best way to proceed would be to physically work on a real bike and count the
teeth on all the chainrings. For the purpose of this presentation we counted the teeth
on front and back clogs of a particular bicycle and we got the numbers, which we put
into the following table. Here 1, 2, 3 and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 mean the front and back
gears and the numbers 30, 38, 50 and 34, 26, 24, 22, 20, 18, 15 mean the numbers
of teeth on respective chainrings.
front
back
1

34

2

26

3

24

4

22

5

20

6

18

7

15

1

2

3

30

38

50

Figure 4: Horizontally we have front and vertically we have back chainrings.

As symbolically presented in figures 1-3, all the information about the bicycle gears
can be presented by the ratios of front and back number of teeth on appropriate
chainrings. These ratios tell us how many rotations of the wheel we get by one rotation of the pedals. Let us calculate the ratios and fill up the table.
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front
back

1

2

3

30

38

50

1

34

0.88

1.12

1.47

2

26

1.15

1.46

1.92

3

24

1.25

1.58

2.08

4

22

1.36

1.73

2.27

5

20

1.50

1.90

2.50

6

18

1.67

2.11

2.78

7

15

2.00

2.53

3.33

Figure 5: The ratios define gears.

The ratios in the table tell us how many rotations the wheel makes for one rotation of
the pedals. Now we can measure the diameter of a wheel (in our case 70.5 cm) and
let’s assume we pedal with the speed of one rotation per second. An easy but 'real
life' calculation tells us that one rotation of a wheel per second would give a travelling
speed of
70.5 x 3.14 x 3600 cm/h = 7.97 km/h.
Multiplying the above ratios with this speed we obtain the chart of (rounded off)
speeds in km/h:
front
back

1

2

3

30

38

50

1

34

7.0

8.9

11.7

2

26

9.2

11.7

15.3

3

24

10.0

12.6

16.6

4

22

10.9

13.8

18.1

5

20

12.0

15.1

20.0

6

18

13.3

16.8

22.1

7

15

15.9

20.2

26.6

Figure 6: The speeds in km/h depending on a gear while pedalling with the speed of one rotation per
second.

Comparing the numbers in either of these tables tell us the order of 21 gears on our
bike. Let us take a careful look at the numbers in the ratio - table and fill in the consequential numbers from 1 to 21 in order as the gears follow.
front
back

1

2

3

30

38

50

1

34

0.88

1

1.12

2

1.47

7

2

26

1.15

3

1.46

6 1.92

13
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3

24

1.25

4

1.58

9 2.08

15

4

22

1.36

5 1.73

11 2.27

17

5

20

1.50

8 1.90

12 2.50

18

6

18 1.67

10 2.11

16 2.78

20

7

15 2.00

14 2.53

19 3.33

21

Figure 7: Twenty-one quotients consequentially

This is the place to discuss, weather we really have 21 gears on our bike. Theoretically yes, but are we able to explain the strange sequence of gears? How many times
do we have to shift gears to shift from say from 7-th to 8-th gear? Is it six times? Yes!
All together to follow the sequence of shifting consequentially from the 1-st to the 21st gear, we would have to shift gears 58 times. That is surely not practical and very
few people use all 21 gears. Let us explain the situation of bicycle gears by simple
mathematics.

LINE SLOPES AND BICYCLE GEARS
Knowing that quotients mean actual speeds, let us draw the points in the regular coordinate system, where the numbers of teeth on the back chainrings are put on the xaxis and the number of teeth on the front chainrings are put on the y-axis. The
steeper the slope, higher is the speed. As we are used to order and count the speeds
from slower to faster, we should emphasize, that front speeds on our graph go from 1
to 3 in the standard upward direction, while the back speeds on our graph go from 1
to 7 in the direction from right to left.

Figure 8: Quotients as slopes of lines
On the above graph it is easy to explain gears, shifting, and speeds. Different points
mean different speeds. Shifting from one gear to another means moving from one
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point to another by either vertical or horizontal moves. Moving one unit to either vertical or horizontal direction means shifting one gear. Horizontal move means a back
gear shift and vertical move means a front gear shift. On the graph it is easy to see,
that some of the slopes are very close. Sure, different pairs of numbers can give
equal or similar quotients. In our case all the quotients are different but the differences between some are very small. In reality this means that bicycle riding speed
might be practically the same even if we have different combination of front and back
gears. For example the 3-rd front and the 1-st back gear give basically the same ratio
and basically the same speed as the 2-nd front and the 2-nd back gear.
Thus, our bicycle has many speeds, but some of them are basically the same. Therefore, as in real bicycle riding life, we only pick some of the quotients, which evenly
cover the interval of ratios from the smallest to the biggest. On the picture bellow, we
present those by green slope lines.

Figure 9: We do not really use all the gears
By skipping some of the gears we save lots of shifting. The gears presented are of
course not the only 'workable' choice. At this level an interesting discussion can be
had to deepen the understanding of the situation and especially of the presented
graph. Teachers and students can be encouraged to present their 'gear shifting habits'. It is pretty straightforward to conclude that most sensible 'bicycle shifting habits'
can be presented as a monotonous path from bottom-right to the upper-left corner.
Finally we present bellow our 'cleaned up' graph where we only have nine gears.
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Figure 10: Nine gears and eight shifting
'Travelling' from upper-left to the bottom-right corner, our bicycle shifting could be
described by 'right-right-right-down-down-right-right-right' sequence. It is pretty obvious, that for example 'right-right-down-right-right-down-right-right' would also be a
sensible gear shifting. The discussion of different 'right-down' paths on our graph can
be a good way of enhancing the understanding of coordinate system and the meanings graphs can convey.

Interactive simulation
Some further interesting interactive computer simulations of the ideas presented can
be found and studied on the web.
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Further Information
Experiences
The lesson has been successfully presented to different audiences. Especially high
school teachers have shown great interest for the idea. Parts of the lesson have
been presented to general population of 13-14 years old pupils, who were very interested in the applications of mathematical ideas in everyday life.

Literature
The theme was presented by the author on the course The cooperation between
mathematics and sciences – from research towards enhanced teaching
Ljubljana, Slovenia 23-28 August 2009, and partially on other conferences.
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Fermat meets Pythagoras

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for

Advice

Pythagoras´ Theorem, extreme value tasks,
Fermat´s principle.
13-15 years of age. The unit is suitable after the
introduction of Pythagoras´ Theorem.
This unit draws from Pythagoras´ Theorem, which is
already known to the pupils. It also deals with
Fermat´s principle and extreme value tasks. Within
this sequence it is not intended to treat extreme
value tasks with the aid of differential calculus in fact
the solution shall result from extreme value
identification at function graph. It is recommended to
use a pocket calculator with graphics capability,
function plotter or other appropriate software (e.g.
spread sheet programme).

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Fermat meets Pythagoras
Teaching material is separated in two parts. In the first part students are looking for the shortest
way of a perfect lifeguard rescuing a drowning person by using Pythagoras Theorem and graphing
calculator. In the second part Fermat’s principle is introduced as “Light behaves like a perfect
lifeguard”. Then they determine the light path by doing the same steps like in the first lesson
Lesson applicable for students of age 13-15
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- Pythagoras theorem
- extreme value tasks

heuristic competencies:
- Analogies
- Specialization
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result
- Sensible use of aids and tools

scientific contents:
- Fermat’s principle
- refraction
required knowledge:
- Pythagoras theorem

math.
aspects
Theorem,
math.
concept
structured
way to
determine
extreme
values

contents
common
aspects
Pythagoras’
theorem
extreme
value task

way of teaching:
- teacher oriented
- working in pairs/groups
nonmath.
aspects
tool to
determine
distances
generalizin
g
calculation
to other
situations

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
analogies
perfect lifeguard and Fermat’s principle
specialization
looking first at given ways lifeguard can
take
changing representations
equation to graph
communicate
Discussing where the best point to enter
water would be resp. laser beam?
reflecting & interpreting
Equation representing graph? Equation is
solved by using extreme value tasks for
functions.
sensible use of aids and tools
using graphing calculator to minimize
function, which could not be solved by
hand (not at this age)

materials:
-1 glass envelope (at least 40 cm
long and 30 cm high),
− 1 laser pointer,
− 1 “worm” or comparable
equipment,
− tripod,
− measuring tapes
preparations:
- doing the refraction experiment in
advance
organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
getting access to
material
convenient to do
refraction experiment
in physics room
communication
Concept speed of
light (refraction)
known?
if necessary
showing
experiment
type of cooperation
Leading subject form
or

parallel teaching form
further comments and advice:
- This lesson can be taught as Leading subject form (both lessons in math class) or as parallel teaching form (first lesson in math
class, second in physics class)
- The lesson is suitable as an application of Pythagoras theorem.
- Using the graphing calculator students can investigate minimizing problem by themselves.
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Background
In early Physics teaching when dealing with the field of optics main focus is usually on the
model of light as a beam. By using it the ways beams of light move are comprehended and
predicted by taking advantage of the already regarded phenomena of light reflection and
refraction. Because of the realisation “angle of incidence equals angle of reflexion”, predicting the ways beams of light move when talking about reflection does not cause any
difficulties when teaching it. Light refraction, however, appears to cause a problem: If you
don’t only want to comprehend but predict the ways beams of light move, knowledge regarding sine is required. Refraction of light can be predicted by the equation sin α1 / sin α2
= n2 / n1 and given refraction indices n1 and n2.
However, even with introducing this equation there is still a certain ”bad taste” about it, as
there are now 2 phenomena deriving from the same physical principle -Fermat’s principlewhich has been taught without being connected in any way.

Teaching Fermat’s Principle
First of all it sounds very easy: A beam of light moving from one point to another always
chooses the quickest possible way (acc. Vogel, p.174). This principle does not change
even if conditions are changed and the beam of light has to take a “detour” via a mirror:
“The reflected ray of light follows the shortest path, which leads via the mirror from A to B”
(ibid. p.173).
If the medium and therefore the speed for the spreading of light is changed on the way
from A to B -as it is the case for refraction- the quickest way (considering time) between
the two points A and B is not the shortest way (considering distance) anymore. When trying to calculate the quickest way you are faced with a minimising problem containing a
target function that consists of the sum of two root terms.
When teaching Physics in a class of 13-15 year-old pupils you cannot assume that they
have the mathematical means for analytical evaluation for such a minimising problem at
their disposition. They will fail calculating the solution when they have formulated the target
function at the latest if not before. That is why as an alternative to differential calculus the
solution to the minimising problem needs to be carried out by the graphs of the accompanying function. In order to not make this reliable on the pupils drawing skills on the one
hand or limited time in class on the other hand (as a detailed calculation of the objective
function would be necessary) the opportunity to use a function plotter (PC, graphing calculator) presents itself. In doing so the pupils will find solutions which may consist of function
classes they do not know yet.
Does it even make sense for the pupils to investigate functions with the aid of CAS
or GTR that they were not able to investigate without these?
In order to answer this question we have to remember that functions cannot only be pictured by terms but also by situations, tables and graphs etc. (see Beckmann, Leuders &
Prediger, and more). Even a chart is an illustration of a function. It is true that the pupils
may not examine the function on the basis of its term. They may, however -as a computer
does automatically- change the term into a chart. The function, being displayed as “graph”,
could then be investigated regarding its low point. You would, of course, have to accept
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certain inaccuracy in meter-reading which would not occur when using a computer (except
for a minimal inaccuracy within the approximation of the low point).
This way the pupils could indeed investigate the function by themselves. The computer
would only help them by minimising the sources of error. On the contrary, it is very reasonable to confront the pupils with function terms which they could not evaluate mathematically without using a computer. The Pedagogic Centre of Rheinland-Pfalz (Pädagogisches Zentrum Rheinland-Pfalz) found out that the abilities of the pupils concerning
functions are quite one-sided. This one-sidedness is accredited to the “predominance of
presentation of functions by algebraic terms”. Resulting from this predominance a “drastic
confinement of the functional connections” can for example be seen when functions of
Middle-school classification are used almost all the time (linear, quadratic…functions). On
the other hand an “overemphasis on inner-mathematical, static and formal abstract approaches” is regarded as a cause (see PZ 1990, p.9). In order to change the onesidedness within training of functional thinking, it may make sense to choose the method
mentioned above from time to time before turning to fast technical help.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material
Suggestion
Introduction of Fermat’s Principle
The life guard problem describes a lifeguard’s difficulty to find the quickest way, to get from
his place at the beach to the person in water who is in need –assuming the lifeguard is
looking at the “situation” from the side. As running along the beach is faster than swimming, the quickest way is not to go straight into the water. The quickest way does not lead
in a straight way to the drowning person therefore you are going to walk on the beach for a
longer time before you start swimming. Fermat’s principle shows that light behaves like the
perfect lifeguard. On account of its vividness this example is very well suited for introducing the topic. Main focus lies first of all on the mathematical minimising problem.
You may assume that because of the unknown analysis very few to no extreme value
problems have been dealt with yet. Therefore the introduction should be lead very tightly.
This can be done by a step by step calculation of the time the lifeguard needs for a certain
way, chosen by the pupil (see worksheet 1). By doing that, the probably new contents of
Pythagoras’ Theorem will be practised again. Then attention is drawn to the flexible position where the lifeguard enters the water and the target function describing the time the
lifeguard needs will be posted. While looking at the graph of the target function, its statement will be considered and therefore a need for the calculation of the low point will be
created.
Checking the results of the first work plan can be carried out within the whole group. It can
also be carried out by presenting the solutions e.g. on a slide or piece of paper so that pupils can check individually if the class is familiar with this procedure (see solutions for
worksheet 1). In this case the pupils may compare results of the subtasks or if they have
problems they may pick up a part of the solution and go on with it. Particular solutions
could be put up in various places in the classroom so that a complete examination will be
made difficult. This method could be differentiated by giving those pupils, who have difficulties, written advice on how to get to the solution before they may look at the actual solution. These solutions might be put up as well.
In a second part the pupils will have another opportunity to “walk the path” to get to the
solution. Especially those pupils who have not been able to solve the first part on their own
now have the opportunity to check directly whether they have understood the solution step
by step as they are now in a situation to solve a similar exercise on their own. Fermat’s
Principle is presented to the pupils in the form of “Light acts like a perfect Lifeguard”. In
addition to the speed of light in air and in water they will receive a description of an experiment with a source of light (laser) in the air and an object under water. The exercise is
to calculate the point that has to be aimed at with the laser in order to hit the object (see
work sheet 2). In order to verify the result a suitable experiment should not be left out (see
also solutions to work sheet 2) of course.
In addition to both work sheets mathematical and physical discussions within the class
plenum should follow: Regarding Mathematics the procedure may be discussed again in a
structured way in order to develop a kind of “recipe” for extreme-value-problems, which will
occur later on. Regarding Physics this very calculation should be generalized. Hence refraction can be seen as a result of a beam of light meeting with objects that have different
1
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densities. It can be used to explain phenomena occurring in daily life when looking into
water.
However, it is also important to debate the conclusion of the reflection attribute “angle of
incidence equals angle of reflection”.

Material needed
The experiment is needed only once within this unit since it is needed for controlling the
calculations only. Necessary material for the experiment setup (see pictures)
−
−
−
−
−

1 glass envelope (at least 40 cm long and 30 cm high),
1 laser pointer,
1 “worm” or comparable equipment,
tripod,
measuring tapes

Work Sheets (to copy – see next pages)

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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WS 1: The Lifeguard-Problem
Lifeguard Mitch is standing in front of his tower when he views a person in water who is in
distress. The direct way to the water is 50 m. From there it is another 50 m straight on and
then 50 m south to get to the person in need (figure 1). Mitch knows that he needs 7m/s
ashore and only 2m/s in the water. In order to get to the person as quick as possible he
starts off by running straight along the shore to a point Q from where he swims directly to
the person. On the shore he covers a distance of u meters and in w meters in water.

50m

H

50m

u
50m

Q
w

Figure 1

a.) How long would it take if Mitch runs 50 m directly to the water first (point H) and then
swims a distance of 71 m to the person?
b.) He could also run to the point from which he could swim in a straight line to the person.
This is equivalent to 71 m ashore and exactly 50 m in the water. How long will it take him?
c.) Imagine you are the lifeguard. Pick any point Q (pick really quickly) between the both
extremes from a.) and b.), choose this point as you think will be fastest to the person.
Calculate the lengths of the distances u and w (see picture 1) as well as the necessary
times tu and tw. Then figure out the overall time tentire you need to reach the person. Compare with your neighbours. Who of you is the quickest?
d.) A lifeguard has chosen point Q in such a way that it is situated in a distance x to point
H. Calculate tentire in accordance to x.
Hint: Calculate step by step the same numbers as in c.) however it should be in accordance to the variable x.
e.) The result from d.) is a function term t(x). Consider the chart of the function on the
computer accordingly. Chose an appropriate coordinate system. Write down what you can
see from this chart in general and give some examples.
f.) Determine the distance x in such a way that the lifeguard is quickest.
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Solutions
a.) To get to the shore he needs (50m) : (7m/s) ≈ 7,1s. To get to the person, he needs
(71m) : (2m/s) ≈ 35,5s. Altogether he needs 42,6s.
b.) This way he would need (71m) : (7m/s) ≈ 10,1s on dry land and (50m) : (2m/s) = 25s in
the water. Altogether 35,1 s.
c.) Example: point Q is 10m away from H
According to Pythagoras’ theorem u = (50 2 + 102 ) ≈ 51 , therefore u is approximately 51m
long. The length w can also be calculated by Pythagoras’ theorem. As one knows the
downward length is 50m, point Q is 10m away from H it has a 40m distance from that point
on the shore which with Q and the person completes a right-angled triangle. Valid therefore is w = (50 2 + 40 2 ) ≈ 64 ; the length w is approximately 64m.
Hence it follows that: tu=(51m) : (7m/s) ≈ 7,3s, tw=(64m) : (2m/s) = 32s, the entire time
needed is consequently 39,3s.
d.) Again the lengths u and w are concluded from Pythagoras’ theorem:

u = (50 2 + x 2 ) and w = (50 2 + (50 − x) 2 ) .
Hence it follows that: tu= ( (50 2 + x 2 )m) : (7m / s ) , tw= ( (50 2 + (50 − x) 2 )m) : (2m / s ) ,
the entire time needed is therefore
tentire=[ ( (50 2 + x 2 )m) : (7m / s ) ]+[ ( (50 2 + (50 − x) 2 )m) : (2m / s ) ].
e.) Input of the function on the graphic calculator is done as shown on fig.1. Fig.2 shows
the graph for a suitably chosen axis area (0<x<50, scale unit 5, 33<y<40, scale unit 1)

figure 1: function input,

figure.2a: chosen axis area, figure 2b: accompanying graph

This graph shows the time t (y-point) the lifeguard needs if he chooses point Q with the
distance x to the point H. E.g.:

figure .3a
figure .3b
figure 3a: If Q is 20m away from H the lifeguard needs approximately 36,8s.
figure 3b: If Q is 40m away from H the lifeguard needs approximately 34,6s.

f.) The minimum on the image can be calculated by using a
computer. As seen in fig. 4, the lifeguard is fastest if he chooses
point Q along the shore approximately 40,815m away from point
H. He then needs approximately 34,6s.
figure 4: The lowest point on the
curve was determined by computer.
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WS 2: Fermat’s Principle
Light does not always travel at the same speed. The speed of light in air is 300.000 km/s
whereas the speed of light in glass and water is only about 200.000 km/s and 225.000
km/s, respectively. As well as that, light always acts as a perfect lifeguard. This means, a
beam of light always chooses the shortest way possible to get from a point A to a point B.
This behavior of light is called Fermat’s Principle - named after Pierre de Fermat (16081665) who was the first to discover this.

Figure 1: The snail in the water.

Task:
A small water snail wants to have some light in its house. In order to achieve this, the light
of a laser placed outside of the water needs to go straight through the “roof” of the snail’s
house (see figure1).
a.) If we go beyond the arrangement in figure 1 and transfer it into a Cartesian coordinate
system we get the laser in point L(0/40), the water’s surface along the straight line g with
the equation y=14 and the roof of the snail’s house in point S(50/3) (all measurements in
centimeter!). Draw a coordinate system and enter L, g and S (choose a suitable scale).
b.) The laser can only be placed in such a way that its light meet the water in point
Q(x/14). Place a random point Q in your coordinate system designed in a.).
c.) Where does point Q have to be in order for the light to travel the fastest way from L to
Q and from Q to S?
d.) With the help of Fermat’s principle, consider what will happen if the laser is pointed to
the point you calculated in c.). Also consider what will happen if a different point as calculated in c.) is pointed at.
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Solution for worksheet 2
a.) and b.)

figure.2: Solutions for a.) and b.)

c.) With the help of the guide lines and quantities shown in figure. 3 the solution becomes
more comprehensible:

figure. 3 suitable guide lines and quantities
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The way from L to Q is 26 2 + x 2 long. In air the light travels at the speed of 300.000.000
m/s = 30.000.000.000 cm/s. Hence the light needs the time t1 =

26 2 + x 2

30.000.000.000

seconds on its way from L to Q.
The way from Q to S is 112 + (50 − x) 2 long. In water the light travels on a account of its
speed
in
water
(225.000.000
m/s
=
22.500.000.000
cm/s)
t2=

112 + (50 − x) 2

seconds.
22.500.000.000
As a result from the required time trequ the light needs to get from L to S via Q the dependency ttotal (x)=

26 2 + x 2

30.000.000.000

+

112 + (50 − x) 2
22.500.000.000

(in seconds)

emerges.
On the computer the picture of this function trequ can be seen only in a suitably chosen
area. In figure 4 0 < x < 50 as well as 0,000000001 < y < 0,000000003 were chosen.

figure.4: picture of the function trequ.

The calculation of the low point - with the help of the computer - is approximately Q(41/14)
for the quickest way.
d.) If the laser is pointed roughly on the point Q(41/41) the „roof“ of the snail’s house will
be hit at point S (see figure 6a). At every other point Q the beam of light “loses it was” in
such a way that point S will not be reached and the snail’s house remains in the dark (see
figure 6b).

figure.6 The snail’s house is either illuminated or stays dark.
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Further Information
The author has published more information regarding this teaching unit in the PM magazine (Issue 9, June 2006) and the Proceedings for Macas 2.
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Relationship of Mass and Volume of a Liquid

Keywords

Variable, proportionality constant, function, unit,
density

Lessons applicable
for

This sequence deals with the concepts of
proportionality, variable and unit through the
determination of the densities of two liquids. Density
is a familiar concept to the students at grade ten.
The suitable age of the students depends on the
curriculum and what the teacher want to emphasize
in the sequence.

Advice

The mathematical approach used in this sequence,
gives a new point of view to a familiar concept and
gives the students a possibility to concentrate either
on mathematics or on science, depending on the
teacher´s emphasis.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Relationship between mass and volume of a liquid
Students discover the relationship between mass and volume of two different liquids. After that
mathematical and physical aspects of the formula and the graph are asked.
a lesson applicable for students of age 12-15
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- proportional function

heuristic competencies:
- Inductive reasoning
- Analogies
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result

scientific contents:
- concept of density

required knowledge:
- handling measuring errors

materials:
- two liquids, e.g. water, ethanol
- measuring cylinders
- 2 containers for liquid
- Scales
preparations:
- if possible doing the experiment
in advance

way of teaching:
- working in groups
math.
aspects

contents
common
aspects

structure
class of
function

proportiona
l function

Prop.factor
of mass and
volume
Specific
constant;
context free

density

proportiona
l factor

nonmath.
aspects
slope and
yinterceptio
n have
certain
meanings
physical
definition

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
inductive reasoning
finding proportional relationship from
measured data
analogies
similarities & differences between
relationship in water & ethanol
changing representation
table to graph to equation
communicate
by working in groups
reflecting & interpreting
commonalities & difference between two
experiments, relationship correct due to
measuring errors

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
getting access to material
communication
students’ problems
doing experiments
and handling
measuring errors

determines
type of cooperation
density;
Leading subject form
value
or
determines
kind of
Common planning form
liquid
relationship
measuring
origin of
valid
errors
these
though?
errors?
further comments and advice:
- This lesson can be taught in math class and also in physics class; depending what the teacher wants to emphasize
- This lesson can also be taught in a common class. Math teacher explains mathematical aspects and Physics teacher the physical
aspects.
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Background
General didactic background
This sequence deals with the concepts of proportionality, variable and unit through the determination of the densities of two liquids. Density is a familiar concept to the students at
grade ten. The suitable age of the students depends on the curriculum and what the
teacher want to emphasize in this sequence. However, mathematical approach used in
this sequence, gives a new point of view to a familiar concept and gives the students a
possibility the concentrate either mathematics or science depending on the teachers emphasis.
Mass and volume of a substance are directly proportional in constant conditions. This
gives a possibility to examine their relationship from different points of view: mathematics
and science. From mathematics point of view proportionality constant and its relationship
to the steepness of a linear graph is useful. From the science point of view the physical
meaning is important. Furthermore, the data gives a good opportunity to think about the
uncertainty of the result and to make literature comparisons.

Mathematical concepts
Density gives an everyday context to the concept of proportionality. It provides this concept with concretism and shows to the students the usefulness of mathematical methods:
they are tools to get new information in science. Science provides mathematics teaching
with authentic data collected by the students themselves. This approach takes into consideration tactile and visual learning styles as well as the auditive learning style in the form of
teacher-talk.
Key concepts: Variable, proportionality, proportionality constant, function, unit, density

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
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Teaching material
The idea of teaching implementation
This hands-on exercise is about different properties of liquids and finding a relationship
between mass and volume. First the students have to measure six or more pairs of mass
and volume of two liquids. Then they should draw a graph of their data and answer to the
questions below.

Procedure and equipment needed/ worksheet
(see next pages – to copy)
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Worksheet
This hands-on exercise is about different properties of liquids and finding a relationship
between mass and volume. First you need to measure six or more pairs of mass and volume for two liquids. Then draw a graph of your data and answer to the questions below.

Material:
Two liquids, for example water and ethanol
Measuring cylinder
2 containers for the liquids
Scales

Table 1. Measured masses and volumes of water and ethanol
Water
Volume /ml
±

Ethanol
Mass/g
±

Volume /ml
±

Mass/g
±
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Questions:
1. What varies? What is kept constant?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. What can be said about the relationship between volume and mass of liquid?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Graph 1: Masses of water and ethanol as a function of volume

More questions:
3. What is similar to water and ethanol?

4. What is different with water and ethanol?

5. What does the graph above show you about the relationship between volume and
mass?

The ScienceMath project: Mass and Volume of a Liquid
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6. Determine proportionality constants between volume and mass for water and ethanol.

7. What is the physical meaning of this proportionality constant?

8. What is the unit of the constant calculated in question 6? What other units could be
used for it?

9. The title in the graph 1 says: Masses of water and ethanol as a function of volume.
What does it mean?

10. Write the equations of the graphs of water and ethanol in the graph 1.

11. What were the main sources of uncertainly of your data?

12. Find the literature values for your results.

Nutrition Circle and Pie Charts

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for

Nutrition, Nutrition Circle, Pie Charts, Percantage
calculation
14 – 16 years old students

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Nutrition circle and pie charts
Students compare their eating habits with the suggested nutrition circle. By doing that they need to
deal with quantities, percentages and angular measures. In the second lesson they make their own
pie charts and discuss them in class. At the end the limits of using pie charts (showing only
proportions) is shown to the students.
Lesson applicable for students of age 14-16
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- pie charts

heuristic competencies:
- Analogies
- Sketches
- Identifying essential components
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result

scientific contents:
- healthy eating habits
required knowledge:
- percentage
- angular measures

materials:
- worksheets
- slide “nutrition circle”

preparations:
- homework before lesson: students
shall write down what they have
eaten one day

way of teaching:
- individual work or in pairs
- second lesson: group work
math.
aspects

contents
common
aspects

one way of
representin
g
proportions

pie charts

proportion
of
circumfere
nce with
radius one
proportion
of
quantities

angular
measures

percentage

nonmath.
aspects
convenient
overview
of
suggested
eating
habits +
drinking
water
tool

tool

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
analogies
comparing suggested nutrition circle and
own one; looking for commonalities and
differences of two fictitious circles
sketches
drawing pie charts with given data
changing representation
table to pie chart
identifying essential components
pie charts represent proportions by using
angular measures
communicate
Pie charts representing suggested eating
habits? Perfect nutrition?
reflecting & interpreting
Pie chart representing eating habits? Pie
charts show only proportions no absolute
values (Æ limit of pie charts)

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
communication
Students’
knowledge
about nutrition
circle/ Healthy
nutrition?
type of cooperation
Leading subject form

further comments and advice:
- Topic is very motivating for students, lead to discussion beyond lesson in class.
- Girls in particular did not want to reveal their eating habits in the initial homework task and had no data ready for the first lesson.
The teacher should be prepared to react to this in his/her respective preparation and through skilful group formation in the first unit.
- Low achievers in a class may need a short impulse, when it comes to the conversion of the percentages in a pie chart (full circle
360°).

The ScienceMath project: Nutrition circle and pie charts
Idea: Annika Grube,
University of Education Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

Background
General didactical Background
The starting point is a cross-curricular approach with the natural sciences, here with biology and mathematics. The students are to experience mathematics as appropriate, meaningful and interesting through extra-mathematical references. Learning in contexts is to
contribute to an intuitive mathematical understanding. On the one hand, the often observed gap between formal mathematics and authentic experiences shall to be closed
and, on the other hand, the versatility of mathematical terms is to be experienced with the
help of contexts and methods used in the natural-sciences.
Topics from the natural sciences offer the opportunity for truly realistic instruction. Concrete physical or biological contexts can stimulate mathematical modelling activities and
lead to authentic experiences. Mathematical contents and methods can be learned in
meaningful contexts, and the students’ world can be broadened and deepened by mathematical insight. Different references to reality lead to different models and can also contribute to contrasting terminological properties and differing models. The variety of naturalscience phenomena permits setting open tasks and working out autonomous mathematical solutions. The variety of references to reality leads to a varied understanding of contextual meaning.

Scientific and didactical Background
The nutrition circle of the German Nutrition Association makes a proposition for an optimal
food distribution within a frame of wholesome eating (figure 1). The individual segments
indicate the type of food and the size of the segments the respective amount that aught to
be consumed for a healthy daily diet. The following types of food are distinguished:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cereals, cereal products, potatoes
vegetable, salad
fruit
milk, milk products
meat, sausage, fish, egg
fats, oils
beverages

The group of beverages/liquids is not listed as a separate segment in the circle but is
placed in the centre, since the weight coming with it, should be about as big as that of all
the other foods together.

The ScienceMath project: Nutrition circle and pie charts
Idea: Annika Grube,
University of Education Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

Figure 1: DGE-Nutrition Circle of the German Nutrition Association, Bonn 2005

The nutrition circle is of particular interest as a class topic, because
-

it deals with the topic of food, which concerns all people and is, without a doubt,
student-centred.
on the background of a dramatic increase in defective nutrition and obesity, it is
highly topical.
to get more precise statements, further analyses of the circle are necessary, e.g.
working out proportions with the help of percentage calculation.
it stimulates further mathematical activities, such as the making of pie charts and
their analysis.
it stimulates the meaningful linkage of biological and mathematical topics and
thereby allows authentic experiences in maths and shows their relevance.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material
Suggested Lesson Plan
The lesson plan consists of three teaching units. From a mathematical point of view, it
serves the purpose of introducing circular diagrams (inclusive of the application of percentage calculation), from a biological point of view, of stimulating healthy eating habits. It
starts with homework, the students have to do before starting of the sequence (worksheet
1): They are asked to exactly weigh all the foods they eat for one day and to enter the
quantities in the respective categories of the nutrition circle (see table; remark: As one can
assume that sweets are eaten as well, a further category is made in the worksheet).
First Teaching Unit:
Introduction of the DGE-nutrition circle and comparison with one’s own eating habits
1 The DGE-nutrition circle is introduced (see master copy next page), and a discussion is initiated.
2 Stimulus: Do my eating habits conform to the diet, suggested by the nutrition circle?
(worksheet 2, percentage calculation). The objective is to make the students draw
their own nutrition circle.
Second Teaching Unit
Translation of one’s own eating habits into a nutrition circle and setting up a perfect
nutrition plan, which closely follows the DGE guidelines.
1 By converting the percentages to angular measures, students can make their own
pie charts.
2 Discussion of differences and common features in class.
3 Drawing up a perfect nutrition plan in group work.
The unit ends with the homework task of making a perfect nutrition plan for two fictitious
students and thereby showing up the limits of the pie chart (worksheet 3).
Third Teaching Unit
Presentation of the results and final discussion

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author(s), and
the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Bread, noodles
Potatoes, cereals

Vegetables
salads

Homework Task

fruit

milk, cheese,
yoghurt
(milk products)

Write down what you ate in one day (in grams)!
As a guide for the measurements, you will find some basic measures on the back!

Breakfast

School

Lunch

Afternoon

Supper

Other

Worksheet 1

meat, sausage
fish, eggs

sweets

The ScienceMath Project: Nutrition circle and pie charts
Idea: Annika Grube,
University of Education Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

Photo-copiable DGE-Nutrition Circle, Bonn 2005

The ScienceMath Project: Nutrition circle and pie charts
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Do my eating habits conform to the diet, suggested by the German Nutrition Association?
Task 1
Calculate the total amount of food that you ate in one day.
State the result in grams (g).
Total amount:

_______________g

Task 2
(2a) Work out the percentages of each group of food.
(2b) Display the percentages of the individual groups of food in a pie chart. Convert the
individual percentages to angular measures (degrees).

bread,
noodles,
potatoes
(cereals)

vegetables,
salads

fruit

milk,
cheese,
yoghurt
(milk
products)

(2a)
percentage
(2b)
angular
measure

Task 3
Present your results in a pie chart (in your exercise book).

Worksheet 2

meat,
sausage,
fish, egg

sweets

The ScienceMath Project: Nutrition circle and pie charts
Idea: Annika Grube,
University of Education Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany

Homework Task
Task
(1) Make one pie chart for Bastian and Heiko each (in your exercise book).
(2) Compare the diagrams. What do you notice?

Bastian
Total amount: 2260 g
bread,
noodles,
potatoes
(cereals)
(2a)
percentage
(2b)
angular
measure

31%

24%

13%

milk,
cheese,
yoghurt
(milk
products)
19%

111.6 °

933.6°

46.8°

68.4°

28.8°

10.8°

meat,
sausage,
fish, eggs

sweets

9%

3%

32.4°

10.8°

Heiko
Total amount: 650 g
bread,
noodles,
potatoes
(cereals)
(2a)
percentage
(2b)
angular
measure

vegetables, fruit
salads

vegetables, fruit
salads

31.%

23%

15%

milk,
cheese,
yoghurt,
(milk
products)
19%

111.6°

82.8°

54°

68.4°

meat,
sausage,
fish, eggs

sweets

8%

3%
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Bastian’s Dietary Plan

breakfast

school

bread,
noodles,
potatoes
(cereals)
150 g
bread

vegetafruit
bles, salads

milk, cheese,
yoghurt, (milk
products)

50 g
cucumber

100 g milk,
100 g cheese
(3)
150 g milky
drink

100 g
bread

200 g
banana
100 g
apple
(1)

afternoon

supper

200 g
bread

100 g
tomato

700 g

550 g

meat,
sausage,
fish, eggs

sweets

30 g
Nutella
40 g ham

100 g yoghurt

30 g
chocolate
bar
60 g egg

extras
total
amount

300 g

450 g

fruit

milk, cheese,
yoghurt, (milk
products)

200 g

60 g

Heiko’s Dietary Plan

breakfast

bread,
noodles,
potatoes,
cereals
40 g rolls

vegetables,
salads

50 g cheese

school

lunch

½ banana
100g
100 g
noodles

80 g peas

60 g
ground
beef

afternoon
supper

meat, sau- sweets
sage, fish,
eggs

75 g yoghurt
60 g roll

70 g
tomato

200 g

150 g

15 g
chocolate

extras
total
amount

Worksheet 3

100 g

125 g

60 g

15 g

The ScienceMath project: Nutrition circle and pie charts
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Further Information
Experiences
The teaching unit was carried out with students aged 14 – 16. Overall, one can say, that
the topic “nutrition circle” can be recommended for the cross-curricular teaching of mathematics and biology. The concept motivated the students to discuss nutrition beyond the
classroom in the breaks. Designing an optimal nutrition plan required a form of thinking
that linked percentage calculation, the production of pie charts and dietary recommendations.
It has to be noted, though, that the girls in particular did not want to reveal their eating habits in the initial homework task and had no data ready for the first lesson. The teacher
should be prepared to react to this in his/her respective preparation and through skilful
group formation in the first unit. A comparison of the nutrition plans between students,
however, led to exciting discussions. The students worked out by themselves that, in spite
of a higher percentage value, a lower total percentage can be achieved, as the basic value
is the decisive factor. The low achievers in a class may need a short impulse, when it
comes to the conversion of the percentages in a pie chart (full circle 360°).
It is interesting to note that, among German students, their own nutrition circle deviates
considerably from the one recommended by the DGE. There often is a particularly large
section of the circle of about 75% that is taken up by carbohydrates among girls and by
meat among boys.

The ScienceMath project: Nutrition circle and pie charts
Idea: Annika Grube,
University of Education Schwaebisch Gmuend, Germany
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Similar Triangles for Parallax-Measurements

Keywords

similar triangles – a crucial tool for parallax
measurement

Lessons applicable
for

14 to 17 years old students. The lesson can be used
independent during the school year or integrated into
a course about similar triangles. The suggested
experiment leads to the practical implementation of
similar triangles.

Advice

The experiment should be arranged in the playground
or a hall coridor. See also a video advice with
recorded activities at:
youtube (sciencemathproject parallax)

The ScienceMath-project: Similar Triangles used for Parallax-Measurement
Idea: Tine Golež,
St. Stanislav Institution for Education,
Diocesan Classical Gymnasium Ljubljana, Slovenia

Background
General didactical background
Background idea is an interdisciplinary approach with science. Students shall experience
Mathematics reasonable, significant and interesting by extra-mathematical references;
learning in contexts shall contribute to an intuitive mathematic understanding. By means of
scientific contexts and methods the often watched gap between formal maths and authentic
experience shall be closed on the one hand and versatility of mathematic terms or formulas
shall be experienced on the other hand.
The described teaching module is a contribution to an active-oriented learning. The students
explore the usefulness of mathematical concepts in the real world. Parallax measurement is
an example par excellence.

Scientific and Mathematical Background
Parallax is any alteration in the relative apparent positions of objects produced by a shift in
the position of the observer. This technique enabled Bessel (1838) to measure the distance
to a nearby star (61 Cygni). Before that there were only speculations about the distances.
Therefore parallax is not only important from historical point of view; it gives astronomers very
accurate data. From a mathematics teacher’s view it can be used it in order to show the utility
of similar triangles.
Two triangles are said to be similar if and only if the angles of one are equal to the
corresponding angles of the other. In this case, the lengths of their corresponding sides are
proportional. This occurs for example when two triangles share an angle and the sides
opposite to that angle are parallel.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material
The Context
Figure 1 (not in scale) represents the position of the Earth, the Sun, a nearby star and a distant star. The thinner arrows represent the light traveling from the two stars to the Earth.

EARTH
(JANUARY)

SUN

The star we
would like to
measure its
distance.

EARTH
(JULY)

Fig. 1: Model of the Earth, the Sun and two stars. The figure is not in scale.

Idea
Use simple geometry to measure the parallax of a “star”.

Equipment needed:
 4 base and support rods (stands, see Figure 2)
 ruler attached by rope
 Poster paper
 Measuring tape

Light from a
very distant
star, therefore the rays
could be
regarded as
parallel.

The ScienceMath-project: Similar Triangles used for Parallax-Measurement
Idea: Tine Golež,
St. Stanislav Institution for Education,
Diocesan Classical Gymnasium Ljubljana, Slovenia

Set up
The three stands are placed as shown in Figure 2. Two are placed on the poster paper. They
represent the Earth and the third one represents a nearby star. “The distant star” (fourth
stand) is far away.

Fig. 2: The three stands representing the Earth (January and July position) and a nearby star.
The smaller circle is the Sun, the big one is the earth’s orbit.

Procedure
Attach the ruler’s rope to the “January Earth” stand. The length of the rope is b. Measure the
distance between the appearing nearby star and the distant star, x (Figure 3). Repeat the
same procedure starting from the “July Earth” stand and measure y. Also measure the distance a.
b
x

d

a

y

Fig. 3: Measured quantities (a, b, x, y) in our model.

The ScienceMath-project: Similar Triangles used for Parallax-Measurement
Idea: Tine Golež,
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Analysis
You can see two pairs of right-angled triangles in the figure. The upper two triangles are similar and the lower two are also similar. The two longer catheti define the distance to the star
(d). Put together the two small triangles (Figure 4) and construct a new triangle, which is not
right-angle any more, but is similar to the triangle constructed of the big right-angled triangles
(Figure 3).

Fig. 4: A triangle constructed of the two small triangles from Figure 3.

Derive the equation for the distance of a star. Use it to calculate the distance to the star.
Measure the distance to the star directly (D) using a measuring tape. Put the nearby star to
three different positions for each measurement.

measurement No. a [cm]
1
2
3

b [cm]

x [cm]

y [cm]

d [cm]

D [cm]

Question
What is the reason for the differences (parallax measurement versus direct measurement)?

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Further Information
Experiences
The described measurement has been tested by 16 years old students during a 45 minutes
lesson.

See a video advice with recorded activities at: youtube (sciencemathproject parallax)

Literature
T. Golež, I. Kukman: DAYS of Physics A guide to experiments, Ljubljana, 2008

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

Center of mass/gravity

Keywords

Lessons applicable
for

Advice

Intersection in triangles,center of mass at planes and
bodies, experiements and calculations, applications
of linear algebra,

14 - 19years old students

The teaching module is a contribution to a
comprehensive concept understanding through selfdependend work.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
centre of mass
Students discover that the medians of triangles are lines of gravity considering solid bodies and
that the intersecting point is the centre of mass. They determine the centre of mass of different
bodies by different methods. These experiments can be enhanced in upper Secondary by using
integrals and analytic geometry.
Lesson applicable for students of age 14-19.
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- intersection point of medians in
triangle
-vectors (sec II)
- integrals (sec II)

scientific contents:
- centre of mass
- lines of gravity

way of teaching:
- working in groups at different
stations

required knowledge:
- medians
- vectors (sec II)
- integrals (sec II)

math.
aspects
medians
intersect in
one point
aim:
context free

contents
common
aspects
intersection
point of
medians
vectors
using
integrals
since mass
evenly
distributed

heuristic competencies:
- Inductive reasoning
- Sketches
- Identifying essential components
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result
- Sensible use of aids and tools

materials:
-different bodies
- Thread,
-ruler,
- adhesive tape,
- pencil or felt pen,
- straws for marking the lines of
gravity
- card boards
- scissors
- prepared trapeze (see file)
- scale (see file)
preparations:
- try out experiment in advance

nonmath.
aspects
centre of
mass
position
vectors

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
inductive reasoning
discovering that gravity lines intersect in
one point, centre of mass; centre of mass:
intersection point of symmetry lines of
symmetric bodies
sketches
when deriving formula of centre of mass
for triangles; and investigating similar
formula for quadrangles; when
calculating centre of mass of pyramid
identifying essential components
when applying superposition principle;
application of integral because mass
evenly distributed
reflecting & interpreting
Measured accurately? Formula derived
correctly? Using integrals instead of sum;
limits of integrals right? Disprove
relationship by counterexample

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
getting material
communication
Centre of gravity
known?
type of cooperation
Leading subject form
or
common planning form

further comments and advice:
- using this lesson in lower secondary main emphasis is on getting a more extensive view about possible meanings of intersecting
medians and improving heuristic competencies.
- In upper secondary, mathematical ideas can be used to show applications of analytic geometry and integrals, whose limits have to
be chosen sensibly.
- This lesson can also be extended to common planning form by adding additional physical background to teaching material.

The ScienceMath-project: Centre of Gravity concept
Idea: Astrid Beckmann, University of Education Schwäbisch Gmünd,
Germany

Background
General didactic Background
Starting point is an interdisciplinary approach with science. Students shall experience
Mathematics as reasonable, significant and interesting by extra-mathematical references; learning in contexts shall contribute to an intuitive mathematic understanding.
By means of scientific contexts and methods the often watched gap between formal
maths and authentic experience shall be closed on the one hand and versatility of
mathematic terms shall be experienced on the other hand.
Scientific contents offer the possibility for realistic teaching. Concrete physical or biological correlations may initiate mathematic activities and lead to authentic experiences. Mathematic contents and methods are apprehended in reasonable contexts;
reality of pupils may be extended by mathematical understanding. Various realistic
references lead to different models and therefore may contribute to a distinction of
conceptual attributes and of different models. The variety of scientific phenomena
allows open terms of references and so self-dependent development of mathematics.
Mathematic items e. g. concept of function may be experienced as modelling tools.
The coherences of meanings and the differing attributes may be detected within various realistic references.
Regarding the theme “Special Points in a Triangle”, a more global view and interconnections can be reached by experiments, in which the interception point of the medians of a triangle is one of many examples of the centre of gravity in bodies.

The didactical Implementation – the Idea
The basic idea behind the implementation in class is to allow students to experience
the concept of the centre of gravity via an assessment of its position in a real situation, respectively, in scientific contexts and through experimental activities. The situations are presented at various stations. By passing through various stations, different
aspects of the topic are worked out. The interception of the medians of a triangle will
be recognized as a special case and will be integrated into the topic “centre of gravity
in bodies and areas”.

The Subject Background
The Mathematics-Natural Science Concept: Centre of Gravity
One topic in maths instruction is “Special points in the triangle”. This includes, among
other things, discovering that the medians of a triangle intersect in a common point.
That is remarkable but that is not all. Looking at it in a natural-science context, it
opens up special opportunities for a multifaceted, applicable and realistic elaboration,
because the intersection is at the same time the centre of gravity of a triangle.
Definition
A body’s centre of gravity is the intersection of its lines of gravity.
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Explanation of Terms
A line of gravity is a line where the force of gravity acts.
The weight Fg of a body is its force of gravity. If we imagine the body as being composed of many mass particles, its weight is the result of all partial weights which act
on each mass particle. It can be determined by the product of total mass m of the
kgm
body and the gravitational acceleration g = 9.81
, i.e. Fg = mg .
s²
If the sites xi of all mass particles mi of a body are known, the point of gravity is

The centre of gravity can be visualized as the point of origin of a weight. Thus, if a
weight of equal size but opposite force impacts at that point, the body is in balance.
Methods to determine the centre of gravity result from this definition.
1. Suspension Method:
A body is hung up in two positions, and in each positiion the respective lines of gravity are determined (picture). Then, the point of intersection will be constructed.

2
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2. Weighing Method:
A body is placed in two different positions on a platform, which is hung on a string
and put in balance. The lines of gravity are worked out and their point of intersection
is determined (picture).

3. Supporting Force Measuring Method:
(for large, non-suspendable bodies)
The determination of the lines of gravity is done by measuring the supporting forces
in two different body positions.
An important result that can be gained from experiments made by the suspension
method is:
In homogenous bodies are all symmetry lines gravity lines
(in the two-dimensional graphs below some symmetry lines are indicated; the position of the point of gravity is indicated; it is in the centre of the body).

These considerations can be transferred to the determination of the centres of gravity
in planes and straight lines.
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The centre of gravity of:
Parallelograms/rhomboids, rectangles: point of intersection of the medians, as well
as the diagonals

Triangles: point of intersection of the medians

Trapeze: point of intersection of the medians of the two parallel sides with the diagonal of the complementary parallelogram

Segment of a circle with radius r, arc length b and the chord length s:
2 rs
On centre line at distance of d = ⋅
3 b

Note:
The centre of gravity in composed planes results from the momentum theorem on the
centres of gravity of partial planes. The momentum theorem postulates the distance
of the centre of gravity from an axis (e.g. y-axis) as the sum of the products of the
partial areas and distances of their centres of gravity from the axis (Cf. also materials).
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material
Suggested Lesson Plan
For implementation in class it is suggested to do work along different stations which cover
the topic of centre of gravity/point of intersection of the medians in a triangle. The stations
have to be designed in such a way to make the students grasp the concept of the centre of
gravity in technical-physical terms, but at the same time, contain a mathematical model.
The suggestions made here take this aspect in consideration.
In order to link the various aspects of the centre of gravity concept, which the students will
experience at the different stations, each group ought to produce a poster for a final joint
presentation in class. It is also conceivable to extend the work through a web quest on the
centre of gravity topic, in which further information could be added to the final presentation.
At higher levels, the centre of gravity in planes and bodies could additionally be worked out
mathematically, e.g. with the help of integral maths, if the limiting function f (x) is known.
In addition to this, the topic can be extended through experiments of physical phenomena,
showing connections between stability, position of the centre of gravity and supporting
constructions.
Stations (cf. following pages):
• station: suspension methods
• station: weighing methods
• station: symmetry axes
• station: planes
• station: mathematical definition of points of gravity using a computer
• station: carton planes
Potential extension, respectively, alternatives for upper secondary level:
• Worksheet: centres of gravity in planes and bodies

Potential extension:
Connection between stability and position of centre of gravity
• Stations: Phenomena
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Station: Suspension Method
Content and objective:
Identifying the centre of gravity in a variety of bodies by the suspension method
Material:
A variety of bodies, if possible with provisions for hanging/threads,
Duplo blocs are well suited for this, as one can compose a number of different bodies easily,
and the thread for hanging can be clamped between two blocs. Hollow bodies or those made
of clear plastic are a great advantage, since the centre of gravity can also be established inside the bodies using straws, that can be freely attached to the mounting bracket. On the
other hand, measuring students’ private objects can be very motivating.

Thread, ruler, adhesive tape, pencil or felt pen, straws for marking the lines of gravity.

Realisation:
The bodies are hung up in various (at least two) positions; the lines of gravity are drawn on
each of them and marked with adhesive tape; the centre of gravity is determined as the
point of intersection of the lines of gravity.
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Station: Weighing Method
Content and objective:
Establishing the centre of gravity of various bodies by the weighing method
Material:
Various bodies, a pair of hanging scales: e.g. a board to put the bodies on, with threads
attached to it for suspending, respectively, a tripod to hang it from; ruler, adhesive tape,
pencil or felt tip, straws to mark the lines of gravity

Realisation:
The bodies are put on the scales in various positions (at least two), the lines of gravity are
marked on each of them, and the centre of gravity is determined by the point of intersection of the lines of gravity.
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Station: Symmetry Axes
Content and Objective:
Determining the centre of gravity of various bodies by the suspension method, discovering
symmetry axes as the lines of gravity
Material:
Various line symmetric bodies with more than one symmetry axis, preferably with installed
hanging device (hook) at the symmetry axes; thread, ruler, adhesive tape, pencil or felt tip,
respectively straws to mark the lines of gravity

Realisation:
The bodies are hung on the hook in various positions in such a way that the symmetry
axes are equal to the lines of gravity. The lines of gravity are marked in each and the centre of gravity is determined by the point of intersection of the lines of gravity.
Extension:
Various axially symmetric bodies and the hanging devices (adhesive tape, hooks etc.) are
put at students’ disposal. After the position of the symmetry axes is found out, the hooks
are screwed in the symmetry axes. Then, the centre of gravity is established by the suspension method.
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Station: Planes
Content and Objective:
Determining centre of gravity of various planes by the suspension method.
Also: Identifying symmetry axes (if given) as lines of gravity.
Material:
Various flat cardboard materials with threads for suspending them; scissors for cutting
holes in the cardboard if necessary

Realisation:
The cardboard planes are hung up in various positions, the lines of gravity are marked on
each and the centre of gravity is determined by the point of interception of the lines of
gravity.
Hint: If the planes are hung in front of a solid wall, it is easier to draw the lines of gravity.

Balancing it with the index finger confirms the position of the centre of gravity.
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Station: Determining centre of gravity with the help of a computer
(Using a dynamic geometry system)
Content and Objective:
With the help of a dynamic geometry system, the following invariance will be discovered:
In a triangle, the three medians meet in one point. This is the centre of gravity of the triangle.
Material:
Computer with geometry programme installed,
Task: Draw any triangle with its medians. What do you realise? (Hint: Change the triangle
also by dragging one point.)
Or: prepared file with triangle and mid points of each side marked (Cf. graph, here: Cinderella).

Realisation:
The basic construction is extended by adding the medians. The triangle is randomly modified. One can discover that the medians always intersect in one point.

Extensions:
Task: Print any triangle, stick it onto the cardboard and balance it on your index finger. In
which point do you have to support the triangle, to keep it in balance (Centre of gravity)?
Task: Discover further relationships. In which ratio does the centre of gravity divide the
medians? (Use the measuring function)

Task: Give reasons why the three medians always intersect in one point. Hint: Stretch the
sides at G (centre of gravity) by factor 0.5.
6
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Station: Carton planes
Content and Objective:
Determining the centre of gravity of various areas, describing its position and checking its
correctness
Material:
Various flat pieces out of cardboard, pencil, ruler, if necessary, cardboard for cutting out
further pieces

Realisation:
The centre of gravity of an area is first worked out graphically (possibly by experiment as
well) on the basis of the insights gained in the previous experiments.
Its position is determined and described by the size of the areas.
For example: The centre of gravity in a triangle is the intersection of the medians. Its correctness is checked by hanging the body attached to this point or supporting it there.
For example: At its centre of gravity, a triangle can be balanced on the index finger.

7
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Extension, respectively, alternative Suggestion for Secondary II
Note: You can find all tasks to this alternative suggestion on p.17 as masters that can be
copied.
General Task:
Establish the position of the centre of gravity of a triangle, rectangle, cube, pyramid etc.
Task 1: Centre of gravity in a triangle
Material: cardboard, scissors
Task:
1. Cut a triangle out of a cardboard.
2. Enter the medians in your triangle and then balance the triangle on your index finger at the point of intersection.
Note: What is the importance of the medians’ intersection?
3. Hang the triangles successively at different points (at corners or sides) and draw
the respective lines of gravity (as in the pictures below, preferably on the back
where nothing is drawn). Balance the triangle on your index finger at the intersection of the lines of gravity.
Note: What is the importance of the point of intersection of the lines of gravity?
4. Confirm the equality of both points of intersection.
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Task 2: Analytical Description of the Centre of Gravity of a Triangle
r r r
Task: Any triangle ABC can be described through the position vectors a , b , c of its points
A, B, C.
r
r
r r
Express the position vector s of the centre of gravity S by a , b and c

Solution:

The following reasoning makes use of the fact that the point of gravity S is the medians’
point of intersection (here CD and AE) and that the medians are divided by S to a ratio of
1 : 2 and the sections, consequently, are 1/3 respectively 2/3 the length of the medians.
r r
2
s = a + AC + CD
3
r
r r 2 r r 1
= a + (−a + c) + (−c + b − AB)
3
2
r
r
r 2 r
1 r
= c + (−c + b − (−a + b))
3
2
1 r r r
= (a + b + c )
3
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Task 3: Centre of Gravity of a Quadrangle
Material: cardboard, scissors, a prepared trapeze such like in the photo below, thread for
hanging, scales (showing a minimum of 1/10 g).

Photo: Prepared trapeze (preferably of the same measurements like in task 1), consisting
of simple wooden skewers and corners made of play-dough. At least one corner should
clearly differ in mass from the other corners. This can be achieved by a bigger lump of
play-dough, or even better, by a small metal ball, invisibly placed inside it.
Task: Check if the following analytical description (in analogy to the triangle) of the centre
of gravity is generally true in the quadrangle:

r 1 r r r r
s = (a + b + c + d )
4

To do this, complete the following tasks:
1. Draw the following trapeze ABCD with A (0/0), B (12/0), C (8/7) and D (2/7) on the
cardboard.
2. Calculate the position of the centre of gravity on the basis of the function, given
above.
3. Mark the centre of gravity in the cardboard trapeze on the basis of the result.
4. Check the position of the centre of gravity in the cardboard triangle experimentally
by the suspension method.
5. Check the position of the centre of gravity in the completed trapeze by the suspension method too. Estimate the approximate coordinates. What do you notice?
6. The physical centre of gravity is given through the following equation:

r
s=

k
1
∑ mi x i
m1 + ... + m k
i =1

mi indicates the mass of the body point i and xi its positions.
Explain the equation and use it to explain your observations in the experiments.
7. Answer the question above concerning the general validity of the equation for the
centre of gravity of quadrangles.
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Suggested solution of task 3:
a)

r 1 ⎛ 0 ⎞ ⎛12 ⎞ ⎛ 8 ⎞ ⎛ 2 ⎞ 1 ⎛ 22 ⎞ ⎛ 5,5 ⎞
b) s = (⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟) = ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ = ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ , i.e. S(5,5/3,5)
4 ⎝ 0 ⎠ ⎝ 0 ⎠ ⎝ 7 ⎠ ⎝ 7 ⎠ 4 ⎝ 14 ⎠ ⎝ 3,5 ⎠
c)

d) The position of the centre of gravity is confirmed (considering experimental inaccuracies) by the suspension method.
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e) The suspension method shows that the positions of the points of gravity in the cardboard trapeze and the trapeze prepared with pieces of wood and play-dough don’t coincide in spite of roughly the same dimensions.
(Clue: In the different hanging positions, the lines of gravity can be drawn on a piece of
paper held behind the trapeze in each case.)

Here, the position of the centre
of gravity is roughly (4.7/4.0).

f) Comparing given physical formula and experiments done, an illustration of the formula
can be shown best by the mass distribution of the trapeze. This can approximately be
done by weighing the corners, neglecting the weight of the sides (wooden connections).
Example: The play-dough balls at corners A, B and C have masses m1 = m2 = m3 = 0.1
g, the ball at corner D has mass m4= 0.2 g.
Therefore:
⎛ 0⎞
⎛12 ⎞
⎛8⎞
⎛ 2⎞
r
1
s=
(0,1⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ + 0,1⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ + 0,1⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ + 0,2⎜⎜ ⎟⎟)
0,1 + 0,1 + 0,1 + 0,2
⎝ 0⎠
⎝0⎠
⎝7⎠
⎝7⎠
=

⎛ 2,4 ⎞ ⎛ 4,8 ⎞
1 ⎛1,2 ⎞ ⎛ 0,8 ⎞ ⎛ 0,4 ⎞
(⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟) = 2 ⋅ ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ = ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
0,5 ⎝ 0 ⎠ ⎝ 0,7 ⎠ ⎝ 1,4 ⎠
⎝ 2,1 ⎠ ⎝ 4,2 ⎠

Thus, S (4.8/4.2) instead of (5.5/3.5). By the way, this value corresponds to the result
of the example of task 5.
g) The analytical equation for the centre of gravity is valid for quadrangles with a regular

r
r
1 n
1 n r
mass distribution. s =
∑ m ⋅ xi = n ∑ xi
n⋅m
i =1
i =1
r 1 r
r
r
r
For example, if all four masses are equal, the result is s = ( x1 + x 2 + x 3 + x 4 )
4
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Task 4: Centre of Gravity of Bodies
Material: Cube, cuboid and pyramid (if necessary other bodies), piece of string for hanging; if possible: computer with Mathematica programme for the construction of threedimensional bodies and to check the position of the centre of gravity (animation possible).

Task: Determine the centre of gravity in the bodies at hand. First, make a hypothesis
and then confirm it
a) by using the suspension method
b) physically, respectively, analytically
c) by using the computer
Possible methods of resolution:
a) The hypothesis, according to which the centre of gravity is the point of interception of
the symmetry axes, is confirmed if it is a cube. The centre of gravity of a pyramid is
also on the symmetry axis. If a hollow and a solid body are used in the experiment, it
could be found out that the centres of gravity may differ. For example, the centre of
gravity of a solid pyramid of the height h is at ¼ h, while centre of gravity of a hollow
pyramid depends on the size of base and height.
b) In solid bodies there is an even mass distribution, so that the physical centre of gravity
corresponds to the analytical centre of gravity. However, the calculation is not easy,
since we have a continuous mass distribution; an integral has to be used instead of a
sum.
Suggestions for calculations:
Solid Pyramid:
Set the origin of the coordinate system at the peak of the
pyramid, the z-axis pointing to the centre of the square base
area.
Use the designations shown in the sketch one the right and
intersection theorem:
x z
a⋅z
a⋅z
= Ù x=
Ù y=
a h
2h
2h
2
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Therefore the volume is:
az az
az
h 2h 2h
h 2h
h
2
az
1 a2 3 1 2
⎛ az ⎞
V = ∫ ∫ ∫ dxdydz = ∫ ∫
dydz = ∫ ⎜ ⎟ dz =
h = a h
h
h⎠
3 h2
3
⎝
0 az az
0 az
0
− −
−
2h 2h
2h

r
The position of the centre of gravity x s can be expressed by the volume in the following
way (M = body’s total mass, mi = mass points with coordinates xi , ρ= density)
Assuming the density is evenly distributed, it may be simplified to:
r
r
r
r
1
1
1
ρVi x i =
ρxdV thus:
x s = ∑ mi x i =
∑
∫
ρV
M
∫ ρdV
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
⎟
az ⎜
az az
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟ ⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟
0
0
0
x
h⎜
h 2h
h 2h 2h ⎛⎜ ⎞⎟
⎟
⎜
⎟ ⎜ 0 ⎟
⎜ az ⎟
r
3 ⎜
1
1
1
⎟=⎜ 0 ⎟
0
x s = ∫ ∫ ∫ ⎜ y ⎟dxdydz = ∫ ∫ ⎜ y ⎟dydz = ∫ ⎜ 0 ⎟dz =
⎟
⎜
2
⎜
⎟
⎜
V
h
V
V
2
3
2
a h a 1 4 ⎟ ⎜ 3 h⎟
0⎜ a z ⎟
0 az ⎜ 2 ⎟
0 az az ⎜⎝ z ⎟⎠
⎜
⎟
− −
− ⎜ az ⎟
⎜ 2 ⎟
⎜ 2 ⋅4h ⎟ ⎝4 ⎠
2h ⎜
2h 2h
⎟
h
⎝
⎠
⎝h
⎠
⎝ h ⎠

So the centre of gravity of a solid pyramid is thus at height ¼ h.
Hollow Pyramid
Preliminary considerations: The origin of the coordinates is at the centre of the base area
square ABCD, the z-axis pointing in the direction of the pyramid’s peak E. Then coordinates of the corners are:
a 2 a 2
a 2 a 2
a 2 a 2
a 2 a 2
/−
/ 0), B(
/
/ 0), C(−
/
/ 0), D(−
,−
/ 0), E(0 / 0 / 0)
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
The pyramid consists of five areas. The area A of this surface area is the sum of the areas
of the base square and the four side triangles, thus
A(

1
a2
A = a2 + 4⋅ a ⋅ h2 +
2
4
Based on the calculations above, the position of the centre of gravity is determined by
r
1 5 r
1 5 r
=
m
xs =
x
∑ i i ρA ∑ ρx i A i
M
i =1
i =1
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The centres of gravity of the individual areas result of the following calculations:
⎛ 0⎞
⎜ ⎟
r
(point of interception of the symmetry axes)
Square: x s(ABCD) = ⎜ 0 ⎟
⎜ 0⎟
⎝ ⎠

r
r
r
1 r
Triangles, in general x s = ( x1 + x 2 + x 3 )
3
⎛a 2 ⎞
⎛ 0 ⎞
⎟ r
⎟
r
1⎜
1⎜
x s(ABE) = ⎜ 0 ⎟ , x s(BCE) = ⎜ a 2 ⎟ ,
3⎜
3⎜
⎟
⎜ h ⎟⎟
⎝ h ⎠
⎝
⎠

and in this case:

⎛− a 2 ⎞
⎛ 0 ⎞
⎟ r
⎟
r
1⎜
1⎜
x s(CDE) = ⎜ 0 ⎟ , x s(DAE) = ⎜ − a 2 ⎟
3⎜
3⎜
⎟
⎜ h ⎟⎟
⎝ h ⎠
⎝
⎠

Centre of gravity calculation:
Since all of the four triangles have the same area, the following approach can be used:
r
1
xs =
M

⎛0⎞
⎛0⎞
4 ρAtriangle
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜0⎟
⎜ 0 ⎟=
⎜ 4h ⎟ 3 ⋅ (4 ρAtriangle + ρAtriangle ) ⎜ 4h ⎟
⎝ ⎠
⎝ ⎠

⎛0⎞
r 4mtriangle 1 ⎜ ⎟ 4mtriange
mi ⋅ x i =
⋅ ⎜ 0 ⎟=
∑
M
3⎜ ⎟
3M
i =1
⎝ 4h ⎠
4

a2
4

2

a
⎛0⎞
⎛0⎞
8h h 2 +
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
4
=
⎜0⎟ =
⎜0⎟
2
2
a
a
⎜ ⎟
2
2 ⎜h⎟
2
3(4 ⋅ 2a h +
+ a ) ⎝ ⎠ 3 ⋅ (8 h +
+ a) ⎝ 1 ⎠
4
4
4 ⋅ 2a h 2 +

Thus the coordinates of the centre of gravity depend on the measurements of the pyramid;
but are close to 1/3 h. If, for example, a = h, the centre of gravity is
4
5
⋅
h , thus about 0.30h. If h = 2a the centre of gravity is at about 0.31 h. A slimmer
3 1+ 4 5
pyramid with h = 8a, it is at 0.33 h etc.
c) If software, such as Mathematica, is available, the bodies can be generated in 3Dgraphics, and the centre of gravity can be indicated directly via the menu. That way,
calculations of the centre of gravity may be controlled and even the coordinates of different centres of gravity, caused by dynamic changes, can be investigated.
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Worksheet – Centres of Gravity of Areas and Bodies
General Task
Determine the position of the centre of gravity of a triangle,
quadrangle, cube, pyramid etc.
Task 1: Centre of Gravity of a Triangle
a) Cut a triangle out of a cardboard.
b) Draw the medians on the cardboard and then balance the triangle on your index
finger in the medians’ point of interception.
Observe: What is the meaning of the medians’ interception point?
c) Suspend the triangle from various points (corners or sides) and draw the respective
lines of gravity, (if possible on the back, which hasn’t been drawn on yet). Balance
the triangle on your index finger at the interception point of the lines of gravity.
Observe: What is the meaning of the interception point of the lines of gravity?
d) Confirm the identity of both points of interception.
Task 2: Analytical Description of the Triangle’s
Centre of Gravity
r r r
Any triangle ABC can be described via position vectors a , b , c starting at points A, B, C.
r r
r
r
Describe the position vector s of the centre of gravity S by a , b and c .
Task 3: Centre of Gravity in a Quadrangle
Check, if the following (in analogy to the triangle) analytical description of the centre of

r

gravity of a quadrangle is generally true: s =

1 r r r r
(a + b + c + d )
4

Carry out the following tasks:
a) Draw the trapeze ABCD with A (0/0), B (12/0), C (8/7) and D (2/7) on a cardboard.
b) Calculate the position of the centre of gravity using the equation given above.
c) Enter the centre of gravity in the cardboard trapeze on the basis of that result.
d) Check the position of the centre of gravity of the cardboard triangle experimentally by
using the suspension method.
e) Check the position of the centre of gravity of the trapeze using the suspension
method, too. Estimate the approximate coordinates. What do you notice?
f) The physical centre of gravity is given by the following equation:
k
r
1
s=
∑ mi x i
m1 + ... + m k
i =1
mi indicates the mass of body point i and xi its positions.
Explain the equation and use it to explain your observations in the experiments.
g) Answer the question above concerning the general validity of the equation for the
centre of gravity of quadrangles
Task 4: Centre of Gravity in Bodies
Determine the centre of gravity of the bodies available. Express an assumption and check
it afterwards by
a) using the suspension method
b) physically respectively analytically
c) using the computer.
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Extension: Connection between Stability and Position of the Centre of
Gravity
Stations: Phenomena
Hint: A lot of ideas are offered by special issues of school book publishers, but also literature for adolescents contains fascinating experiments concerning this theme.
Examples:
Shift of centre of gravity:

•

•

Experiment 1: A balloon is filled with about 1 l of water and is then blown up. Two
people then throw the balloon to each other. Through the movement of the water,
the balloon’s centre of gravity changes constantly, so that the direction of the balloon cannot be predicted.
Experiment 2: A lemon is placed in a pot filled with water. Then, the test subjects
tries to place a coin on top of the lemon in such a way that the coin does not drop
into the water. By placing the coin on the lemon, the centre of gravity shifts, so that
the lemon might turn over in worst case.

Stable balance: Centre of Gravity below the Point of Support

•

Experiment 3: The test setting essentially consists of two parts:
- Fixed part: A bottle is closed with a cork. A needle is carefully stuck in the
cork, so that its tip points upwards.
- Add-on part: A groove is carefully cut into the end of the cork with a knife and
a coin is put into it. Then, two forks are symmetrically stuck into the cork on
opposite sides.
Execution of the test: The add-on part with the coin is placed onto the needle
of the fixed part. The forks will be in balance, will even be able to rotate and
won’t fall down.

Stable balance: Centre of Gravity above the supporting area

•

Experiment 4; A pile of books is placed on a table. The upper books are increasingly pushed forward, until the upper-most book no longer rests on the lowest book.
One can push this pile of books to the edge of the table, without the pile collapsing.
The stability results from the fact that the joint centre of gravity of the pile is above
the supporting area.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Sound Functions

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for

Function, Digital, Sound, Resolution

... 15 years old students and older. For good understanding
of the lesson students should be familiar with functions.
Ideas can also be used to build up the notion and
understanding of functions by non-standard but intuitive
and applicable means. Ideas introduced by the lesson can
also be used selectively in the development of students
understanding of the notion of decimal, rational, irational,...
numbers. The ideas of the lesson can, depending on the
audience group, be successfully joined with a rather
informal discussion about the sophistication of modern IT
technology, which based on the ideas presented in the
lecture, provides modern MP3, MP4, ... and a whole new
array of mobile devices with incredible memory and
processor capabilities.

Advice
Teachers are advised to thoroughly study through the
topic, as some of the ideas might - regardless of their
simplicity - be unusual.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Sound functions
Students study a meaning of discrete and continuous functions by examining how sound is
transmitted through a phone line
Lesson applicable for students of age 15 and older
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- continuous function
- discrete function
scientific contents:
- principle of digital telecommunication
required knowledge:
- concept of function

heuristic competencies:
-Comprehend information, problem
and essential components
- Analogies
- Specialization
- Sketches
- Identifying essential components
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result

materials:
- computer & beamer if possible
preparations:
- computer room

way of teaching:
- teacher oriented
math.
aspects

contents
common
aspects

period
context free

functions

context free

continuous
function
discrete
function

context free

nonmath.
Aspects
frequency
Æhigh/low
pitch
analog
signal
digital
signal

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
comprehend information & problem
sounds can be described by functions,
how can many calls be squeezed in one
telephone line?
analogies
commonalities & differences between
discrete & continuous functions; one
phone call one discrete function
specialization
only a tiny little spot of discrete functions
is investigated
sketches
drawing phone call as dotted functions
identifying essential components
phone calls are a sum of discrete
functions
communicate
Why does this “cheating” work?
reflecting & interpreting
Reasonable to use discrete functions?

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
getting computer and beamer
class in computer if possible,
then students can try out applet
communication
Sound already
covered in
science?
type of cooperation
Leading subject form

further comments and advice:
- This teaching material has a great potential to cover a lot of different aspects. That’s why it is not written in a strict way. The
aspects mentioned above give hints, what can be covered. It’s up to the teacher which aspects he wants to emphasize.
-The mathematics concept behind this idea is quite simple. It fits the chapters of functions but it can be used as an independent
lecture – presentation to promote usability and the beauty of mathematics
- It has always turned out that a good and well prepared presentation was essential. Several spontaneous experiments were made,
which showed, that presenters who thought themselves well prepared to present the idea, found themselves short of understanding
and ability to respond adequately to spontaneous questions of participants.

The ScienceMath-project: Sound Functions
Idea: Damjan Kobal,
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

Background
General didactic background
A simple idea based on understanding of continuous and discrete functions can explain
the essence of digital technology, which can 'squeeze ever more information on ever
smaller bits of space'. In particular, it is easy to explain the idea of how dozens of telephone conversations can be squeezed into a single phone line. Using this idea we can at
the same time explain how technology works but also approach to understanding of a
(continuous or discrete) function in a very intuitive way.

Mathematical background
It is an advantage if students are familiar with sin and other nontrivial functions. But it is not
a prerequisite as an intuitive notion of a function can be obtained by means of sounds
or/and simple paths indicating for example moods, feelings (we feel sounds), ....

The idea of teaching implementation
The mathematics concept behind this idea is quite simple. It fits the chapters of functions
but it can be used as an independent lecture – presentation to promote usability and the
beauty of mathematics. The presentation can be adapted to different levels, from primary
school pupils to university students, by emphasizing different parts. But in order for the
idea to be truly put to good use in teaching, the interesting content is definitely not sufficient. It requires deep and profound understanding of the teacher and a superb didactical
performance in order to make it a teaching success.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material
Sound Functions
Digital technology has revolutionized electronic communications. A simple idea based on
understanding of continuous and discrete functions can explain the essence of digital technology, which can 'squeeze ever more information on ever smaller bits of space'. In particular, it is easy to explain the idea of how dozens of telephone conversations can be
squeezed into a single phone line.
A web version of the lesson can be found at
http://uc.fmf.uni-lj.si/com/Digimusic/digimusic.html.
We strongly recommend visiting it as some of the ideas only show its value via interactive
response.

INTRODUCTION
Many mathematical ideas can be given a meaningful intuitive insight by sounds. For example, prescribing different tones to different digits we can 'listen' to many 'mathematical
meanings'. For example a finite decimal number can be presented as a simple (finite)
'melody':

0.75
Such a finite decimal presents a rational number as does a fraction

124/999 = 0.124124124124124124124.....
The repeating (periodic) 'melody' nicely describes the 'rational nature' of the rational number and the infinite decimal number is presented by infinite (though monotonous) melody.
How could one better explain the difference with irrational number as to play 'the infinite
and never repeating' melody of for example:

Or the well known
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In communication technology it is important that any sound, conversation, recording, ...
can be presented as a function. We will not get into details of how a common sound is
presented as a function. For example musicians know, that a perfectly sounding A can be
described by a function Sin[Pi 440 t], or playing one octave higher is a function:
sin(2π 440 t)
By means of functions we can easily get more sophisticated 'sounding functions'.
sin(34+sin(950t))
sin(700t+35t·sin(123t))
sin(700t+cos(150t)+45t·sin(350t))
The above functions can be ‘played and listened’ on the web version of the lesson. The
sounds were produced by program Mathematica, where one has a command Play, which
is very similar to a command Draw.

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY AND DISCRETE FUNCTIONS
Functions that describe 'artificial sounds' or pure tones (of a single frequency) are of 'orderly shapes' like this pure tone described by a sin function (similar to the above A tone
function):

A simple human voice 'hello' is a much more complicated function like the one seen in the
bellow graph. Of course, how a function looks like depends very much on the perspective,
that is how close a look we take...
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But whatever the sound, imagine now, that the sound is presented by a function. A true
shape of a sound function is not essential for our ideas. Thus, let us say that we could basically take any function to present a sound. Different functions would present different
sounds. Let us start with a simple sin function:

We drew two functions, which look very much the same. Imagine that the blue function is a
sound that is recorded on one side of the phone line and the thicker, red function is a reproduced sound on the other side of the phone line. Functions look exactly the same and it
seems just to say, that phone line service provider is doing a good job, transmitting a perfect copy of the sound from one side to the other. But let us take literally a closer look and
let us focus on both graphs at the point indicated by the green arrow:

Phone provider can 'cheat' and only transmit a discrete function, which consists of points
at a certain distance. Of course, points have to be dense enough for customers, talking on
the phone, not to notice any 'empty spaces'. Certainly, if the provider would only 'transmit'
a point every five minutes, we could hear nothing. But if one imagines a point every millionth of a second, what we get is 'very smooth' looking function. Our above graph is a
graph of a same sin function. The blue is an 'analogue' continuous function, while the red
one only has about 150 points for one period of a sin. What would the phone provider gain
with such a cheating? Well, whenever we draw a point, we draw it of a certain thickness,
but point's true thickness is 0. Imagine, we take further focus to the above point of the red
graph. What we get looks like this:
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It is now pretty obvious, why the phone line provider would cheat like this. As the technology has long time ago won the race with human sensitivity and it can 'split the time' to far
tinier bits than a human ear could notice, we see, that technology offers the provider 'lots
of free time'. The necessary density of points is determined by human ear sensitivity, and if
the technology offers the 'split of time' to tenth of interval that human ear can notice, the
machine can be programmed to 'listen' only one tenth of a time and is free nine tenths of a
time. Basically, we see, that if we imagine the above red 'dots' as discrete values of a function, we can squeeze ten other points in-between.
Let us look at the graph of four different functions. We made the functions to intersect (at a
point indicated by red arrow) just to make it easier to explain our idea. It seems we have
four different and 'precisely described functions'. It is clear that if we think of functions as
sounds, this picture could easily be transformed (imagine colour filter) into four different
(clearly heard) sounds. And this is basically the trick of digital technology. People talking
on a phone and real life users and customers of audio technology have very limited ear
sensitivity and can be fooled to truly hear four different sounds from the bellow picture. In
fact we can say, that our eyes were fooled to see four different functions bellow, while
mathematically (that is precisely) speaking, we even do not have one function defined at
the whole visible interval.

To see and comprehend what we are talking about, let us again focus to the intersection
point indicated by red arrow.
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And an even closer focus reveals a truly different picture:

We see, that 'much less than one digital' function can be made to carry enough information
to reproduce 'four different functions', that are still precise enough to carry all the information necessary for human ear to 'hear a continuous sound'.
Understanding the essence of functions and discretely defined functions, it is pretty obvious that this process looks unlimited. How many functions like that can be 'squeezed' into
one discrete function? How many phone conversation can be squeezed into a single
phone line? Of course it depends on the quality of the sound required (density of discrete
points, which represent particular functions) and on the ability of technology to 'listen' and
'record' ever shorter bits of time.
In reality, the machine would not only record bits of conversation on evenly spread out intervals, namely, that could result in recording noise (sound pollution), but the machine
would record all the conversation and transmit only (noise filtered) average for those tiny
bits of time.
On the web version of the lesson one can observe 'the recorded' sounds on the left and
the transmitted sounds on the right. The web applet nicely simulates the transmission of a
sound. On the left we see the three channels (three different sounds), in the middle we see
how much information the machine picks up of each channel and on the right are 'rebuild'
functions (sounds). By changing the resolution (r), that is the density, the sensitivity of a
machine, we can reproduce quite authentic sounds on the right, even if we increase the
number of channels (k) in a single phone line (function).
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With modern computer technology this wonderful and simple idea can easily be simulated
by dynamic presentation of functions, when 'zoom in' and zoom out' can nicely and intuitively visualize how relative to human eye and ear a discrete or continuous looking functions can be.
Finally, not as a complete joke, the idea can be given a funny but meaningful parallel.
Imagine a class of students taking a test and a teacher taking care that the students would
not cheat. If a teacher leaves the classroom unattended, students might be tempted to
start communicating and cheating. So it is hard to imagine, how the same teacher could
take care of two different classes of students in two different classrooms at the same time.
But that is because a teacher would be forced to leave at least one class unattended. But
for how long? Imagine the teacher's strict eye is searching around the classroom every
second... Theoretically, imagine the teacher who could shift its full presence and attention
from one class to the other in tenth of a second. Is it not obvious that in such circumstances one such a speedy teacher could attend not only two but ten classes simultaneously?

Interactive simulation
Interactive computer simulations which greatly enhance the ideas can be viewed and listened on the web.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
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Further Information
Experiences
The lesson was presented by the author to different audiences from primary school pupils
to university students and high school teachers, emphasizing different parts. All of the participants found the theme very interesting and useful. Even advanced teachers found
themselves unaware of the power of this simple idea of discrete and continuous functions
in digital technology. But it has always turned out that a good and well prepared presentation was essential. Several spontaneous experiments were made, which showed, that presenters who thought themselves well prepared to present the idea, found themselves short
of understanding and ability to respond adequately to spontaneous questions of participants. In such cases, the didactical and motivational aspects of the presentation were diminished drastically.

Literature
Author knows no systematic literature on the subject. The theme was presented by the
author on several conferences and has been published in conference proceedings.
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Parabola and Horizontal Launch

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for
Advice

parabola
15 to 16 years old students.
The lesson demands very correlated teaching of the two
subject: physics and mathematics. It is not designed to
introduce parabola at math lessones but to show its
aplicability. But all details how should the math teacher
use the material (measuring results) prepared by physics
teacher is described below.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Parabola between Mathematics and physics
This teaching material is divided into two parts. At first horizontal launch is introduced in physics
class and functions distances vs. time are derived. After that these formulas are taken up and a
relationship between horizontal and vertical components are derived and verified by experimental
data.
Lesson applicable for students of age 15-16
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- concept of function esp. quadratic
scientific contents:
- horizontal launch
required knowledge:
- solving sets of equations

heuristic competencies:
- Analogies
- Sketches
- Identifying essential components
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result

materials:
- slow motion camera
- spring gun
- ball
- projector
preparations:
- doing the experiment in advance
to get familiar with camera

way of teaching:
- teacher oriented
math.
aspects

contents
common
aspects

structure
how to
solve

function
set of
equations

names can
be chosen
freely

variables

nonmath.
aspects
contextual
contextual,
meaning of
equation
certain
letter has
certain
physical
meaning

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
analogies
analogies between the two experiments in
physics class
sketches
describing the experiment suitably
identifying essential components
vertical and horizontal moves
independent from each other; functional
relationship in math lesson distance vs.
distance
changing representations
determine formula from given graph
communicate
Why horizontal and vertical movements
independent from each other? How
parameters in formula affect movement?
reflecting & interpreting
Verifying derived formula; why are
movements independent? Functions y(x)
and x(t), y(t)

further comments and advice:
- It is recommended that the mathematics lesson is taught shortly after the physics lesson.
- Slow motion can be realized by certain digital cameras; no video camera needed.
- The mathematics lesson is intended as application of the parabola function.

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
finding time frame for lesson
communication
students’
students’
mathematical
physical prepreknowledge
knowledge for
for this lesson
this lesson

typee of cooperation
parallel teaching form
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Background
General didactic background
Mathematics is also a language in physics (the other is mother tongue). But physics could
offer some experiments in order to show the applicability of mathematical structures and
connect them to real world. The horizontal launch is a cheap and accesive example. The
mathematical approach toward this phenomenon leads us toward parabolas.
The lesson is intended to be used as showing the applicability of parabola. It will enhance
the knowledge by a very obvious example of the use of parabola.

Mathematical and physical background
Central topic is the parabola resp. quadratic function in the physical context of the horizontal launch. The horizontal launch consists of two independent movements: a vertical
gt 2
movement which is equal to a free fall y =
and a horizontal movement.
2

The idea of teaching implementation
Background idea is an interdisciplinary approach with science and cooperation between
math and physics teacher. The physics teacher carries out all experiments needed. The
results (see below) are then used by mathematics teacher and he/she enriches both subjects: physics and mathematics.
Before I designed this interrelated (physics-math) teaching sequences, I myself derived
formula connecting x and y. Now I intentionally omit this in order to give a perfect combining starting point for the math teacher.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material

Parabola between Mathematics and Physics
- The Case of the Horizontal Launch

Proposal for a possible course
See next pages

Introduction
The Module consists of two parts.
The part FROM PHYSICS is executed by the physics teacher, the part FROM MATHEMATICS is part of the math teacher.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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FROM PHYSICS …
Introductory experiment
Kinematics is the branch of classical mechanics concerned with describing the motions of
objects without considering the factors that cause or affect the motion. After mastering the
linear motion we focus on the horizontal launch. This plane movement is studied quite in
detail. The first experiment is well-known two coins experiment (Figure 1).

A

B

Fig. 1.

The set-up is placed on a high object (for example a 2 meter high wardrobe). One finger is
pressing at point A while the other will rapidly push (snap) the ruler at point B. Sudden
movement of the ruler will cause the left coin to fall down as a freely falling object while the
right one will be launched in horizontal direction.
Preparation
Before carrying out this experiment, students are asked to discuss and guess the experiment’s possible outcome. Very few of them predict that the coins will hit the floor at the
same time.
Carrying out the experiment
After a few repetitions of the experiment, they agree, that one can hear only one “clap”,
therefore that the two coins are falling downwards with equal speed.
Conclusion
We conclude: movement of a horizontally thrown object can be split into two independent
movements: one is a vertical movement which is equal to a freely falling body movement
(the two coins began their path at the same level and time and they simultaneously hit the
floor). But this simple experiment can not tell us what is happening regarding the horizontal
part of the coin’s movement.
The vertical movement can be calculated by the same equations we have previously used
for a freely falling object. That is:
gt 2
y=
2

(1)

and

v y = gt

(2)

Note that the y-axis is, contrary to the mathematics common use, oriented downwards
while x-axis is the usual horizontal direction.
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Improved experiment
A physics experiment and the accompanied measurements should be as simple as possible. But when they cannot give us enough data to explain the phenomenon, one must enhance or redesign the experiment. That is the reason to continue this experiment using a
spring-gun (Projectile launcher produced by PASCO) fixed on the with-board pillar (Figure
2). It enables us to shoot a plastic ball repeatedly. Such an enhanced experiment enables
us to measure quantities which lead us to the conclusions about the horizontal part of this
movement. First, students would not realize, how using this gun could help us to analyse
the case of a horizontally thrown object. They say: “The velocity of the ball is very high.
How can we measure this movement?”

Fig. 2

A spring gun is fixed on the white-board pillar. Its position in the classroom is more visible
on Figure 3.

Fig. 3.

This is photography of the whiteboard in the classroom during physics lesson. The dots
have been drawn while we projected the horizontal throw in slow motion mode.
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The simplest way is to record the experiment using a digital camera. Later we can analyse
the slow motion of the ball’s path. It is even not difficult to place the movie projector at the
right distance from the whiteboard in order to get a 1:1 scale projection. The movie is projected in slow motion; so slow, that the positions of the ball at the time equidistant points
can be marked. The gun enables us to shoot with three different initial velocities. The two
of them are recorded and projected. The trajectory’s marks are shown in Fig. 3.
Some students notice that the distances between marks in horizontal direction are the
same when we consider one shoot (with particular velocity). But the majority of students
will realize that, when we point it out on the board (Figure 4).

48 cm

Fig. 4.

As the dots have been projected in real size one can simply measure the distances on the
whiteboard and calculate the initial velocity. It is obvious that the horizontal distances are
the same during each time interval.
It is obvious (Fig.4) that the horizontal component of velocity is constant. We can write the
two equations for the horizontal movement:

v x = v0 (3)
x = v0 t (4)
The physics teacher simply measures the distances on the whiteboard and calculates the
initial velocity. Furthermore he explains the instantaneous velocity as a vector quantity and
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its components. He also carries out “A hunter and a monkey experiment” but this is not so
essential for mathematics teacher, so this is not described here.

…TO MATHEMATICS
“Mathematics teacher/ students as investigators”
The mathematics teacher motivates his/her students by bringing the photocopies of (Fig.
3) scenes they will recognize from physics lessons (or he/she continues directly from (in)
the physics lesson). It is in their physics notebooks already! He invites the students to investigate the picture mathematically. This investigation will lead them to calculate some
important facts about shooting without looking at the data which are collected in the physics notebook. First they remember the equations which are certainly known to mathematics teachers as well. Therefore:

gt 2
2

(5)

x = v0 t

(6)

y=
and

The mathematics teacher can proceed by acknowledging that he doesn’t know the initial
velocity of the ball and also, he does not know the time intervals between two marked positions of the ball. But he claims he could find out the missing data by analyzing the picture.
Question: How can we plot a y (x) graph (expressed by the parametric expressions (5)
and (6)) which fits the dots on the whiteboard.
Combining the two equations (t is expressed from the equation (6) and used in the equation (5)) one derives the parabola equation:

⎛ x
g ⎜⎜
v
y= ⎝ 0
2

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

2

(7)

In order to have a more common form he writes:

y=

g 2
x
2v 02

(8)

Now the equation resembles the well known central position parabola equation y = ax2.
When coefficient a is for example 5, the parabola is very steep and vice versa, when a is
small (for example 0,2) the curve is gently rising. We must take into account that now yaxe is oriented downward. The positive a gives us the picture equals to Fig. 4, a negative a
using an up oriented y-axe coordinate system.
Question: Does this mathematical observation fit the physics of the real world? In the
case of higher velocity the slope is less steep. The upper points (Fig. 3, 4 and 5) correspond to higher velocity. The coefficient in equation 8 is smaller in the case of higher velocity.
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To the quantitative analysis
This is only qualitative analysis. Now the mathematics teacher is going to choose one
point and measures its coordinates (establishing appropriate coordinate system and units).
They are 12,0 cm and 4,3 cm (Figure 5). But what is the scale of this picture? Mathematics
teacher admits he entered the physics classroom with the help of cleaning lady a day before (Physics classroom is always locked!). There was nothing at the whiteboard so he just
measured the height of the whiteboard. He calculated the ratio between the real objects
and the picture: it is 1 : 14. The coordinates of encircled dot are calculated by multiplying
the measured values by 14. Therefore they are: 1,68 m and 0,60 m.

5Δx

(12,0 cm; 4,3

Fig. 5: Mathematics teacher encircled one dot and measured its coordinates. He also measured
the displacement in horizontal direction between five consecutive points.

Using the equation (8) we simply calculate the initial velocity. It is 4,8 m/s. The students
look up in the physics notebook and find the same result.
But mathematics teacher can find out also the time interval between two dots. Taking into
account already calculated initial velocity and measuring the interval 5Δx, he calculates the
time interval: 0,0198 s. The inverse value corresponds to the frequency with which the pictures were taken. The frequency is almost 50 s-1 which corresponds to the frequency rate
of an ordinary digital camcorder. Therefore, the time interval is about 0,020 s.
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Further Information
The example of “Parabola between Mathematics and Physics – the case of horizontal
launch” with cooperation between physics and mathematics has been used and carefully
examined. This approach motivated the students to put not only more attention during
math lesson but also to see very productive and real life oriented mathematical structures
– parabola in this case.
Taking into account low prices of digital cameras one can expect the similar experiment
can be carried out in every school in order to produce your own data.

Literature
GOLEŽ, Tine (2005). Vodoravni met med fiziko in matematiko. Fizika v šoli, 1, 13-20.
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Experiments to Investigate Decaying Processes

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for

Advice

(stunted) growth, decay, experiments, analysing measuring
values, regression of measuring values, modelling
15-16 year old students. Suitable after covering functions
representing growth in mathematics lesson and/or
enhancing concept of half-life in physics lesson.
Lesson can be separated into two parts, if needed.
Mathematical performance level can be lowered by using
modelling software (e.g. coach).

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Experiments to investigate decaying processes
Students are doing two different experiments (beer foam and milky coffee). With measured data
they determine functional relationships between measurands by using regression tools with
graphing calculator resp. spreadsheet software.
Lesson applicable for students of age 15-16
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- growth esp. stunted growth
scientific contents:
- regression
- analysing data
- half time if wanted
required knowledge:
- exponential and stunted growth
- handle measuring errors

heuristic competencies:
- Inductive reasoning
- Analogies
- Identifying essential components
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result
- Sensible use of aids and tools
way of teaching:
- working in groups

math.
aspects
structure of
formula
How does
regression
work?

contents
common
aspects
growth
regression

nonmath.
aspects
scientific
context
tool;
finding
best
regression

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
inductive reasoning
finding functional relationships after
measuring different measurands
analogies
same methods applied in both
experiments
identifying essential components
which measurands are important for
relationship; choosing suitable regression
(looking at differences of modelled
formula and measuring values)
changing representation
mostly from table to graph to formula;
every time students have to argue by a
graph and algebraically
communicate
essential components; best regression,
best model for experiment
reflecting & interpreting
Which formula fits best? Measuring
values reasonable? Extrapolating
experimental results
sensible use of aids and tools
using graphing calculator resp.
spreadsheet for regression; examining
more than one regression

materials:
- 1 milk frother,
− ca. 300 ml (alcohol-free) beer or
malt beer,
− 1 straight container
− 1 stop watch, paper strip to write
marks at the container,
− analysing tools (e.g. Excel,
graphing calculator)
1 (digital) thermometer,
− 1 stop watch,
− hot coffee (alternatively water),
− cold milk,
− cups
preparations:
- check if lesson is realizable in
class room or not
organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
access to materials
doing experiments in science
room if necessary
communication
Students
familiar in
experimenting?
type of cooperation
Leading subject form
or
parallel teaching form

further comments and advice:
- Common features between mathematics and physics is particularly on the procedural level.
- Lesson is suitable after covering functions representing growth in mathematics lesson and/or enhancing concept of half-life in
physics lesson.
- Depending on the preknowledge of students an introduction to the given tools (e.g. Excel or graphing calculator) has to be given.
- Alternatively, the beer foam experiment could be used as an introduction into the theme of decay or growth processes and the
milky coffee experiment would be at the end of the theme “growth”.
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Background
General didactical background
The basis of this sequence is an interdisciplinary approach with sciences especially with
Physics. The pupils shall experience Mathematics in an appropriate, interesting and important
way by the means of extra-mathematical references. Learning in interrelations shall contribute
to an intuitive mathematic understanding. With the aid of scientific contexts and methods the
gap between formal mathematics and authentic experience shall be closed and on the other
hand the variety of mathematic items shall be experienced.

Mathematical background
It is required that students should be familiar with different functions describing growth,
especially stunted growth. In addition to that students should know how to use methods of
regression, at least they should know regression tools by using certain software (in the
presented material, students used Excel to graph trendlines and their graphing calculator to
graph regression functions).

Physical background
Concerning physics no special knowledge is required. This material is to learn or deepen
experimental skills, particularly analysing measuring values. Especially the beer foam
experiment can be used to become acquainted with decaying processes and the concept of
half-time.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
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Teaching material
Suggested lesson plan
Students can carry out the two experiments by themselves in groups guided by the following work sheets. Depending on the preknowledge of students an introduction to the given
tools (e.g. Excel or graphing calculator) has to be given.
Alternatively, the beer foam experiment could be used as an introduction into the theme of
decay or growth processes and the milky coffee experiment would be at the end of the
theme “growth”.

Materials needed
All the materials listed on the following pages are needed for each group of students.

1
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Beer foam experiment:
−
−
−
−
−

1 milk frother,
ca. 300 ml (alcohol-free) beer or malt beer,
1 straight container (e.g. cylinder, prism, …),
1 stop watch, paper strip to write marks at the container,
analysing tools (e.g. Excel, graphing calculator)

2
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Milky coffee experiment:
−
−
−
−
−
−

1 (digital) thermometer,
1 stop watch,
hot coffee (alternatively water),
cold milk,
cups,
analysing tools (e.g. Excel, graphing calculator)

3
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Experiments to investigate growth and decay
Experiment 1: decaying rate of beer foam
A really fresh beer (alcohol-free of course), will only taste right if it has a wonderful head.
But if one creates a head, it will decrease pretty soon, that means fresh beer from the tab
resp. bottle has to be served quickly. Otherwise you won’t see a head anymore.
But how fast does the foam decrease? So how long can you really enjoy a fresh beer?
Experimental period:
FIRST READ THROUGH THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY.
Fill 100-200 ml alcohol-free beer or malt beer in a cylindrical glass. Put a sticky tape on the
glass from top to bottom to mark the height of the head.
Use the milk frother to produce as much foam as possible. Mark the initial heights of the
foam. When doing that mark the height at top and bottom, since foam decreases at both
top and bottom (decreasing foam will be beer again, on which the foam swims. That’s why
the height of the beer increases continuously, consequently the height of the foam, too).
Write new marks (at top and bottom) each five seconds. Do this for at least one minute.

The head shouldn’t go beyond the top of the glass; it should be as “even” as
possible, too. Marks should be done at top and bottom.
Alternatively the height of the beer can be used as inverse measure (foam
decreases and will be beer again, e.g. the less foam, the more beer)

Analysing the experiment:
a.) Determine the height of the foam after 5, 10, 15, … seconds and complete the following
table.
Time step-No.
(5s)
Height of foam
(cm)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

b.) Copy this table to graphing calculator/Excel/ ...
c.) Model a function, which fit to your values in the table. Which function fits best? Write
down your reasons.
d.) Which height of the foam would be after two minutes?
e.) A bartender has created a head with height of 7cm, but wants to have a height of only 5
cm. How long does he have to wait?
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Experiments to investigate growth and decay
Experiment 2: milky coffee - milk & coffee
A cup of coffee or tea is brewed with boiling water. Many people add
some milk to their favourite hot drink. A usual coffee drinker mixes a ratio
of 5:1, that means, five sixth of coffee with one sixth of milk. Besides “improving” taste, coffee will be cooled. Since nobody can drink boiling coffee, this effect is not bad, since you can supposedly drink it earlier. But is
that actually true?
We want to investigate, which method is more useful, adding milk at the
beginning or let the coffee cool down a bit and then add milk just before
you start to drink.

Experimental period:
FIRST READ THROUGH THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTION CAREFULLY.
a.) Boil some water, fill half of a cup and let the water cool down. During this process test
the water every 30 seconds, if it has a proper temperature to drink. Determine this maximum temperature to drink by using the thermometer.
b.) Boil some water again and fill 150 ml into a cup. Add 30 ml of milk immediately. From
this moment on measure the temperatures every 15 seconds and write the measuring values in a table until you reach your maximum drinking temperature.
c.) Repeat the procedure of b.), but using 150 ml of water only.
d.) Get 30ml milk out of the fridge and measure its temperature like you did in b.), but only
as long as you did in c.).
Analysing the experiment: modelled functions must be documented as graph and algebraic expression.

I.) Model a function, which fits best to the values of b.).
II.) Model a function, which fits best to the values of c.)
III.) Model a function, which fits best to the values of d.)
IV.) If you mix milk and coffee, then the mixing temperature will dependent to the amounts
of milk and coffee.
Example: 5 shares of coffee of temperature 80°C and one share of milk of temperature 20°C:
(5*80°C+1*20°C)/6=70°C.

Method 1: one cup of coffee like case c.) shall be mixed with 30 ml of milk out of the fridge
(6°C) in such a way that after the mixing process the maximum drinking temperature is
reached. How long do you have to wait after brewing the coffee?
Method 2: Milk is taken out of the fridge right after the coffee has been brewed (that means
same temperatures like in c.) and d.)). Answer the same question like in method 1 under these
new conditions.
V.) Compare the three results in b.) and IV.): Which of these three methods will reach the
maximum temperature to drink the fastest?

5
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Further Information
Possible solution milky coffee
milky coffee - milk & coffee: sample solutions
Maximum temperature to drink: 60°C (differs individually)
b.) 180ml of milky coffee
(1 time step refers to 15 seconds):
Modell: B(n+1) = B(n) + 0,01*(21,1-B(n))
time(15s)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

milky coffee
71,8
71,2
70,7
69,9
69,3
68,3
68,2
67,3
66,6
66,2
65,7
65,4
64,9
64,6
64,1
63,9
63,4
63
62,5
62,1
61,8
61,4
61
60,7
60,5
60,2
59,9

model
71,19
70,6
70,1
69,31
68,72
67,73
67,63
66,75
66,05
65,66
65,16
64,87
64,37
64,08
63,58
63,39
62,89
62,5
62
61,61
61,31
60,92
60,52
60,22
60,03
59,73
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milky coffee - milk & coffee: sample solutions
Maximum temperature to drink: 60°C (differs individually)
c.) 150ml of coffee (1 time step refers to 15 seconds):
Model: B(n+1) = B(n) + 0,01*(21,1-B(n))
time(15s) temperature
0
81
1
77,7
2
76
3
74,8
4
74
5
73,3
6
72,7
7
72,4
8
71,8
9
71,4
10
70,9
11
70,7
12
70
13
69,6
14
69,3
15
68,7
16
68,5
17
68,4
18
67,3
19
66,9
20
66,5

model
80,22
76,96
75,29
74,1
73,31
72,62
72,03
71,73
71,14
70,75
70,25
70,06
69,36
68,97
68,67
68,08
67,88
67,79
66,7
66,3

continuing
time (15s)
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

temperature
66,2
65,8
65,4
65,2
64,9
64,1
64,1
63,3
63,2
62,5
62,1
61,8
61,6
61,2
60,7
60,3
60,1
59,9

model
65,91
65,61
65,22
64,82
64,63
64,33
63,54
63,54
62,75
62,65
61,96
61,57
61,27
61,07
60,68
60,19
59,79
59,59

85
80
75
70

model
coffee

65
60
55
50
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40
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milky coffee - milk & coffee: sample solutions
Maximum temperature to drink: 60°C (differs individually)
d.) 30ml of milk (1 time step refers to 15 seconds):
Modell: B(n+1) = B(n) + 0,05*(21,1-B(n))
time(15s)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

temperature
13,4
14,3
15
15,4
15,8
16
16,3
16,5
16,6
16,8
16,9
17
17,1
17,2
17,3
17,4

model
13,79
14,64
15,31
15,69
16,07
16,26
16,54
16,73
16,83
17,02
17,11
17,21
17,3
17,4
17,49

continuing
time (15s)
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

temperature
17,5
17,5
17,6
17,7
17,7
17,8
17,9
17,9
18
18
18,1

model
17,59
17,68
17,68
17,78
17,87
17,87
17,97
18,06
18,06
18,16
18,16

20
18
16
14
12

model
coffee

10
8
6
4
2
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30
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Milky coffee - milk & coffee: sample solution
Maximum temperature to drink:
60°C (differs individually)

V.) Comparison:
Calculation, milk warming up: determine weighted mean (ratio 5:1)
of corresponding temperatures in
c.) and d.) at each time step

Calculation, coffee cooling down
and then adding milk from fridge:
Determine weighted mean (ratio
5:1) of temperature in c.) (coffee)
and 10°C (milk).

time (15s)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

calculation,
blending milk
warming up
69,73
67,13
65,83
64,9
64,3
63,75
63,3
63,08
62,6
62,3
61,9
61,75
61,18
60,87
60,63
60,15
60
59,92
59,02
58,7
58,37
58,13
57,82
57,48
57,33
57,08
56,43

calculation,
blending milk
out of fridge
69,17
66,42
65
64
63,33
62,75
62,25
62
61,5
61,17
60,75
60,58
60
59,67
59,42
58,92
58,75
58,67
57,75
57,42
57,08
56,83
56,5
56,17
56
55,75
55,08

milky coffee
71,8
71,2
70,7
69,9
69,3
68,3
68,2
67,3
66,6
66,2
65,7
65,4
64,9
64,6
64,1
63,9
63,4
63
62,5
62,1
61,8
61,4
61
60,7
60,5
60,2
59,9

Conclusion:
If one lets coffee cool down and then adds milk out of fridge, maximum temperature to
drink is reached after three minutes (12*15 seconds).
One minute later one can drink the coffee with milk which is taken out of the fridge at the
beginning, but added later on.
Milky coffee takes the longest time to cool down until it reaches the maximum temperature
to drink (more than 6 minutes).
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Milky coffee - milk & coffee: sample solution
V.) Graph
100
coffee

80

milk

60
40

blending, milk warming
up
blending, milk 10°C

20

milky coffee

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30
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Parabola and Car Lights

Keywords

Lessons applicable
for

Advice

Parabola, Car lights

For 15 years old students and older. For good
understanding of the lesson students should be familiar
with the notion of parabola. Ideas can also be used to build
up the geometric understanding of parabola. Such an
ancient, non-standard but intuitive and applicable approach
might in fact be a good introduction to the more abstract
algebraic notion of parabola. The ideas of the lesson can,
depending on the audience, be successfully joined with a
rather informal discussion about the technology, and in
particular about the technology of car lights, where one can
start very practically with car lights bulbs. The idea explains
how high-beam and low-beam car lights function and how
satellite dish works.

Teachers are advised to thoroughly study the geometric
properties of the parabola, as some of the main ideas are
simple geometric ideas which offer far easier approach to
understanding of some aspects of parabola than 'modern
algebraic and analytical approach'.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Parabola and technology
This lesson uses a geometric definition of a parabola and exemplifies that concept by two
examples: car bulbs and satellite dishes using a dynamic geometry system.
Lesson applicable for students of age 15 and older
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- geometric properties of parabola
scientific contents:
- car light
- satellite dish
required knowledge:
- partially a concept of a parabola

math.
aspects

contents
common
aspects

how to set
coordinates
to describe
phenomeno
n

lines going
to the focus
will be
reflected
parallel and
vice versa

how is
focus
related to
bending of
curve

focus

nonmath.
aspects
how can
these
properties
be used;
constructio
n of ray
diagrams
item to
classify
different
parabolas

heuristic competencies:
- Inductive reasoning
- Analogies
- Identifying essential components
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result
way of teaching:
- teacher oriented
- working on computer
heuristic competencies
Exemplification
inductive reasoning
checking different setting to discover that
parallel lines will go through focus and
vice versa
analogies
discover analogies between both
examples
identifying essential components
reduction to essential items; construction
of parabola; looking at angles to tell that
parallel lines going through focus
communicate
perfect shape of car light, high beam, low
beam; optimal shape of satellite dish
reflecting & interpreting
construction of parabola; reasoning why
lines go that way.

materials:
- beamer or computers to use
applets
- maybe showing car light or
satellite dish
- car bulbs
preparations:
- getting access to material
- get deep knowledge in that topic
organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
access to material
access to computer room
communication
Students have
already covered
ray diagrams?
type of cooperation
Leading subject form

further comments and advice:
- This teaching material has a great potential to cover a lot of different aspects. That’s why it is not written in a strict way. The
aspects mentioned above give hints, what can be covered. It’s up to the teacher which aspects he wants to emphasize
- Experience showed, it requires deep and profound understanding of the teacher and a superb didactical performance in order to
make it a teaching success
- Teachers are advised to thoroughly study the geometric properties of the parabola, as some of the main ideas are simple geometric
ideas which offer far easier approach to understanding of some parabola aspects than 'modern' algebraic and analytical approach.

The ScienceMath-project: Parabola and Car Lights
Idea: Damjan Kobal, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

Background
General didactic background
The idea can be used as a wonderful intuitive introduction to parabola, especially, if
we want to make a geometric emphasis or connect geometric properties of parabola
with its more common analytic consideration. A skilful teacher can use the idea to
approach students and attract their attention by referring to everyday concepts which
are known to everybody. Interesting and challenging questions can be put out at the
very beginning. Essential didactical principles of ‘questioning and challenging what
we know’ in order to deepen the knowledge and understanding, can be developed.

Mathematical background
The idea can be applied at different mathematical levels. It is based on an old
(Archimedean) geometric property of a parabola: A parabola is the set of points in the
plane that are equidistant from a point (the focus) and a line (the directrix.) The idea
can be used even at an earlier stage, without abstract definitions, as an interesting
introduction and observation of „different curves“, especially by the use of modern
interactive computer programs. Later, when students already know the analytic expression of a parabola or are even familiar with derivative, the idea can be used to
demonstrate the beauty and power of geometry. Namely, explanation of the car lights
is easier by the use of geometry as by differential calculus.

The idea of teaching implementation
The lesson has been successfully presented to different audiences. Especially high
school teachers have shown great interest on the idea. Parts of the lesson have been
presented to general population of 15-19 years old students, who were very interested and surprised by the applicability of (already ancient Greek) mathematical
ideas in modern car and communication technology.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material
Parabola and Car Lights
Parabola has besides its wide use and known analytical expression also much older and
even more elementary accessible geometric approach. By simple geometry we can explain technical functioning of a car headlight and of a satellite dish.
Here we present the ideas in a sequence of content, which a teacher can adopt for
his/her students. If using interactive computer equipment, the theoretical geometric introduction should be done later when the need for understanding and proofs appears.
Also in a more classical presentation, we advise to motivate the subject by posing the
right questions according to the level of student’s knowledge. The lecture could start with
a discussion of car lights and its high and low beam…
A web version of the lesson with useful interactive simulations can be found at
http://uc.fmf.uni-lj.si/com/Parabola/parabola.html.

THEORETICAL GEOMETRIC INTRODUCTION
We start with ancient geometric definition of a parabola.
A parabola is the set of points in the plane that are equidistant from a point (the focus)
and a line (the directrix).

The ScienceMath-project: Parabola and Car Lights
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To see which points lay on the parabola, we start with a point A on the line and draw
the segment AF. A perpendicular line to p at A and a perpendicular bisector c of the
segment AF intersect at point T.

Point T lies on the parabola since triangle AFT is an isosceles triangle. Furthermore, the
bisector c is a tangent to the parabola. Say c is not a tangent. Since point T lies on the
parabola, there should be another point K on c and on the parabola.
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But since the triangle AFK is also an isosceles triangle, KF can not be equivalent to KC.
Therefore, line c is a tangent to the parabola. As we move the point A up and down the
line p, the point T travels along the path of the parabola.

PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION
How a ray (or a billiard ball) falling on parabola along the axis of the parabola reflects/bounces off. This ‘experimenting’ can be done by guessing, sketching, exact
drawings and finally by the use of dynamic geometry programs. Does it only seem so or
is it true, that the ball/ray always bounces off towards the focus of the parabola?

The ScienceMath-project: Parabola and Car Lights
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If we return back to our original drawing and recall how we got a point T on the parabola,
it is not hard to conclude, that ‘green’ and ‘brown’ angles are equivalent as they are vertical angles, while ‘brown’ and ‘blue’ are equivalent because triangle AFT is an isosceles
triangle. Therefore, it becomes obvious, that a ray parallel to the parabola axis bounces
off the parabola exactly towards the focus of a parabola.

The ScienceMath-project: Parabola and Car Lights
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CAR HEADLIGHTS
This property is used in the functioning of car headlights. Car lights have a ‘shape of
parabola’. When the source of light is exactly in the focus of a parabola we get the
high-beam:

When the source of light is a bit ahead of the focus of a parabola and the source of
light is shaded from bellow we get the low-beam:

But how is this done mechanically? On this stage it is advisable to show a real car
headlight bulb (can be a broken one) and analyse and compare it to what was just
said. On the following picture we see a photo of a real car headlight bulb and a simplified drawing. Notice the two wires. Low-beam wire, on the right, has a ‘cap’ underneath. High-beam wire, on the left, is placed exactly to the focus of the parabola. Just
a couple of millimetres distance between the ‘high-beam and low-beam wire’ in a
headlight bulb and the property of a parabola make the difference between high and
low beam.

The ScienceMath-project: Parabola and Car Lights
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At this point a practical approach really pays off. Teachers familiarity also with the
technical aspects of the idea is very important. Students understanding of the idea
can be nicely tested and stimulated by different questions. For example, why does
the bulb have the ‘metal cap’ in front? Students can be challenged to figure out at
home (on the way home, observing cars, asking a mechanic, ...) whether all the bulbs
are of the same shape? Namely, some headlight bulbs do not have the metal cap in
front, but the according headlights already include the ‘front cap’, which can be easily
seen in the headlights of some modern cars.

SATELLITE DISH
The very same idea is used in the satellite dish. When a satellite dish is directed towards a particular satellite, all the beams that fall on the dish are reflected to the focus of the satellite dish where a sensor ‘picks up’ all the strengthened signal. Why do
the signals from a satellite travel to the dish in the lines parallel to the axis of the
parabolic dish? Well, it is an approximation, as the satellite is so far away, the beams
that fall on the dish are practically parallel.

The ScienceMath-project: Parabola and Car Lights
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If the satellite dish is not correctly positioned, lots of ‘rays’ are lost, because they are
reflected away from the focus and the sensor. Consequently, the TV reception is
poor.

Depending on the students and the skills of the teacher we can proceed into the discussion of the satellite dish shape. Namely, we know different parabolas. What happens if
we take a wider or a narrower parabola? Why satellite dish shape is a rather ‘wide parabola’?

Remark. Regarding the level of students we can intertwine the geometric ideas presented with a more common analytic approach to parabola. Can we give analytic meanings and proofs for everything said? Can we compare the two approaches and advantages of each?

Interactive simulation
Some interesting Interactive computer simulations of the ideas presented can be
found and studied on the web.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Further Information
Experiences
The lesson has been successfully presented to different audiences. Especially high
school teachers have shown great interest in the idea. Parts of the lesson have been
presented to general population of 15-19 years old students, who were very interested and surprised by the applicability of (already ancient Greek) mathematical
ideas in modern car and communication technology. The lesson was several times
incorporated and connected to similar lectures connecting mathematics and technology (like Arithmetic Mean and Car differential).

Literature
Different parts of the idea can be found on internet and spread out through literature.
The theme was presented by the author on the MACAS2 conference and was published in conference proceedings.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

Logarithmic Function

Keywords

function, logarithm, universe, sound, earthquake

Lessons applicable
for

grade 10 or 11 - after ordinary lessons about
logarithmic function where the logarithmic function is
introduced as the inverse function of the exponential
one. We can make the learning of logarithms more
effective if students are shown the applicability of
logarithms also in everyday life, outside the world of
mathematics.

Advice

Invite teachers of other subjects (chemistry,
geography, physics) to join you in class and help you
to explain the topics and to prepare some
experiments.

The ScienceMaths project: Logarithmic function
Idea: Marina Rugelj,
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Background
General didactic background
In math lessons the teacher tells the definition of logarithms and then derives some rules of
calculation with them. Students learn the definition and rules and how to solve typical math
problems1. But after passing the subsequent test or exam, they then forget almost all
knowledge of logarithms. The concept of the logarithm is not related to any other
mathematical concept. It is only connected with the exponential function 2, but the
exponential function is also flying around somewhere in space.
Students can write down equations and apply them to three or four routine types of textbook
problems. This is not convincing evidence that the student really understand the theory.3
Perkins claims that knowledge and skill themselves do not guarantee understanding.4 Rote
knowledge generally defies active use, and routine skills often serve poorly because students
do not understand when to use them. If knowledge and skills are not understood, the student
cannot make good use of it.
We can make the learning of logarithms more effective if we combine the classical way of
teaching with new approaches where students are shown the applicability of logarithms also
in everyday life, outside the world of mathematics. They can build up a network of many
concepts, properties, applications, etc. Collins and Loftus5 speak of “the spreading activation
model”. This model assumes that stored knowledge is best thought of as a network of multiple
interconnected and related data where the processing of an item leads to the activation of
other related items. The activation process tends to spread in all directions in order to activate
the related information.
Therefore, our aim is to build a network of many interconnected concepts that includes the
logarithm. We must teach for understanding in order to realize in long-term payoffs of
education.6
At first students are not so enthusiastic about such a method because it is difficult for them to
transfer concepts, ideas and procedures learned in mathematics to a new and unanticipated
situation in science.7 They have to use knowledge from other subjects, such as physics,
chemistry, biology, or psychology. And they must become active. They do a lot of
experiments where they have to use math’s concept of the logarithm. But later on, active
participation brings a feeling of success to them, along with motivation. And learning in
context contributes to an intuitive mathematic understanding.8
1

E.g.: Draw the graphs of a logarithmic function, solve logarithmic equations, etc.
It is defined as the inverse function of the exponential function.
3
Teaching for understanding (Perkins, 1993)
4
Teaching for understanding (Perkins, 1993)
5
Spreading Activation Model of Semantic Memory (Collins & Loftus, 1975).
6
Teaching for understanding (Perkins, 1993)
7
Functions: a modeling tool in mathematics and science (Michelsen, 2006)
8 Research considerations for interdisciplinary work on mathematics and its connections to the arts and sciences
(Beckmann, A. & Michelsen, C. & Sriraman, B., 2005).
2
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Mathematical background
Logarithm function is first introduced as an inverse function of exponential function:

log a x = y ⇔ a y = x , where a can be any positive real number.
Logarithm is defined only for positive number x because a y which is equal x is always
positive, too. To be specific, the logarithm of a number x to a base a is just the exponent you
put onto a to make the result equal x.

In general, if x = a y then we say that “y is the logarithm of x to the base a”.
We said that any positive number is suitable as the base of logarithms, but two bases are
used more than any others:

base 10:

log10 x = log x

we call it common logarithm

log e x = ln x

base e:

we call it natural logarithm9

From the definition we can derive that:
log a 1 = 0

because

a0 = 1

log a a = 1

because

a1 = a

log a a x = x

because

ax = ax

And we also derive the rules of logarithmic computation:
log a (xy) = log a x + log a y

10

log a (x/y) = log a x − log a y
log a x m = m log a x
log b x =

log a x
log a b

Logarithmic function is defined as f ( x) = log a x

for x ∈ R + .

Graph of logarithm and exponential function are symmetrical11 to y = x:
9

The number e is called Euler's number after the Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler, or Napier's constant in honor of the
Scottish mathematician John Napier who introduced logarithms. Since e is transcendental, and therefore irrational, its
value cannot be given exactly as a finite or eventually repeating decimal. The numerical value of e truncated to 20 decimal
n

1⎞
⎛
places is: 2.71828 18284 59045 23536... Otherwise it is defined as e =
lim ⎜1 + ⎟ or as the sum of unlimited series:
n→∞

⎝

n⎠

1
1
1
e =1+
+
+
+ ...
1⋅ 2 2 ⋅ 3 3 ⋅ 4
10
Multiplication can be performed by addition – this is the biggest advantage of logs. It is similar idea as in the
formula: sin α

⋅ sin β =

1
(sin (α − β ) − cos(α + β )) .
2
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Graph 1: Graph of logarithm and exponential function

Why and where do we use logarithms today?
a) To model many natural processes, particularly in living systems. We perceive the
loudness of sound as the logarithm of the actual sound intensity, and dB (decibels) is a
logarithmic scale. We also perceive the brightness of light as the logarithm of the
actual light energy, and star magnitudes are measured on a logarithmic scale.
b) To measure the pH or acidity of a chemical solution.
c) To measure earthquake intensity on the Richter scale.
d) To present on the same graph very small and very big numbers. We use a logarithmic
scale when there is a wide range of values.
e) Psychologists draw a curve of forgetting12 which is similar to the graph of a logarithmic
function. And they also claim that our lives do not run in a linear fashion and that our
perception of time is logarithmic.13
f) To analyze exponential processes.14 Applications include the cooling of a dead body,
the decay of radioactive isotopes, and the growth of bacteria. The spread of an
epidemic in a population often follows a modified logarithmic curve called a “logistic”.
g) To find the number of payments on a loan
h) To solve some forms of area problems in calculus.15
Some of them are explained in teaching material.

11

Two inverse functions has always symmetrical graphs to the line y = x.
The curve of forgetting describes how we retain or forget information that we take in.
13
For example: the years from ages 10 to 20 seem to pass in the same amount of time as the years from 20 to 40, or those
from 40 to 80.
14
Because the log function is the inverse of the exponential function, we often analyze an exponential curve by means of
logarithms.
12

15

The area under the curve 1/x, between x=1 and x=A, equals ln A.
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The idea of teaching implementation
In fact, this approach as well demands good preparation of math teachers, who have to learn
some topics from other subjects, too and to cooperate with other teachers. Although a
growing number of subjects include ingredients form mathematics, it is still difficult for both
teachers of mathematics and of other subjects to see the use of mathematics in other
subjects – partly due to the use of concepts and language.16 The best way is to have both
teachers present (e.g. math and physics teachers) at the same time in the same classroom
and combine their lectures.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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The loudness of sound
Sound intensity is the amount of energy which moves past a given area of the medium per
unit of time. The energy/time ratio is equivalent to the quantity power. Sound power is the
energy rate - the energy of the sound per unit of time from the source of the sound.
Therefore sound intensity is defined as the power per unit area.
Power

Intensity =
I=

W
t*S

Energy
Time * Area

Intensity =
I=

Amount
Symbol
Unit
Energy
W
J
Area
S
m2
Time
T
S
Power
P
J/s = W
Intensity
I
J/s m2 = W/m2
Table 1: Symbols and units of certain amounts.

Power
Area

P
S
Name of units
Joule
Square meter
Second
Watt
Watt/square meter

Human are equipped with very sensitive ears, capable of detecting sound waves of
extremely low intensity of only 10 -12 W/m2. This is known as the threshold of hearing
(TOH). The highest sound intensity which the ear can safely detect without pain, suffering,
and physical damage is 1 W/m2. This means 1 000 000 000 000 (1012) times as loud as
the quietest. This range makes the absolute value of the sound intensity impractical for
normal use.
Task: Imagine that the speedometer in a car can detect such a big range of speed (1012).
If the maximum velocity shown is 200 km per hour, what is the minimum velocity?
Answer: 200 km/h·10-12 = 0.2·10-3 mm/h = 4.8·10-3 mm/day = 1.752 mm/year
This means that the scale should show a velocity from 0.0000000002 km/hour
(1.8 mm/year) to 200 km/hour (1 800 000 000 000 mm/year = 1.8·1012 mm/year).
Let us return to sound. As we have already said, the lowest sound that can be heard by
the human ear is a sound that corresponds to the intensity 10-12 W/m2. Rustling leaves are
10 times and a whisper is 100 times more intense (10-10 W/m2), the sound of normal
conversation is a million times more intense: 10-6 W/m2. If we try to present this data on a
normal scale, then it looks like this:
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0

TOH

10mm

100mm

Rustling leaves

Whisper

106mm = 1 km

Conversation

Normal conversation should be drawn on a scale 1 000 000 mm away from the TOH – it is
1 km away and a walkman at maximum level, which is 1010 times more intense than the
quietest sound, is 10 000 000 000 mm away – i.e., 10 000 km away –approximately 1/4 of
the circumference of the earth (the distance between London and Singapore or London
and Los Angeles).
The threshold of pain is 10 W/m2. It is 1013 times more intense than the TOH. We should
draw it 10 000 000 km away (The distance from the Earth to the Moon is 286 000 km.)
Since the range of intensities which the human ear can detect is so large, it is difficult to
present it by such a scale. Therefore we introduce the logarithm of the ratio of the intensity
of sound (I) to the threshold intensity (Io):

I
I0
The intensity level is expressed in units named Bels1. Since rustling leaves are 10 times
more intense than the TOH, the intensity level of rustling leaves is:
log

10 * I 0
= log 10 = 1Bel
I0
Since a whisper is 100 times more intense than TOH, the intensity level of a whisper is:
log

100 * I 0
= log 100 = log 10 2 = 2 Bels
I0
Task: How many Bels is normal conversation?
log

Answer: Normal conversation is a million times more intense than the TOH. Its intensity
level is:
log

1000000 * I 0
= log 1000000 = log 10 6 = 6 Bels
I0

The logarithm involved is just the power of ten of the sound intensity expressed as a
multiple of the threshold of hearing intensity. When a sound is 10 times as intense as
another one, its loudness is 1 Bel greater. If a sound is 100 times as intense, it is louder by
2 Bels, and so on.
A Bel is a large unit, so a subunit, a decibel, is usually used. About 0.1 Bels is the just
noticeable difference in sound intensity for the normal human ear. 0.1 Bels is equal to 1

1

Bels are named after Alexander Graham Bell (1847 – 1922) - scientist, inventor, and innovator. Bell is widely
acclaimed for inventing and developing the telephone in 1876.
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decibel (dB). This makes the decibel a conveniently sized unit and the factor of 10
multiplying the logarithm in the formula makes it decibels instead of Bels:
⎛ I ⎞
I (dB ) = 10 log10 ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
⎝ I0 ⎠
In fact, the purpose of using the factor 10 in the definition of the decibel is to create a unit
which is approximately the smallest detectable change in sound intensity. The human ear
interprets changes in loudness within a logarithmic scale. The sensation of loudness of
sound is not proportional to the energy intensity, but is rather a logarithmic function.

The intensity level of the threshold of hearing:
⎛I
I (dB ) = 10 log10 ⎜⎜ 0
⎝ I0
The intensity level of rustling leaves:

⎞
⎟⎟ = 10 log10 1 = 0dB
⎠

⎛ 10 I 0
I (dB ) = 10 log10 ⎜⎜
⎝ I0
The intensity level of normal conversation:

⎞
⎟⎟ = 10 log10 10 = 10dB
⎠

⎛ 1000000 I 0 ⎞
⎟⎟ = 10 log10 10 6 = 60dB
I (dB ) = 10 log10 ⎜⎜
I0
⎝
⎠
Now instead of the classical scale (as we saw before), we can draw a logarithmic scale:

0

Whisper
20 dB

0 dB 10 dB
TOH Rustling
Leaves

40 dB

60 dB
Conversation

90 dB

120 dB
Threshold of
Pain

If we increase the sound intensity by a factor 10, its level increases by 10 dB:
⎛ 10 I 0
I (dB ) = 10 log10 ⎜⎜
⎝ I0

⎞
⎟⎟ = 10 log10 10 = 10dB
⎠
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Task: How much does the level of sound intensity increase if we double the sound
intensity (I = 2 I0)?
Answer: If we double the sound intensity (I = 2 I0), its level increases by 3 dB.
⎛ 2I
I (dB ) = 10 log10 ⎜⎜ 0
⎝ I0

⎞
⎟⎟ = 10 log10 2 = 3dB
⎠

Task: Take a sound level meter and measure the intensity of your talking. Doubled
by your feeling the intensity of your conversation and measure the intensity
again.
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Map of the Universe
A logarithmic scale is also very useful for presenting the enormous distances in our
universe. We will try to draw a map of the universe.
Let us first look at the distances between the Earth and some other places in the
universe.
The distance from the Earth to:

Moon (286 000 km)
Sun (149 000 000 km)
Saturn
Proxima Centauri2
Center of Milky Way

Andromeda3

Light second

Light minute

Light year

0.95
496.67
1860.00
135604800.00
819936000000.00
69379200000000.00

0.016
8.278
31.000
2260080.000
13 665 600 000.000
1156320000 000.000

0.0000000302
0.0000160000
0.0000059000
4.3000000000
26 000.0000000000
2 200 000.0000000000

Table 2: Distances from the Earth to different objects in the universe

Task: Take one roll of toilet paper. The length of one sheet would represent the distance
from the Earth to the Moon. Unroll the roll and mark where the Sun is! (Check how
many sheets are in one roll!)
Answer: The distance to the Sun is more than 500 times the distance to the Moon. Thus if
you were to unroll the entire roll of bathroom tissue, the length of one sheet
would represent the distance from the Earth to the Moon, and the whole roll
would not be enough for the distance from the Earth to the Sun (if one roll
contains 400 sheets). Along the way, we would pass Venus around sheet 135
and Mercury at about sheet 260.
If we try to make a map and draw the Moon 1 cm away from the Earth, then the Sun
should be drawn 5 m away, Saturn almost 20 m, Proxima Centauri 1422 km away, and
the center of the Milky Way Galaxy 8 600 727 km away – our Moon (not on the map) is
only 286 000 km away.
The Moon
1.0 cm
1 cm
The Sun
521.0 cm
5.2 m
Sarturn
1951.0 cm
19.5 m
Proxima Centaruri
142242797.2 cm
1422.4 km
The center of the Milky Way
8.6 E+11 cm
8 600 727.2 km
Andromeda
7.3 E+13 cm
727 753 846.2 km
Table 3: Distances between the above objects and Earth on a map – at scale of 1 to 28 600 000
0004.

2

The nearest star to the Sun.
The only other galaxy which can be seen with the naked eye.
4
1 cm on the map is equal 28 600 000 000 cm in nature.
3
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So, let us draw the Moon only 1 mm away from the Earth. The Sun is then half a meter
away, Saturn 1.9 m, but the center of our galaxy is 860 073 km away.
That means that we face the same problem. We can not draw such distances in any
manner if we use normal proportions. There would be no end to such an attempt. And we
can not draw the map of the universe, or even a small part of it.
So the only way to succeed is to use a logarithmic scale again.
Task: Try to draw a map of the universe by using a logarithmic scale!
Answer: The Moon is 1 cm away, the Sun 2.7 cm, Saturn 3.3 cm, Proxima Centauri 8.2
cm, the center of the Milky Way 11.9 cm, and Andromeda 13.9 cm.
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Earthquakes
An earthquake is a movement of the Earth’s surface. It occurs where the tectonic plates
forming the earth’s surface meet. The plates move past, towards, or away from each other,
but friction can cause them to get stuck, resulting in a build-up of pressure. When the
pressure is released, an earthquake occurs.
As the pressure is released it produces shock waves called seismic waves.
Magnitude is the word used to describe the strength of an earthquake.
The magnitude of most earthquakes is measured on the Richter scale, invented by
Charles F. Richter in 1934. A Richter magnitude is calculated from the amplitude of the
largest seismic wave recorded for an earthquake.
Richter magnitudes5 are based on a logarithmic scale. What this means is that for each
increasing whole number on the Richter scale, the amplitude of the ground motion
recorded by a seismograph goes up ten times. This means that an earthquake of
magnitude 5 is 10 times stronger than an earthquake of magnitude 4, and one of
magnitude 6 is 100 times stronger than an earthquake of magnitude 4.
The Richter magnitude scale can be used to describe earthquakes so small that they are
expressed in negative numbers. The scale also has no upper limit, so it can describe
earthquakes of unimaginable and (so far) never experienced intensity, such as magnitude
10 and beyond.
Richter
Magnitudes
< 3.5

Number of such
earthquakes per
year
800 000

Earthquake Effects

Generally not felt, but recorded (detected by
seismographs)
3.5 – 4.2
30 000
Just barely noticeable indoors
4.3 – 4.8
4 800
Most people notice them, windows rattle
4.9 – 5.4
1 400
Often felt (open doors swing), but rarely causes damage
5.5 – 6.1
500
Slight damage, to buildings, plaster cracks, bricks fall
6.2 – 6.9
100
Much damage to buildings, chimneys fall, houses move
on foundations, can be destructive in areas up to about
100 kilometers in diameter where people live.
7.0 – 7.3
15
Serious damage over larger areas, bridges twist, walls
fracture, building may collapse
7.4 – 7.9
4
Great damage, most buildings collapse
> 8.0
One every 5 to 10
Total damage, surface waves seen, objects thrown in the
years
air
Table 4: How human beings feel the intensity of an earthquake.

5

⎛ A
M = log⎜⎜
⎝ A0

⎞
⎟⎟ , where A is the biggest amplitude, A0 is the normalized factor.
⎠
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Earthquakes cause many deaths:
Year
Place
Magnitude
2006
Indonesia
6.3
2005
Pakistan
7.6
2005
Northern Sumatra, Indonesia
8.6
2004
Sumatra
9.1
2003
Southeastern Iran
6.6
2003
Northern Algeria
6.8
2002
Hindu Kush Region, Afghanistan
6.1
2001
Gujarat, India
7.6
1999
Taiwan
7.6
1999
Turkey
7.6
1999
Colombia
6.1
1998
Papua New Guinea
7.0
1998
Afghanistan-Tajikistan Border Region
6.6
1998
Hindu Kush region, Afghanistan
5.9
1997
Northern Iran
7.3
Table 4: Earthquake with 1000 or more deaths in the last 10 years.

Deaths
5 749
86 000
1 313
283 106
31 000
2 266
1 000
20 085
2 400
17 118
1 185
2 183
4 000
2 323
1 567

Task: Find all significant earthquakes (Magnitude > 5) in the world this year!
Answer: http://earthquake.usgs.gov/eqcenter/eqarchives/significant/
Task: Find strong earthquakes in your country!
Answer: Strong earthquakes in Slovenia: 1348 Beljak, (damaged 26 towns, 40 castles
and churches, 20000 deaths), 1511 Idrija, (damaged many castles, 12,000
deaths), 1690 Beljak, 1889 Zagrebska gora, 1895 Ljubljana, 1917 Brezice, 1956
Ilirska Bistrica, 1963 Litija, 1974 Kozjansko, 1976 Furlanija, Posocje (damaged
12,000 buildings), 1995 Ilirska Bistrica , 1998 Posocje (5.6), 2004 Posocje (4.2).
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Task: The magnitude of the earthquake in Slovenia (Posocje) on Easter Sunday 1998
(April 12th) was 5.6. Fortunately no one died. Ten days earlier the same year there
was an earthquake in Afghanistan of magnitude 5.9. In that quake 2323 people
died. How much stronger was the earthquake in Afghanistan than the one in
Slovenia?
Answer:

Slovenia:
log10s = 5.6
s = 105.6 = 398 107
Afghanistan: log10a = 5.9
a = 105.9 = 794 328
The earthquake in Afghanistan is almost two times as strong as the earthquake
in Slovenia because:

794328
= 1.995
398107
Task: How much stronger was the earthquake in Slovenia in 1998 (5.6) than in 2004
(4.2)?
Answer: More than 25 times, because:

10 5.6 3.981071705 ⋅ 10 5
=
= 25.12
10 4.2 1.584893192 ⋅ 10 4
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pH measurement
Acids produce hydrogen ions (H+). Acids such as hydrochloric acid produce many
hydrogen ions; this is because when hydrogen chloride gas dissolves in water, the
hydrogen chloride molecules break up into hydrogen ions and chloride ions.
HCl = H+ + ClWater also breaks up to produce ions, hydrogen ions and hydroxyl ions.
H2O = H+ + OHIn each case we can measure or calculate the concentration of hydrogen ions present. We
indicate this with the symbol [H+]; we use square brackets to show that it is the
concentration of hydrogen ions. [H+] is the concentration of H+ ions in moles per liter (a
mole is a unit of measurement, equal to 6.022 x 10 23 atoms).
Tremendous swings in the hydrogen ion (hydronium ion) concentration occur in water
when acids or bases are mixed with water. These changes can be as big as 1 x 1014, This
means that concentrations can change by multiples as big as one hundred trillion,
100,000,000,000,000.
Big changes once again. That is why we introduce a new scale, a logarithm scale.
We define6:
pH = -log[H+]
where [H+] is the molar concentration of hydronium ions, M = moles / liter.
Because H+ ions associate with water molecules to form hydronium (H3O+) ions, pH is
often expressed in terms of the concentration of hydronium ions:
pH = -log[H3O +]
In water at 22°C, H3O+ and hydroxyl (OH-) ions exist in equal quantities; the concentration
of each is 1.0 x 10-7 moles per liter (mol/L). Therefore the pH of water is equal to:
pH = -log 10-7 = 7
In an HCl (hydrochloric acid) solution, [H+] = 0.01=10-2, therefore
pH = -log 10-2 = 2
If the pH is low, it means that there is a high concentration of hydrogen ions and if the pH
is high it means that there is a very low concentration of hydrogen ions or none at all.
As was already stated, water breaks up to produce ions, hydrogen ions and hydroxyl ions.
H2O = H+ + OHThe molar concentration of both hydronium ions and hydroxyl ions is the same:

6

p is an operator which is defined as the log of whatever quantity follows the symbol. It communicates the instruction
to calculate the negative log of any quantity that follows the symbol.
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[H+] = 0.0000001 = 10-7 = [OH -]
The product is:
[H+] [OH-] = 10-7 · 10-7 = 10-14
If we use the logarithm function on both sides:
-log ([H+] [OH-] ) = -log 10-14
We know that the log
( log a ( xy ) = log a x + log a y ):

of

the

product

is

equal

to

the

sum

of

the

log

-log [H+] - log [OH-] = -log 10-14
We get the relationship:
pH + pOH = 14
Sodium hydroxide also breaks up to produce ions when it is dissolved in water, sodium
ions and hydroxyl ions.
NaOH = Na+ + OHIn a NaOH (Sodium Hydroxide) solution
[H+] = 0.00000000000001= 10-14 therefore

pH = -log 10-14 =14
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Concentration of
hydrogen ions
[H+]

Concentration of
hydroxyl ions
[OH-]

100
10-14
10-1
10-13
10-2
10-12
10-3
10-11
10-4
10-10
10-5
10-9
10-6
10-8
-7
10
10-7
10-8
10-8
10-9
10-5
10-10
10-4
10-11
10-3
10-12
10-2
10-13
10-1
10-14
100
Table 5: pH of different solutions.

Concentration of
hydrogen ions
compared to
distilled water
10 000 000
1 000 000
100 000
10 000
1 000
100
10
1
1/10
1/100
1/1 000
1/10 000
1/100 000
1/1 000 000
1/10 000 000

Solutions

pH

Battery acid
Hydrochloric acid
Lemon juice, vinegar
Orange juice, soda, cola
Tomato juice, acid rain
Soft drinking water, coffee
Urine
Pure water
Sea water, egg whites
Baking soda
The Great Salt Lake
Ammonia solution
Soapy water
Bleaches, oven cleaner
Liquid drain cleaner

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Task: What is the pH of a solution whose [H3O+] = 2.5 x 10 -5 M?
Answer: pH = -log[H3O+] = - log[2.5 x 10 -5] = - [ log 2.5 + log 10-5 ]
log 2.5 calculate with a calculator, log 10-5 = -5:
pH = - [0.3979 - 5] = 4.6021
Task: Calculate the pH of a solution that has a [OH-] = 1 x 10-5 M
Answer: Use the relationship pH + pOH = 14, therefore pH = 9.
The gentleman who invented the pH scale wanted to measure how acidic his beer was. As
we know, yeast is used to make beer or wine, and yeast uses enzymes. Enzymes only
work if the pH is right. What he discovered was that acids and alkalis make the colors in
plants change. Try grinding up some red cabbage or a beetroot. You will get a red or blue
liquid. You can make the liquid change color by adding acids or alkalis. All that happens is
that the color of the plant dye depends upon the concentration of Hydrogen ions. If you
have used universal indicator paper (the most common one is litmus paper), you know that
it can change from blue to green, yellow, or red. A universal indicator is a mixture of dyes
which all change when you change the pH.
Since pH is a base 10 log scale, the pH changes by 1 for every power of 10 change in
[H+]. A solution of pH 3 has an H+ concentration 10 times that of a solution of pH 4. The pH
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scale ranges from 0 to 14. However, pH values less than 0 and greater than 14 have been
observed in very rare concentrated solutions.
Task: Take 1 dl of lemon juice. Measure the pH of it. It should be 2. Try to add so much
pure water that you change the pH from 2 to 3. Taste it! How acidic is it?
Answer: You need 9 dl of pure water. The new solution is as acidic as orange juice. Taste
both.
Task: Imagine that you have had an accident. You poured one ml of battery acid (pH 0) on
your hand. How much water do you need to pour on your hand so that you change
the pH from 0 to 4?
Answer: You need 9 ml to change the pH from 0 to 1, 99 ml from 1 to 2, 999 ml from 2 to
3, 9999 ml from 3 to 4, and 99999 ml (= 99.999) l from 4 to 5.
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Further Information
Experiences
I used such approach last year in my classes. I introduced the logarithmic function as a purely
mathematical concept first, but later on we discovered the applicability of it. Students were
more active than in ordinary math lessons. They solved the tasks and they enjoyed the work.
Nika: “It was great. I could not imagine that we can learn math outside the classroom.”
Klemen: “Now I know why to learn logarithms.”
Spela: “It was amusing. I would like more such math’s lessons.”
Students can also find some other examples where it can be used the logarithmic function
(e.g. comparing weights of different animals – from an ant to an elephant). That means that
they understood the topic. Understanding something is a matter of being able to carry out a
variety of “performances” concerning the topic.1
Next year we will revise all the mathematical concepts that the students have learned in
secondary school for the final (university qualifying) exams (the matura). At that time I will
check if my students have truly constructed a knowledge network and if they now know better
the concept of the logarithm.
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Links
http://bcn.boulder.co.us/basin/data/COBWQ/info/pH.html
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/eqcenter/eqarchives/significant/
http://oakroadsystems.com/math/loglaws.htm#WhatIs
http://psych.fullerton.edu/navarick/c-l.doc
http://staff.jccc.net/PDECELL/chemistry/phscale.html
http://www.800mainstreet.com/acid_base/definitions-ph.html
http://www.aace.org/conf/site/pt3/paper_3008_403.pdf
http://www.adm.uwaterloo.ca/infocs/study/curve.html
http://www.med-ed-online.org/t0000007.htm
http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/dB.html#log
http://www.purchon.com/chemistry/ph.htm
http://www.seismo.unr.edu/ftp/pub/louie/class/100/magnitude.html
http://www.sos112.si/slo/tdocs/ujma/2006/tasic.pdf
http://www.tufts.edu/~gdallal/logs.htm
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Functional relations 2

Keywords

Lessons applicable
for

Advice

concept of function, functional thinking, linear,
square, anti-proportionality and further functional
relationships
14 to 17 years old students. Main objective is to
support the concept understanding of function
through experimental and modelling activities.

It is proposed to offer the experiments in stations.
Needed time: about three double lessons (minimum
3,5 hours) with final presentations in the plenary.
For some of the proposed experiments the teachers
need competencies in experimental physics. (Hint:
for simple experiments in mathematics lessons see
at functional relations 1).

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Functional relations 2
Starting with an impulse from everyday life, students are doing physical experiments to discover
different aspects of the concept of function
Lesson applicable for students of age14-17.
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- functional relationship
- aspect of correspondence
- aspect of covariance
- variable as generalized number
scientific contents:
- depending on the experiments chosen
required knowledge:
- concept of function if lessons are
intended as application of that concept
- handling measuring errors

math.
aspects
generalized
number
interest on
structure
specific
constant
relationship
still valid?

Contents
common
aspects
variable
fct.
Relationshi
p
constant
measuring
errors

nonmath.
aspects
measurand
contextual
contextual

physical
meaning
origin of
errors?

heuristic competencies:
- Inductive reasoning
- Analogies
- Identifying essential components
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result

materials:
- depending on the experiments
one wants to use
preparations:
- trying out experiments in advance

way of teaching:
- working in groups

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
inductive reasoning
finding proportional relationship by
doing several measurements
analogies
esp. if doing more than one experiment,
finding common structures among the
experiments resp. values
identifying essential components
Which items describe fct. relationship?
changing representations
change from table to graph (to formula)
communicate
discussing relationship, measuring errors,
commonalities among experiments,
meaning of constants
reflecting and interpreting
relationship valid? How do variables
change?

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
getting material
access to science room if
necessary
communication
students’
knowledge in
experimenting
handling
measuring
errors?
type of cooperation
Leading subject form

further comments and advice:
- It is recommended that students do more than one experiment to discover commonalities among experiments; at best experiments
are arranged in stations.
- Especially the aspect of covariance can be touched very intensively by the experiments.
-Some experiments require physical understanding of teacher.
- Time-frame should be 1 or (better) 2 double-lessons. Depending on the time every group (2 to 4 students) should work at about 3
experiments.
- The sequence should be closed by a plenary discussion in the class-room, where every group presents the results of one experiment
including the extra-mathematical meaning of the proportional factor in that special relation.
- knowing students experience in experimenting is good to know concerning time management of lessons.
- Physical aspects vary depending on experiments being used.
- If students are not familiar how to handle measuring errors, short introduction should be given before starting the experiments.
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Background
General Didactic Background
The starting point is a cross-curricular approach with the natural sciences, especially physics. The objective is, to make high school students experience mathematics as adequate,
meaningful and interesting through extra-mathematical contexts. Learning in context is to
contribute to an intuitive mathematical understanding. With the help of contexts and methods derived from the natural sciences, the often noticed gap between formal mathematics
and authentic experience shall to be closed, and students are, on the other hand, given
the opportunity to experience the versatility of mathematical terms.
The natural science contexts offer the opportunity for truly realistic teaching. Concrete
physical or biological contexts may stimulate mathematical modelling activities and lead to
authentic experiences. Mathematical content and methods are learned in meaningful contexts, and the students’ sense of reality can be extended through mathematical insight.
Different references to reality produce different models and can therefore also contribute to
a contrasting of terminological properties and of a variety of models. The diversity of natural science phenomena allow setting open tasks and thereby working out mathematical
problems independently. Mathematical terms, as for example the concept of function, can
be experienced as modelling activities. The variety of their contextual meanings and of
their properties can be grasped in their various connections with reality.

Mathematical Background
The concept of function is one of the most important, but also one of the most difficult
mathematical terms. A lot of research has shown that students have only a limited conceptual understanding of the term function. A function is only understood as “something with a
x and a y” or something that one represents graphically. The graph of a function is rather
recognized the route of the curve than the functional interdependence between two values.
In teaching there is, indeed, the danger to primarily reduce the teaching of functions to
drawing of graphs to represent equations. The function concept is much more complex,
though. Understanding the function concept means to be familiar with its conceptions in
respect of content, its various areas of representation and to switch between them. The
complexity of the function concept has been subject of a number of analyses in the last
decades. In this context, major work has been done by DeMorois and Tall, Stoye and
Fischer/Malle and Swan, identifying different forms of representation, the changes in between and cognitive planes (Cf. bibliography under further information).
To sum it up, three aspects of the function concept in terms of content are distinguished
here (Cf. bibliography: Beckmann 2006):
•
•
•

the correspondence aspect (action: Each element x of a quantity X is allocated an
element y of a quantity Y. Here, in a simple case, it is only possible to look at one
element x or at one after the other/continuously all x of X).
the Co-variation aspect (process: If x changes, then the allocated, respectively, the
corresponding y also changes. We can always change x discretely or run through
the quantity X continuously).
the object aspect: To understand a function as an object means to understand the
function as a whole, i.e. to be familiar with aspects such as simple and continuous
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allocation, discrete and continuous co-variation in all forms of representation, possible changes and types of changes.
Aspects of representation are situations (images, verbal descriptions), tables, graphs, algebraic expressions / terms.
The function concept is most comprehensively presented in Hoefer’s “House of functional
thinking” (figure 1). It considers and clarifies all aspects of the function concept and all
possibilities of transfers. It also allows the differentiation between various possibilities of
the same transformation, i.e. if the graphic transformation of a term is done point by point
or under dynamic points of view (figure 1).

figure 1: House of functional thinking (Cf. bibliography Hoefer 2006, 2008)

The idea of teaching implementation
The basic idea of the sequence suggested here is to support students from all types of
schools through experimental activities, references to reality and natural science contexts
in acquiring an adequate understanding of functions. Experiments are a good way of realizing this, since the experimental steps correspond to aspects of the concept of functions.
In carrying out the experiments, the content aspects of the functional concept are experienced through activities. Different areas of representation and the changes in between are
stimulated through different modelling activities. The often neglected and little trained
competences to verbalize, respectively, to interpret graphs, are stimulated by the references to reality and by the concrete values used in the experiments (Cf. extensive explanations in Beckmann 2006). Through this, in particular, the students are given the opportunity to understand functional contexts and discuss them. The co-variation aspect becomes an authentic experience.
The stimulus for experimental activities will be done at various stations. The students are
first of all reminded of their own every day experiences and practical situations through a
real life impulse and are stimulated to discuss changes and formulate hypotheses. Check-
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ing the respective hypothesis motivates experimentation, leading to a functional relation.
This relation, usually first collected in a table, is then researched further, for example
graphically. In this, the emphasis is on the verbal discussion and the (at least final) reference to the students’ every day life. Final presentations by each working group in a class
have proved to be very successful for this.
To make sure that the functional relation is not obvious from the start, but has to be
worked out, the suggestions are not limited to one type of function (such as linear functions) but address various functional relations. In strong achiever groups, one can try to
find the corresponding functional term, which, however, does not work easily for all examples. In any case, what is even more important is the verbal and contextual discussion of
the values observed, including their changeability and their dependence on other factors.
The examples, suggested here, are suited to students at the end of secondary I, respectively, early secondary II. In some parts, the experiments require competences in experimental physics on the part of the teacher. A cross-curricular approach that, apart from the
mathematical interest in functional dependencies, which also takes into account the physical terminology, is very desirable here and presumably in part necessary.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material
Suggested lesson plan
Introduction

The teacher introduces the lesson.
Possible topics: measuring errors, drawing functional
graphs/curves –
→ literature, resp. physical background

Stations

The experiments are offered in stations and are to be carried
out independently and in their own responsibility (worksheets
offer stimulation)

Final session in class

Each group presents the results of their group work at the
station

Material needed and Experiments (see next pages)

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Variables
Interrelation
Material

Distance and time
Linear / proportional
Car with electric motor,
measuring tape (minimum 2 m), stop watches

Station 1
Experiment Electric car

Procedure
Cross-curricular background

metre
.
sec ond

Driving in a car

m
,
s

Measuring time for certain distances of the car
The car moves along a level track. This straight steady movement has the following characteristic: the
same distances are covered in the same time, i.e. the distance s and the time t are proportional:
s
= const. The constant here describes the unchanged value, the velocity v. The unit for the velocity is
t

Relation to reality
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Station 2:
Experiment: car race
Variables
Interrelation
Material

Distance and Time
quadratic
Smooth-running car (weight 50 g, plus 200 g load) with mass of 50 g fixed by thread to a pin
because of acceleration. Thread running over a wheel. Guide rail (minimum 1.5 m – if
available), tape measure, stop watch

s
= const.
t2

Procedure
Cross-curricular background

also

Accelerated movements, car journey, car race

2

The constant corresponds to half the acceleration a, measured in m/s².
The following applies: s = 1 at 2 (distance-time-law of accelerated movements)

the following characteristics: s ~ t 2

The car drives – evenly accelerated by the falling piece of mass. The times for various
distances are recorded by the stop watch.
The car moves along the track in even acceleration. The acceleration is achieved by the
weight of the piece of mass attached to the thread. The piece of mass is accelerated through
gravity and so is the car attached to the thread. This uniformly accelerated movement has

Relation of reality
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Procedure

Variables
Interrelation
Material

Various positions, from which the ball is to be dropped, are fixed. The respective distances of the falls
are measured with the help of the tape measure. After this, the ball is dropped from the positions and
the time of the respective fall is recorded.

Distance and duration of fall
quadratic
ball (tennis ball oder juggler´s ball), tape measure,
stop watches, hall way or building with several
floors, where the ball can be dropped on the inside
or outside and the distance of the fall can be
measured.

Station 3:
Experiment falling movement

Cross-curricular background

s
= const. The constant corresponds to half the earth’s acceleration g.
t2
therefore

characteristics: s ~ t 2

(time-distance-law of the free fall)
“Freefall-tower“ in a theme park, falling objects in every-day life.

2

The following applies: s = 1 gt 2

m
On Earth, a falling object drops at an evenly accelerated speed of g = 9,81 2 (Acceleration in central
s
Europe, disregarding aerodynamic drag). This evenly accelerated movement has the following

Relation to reality
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Variables

angular speed and centripetal force

Station 4
Rotational movement

Interrelation
Material

Pay attention that mass and distance to the turning axle
have to be kept constant, so that the centripetal force
always has to be read at the identical position of the car.*

quadratic
Electric motor with drive, revolving track (mounted on the
electric motor),
force metre (up to about 0.5 N),
car, moving on the track and connected to the force
metre.

Procedure

Addition:
*This can be made clear by an optical or an acoustical
signal.

By switching on the electric motor, the arm starts to rotate. The centripetal force pushes the car towards the outer
edge of the rotating arm. The centripetal force of the fixed angular speed is read at the defined point by the force
metre.
Here, the angular speed corresponds to the speed of the arm, rotated by the electric motor, and the centripetal force
results from the deflection of the spring resistance (caused by the car’s movement on the rotating arm; due to the
centripetal force the car is driven outwards.)

Cross-curricular
background

Rotational movements, as with carousels at theme parks and fun fairs

Through the rotation, the car is moved along a circular track. A force, that is perpendicular to that movement, is
directed at the car (as a rotating mass point). If that force was not effective, the car would (theoretically) fly off in a
straight line.
The circular movement is uniform, i.e. equal angles Δ ϕ are passed over in equal times Δt: The angular speed
Δϕ
ω=
is constant. The car, however, is constantly accelerated since the direction of the speed vector changes
Δt
continuously. The centripetal acceleration is ω 2 ⋅ r (r is the distance to the turning axle).
The effective force is thus: FZ = mω2r
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Relation to
reality

(experiment rotational movement)
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Variables
Interrelation
Material

pressure and volume of gases
inversely proportional
A Boyle-Mariotte instrument, i.e. a gas-filled
glass cylinder. By pushing in the seal (with
the help of a rotary knob at the end) the
volume of the gas can be reduced (can be
read at a measuring scale).
The pressure change is indicated directly at
the integrated manometer.
Replace as necessary by a bicycle pump for
a start (cf. below)

Station 5:
Experiment: Pressure

Procedure

Pressure-volume changes in gases, closed bicycle pump

English physicist and chemist 1627-1691, Edme Mariotte: French physicist 1620-1648).
One can find this out by oneself, if one pushes together a closed bicycle pump (the volume is
reduced and the pressure increases).

(Under normal conditions, this is best met by H2 and He. The normal gas should not be too dense
and not too cold.) At a given temperature, the constant only depends on the number of molecules the
gas volume contains. This law is named after their discoverers the Boyle-Mariotte-Law (Robert Boyle:

Using the rotary knob, the volume is changed and the resulting pressure can be read at the
manometer.
Assuming an ideal gas, pressure and volume behave anti-proportionally: pV=constant.

Cross-curricular background

Relation to reality
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Procedure

Variables
Interrelation
Material

The weight (stone) is attached to a lever rod at a fixed distance to the axle, where it stays
during the entire experiment (weight/load and load arm are thus constant). The force meter
is hung on the other side of the axle and the lever is kept in balance. The lever arm of a force
(power arm), i.e. the distance between the lever axle and the force metre, is changed in that
the force metre is hung in different places on the lever rod. The force that is needed to keep
the lever in balance is measured in dependence of the power arm.

Force and lever arm
Inversely proportional
Stand with lever rod (length 0.5 m),
Force metre (max. force 10 N),
Weight (about 100g, f. e. a stone)

Station 6:
Experiment Lever 2

Cross-curricular background

Simplified, one can picture a lever as a beam with a pivotal axle. Forces can be effective on
both sides of the axle. The distance d between the pivotal axle and the force F is called
leverage (see figure).

F1
= const. (power arm and load are constant)
d2

Seesaw in a playground, lever on a crane, pair of pliers, bicycle etc. Transportation of heavy
objects, bag and walking stick of a journeyman.

Anti-proportionality between force and power arm F1 ⋅ d 1 = const.
A constant load F2 is attached to the lever at a fixed distance d2.

Proportionality between force and load arm

Annotation: If one distinguishes between force on the one side and weight/load on the other,
one speaks of power arm and load arm.
A lever is exactly in balance if the product of the values of the force and the arm of the lever
are the same on both sides of the pivotal axle.
F1 ⋅ d1 = F2 ⋅ d 2 (resp. force times power arm = load times load arm)
The following functional relations can be derived from the conditions of balance:
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Relation to Reality

(Experiment lever 2)
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Procedure

Variables
Connection
Material

The cardboard tubes are held closely to the window pane. On the other side, the light sensor
of the lux-metre is held closely to the pane. The intensity of the light can be read on the
display.

distance to light source and intensity of light
“further” square reduction
Light metre (Lux metre),
several cardboard tubes of the same
diameter,
window with daylight (window pane
serves as light source)

Station 7:
Experiment Tunnel

Cross-curricular Background

A lightsource (sun, lamp etc.) sends light of a special quantity. A recipient (eye, photo-diode
etc.) “feels” a special brightness. The lux-meter measures the brightness in lux. Lux-meters
“feel” similar like the human eye. They don’t measure the energy of the light; they measure
how bright the lighting seems to be to an eye. Light of same energy but different colours

Ride into a tunnel (without seeing the end), distance to a lamp (street light, desk lamp)

The measurement is realized by silicium-diodes, which are connected in locking direction.
Action of light causes an electric current, which is a measure for the brightness. The
brightness or intensity of lighting is the ratio between light current on a plane and area of the
plane. 680 lux relates to an area of 1 m² lightened by monochromatic yellow-green light (550
nm) of 1 Watt. 0,1 Lux relates to red light (750 nm) under the same conditions.
Examples of light intensities:
- sunny summer day outside: about 100000 lux
- covered sky in summer: about 20000 lux
- dimmed winter day: about 3000 lux
- good street lamp: about 40 lux
- night with full moon: about 0,25 lux.
Good lightening helps to avoid accidents. For work there are regulations which demands 100
to 250 lux and 1000 lux for precision work.
The brightness/ intensity of light depend also on the distance of the light source. The
intensity decreases quadratically with the distance.

seem to have not the same brightness.
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Relation to Reality

(Experiment tunnel)
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Worksheets
Worksheets for independent work and for selected work stations can be found in the ebook ”Experiments for acquiring Functional Terms” by Astrid Beckmann, Aulis-Verlag,
Cologne 2006. The following impulses were also taken from that book.
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Impulses for the Workstations
Impulse

Electric Car

Imagine you are sitting in this car, and this
car
1. approaches a traffic light.
2. turns a corner.
3. is driven for a long time along a
straight road.
Describe the different movements of the
car.
Discuss this in your group.

General Task
Describe the relation between distance and time needed.
Check: Does the relation confirm your assumption above?
Describe the special qualities of that connection.

Impulses

In drag-racing, the drivers race at top
speed from the beginning. The driver tries
to cover a straight distance as fast as
possible.
Which conditions can be changed in this
race? (Consider the model also.)
Which variables depend on each other?
If you change one of the values, how - do
you assume – does the other value
change?

Car Race

www.pixelquelle.de ID34759, Fotograph: NeoNow

Discuss this in your group.

The drag racing track is reconstructed in a simplified form on a desk.
Get familiar with its structure:
- The track is straight.
- The car is “driven” via a string, connected to a weight and hung over a reel. How
does that work?
Discuss this in your group.
If you change the distance, how does the time needed change?
General Task
Describe the relation between the distance and the time needed.
Check: Does the relation confirm your assumption above?
Describe the special qualities of that connection.
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Impulse

Free Fall

In theme parks or fun fairs, you often find
a special attraction, the “Freefall Tower”. It
is usually a slim, 50 m high steel
construction, where you are first given a
lift up and then allowed to drop down
again. Have you done this already? What
kind of a feeling was it?
The falling distance in these towers can be
different lengths. Where, do you think, is
the basic difference between a long and a
short fall?
Discuss this in detail in your group.
www.pxelquelle.de ID99300, fotograf: anjume

Assumption:
If you fall 20 m in about 2 s, how long does it take for 40 m?
Tick:
about 3 s
about 4 s
about 5 s
What kind of connection, do you assume, exists between the falling distance and the time
of the fall? Discuss this in your group.
General Task
Describe the relation between the falling distance and the time during the free fall.
Check: Does the relation confirm your assumption above?
Describe the special qualities of that connection.
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Impulses

Rotary Motion

We are sure you know carousels, where
you are moved very fast around a circular
track.
You can see an example of this in the
picture. Usually, the rotary movement
starts slowly and then accelerates very
fast.
Compare the fast and the slow movement.
Discuss in your group, what are you feeling
in such situations and how do you react to
these.

In the experiment, the carousel is rebuilt in a simple model.
Get familiar with its parts.
What, do you think, is the connection between the angular speed and the centripetal
force?
Make a graph that illustrates the relation.
General Task
Describe the relation between angular speed and centripetal force.
Check: Does the relation confirm your assumption above?
Describe the special qualities of that connection.
Impulses

There is a bicycle pump on the desk.

Pull out the piston. Close the vent of the pump and pump.
What do you notice?
Discuss this in your group.
Look at the schematic drawing of a (closed) bicycle pump.

Now, describe in more detail:
What happens when the piston is pushed in? What changes in the process?
General Task
Describe the relation between the air volume and the air pressure.
Check: Does the relation confirm your assumption above?
Describe the special qualities of that connection.

Pressure
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Impulses

Lever 2

In playgrounds, you can sometimes find
seesaws. I am sure you have played on
one, too. Maybe, you have also tried to
keep the seesaw in perfect balance with
your partner.
Imagine that two friends of yours are
standing by the edge of the playground
waiting to have their turn. Anton is heavier
than you, Bert is lighter.
Assumption: Does Anton have to place
himself closer to or further away from the
pivotal axle than you?
Does Bert have to place himself closer to
or further away from the pivotal axle than
you?
Discuss these questions in your group.

The seesaw is rebuilt in an experiment.
In the picture below, the elements are identified by names.
You can hold the force metre so that the
lever (the see-saw) is in balance.
You can read the amount of force used
at the metre.
(How does that work?)
Assume: Do you have to use more force
or less, if you fix the force meter closer to
the pivotal axle?
Do you have to use more force or less, if
the force meter is hung further away
from the pivotal axle?
Discuss this in your group.

General Task
Describe the relation between force and lever arm.
Check: Does the relation confirm your answer to the question above?
Describe the special qualities of the connection.
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Impulses

Tunnel

Imagine you are going or driving through a
long tunnel. You cannot see the other end
of it.
How does the light intensity in the tunnel
change, without considering the car lights?
Discuss this in your group.

Now, take a cardboard tube. Hold it against the window (the window represents the light
source – sunlight). Observe the intensity of the light.
Now, take a cardboard tube of a different length and hold that against the window.
Observe the intensity of the light again.
Compare.
Discuss it in your group.

Which diagram shows the most likely presentation?
Mark it and compare, at the end of the experiment, if your assumption was correct.

General Task
Describe the relation between the distance to the light source and the light intensity.
Check: Does the relation confirm your answer to the question above?
Describe the special qualities of the connection.
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Further Information
Experiences
The experiments have been carried out and tested in various classes of different types of
schools. They can well be taught in the proposed form and stimulate activities in the fields
of classification and co-variation. In our experience, the initial impulse, taken from everyday life, led to a keen exchange about the topics. The connection with everyday life remained intact throughout the experiments, so that we could observe realistic modelling
activities. The students connected the graphs, based on their measurements, with extramathematical references and discussed interrelationships. The final presentation in class
was helpful, in that the students were allowed to discuss any ambiguities and clear up any
possible misunderstandings in a joint discussion. An extensive documentation of the
teaching experience can be found in the publications of the ScienceMath group; cf. also
the literature on the website.
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Function x^(3/2) and x^(1/2):
Practical Examples with Pendulum

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for

Advice

Potential Function (rational powers), pendulum

15 to 18 years old students

We must strive to show the waste use of all kind of
functions. This shows the applicability of x^(3/2) and
x^(1/2) function through a realistic background.
See Youtube: sciencemathproject pendulum
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Background
General didactical background
Background idea is an interdisciplinary approach with science. Students shall experience
Mathematics reasonable, significant and interesting by extra-mathematical references;
learning in contexts shall contribute to an intuitive mathematic understanding. By means of
scientific contexts and methods the often watched gap between formal maths and authentic experience shall be closed on the one hand and versatility of mathematic terms or formulas shall be experienced on the other hand.
The lesson is intended to be used as showing the applicability of potential function (rational power) – more precisely – of function x3/2. A physical background is shown by the
oscillation of a torsional pendulum.

Physical and Mathematical Background
The background is developed at the Teaching Material (see there).

The idea of teaching implementation
Proportional and quadratic dependence are commonly showed using various examples.
However it is not so easy to find an example of x3/2 dependence. Besides it should describe very simple phenomenon. Therefore the use of torsion pendulum which is a kind of
a torsional harmonic oscillator is a perfect example. Its behavior is analogous to
translational spring-mass oscillator. Very accurate and easily obtained measurements
enables students to explore a functional dependence, which is between power 1
(proportionality) and power 2. In addition slightly modified experiment could easily provide
us an example of square function.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material
Equipment needed
Pendulum with rods of
 20 cm
 40 cm
 60 cm
 80 cm.
The rods are made of brass.

Procedure
Experiment: We insert the shortest rod and measure the oscillation period, than 40 cm
etc. (please, see Youtube: sciencemathproject pendulum)
Results:
length [m]

oscillation period

0,20

0,96

0,40

2,63

0,60

4,81

0,80

7,40

Plot the graph: We use Excel to plot the graph. The four points are (actually 5, we added
(0; 0) point also) presented. See attached Excel file, Sheet 1.
Fit a function: Then we try to plot a line through the points. The straight line is calculated
to pass through (0; 0) and (0,80; 7,40). Hence: y = 9,25x. See Sheet 2. Obviously it
doesn’t fit to measured values.
Next we try by x2. We again fit the coordinate (0,80; 7,40) on parabola; therefore y =
11,56x2. Again – that is not the appropriate modeled function, no doubt. See Sheet 3.
So we try by y = ax3/2. In this case, a = 10,34. This function is the right one. We showed
the use of y = ax3/2 function. See Sheet 4 and Sheet 5.

The ScienceMath-project: Function x^(3/2) and x^(1/2): practical Examples
Idea: Tine Golež,
St. Stanislav Institution for Education,
Diocesan Classical Gymnasium Ljubljana, Slovenia

Physics Background
The equation for oscillation period of torsion pendulum made of a rod is:
t 0 = 2π

1
12

ml 2
D

where l is the length of the rod, m mass of the rod and D the constant of torsion spring. As
the mass is proportional to the length (mass = density*length*cross section area), the
oscillation period is thus proportional to (length)3/2.

Question to the students:
What should be the oscillation period of 50 cm rod?

Carrying out the experiment (After the student’s prediction).

Additional Experiment (SQRT(x)):
Now a 60 cm brass rod is replaced by 60 cm aluminum rod, then iron rod latter replaced
by wood rod. Here the only changing parameter is mass of the rod while the length of all
rods is 60 cm. According to the equation:
t 0 = 2π

1
12

ml 2
D

the dependence should be y = ax1/2. The procedure can be very similar to just shown one
– using Excel and fitting a curve through the measured values. Certainly we must also
measure mass of each rod!

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
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Further Information
¾ See Youtube: sciencemathproject pendulum
¾ Regard the additional table-file

Literature
T. Golež, Fizika in matematika vs. fizika, matematika, Matematika v šoli 13 (2007) 234 243
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Keywords
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The worksheets are prepared for a self-dependent
Work.
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1 Graphs
Graphs are often used in order to describe situations from everyday life, and in this section
we look at some examples.
1.1:

Try to imagine a situation from everyday life which the graph below describes.
Explain with your own words what goes on in this situation. Remember to state
which quantities assign to the two axes.

1.2:

Try to imagine a situation from everyday life which the graph below describes.
Explain with your own words what goes on in this situation. Remember to state
which quantities assign to the two axes.
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1.3:

In each of the following cases you must sketch a graph which can represent the
situation described. Before you draw the graph you should carefully consider
which quantities you will allot to the axes.

(a)

You open the hot water faucet. The temperature of the running water depends on the
amount of time passed since you opened the faucet.

(b)

You drop a plastic ball out of a window in a 2nd floor flat. The height of the ball from the
street level depends on the time passed since you dropped the ball.

(a)

(b)

(c)

You are in bright sunlight and walk into a dark room. The diameter of your pupils
depends on how long you’ve been in the dark room.

(d)

You deposit a large amount of money on a bank account with a fixed interest. The
amount of money on that account depends on how long ago you deposited the money.

(c)

(d)

3
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2 Mathematical models
An important reason to learn mathematics is that in doing so one acquires methods to solve
real-life problems. The problem areas that are described using mathematics are often
immensely complex. Therefore it can be necessary to simplify and idealize the situation. This
is why mathematical descriptions of real-life situations are called mathematical models of
reality

Description of reality
Reality

Model

There are other models
than mathematical
models. A world map is
also a model of reality.

Prediction and testing

The construction and application of a mathematical model is usually a process in which the
individual steps must be repeated. The first model typically yields some predictions on the
problem are at hand. These predictions can be tested by the collection of data. This test may,
in turn, lead to improvements on the model and thereby to new predictions, which, again, can
be tested. Repeating this process often leads to very precise predictions on real-life
situations.
The construction of a mathematical model often includes one of the following description
methods.
1. One can give a numerical description. Here one would usually arrange a series of data
in a table which describes a specific development.
2. One can give a symbolic description. Here one would use mathematical symbols and
expressions to describe a specific development
3. One can give a graphical description. Here one would describe a situation by means of
a graph in a system of coordinates.

Height 160 171 172
Weight 66 68 75
Numerical method

P = α ⋅t + β
Symbolic method

Graphical method

4
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Verbal Models
Before the construction of a mathematical model of a situation it is a good idea to describe
that situation in words. In that way it can be easier to see how the mathematical model can be
constructed. This is why some mathematical models begin as rules of thumb – a simple
description with words of a situation in real-life. A good example of a rule of thumb – or a
verbal model – is:
“Your height at age 2 is half your eventual height as an adult”
Having constructed such a verbal model it is possible to continue to construct a mathematical
model on the basis of the verbal model.
2.1:

Give examples of mathematical models. State where you know these models
from and what use they have. Use verbal models, and numeric, graphical and
symbolic methods to illuminate the models.

5
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Here is a rule of thumb:
”The deeper a diver dives, the greater atmospheric pressure is she exposed to.
When the depth is increases by 10 metres, the pressure increases by 1 atm”
2.2:

Suppose that the pressure at sea level is 1 atm. Give a mathematical description
of the rule of thumb mentioned above.

6
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Mathematical models in which the relationship between two quantities can be described by a
straight line in a system of coordinates are called linear models.
2.3:

Which methods can be used to determine whether the relationship between two
quantities can be described with a linear model?

7
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2.4:

Give examples of linear models. State where you know the models from, and
what they can be used for.

8
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The table below is found in the English mathematics book Mathematical Modeling by J. Berry
and K. Houston:
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2.5:

Which information is provided by the above table? Is it possible to construct a
linear model of the relationship between date and the world record? If it is
possible, then construct such a model.

10
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2.6:

Give a well-founded estimate on the world record time in 2010, 2020 and 2030.
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3 Marta and Marius
Martha and Marius go to a Sixth Form college. Martha loves to read. Next to her desk she has
piled 5 books from the library. Each week she turns in 4 of these books back to the library and
at the same time she loans 4 new books.
3.1:

Draw a graph which shows the development of the number of books in Martha’s
pile over a 10 week period, and read off that graph the number of books in
Martha’s pile after 8 weeks.
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Martha and Marius would like to watch the European championship in handball. They discuss
whether to buy or rent a television. In order to illuminate the problem they decide to construct
a mathematical model.
3.2:

Which elements do you think must enter into such a model? Try to construct a
model which serves to help Martha and Marius to decide whether to buy or rent.

13
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While Martha works hard and meticulously on her homework, Marius is somewhat lazy. On
average, Martha and Marius receive 2 new homework assignments each week. And, on
average, Marius submits 2 assignments every other week. The school year spans over 40
weeks and hereafter every assignment must be submitted.
3.3:

Construct a model which describes Marius’ submission of assignments. How
many assignments is Marius short after 10 weeks? 20 weeks? 40 weeks?
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In their winter break, Martha and Marius work at a winter sport hotel in Sweden. The hotel
manager Mats Matte has become aware that Martha and Marius have knowledge of
mathematical modeling. He asks them to construct a model which clearly can illustrate and
calculate how many guests take lodgings at the hotel at a given time in a busy period of 14
days. Mats informs that, at the beginning of the period, 220 the hotel has 220 guests. The 4
first days 40 guests check out each day and 10 new guests arrive. On the 5th day and
forward 20 guests check out each day. On the 5th and 6th day 30 new guests arrive, and on
the 7th day and forward 50 new guests arrive each day.
3.4:

Give Martha and Marius an example of how they could construct a mathematical
model of how many guests take lodgings at the hotel in the 14 day period.
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When situations like the above are to be analyzed by means of mathematical models, there
are several possibilities for constructing a model. A model can be constructed as a
• Verbal description
• An equation
• A graph
• A table
3.5:

For each of the above mentioned forms of representation, discus the benefits
and drawbacks and provide examples of application of the different forms of
representation.
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4 Population growth
In order to allocate funds to the military, transport, schools, health sectors etc., it is important
for officials and political decision makers to have knowledge of a population size in a country.
The interest in the development of the population size began during the 18th century. At that
time focus was directed at the ratio between a population size and the consumption of natural
resources. In 1798, the British economist Thomas R. Malthus (1766-1834), published the
book Essay on the Principle on Population, in which he presented a mathematical model for
the growth of a population. Malthus’ model can be given a symbolic description in terms of
this formula:
Pt = Po·(1 + r)t
Here Pt is the population size at time t, Po is the initial population size, r is the annual growth
rate (e.g. if the annual population growth is 1.5% the growth rate would be r=0.015), and t is
the number of years after the start time.

4.1:

The book Mathematical Modeling in the Secondary School Curriculum is an
American study book in mathematical modeling and it contains an assignment in
which it is informed that the US population in 1950 was 150.697.000 thereafter
the US population in 1980 and 2000 must be calculated by means of Malthus’
model assuming that the annual population growth is 2%. Solve this assignment.
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4.2:

According to the US Census Bureau, Population Division the US population in
the beginning of 2000 was 274.338.367. Compare this to the results from 4.1
above. What could be the reason for the discrepancy, and is there any way to
improve how to determine the population size in 2000?
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5 Population growth in England and Wales
When population growth is to be analyzed by means of mathematical models there will
usually be three possible mathematical methods by means of which we can approach the
subject at hand: numerical, graphical and symbolic.
The numeric method is typically applied when we find data in a table like the one shown
below. This table shows the population size in England and Wales between 1801 and 1911:
Year

1801

1811

1821

1831

1841

1851

1861

1871

1881

1891

1901

1911

Mio.

8.89

10.16

12.00

13.9

15.91

17.93

20.07

22.71

25.97

29.00

32.53

36.07

A very simple method to approach such a table is to determine the difference or quotient
between two, on each other following, columns.
If the difference between two, on each other following, columns is constant for each column,
then the population growth is linear.
If the quotient between two, on each other following, columns is constant for each column,
then the population growth is exponential.

5.1:

Determine whether the population growth in England and Wales between 1801
and 1911 is linear or exponential.
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Graphical methods may aid our understanding of the relationship between two quantities and
it allows us to clearly communicate that relationship. A graph provides an overview of how the
population size increases and it is possible to read off the size in a given year.
5.2:

Draw a graph of the population size in England and Wales in the period 18011911.
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Finally we have the symbolic method. Here we arrange mathematical expressions, formulas,
in which the symbols represent the quantities that figure in the model. An example of the
usage of a symbolic method is Malthus’ formula for the population size. The mathematical
expression can be used to calculate the population size at a given time, or to calculate how
much the population size changes over a given period.
5.3:

Construct a mathematical expression which describes the relationship between
the population size in England and Wales and the time over the period from 1801
to 1911.
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Since each method provides a unique perspective on a situation, mathematical models
normally involve all three methods. The three methods should also be supplemented with
explanations and reasons should be given for how the model is constructed and applied.
Take a look at the formula which Malthus presented in 1798 (in exercise 4 above). You can
see that he thought that the population grows exponentially. In his book he wrote that the
population grows exponentially whereas the supply of natural resources grows linearly.
According to Malthus this poses a serious problem: he thought that the world population
grows so fast that after one century a shortage of natural resources would result in famine.
On the basis of his model, Malthus recommended that the birthrate should be reduced by
delaying matrimony. Malthus feared, however, that such an initiative would result in the
deterioration of morality because it would lead to more premarital sex.
As we now know, Malthus was not exactly right. But even though his theory was incorrect, he
did direct our attention on the fact that population growth and the growth of natural resources
can be described by means of mathematics.
5.4:

Consider why Malthus thought that the population grows exponentially whereas
the supply of natural resources grows linearly. Describe the factors which affect
population growth, and describe the factors which affect the growth of the
supply of natural resources. Use these considerations to suggest which kind
growth we are dealing with when we talk about the growth of the supply of
natural resources.
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6 Alcohol degradation
It can be a great advantage to know the amount of blood alcohol content at a given time after
the consummation of alcohol. To this end, Swedish chemist Widmark developed a
mathematical model for the blood alcohol content (measured in alcohol pro mille blood).
Since alcohol is water soluble, it can only be distributed in the body’s water. Therefore, if one
wants to calculate the blood alcohol content, one must first ascertain how much of a person’s
body mass is comprised by water. Widmark developed a so-called reduction factor r, with
which one can calculate how much water one’s body contains. This factor is gender specific:

rMale = 0,3161 − 0,0048 ⋅ v + 0,0046 ⋅ h
rFemale = 0,3122 − 0,0064 ⋅ v + 0,0045 ⋅ h
Here v denotes the person’s weight in kg, and h denotes the person’s height in cm.
6.1: Using the above formula, calculate your reduction factor.
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Widmark thought that if a person’s reduction factor is know it would be possible to calculate
that person’s blood alcohol content from this formula

Ct =

n⋅D
− β ⋅t
r⋅w

Here
Ct:
the blood alcohol content (measured in grams of alcohol per liter blood) at time t.
n:
the amount of standard units of alcohol drunk by the person.
D:
the amount of alcohol in a standard unit of alcohol in grams (a standard unit contains
12 grams of alcohol).
r:
the person’s reduction factor.
w:
the person’s body weight in kilos.
β:
metabolic rate in grams per liter per hour (for males: 0.18; for females: 0.15).
t:
the time in hours.
6.2:

Draw a graph which describes the development of your blood alcohol content if
you consume 3, 5, and 8 units of alcohol. What is your blood alcohol content in
each of the three cases after 4, 6 and 8 hours?

(Continue on the next page)
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6.2 (...continued)
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6.3:

Malthe weighs 80 kilos and he is 178 cm high. Today he was pulled over by the
police and asked to breathe into an alcoholmeter. His blood alcohol content was
measured to be 0.93. Malthe explained that he had his last drink 3 hours ago.
How many units of alcohol did Malthe drink 3 hours ago if he is telling the truth?
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7 Medicine in the blood
When we ingest medicine it gradually breaks down in the body. In order to describe this
process, we use a model in which it is assumed that over a given period a given percentage
of the medicine is broken down. For instance, it is reckoned that when a person ingests
aspirin, about half of the medicine will be broken down after 30 minutes.
7.1:

Assume that you ingest 750 mg aspirin.

(a)

How much aspirin is left in your blood after 4 hours?

(b)

Construct a symbolic model which can be used to calculate the amount
of aspirin in the blood at a given time.
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7.2:

Draw a graph which describes the relationship between the amount of aspirin in
the blood and the time.
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A lot of people regularly ingest medicine. Assume that you ingest 200 mg aspirin every 4
hours.
7.3:

What is the long term effect (e.g. over a period of 4 days) of this regular
ingestion? E.g. construct a table and draw a graph which describes the
relationship between time and the amount of aspirin in the blood.
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7.4:

Look at the graph you drew in the last exercise. Which type of development do
you think we are dealing with here? Compare this with what you know about the
degradation of alcohol in the body. Does alcohol and medicine break down
differently?
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8 Yeast cells
In order to make wine, a natural fermentation process is exploited. When the grapes are
crushed, yeast cells on the surface of the grapes are mixed with the fruit juice within the
grapes. In the fermentation process the yeast cells convert sugars to alcohol (ethanol) and
carbon dioxide.
In fermentation yeast cells run through different phases. In each phase the development of
the amount of yeast cells is different.
The initial phase: In the initial phase the yeast cells have to adapt to their new environment. In
this phase almost no cell divisions take place. When the yeast cells have adapted to their
environment they go into the second phase.
The exponential phase: In the second phase the yeast cells divide at a constant rate. At some
time the cells have divided themselves so many times that the sugar concentration cannot
support that many yeast cells. At this time the yeast cells pass into the third phase.
The stationary phase: In the third phase the number of dying yeast cells is nearly equal to the
number of cell division. In all these phases the living yeast cells have convert sugars to
alcohol (ethanol) and carbon dioxide, but alcohol is poisonous for the yeast cells and at some
time so much alcohol has been produced that the cells can no longer survive.
The death phase: In the final phase the yeast cells gradually begin to die. Here far more cells
die than there are cell divisions.
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Draw a graph which describes the growth of yeast cells in the different phases.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Time

8.1:
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8.2:

The concentration of alcohol depends on the amount of yeast cells. The more
yeast cells, the more alcohol is converted. Each yeast cell converts a fixed
amount of sugar to alcohol and carbon dioxide. In the previous exercise you
drew a graph which describes the growth of yeast cells in the different phases.
Use this description to consider how the alcohol concentration develops over
time. Draw a graph which describes how the alcohol concentration growth in a
fermentation process.
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In the table below you can see the results from an experiment in which the alcohol
concentration in a fermentation process has been measured frequently.
Hours
Alcohol
%

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

60

80

100

120

140

200

250

0,3

0,4

0,5

0,7

0,8

1,0

1,3

1,6

4,0

6,5

9,3

11,1

12

12,5

12,5

Source: http://w2.ef.dk/netbog/Htxopg/kap32.htm

8.3:

(a) Compare these results with the graph which you drew in the previous
exercise. Does your graph match these numerical data?
(b) Look at the results from the first 40 hours of the experiment. Examine
whether the growth of alcohol percentage between 5 hours and 40 hours is
exponential or linear.
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The growth of alcohol percentage belongs to a type of growth called logistic growth.
8.4:

Use what you know about the growth of alcohol percentage to describe what
characterizes logistic growth.
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8.5:

Numerous things grow logistically. Find some examples of things which grow
logistically. Describe which factors could be responsible for these things
growing logistically.
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9 Tsetse flies
The African Hilus tribe earns a living from cattle breeding. The tribe’s income depends on how
much cattle can be sold each year. The greater the tribe’s cattle herd, the greater the tribe’s
income. Since it seldom rains where the cattle grazes, the tribe has constructed a well and an
irrigation system. Satisfied they observe that the pastures turn more and more fertile as it is
irrigated. Further, they observe that the herd size grows as the pastures become more fertile.
The tribe has now learned that there is a relationship between the fertility of the pastures and
the herd size: The less grass growing of the pasture, the smaller the herd.
Consequently, the tribe chooses to irrigate the pasture even more frequently. But the
repetitive irrigation has an unpleasant side-effect: the amount of the feared tsetse flies begin
to grow very quickly. The more moist the pasture, the more do the tsetse flies breed. And
since tsetse flies can infect the cattle with the often fatal sleeping sickness, the tribe is
concerned that the cattle size is diminished.
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9.1:

Attempt to sketch the mentioned relationships in a way which at one glance
provides an overview of the most important factors.
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10 Conclusion of the theme ‘growth’.
Write a short summary of your activities in connection to this theme. The summary must end
with a conclusion on what you take to be the most important results of your work on this
theme – i.e. which mathematical properties of different types of growth functions have you
found. You can further put forward criticism as well as questions regarding the theme and the
course. You can finally suggest changes etc.
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GPS spies and fair insurance premiums
What is a fair insurance premium?
Have you considered buying a car in the near future? That could be an expensive affair
with respect to car insurance. Up until now most insurance companies have had only national statistics at their disposal when determining the yearly insurance premium (the
amount the consumer has to pay, in order for his or her car to be insured). And these statistics are not promising: For 18-19 years olds the risk of being involved in a serious accident is 7 times as high as that of your parents. If you are between 20 and 24 years old, the
risk is 3 times as high as that of your parents. And surely, if the risk that you will be involved in an accident is increased, there is an increased risk that you will make insurance
claims to your insurance company.
But is this a fair way to determine the yearly premium? What about those young people
who actually are good drivers? And what about those 40 year olds who drive recklessly?
Even many insurance companies agree that this way of calculating the yearly premium is
not fair. And some have started to use innovative technology instead of just national statistics.
In table 1 you will find some data on ten drivers including their individual yearly premiums.
Assignment 1: Can you find a pattern in Table 1? Which mathematical tools (graphs,
table, equations etc.) did you use to identify a pattern, and why did you use these tools?
Which three factors (i.e. which columns) seem to have a decisive effect on the insurance
premium? Why do you think that these factors seem to be important? Give an estimate of
the relative weight of these factors.
The insurance company Pay As You Drive, for one wanted to be fair towards their costumers. And the director has asked himself, “what if the premium is determined by how
you actually drive, and not by how people with their characteristics drive in general?” In a
test period of one month, Pay As You Drive asked the ten costumers mentioned above to
install a GPS spy device in their car. This device is, on the one hand, a normal GPS navigation device which can capture location and speed data of a car. On the other hand, the
device is connected to network through a 3G broadband modem, and the device is able to
transmit data to a server at Pay As You Drive’s analysis office.
Watch it here: You can read an article and watch a video from abc-News about GPS
guided insurance here: http://abcnews.go.com/GMA/Travel/story?id=5392695&page=1
In Tables 2 and 3 you find some of the data captured by the GPS spy device.
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Age
Person
Andrew
59
Beth
26
Christina
42
Dennis
19
Elaine
30
Frank
32
George
78
Hillary
19
Ian
23
Jeremiah
27
Table 1 - General information.

Years with
driver’s
license

Years with
own car

Type of car

Car produced in…

41
1
23
1
12
14
60
1
5
2

41
1
12
1
7
11
60
1
5
1

Large
Small
Medium
Fast
Medium
Large
Small
Small
Small
Fast

1999
1998
1987
1984
2007
2001
1992
2000
1998
2004

Driving in urban
Driving on highway
areas
(max. 80 mph)
Person
(max. 40 mph)
Top
Top
miles
miles
speed
speed
Andrew
50
39 mph
136
89 mph
Beth
2
38 mph
48
76 mph
Christina
70
43 mph
12
84 mph
Dennis
88
112 mph
Elaine
10
32 mph
Frank
70
54 mph
68
90 mph
George
9
24 mph
Hillary
4
39 mph
25
89 mph
Ian
153
98 mph
Jeremiah
12
44 mph
12
97 mph
Table 2 - Driving habits as revealed by the GPS spy-device.

Driving on freeway
(max. 100 mph)
miles
17
42
250
74

Top
speed
112 mph
103 mph
110 mph
115 mph

Number of
claims in
the last 3
years
1
0
3
0
0
1
0
1
2
0

Miles
driven on
very dangerous
roads
20
48
68
89
12
60
16

Person
Andrew
Beth
Christina
Dennis
Elaine

Frank

Miles
driven per
day

Yearly
premium
(in €)

203
50
124
88
10
388
9
29
153
98

730
2068
2000
2619
784
1176
608
2500
2654
1135

Miles
driven on
dangerous
roads
93
12
20
130
12
73
30

Miles
driven on
less dangerous
roads
110
2
112
10
169
9
5
20
52

Drives primarily…
- Parks 8 hours on a private company parking lot.
- Drives two times a day through three dangerous intersections in each of which on
average 18 serious accidents happen each year.
- Drives on a very dangerous rural highway where he has to overtake a number of
agricultural machines.
- Parks 9 hours on a public parking lot with room for 2000 cars where on average 1
minor accident takes place per day and where on average 5 cars are stolen each year.
- Drives on a very dangerous rural highway where he has to overtake a number of
agricultural machines.
- Parks 8 hours on a private company parking lot.
- Turns right at three intersections where there is an increased risk of right-turn accidents involving bicycle riders.
- Drives on a stretch of freeway where a lot of solo accidents happen.
- Drives on a very dangerous rural highway where he has to overtake a number of
agricultural machines.
- Drives two times a day through eight dangerous intersections in which on average 5 to
7 serious accidents happen each year.
- Parks 8 hours on a private company parking lot.

George
- Drives on a very dangerous rural highway where he has to overtake a number of
Hillary
agricultural machines.
- Drives on a very dangerous rural highway where he has to overtake a number of
agricultural machines.
Ian
- Drives two times a day through four dangerous intersections in which on average 9 to
11 serious accidents happen each year.
- Drives two times a day through a dangerous intersection in which on average 20
Jeremiah
serious accidents happen each year.
Table 3 – Additional information revealed by the GPS spy-device.

during rush hours
during off-peak hours
during rush hours
during off-peak hours
during rush hours

during rush hours

during off-peak hours
during rush hours

during off-peak hours

during rush hours
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Assignment 2: As you can see the company has, on before hand, categorized some
stretches of road as “very dangerous”, “dangerous” and “less dangerous”. Which factors
would you focus on in such a classification? Find your own way to make it easy to classify
a given stretch of road on the grounds of data about that road respective to these factors.
Assignment 3: Choose from all the factors found in the three tables those which you
would focus on if you were to help Pay As You Drive to determine individual premiums for
the ten costumers. Why did you choose these factors? And should they have an equal
relative weight?
Assignment 4: Construct a model which takes into account the factors you identified in
the last assignment. You can use whatever modeling tool you like – i.e. you can draw
graphs, make tables, make equations etc. The model should be a tool for determining a
fair individual premium for the costumers.
Assignment 5: Discuss benefits and drawbacks of using a GPS spy device. Are there
other benefits than determining a fair insurance premium? Is it in fact more fair to determine the premium in this way?

x^(-0,5): Square Root Function in Divisor

Keywords
Lesson applicable
for
Advice

Square root function in divisor

16 years old
The students should find the relationship between
variables describing a natural phenomenon. The
solution is square root function in divisor which use is
very rarely presented in real world situation.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
square root function in divisor
Using motion of planets around the sun and determining velocities of each planet, students
discover that velocity and radius have a functional relationship of power -½ by fitting curves
Lesson applicable for students of age 16
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- concept of function
- curve fitting
scientific contents:
- Kepler’s third law
required knowledge:
- using spreadsheet software, curve
fitting

math.
aspects

contents
common
aspects

function of
structure
ax^(-1/2)

curve
fitting

structure

function

nonmath.
aspects
Which
factors
influence
constant?
contextual,
derivation

- Inductive reasoning
- Identifying essential components
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result
- Sensible use of aids and tools

materials:
- applet from internet (see material)
- projector
- whiteboard
preparations:
- check the applets, or download
them

way of teaching:
- teacher oriented
heuristic competencies
Exemplification
inductive reasoning
finding relationship after measuring
different values
identifying essential components
What is measured? What changes after
each measurement? Changes of
measuring values main item to find
relationship
changing representation
from table to graph
communicate
Which relationship is suitable?
reflecting & interpreting
Regression suitable? Derivation of
physical law reasonable?
sensible use of aids and tools
using spreadsheet software to find
suitable function

further comments and advice:
- Using circles is an approximation of Kepler’s law, since paths of planets are eclipses.

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
getting material
change room if necessary
communication
let explain
physical
background
type of cooperation
Leading subject form

ScienceMath-projekt: x^-0,5
Idea: Tine Golež,
St. Stanislav Institution for Education,
Diocesan Classical Gymnasium Ljubljana, Slovenia

Background
General didactic background
Plotting mathematical functions seems to be meaningless activity sometimes. However,
one can easily find an example to show the applicability of linear function. The same is
true for quadratic function as well as root function. But what about root function to power
minus one? Young people need to see the correlation between mathematical theory and
the real world. As a result, students will always prefer theory which is supported by examples from concrete uses. While difficult, it is possible to find a practical example of the
square root function to minus one.

Mathematical background
A natural phenomenon is observed and the measured points are plotted in graph. The
question is: what mathematical function fits the plotted points and therefore describes this
phenomenon.

The idea of teaching implementation
We start using one of the computer applets
(http://www.hanksville.org/courseware/solarsystem/planets.html
http://galileoandeinstein.physics.virginia.edu/more_stuff/flashlets/innerplanets.htm
http://physik.uibk.ac.at/hephy/applets/physlet_resources/bu_physlets/c17_solar_sim.html)
which simulate the movement of inner solar system planets. The orbits are presented by
cycles, although we know that planets path around Sun are ellipses. As the eccentricity of
the ellipses is very close to 1, this approximation is justified. The central question is: what
is the relationship between the speed of the planet and the radius of its orbit. We plot the
measured values into speed-radius coordinate system and try to guess the appropriate
function which ties the two variables.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching material
A natural phenomenon is observed and the measured points are plotted in graph. The
question is: what mathematical function fits the plotted points and therefore describes this
phenomenon.
We start using one of the computer applets
(http://www.hanksville.org/courseware/solarsystem/planets.html
http://galileoandeinstein.physics.virginia.edu/more_stuff/flashlets/innerplanets.htm
http://physik.uibk.ac.at/hephy/applets/physlet_resources/bu_physlets/c17_solar_sim.html)
which simulate the movement of inner solar system planets. The orbits are presented by
cycles, although we know that planets path around Sun are ellipses. As the eccentricity of
the ellipses is very close to 1, this approximation is justified. The central question is: what
is the relationship between the speed of the planet and the radius of its orbit. We plot the
measured values into speed-radius coordinate system and try to guess the appropriate
function which ties the two variables.
We project the computer applet to the whiteboard and measure the radii of the orbits. My
suggestion is to express all the radii in the unit of astronomical unit (distance Earth-Sun).
This is the independent variable and will be plotted to the horizontal axes. Using a stopwatch we also measure the periods of the planets. Maybe we calculate all the times into a
year. And finally we calculate the speed of a planet:
v=

2 πr
t0

The horizontal axis is reserved for the velocity. The unit is au·2π/year which is the length of
earth’s orbit divided by year. We insert the four measured velocities and try to fit an appropriate curve through the points. It is most probable that students will first suggest plotting 1/x. As it is not the right one, they sometimes try with 1/x2. The right one is 1/x1/2. The
attached Excel file can serve to plot them easily (See attached file). The function definition
range is from 1/10 au.
Two possible explanation of physics background

Starting from Kepler’s law
In the case we can assume that the planets orbit the Sun on circles and not on ellipses, we
state the third Kepler’s law as:
The ratio between the orbit of a planet and its period is the same for all planets:
r3
= konst.
t 02
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We divide both sides by r and multiple by (2π)2 . The left side of the equation is the magnitude of the velocity of a circling object squared.

( 2 π ) 2 r 2 konst.( 2 π )2
=
t 02
r
Therefore we introduce another symbol:

v2 =

konst.( 2π )2
r

Taking the square root of both sides we obtain:
v = 2π

konst .
r

Starting from Newton’s law
Again, we assume that the orbits are perfect circles. Therefore the centripetal force is written as:

v2
Fc = m p
r
In this equation m is mass of the planet, v its velocity and r radius of the orbit. We are fully
aware that centripetal force is only a name for the sum of all forces acting on a circling
body. The effect of that net force is permanent change of the direction of the velocity while
its magnitude remains the same. There is only one force acting on the planet: that is the
gravitational force of the Sun. It is Newton’s discovery that there is a force acting between
two bodies and this force can be written as:
F=

Gms m p
r2

G is the universal gravity constant, m is mass of the planet and sun respectively and r distance between the centers of gravity of the two bodies.
We combine the two equations
mp

v 2 Gms m p
=
r
r2
v=

Using basic algebra we rearrange the equation into:

Gms
r

The result explicitly shows that the speed is proportional to the distance to power -1/2.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

Introduction of Trigonometric Function

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for
Advice

Trigonometric functions, circulation, oscillation
16 to 17 years old students
introduction of trigonometric function not purely mathematically
but in combinations with physics
Students can find themselves some objects from every day life
which oscillate and some objects which circulate and then derive
relationship between these two movements. Math teacher
introduces the concept of function sinx and its graph. Students
carry out the properties of trigonometric functions by observing
real oscillating and circulating objects.
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Idea: Marina Rugelj,
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Teaching Material

(Links: see first page of Internet-Version)

¾ Slides: Trigonometric Function (power-point)
¾ Applets: For viewing: please download “Ruler and Compass CaR” from internet,
free download

Next pages: Lesson Plan

Below: Worksheet: Trigonometric Function (worksheet to copy)

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Proposal for a Lesson Plan:
Introduction of Trigonometric Functions
Content
Circulation and
oscillation introduction

Teacher
Teacher shows to students
some objects from every-day
life: wheel, bicycle, children's
swing, clock …

Pupils
Slide 2

T: How are they moving?
Describe their movements!
T: Could you find some other
objects which oscillate or
circulate?

P: Some of them circulate
and some of them oscillate.
Worksheet

P: Windmill, gramophone,
swing door…

Slide 3
T: Is there relation between
these two motions:
circulation and oscillation?

Slide 4

Experiment:
Take a gramophone and put
a stick on it. Behind the
gramophone place a simple
pendulum. The stick
circulates on the gramophone Slide 5
and the weight of the
pendulum oscillates. Make a
projection of the stick and the
weight on the wall. Observe
the shadows of the stick and
the weight. What can you
Applet 1
see?
Worksheet

P: … that the shadow of the
stick overlaps with the
shadow of the weight.

Ps sketch the experiment.
T: Yes, but only if we
attended for the same
amplitudes and frequencies.

2
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Graph of sin motion

Definition of sin
function

T: Take a point T which
circulates around the unit
circle. Put the center of the
circle in the starting point of
the coordinate system and
observe the projection of the
point T on y–axis. It goes up
and down.
Could you draw a graph of
the position of projected
point in dependence of time?
T: We know that ration
between hypotenuse and
cathetus in similar rightangled triangles is always the
same:

Applet 2
Ps try to draw a sin curve.

Slide 6

a / c = a’ / c’ = a’’ / c’’
It depends on the angle x, it
is a functions of the angle x
and we named this function
sinus:

f ( x) = a = sin x .
c
If hypotenuse c = 1 than sin
x = a.
We can draw this angle x in
the unit circle. We also get
the right-angled triangle. The
length of the hypotenuse is
equal 1 ( c = 1), therefore

a a
sin x = = = a .
c 1
And a is exactly the y-

Slide 7

Slide 8

Worksheet

Ps draw the sin value for
different angels in unit circle.

coordinate of the point T on
the circle.

3
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Transformations
of sin - function:

f (t ) = A sin ωt + c

f (t ) = A sin t
T: A is amplitude.

In the case of oscillation A
means a displacement
from the rest position.
In the case of circulation A
means bigness of a
radium.
Could you draw two different
graphs for two different
parameters A, e.g. A = 1 and
A = 2?

Slide 9
Worksheet

Ps try to draw the graphs of
two different amplitudes.

Applets 3

f (t ) = sin ωt
T: Parameter w we name
frequency.
In the case of oscillation w
means number of beats per
second.
In the case of circulation w
means angular velocity.
Could you draw two different
graphs of two different
parameters w.

Slide 10
Worksheet

Ps try to draw the graphs of
two different frequencies.

Slide 11
Worksheet

f (t ) = sin t + c

Ps try to draw the graphs of
the function
f (t ) = sin t + 2 .

T: Try to draw the graph of
this function if c = 3!

4
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Practical task

There is a windmill and point
A on the propeller as you can
see on the picture.
The function which describes
the height of the point A is
equal:

h(t ) = 3.5 sin

Slide 12

2π
t + 7.5
12

Questions:
1. How high is rod?
2. How big is radius of the
propeller?
3. In what time does the
point come around?

Worksheet
Applet 4

Ps can work in pairs and try
to answer these questions.

Check the answers:
1. The rod is 7,5 m high.
2. The radius of the
propeller is 3,5 m.
3. The point need 12
secunds.

Next pages: worksheet
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Worksheet: INTRODUCTION OF TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
1. Find and put down some objects from every-day life which oscillate or circulate!

2. Is there any relation between these two motions: circulation and oscillation? Make a
sketch of the experiment!

3. Draw a sin curve!

6
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4. Draw the value of sin x for four angels x!

90o < x < 180o

270o < x < 360o

180o < x < 270o

0o < x < 90o

5. Draw the graphs of two functions in the same coordinate system:

f ( x ) = sin x
f ( x ) = 2 sin x

7
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6. Draw the graphs of two functions in the same coordinate system:

7. Draw the graphs of two functions in the same c. system:

f ( x) = sin x
f ( x) = sin 2 x

f ( x) = sin x
f ( x) = sin x + 2

y
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8. There is a windmill and point A on the propeller as you can see on the picture.
The function which describes the height of the point A is equal:

A

h(t ) = 3.5 sin

2π
t + 7 .5
12

a. How high is the rod?

b. How big is radius of the propeller?

c. In what time does the point come around?

9. Sketch the graph!

h

t
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Introduction to Trigonometric Function
Applet 1 (here static)
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Applet 2 (here static)
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Applet 3 (here static)
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Applet 4 (here static)
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Functional Relations 3

Keywords

concept of function, funkional thinking

Lessons applicable
for

16 to 18 years old students,
The module can be used every time during the
scholar year or integrated into a course about the
concept of function. The experiments do not lead
automatically to algebraic terms. Some allow only
approximations in sections - an oportunity to make
fitting methods a subject of discussion. The unknown
functional relations lead to discussions about
covariation and change behaviour.

Advice

It is proposed to offer the experiments in stations.
Needed time: about 4 lessons so that each group
can work at minimum two stations. Additionally each
gruop should prepare a final presentation about one
experiment .
The experiments are interdisciplinary, so that the
teacher should have competencies in experimental
physics. The students should know the physical
background or should learn it through experimenting.
(Hint: The teaching module "functional relation 1"
proposes easy experiments)

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Functional relations 3
Starting with an impulse from everyday life, students are doing physical experiments to discover
different aspects of the concept of function, especially discover functions which are not
(anti-)proportional, linear or quadratic.
Lesson applicable for students of age16-18
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- functional relationship
- aspect of correspondence
- aspect of covariance
- variable as generalized number
scientific contents:
- depending on the experiments chosen
required knowledge:
- concept of function if lessons are
intended as application of that concept
- handling measuring errors

math.
aspects
generalized
number
interest on
structure
specific
constant
relationship
still valid?

Contents
common
aspects
variable
fct.
Relationshi
p
constant
measuring
errors

nonmath.
aspects
measurand
contextual
contextual

physical
meaning
origin of
errors?

heuristic competencies:
- Inductive reasoning
- Analogies
- Identifying essential components
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result

materials:
- depending on the experiments
one wants to use
preparations:
- trying out experiments in advance
- letting explain physical
background

way of teaching:
- working in groups

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
inductive reasoning
finding proportional relationship by
doing several measurements
analogies
esp. if doing more than one experiment,
finding common structures among the
experiments resp. values
identifying essential components
Which items describe fct. relationship?
changing representations
change from table to graph (to formula)
communicate
discussing relationship, measuring errors,
commonalities among experiments,
meaning of prop.factor
reflecting and interpreting
relationship valid? How do variables
change?

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
getting material
access to science room if
necessary
communication
students’
knowledge in
experimenting
handling
measuring
errors?
letting explain
physical
background if
necessary
type of cooperation
Leading subject form

further comments and advice:
- It is suggested to offer the experiments in stations. Needed time: about 4 lessons so that each group can work at minimum two
stations.
- The experiments are interdisciplinary, so that the teacher should have competencies in experimental physics. The students should
know the physical background or should learn it through experimenting.
- Especially the aspect of covariance can be touched very intensively by the experiments.
- The sequence should be closed by a plenary discussion in the class-room, where every group presents the results of one experiment
including the extra-mathematical meaning of the constants in physical contexts.
- Knowing students experience in experimenting is good to know concerning time management of lessons.
- Physical aspects vary depending on experiments being used.
- If students are not familiar how to handle measuring errors, short introduction should be given before starting the experiments.
- The module can be used every time during the scholar year or integrated into a course about the concept of function.
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Background
General Didactic Background
The starting point is a cross-curricular approach in the natural sciences, with physics in
particular. The objective is, to make high school students experience mathematics as adequate, meaningful and interesting through extra-mathematical contexts. Learning in context is to contribute to an intuitive mathematical understanding. With the help of contexts
and methods, derived from the natural sciences, the often noticed gap between formal
mathematics and authentic experience shall be closed, and students are, on the other
hand, given the opportunity to experience the versatility of mathematical terms.
Natural science contexts offer the opportunity for truly realistic teaching. Concrete physical
or biological contexts may stimulate mathematical modelling activities and lead to authentic experiences. Mathematical content and methods are learned in meaningful contexts,
and the students’ sense of reality can be extended through mathematical insight. Different
references to reality produce different models and can therefore also contribute to a contrasting of terminological properties and of a variety of models. The diversity of natural science phenomena allow setting open tasks and thereby working out mathematical problems independently. Mathematical terms, as for example, the concept of the function, can
be experienced as modelling activities. The variety of their contextual meanings and of
their properties can be grasped in their various connections with reality.

Mathematical Background
The key words in the material presented here are the term function and functional thinking.
It is addressed to high school students aged 16 to 18. The lesson plans, suggested here,
can be used independently at any time during the school year, or they can be integrated in
a course to acquire a better understanding of the term function. The suggested experiments lead to functional connections that cannot readily be described by a functional term.
In some parts, only a partial approach is possible, so that in groups of older students and
high achiever groups known procedures can be tightened. On the other hand, the a priori
unclear graphic progression enforces a discussion about the functional connections and
the aspects of functional attribution and in particular of co-variation.
It is suggested to offer the experiments in work stations. The time frame may be set at two
double lessons, in which each group should be able to work on a minimum of two stations.
At the end of the teaching unit, a presentation phase is suggested, in which each group
presents their results of one of their experiments.
The suggested experiments require competences and a sound knowledge of experimental
physics on the part of the teacher. The students should be familiar with the physical background or acquire it during their work on the experiments. (Note: In Functional relation 1,
there are suggestions of simple experiments.)
The concept of function is one of the most important, but also one of the most difficult
mathematical terms. A lot of research has shown that students have only a limited conceptual understanding of the term function. A function is only understood as “something with a
x and a y” or something that one represents graphically. The graph of a function is rather
recognized the route of the curve than the functional interdependence between two values.
In teaching there is, indeed, the danger to primarily reduce the teaching of functions to
1
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drawing of graphs to represent equations. The function concept is much more complex,
though. Understanding the function concept means to be familiar with its conceptions in
respect of content, its various areas of representation and to switch between them. The
complexity of the function concept has been subject of a number of analyses in the last
decades. In this context, major work has been done by DeMorois and Tall, Stoye and
Fischer/Malle and Swan, identifying different forms of representation, the changes in between and cognitive planes (Cf. bibliography under further information).
To sum it up, three aspects of the function concept in terms of content are distinguished
here (Cf. bibliography: Beckmann 2006):
•

the correspondence aspect (action: Each element x of a quantity X is allocated an
element y of a quantity Y. Here, in a simple case, it is only possible to look at one
element x or at one after the other/continuously all x of X).
• the Co-variation aspect (process: If x changes, then the allocated, respectively, the
corresponding y also changes. We can always change x discretely or run through
the quantity X continuously).
• the object aspect: To understand a function as an object means to understand the
function as a whole, i.e. to be familiar with aspects such as simple and continuous
allocation, discrete and continuous co-variation in all forms of representation, possible changes and types of changes.
Aspects of representation are situations (images, verbal descriptions), tables, graphs, algebraic expressions / terms.
The function concept is most comprehensively presented in Hoefer’s “House of functional
thinking” (figure 1). It considers and clarifies all aspects of the function concept and all
possibilities of transfers. It also allows the differentiation between various possibilities of
the same transformation, i.e. if the graphic transformation of a term is done point by point
or under dynamic points of view (figure 1).

figure 1: House of functional thinking (Cf. bibliography Hoefer 2006, 2008)

2
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The idea of teaching implementation
The basic idea of the teaching sequence suggested here, is to support students from all
types of schools through experimental activities, references to reality and natural science
contexts in acquiring an adequate understanding of functions. Experiments are a good
way realizing this, since the experimental steps correspond to aspects of the concept of
functions. In carrying out the experiments, the aspects of the functional concept in terms of
content are experienced through activities. Different areas of representation and the
changes in between are stimulated through different modelling activities. The often neglected and little trained competences to verbalize, respectively, to interpret graphs, are
stimulated by the references to reality and by the concrete values used in the experiments
(Cf. extensive explanations in Beckmann 2006). Through this, in particular, the students
are given the opportunity to understand functional contexts and discuss them. The aspect
of co-variation becomes an authentic experience.
The stimulus for experimental activities will be realized at the various stations. The students are first of all reminded of their own every-day experiences and practical situations
through a real-life impulse and are stimulated to discuss changes and formulate hypotheses. Checking the respective hypothesis motivates experimentation, leading to a functional
connection. This connection, usually first collected in a table, is then researched further,
for example, graphically. In this, the emphasis is on the verbal discussion and the (at least
final) reference to the students’ every-day life. Final presentations by each group in a class
have proved to be very successful for this.
To make sure that the functional relationship is not obvious from the start but has to be
worked out, the suggestions are not limited to one type of function (such as linear functions) but address various functional relationships. In addition, the special thing about the
experiments suggested here, is the fact that the functional relationship is not immediately
clear but only partial results from the experiments. This forces students to come to terms
with the content of the functional relationship. If having strong achiever groups, one can try
to find the corresponding functional term, which, however, does not work easily for all examples and can possibly only be done through approximation/fit- procedures. In any case,
what is even more important, is the verbal and contextual discussion of the changeability
and the dependence on other factors of the values observed.
The experiments suggested under “Teaching material”, are suitable for students at the beginning of secondary II (respectively at the end of secondary I). The experiments require
competences and knowledge of experimental physics on the part of the teacher. The students should already be familiar with the physical background or acquire it while working
on the experiments. The experiments, collected in the sequence, are designed to teach
students to come to terms with the verbal and the content aspects of the changes and the
dependences of the values observed. The basis are a variety of functions, which, however,
are not the usual simple types of functions taught in school but rather unfamiliar functions,
respectively, functional relationships, which only originate in the process of the experiment.
The experiments require teachers with some physical background and partly competences
in experimental physics. A cross-curricular approach, that considers the physical terminology in addition to the mathematical interest in functional dependency, is highly desirable
here, and in parts also necessary. (Reference: In other teaching examples, experiments
with simpler content are suggested).
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Teaching Material
Suggested Lesson Plan
Introduction

Stations

Final Session in
Class

The teacher introduces the lesson.
Possible topics: measuring errors, drawing the functional graph/
curves
-> literature, resp. physical background
The experiments are offered in stations and are to be carried out
independently and in their own responsibility (worksheets offer
stimulation).

Each group presents the results of their group work at the station.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Variables
Interrelation

Lux metre, Various cardboard tubes of same diameter Window at daylight (window pane serves as light source)

Distance to light source and intensity of light
Approximately square reduction of light intensity with decrease from light source.

Material needed and Experiments

Material

The cardboard tubes are held closely to the window pane. On the other side, the light sensor of the lux-metre is held
tightly to the tube. The intensity of the light can be read on the display.

Station 1: Experiment Tunnel

Procedure

2

Ride into a tunnel (without seeing the end), distance to a lamp (street light, desk lamp)

The measurement is realized by silicium-diodes, which are connected in locking direction. Action of light causes an
electric current, which is a measure for the brightness. The brightness or intensity of lighting is the ratio between light
current on a plane and area of the plane. 680 lux relates to an area of 1 m² lightened by monochromatic yellow-green
light (550 nm) of 1 Watt. 0,1 Lux relates to red light (750 nm) under the same conditions.
Examples of light intensities:
- sunny summer day outside: about 100000 lux
- covered sky in summer: about 20000 lux
- dimmed winter day: about 3000 lux
- good street lamp: about 40 lux
- night with full moon: about 0,25 lux.
Good lightening helps to avoid accidents. For work there are regulations which demands 100 to 250 lux and 1000 lux
for precision work.
The brightness/ intensity of light depend also on the distance of the light source. The intensity decreases quadratically
with the distance.

A lightsource (sun, lamp etc.) sends light of a special quantity. A recipient (eye, photo-diode etc.) “feels” a special
brightness. The lux-meter measures the brightness in lux. Lux-meters “feel” similar like the human eye. They don’t
measure the energy of the light; they measure how bright the lighting seems to be to an eye. Light of same energy but
different colours seem to have not the same brightness.
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Crosscurricular
Background

Relation to
Reality
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Station 2:
Experiment: Aeroplane wing
Variables
Angle of attack of a wing/surface and lift
Interrelation Partially cubic connection can be approached.
Material
A moveable wing.
This can be realized with a simple wooden frame covered with card board
(see photograph). A protractor to measure the set angle.
A hair drier to produce the air stream, scales.

Procedure

The wing is set at a given angle and that angle is measured with the help of a protractor. A hair dryer blows air horizontally (always from the same position) in the direction of the wing (card board). The difference in mass is indicated on the
scales.

4

Flying, gliding, paragliding, aeroplane

The uplift force in the experiment: In the experiment, the wing is reproduced in an idealized fashion by a straight
piece of card-board (if one wants to do without the aerodynamic experimental wings offered in shops). The wing is
positioned on the scales and its mass is measured. The air stream (simulated here by a hair dryer) reduces the
mass. Newton’s second law illustrates that the difference in mass is a measure of the uplift (Cf. above).

The three basic laws of mechanics are Newton’s axioms (Axiom: a law that is considered true – until it is disproved):
- The first states that a body is either in a static condition or it moves uniformly (at a constant speed) in a
straight line, as long as no external forces affect it.
- The second states that, in a body of the mass m, the force F effects an acceleration a by F = ma.
In connection with this experiment, Newton’s third axiom is of special interest, because it states that any force is
counteracted by a counter force of the same value and in the opposite direction (rule of thumb: actio = reactio). This
makes us understand why a plane flies. Through the special form and angle of the wings, a force acts upon the air
stream. It is deflected downwards; the counterforce acts on the wings upwards (Cf. simplified presentation in the
graph). The form and the position of the wing (marked by the angle of attack (alpha), are, next to the speed of the
aeroplane, decisive for the “dynamic uplift force” effecting the movement of the aeroplane.
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Cross-curricular
background

Relation to
Reality

(To Experiment: Aeroplane wing)
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Station 3:
Experiment Electric Bulb

Variables
Voltage and amperage
Interrelation Amperage increases with voltage, however, the relation is not proportional. The relation depends on the respective
switched components (electric bulb etc.). As the case may be, a root relation can be established.
Power supply with variable voltage (up to 12 V).
Multi-metre, 3 cables, Electric bulb with socket
Material

Procedure

The components are switched in an electric circuit (see photo). The voltage is varied and the respective amperage is
measured. The difference in brightness, respectively, heat is observed.

6
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R=

U
I

Electric appliances in the home and in industry etc.

Ohm’s law does not apply to an electric bulb switched in the circuit. (In an electric bulb, the electric energy/current is
transformed to radiation energy. The metal wires inside glow, i.e. the metal atoms are stimulated). With an increase in
voltage, resistance increases. It is because of the increase of temperature, which means an increase in the movement of
the particles in the bulb.

For certain components (e.g. a “Constantan” wire or an iron wire, kept at a constant temperature) Ohm’s law applies. It
states that the resistance is constant, i.e. that amperage and voltage are mutually proportional.

amperage I:

The individual resistance R of components in the electric circuit can be determined through the quotient of voltage U and

If the circuit is closed, a current flows to equalize the charge (In order to avoid a short circuit, a consuming component,
such as an electric bulb, has to be switched in between). If the current flows, the bulb lights up. With greater amperage,
the bulb glows brighter.

CrossThe electric voltage is a measure of the difference in the distribution of the charge induced. At the “negative pole”, there
curricular
is a lack of electrons compared with the surplus of electrons at the “positive pole”.
Background

Relation to
Reality
(To Experiment: electric bulb)
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A photoconductive cell consists of semi-conductors.
In the following, the model of a semi-conductor and what effect light has on it, is briefly and graphically explained.

The room is darkened in different degrees. The light intensity is recorded by a lux-metre. Then, the individual resistance of a photoconductive cell is measured.
(lux-metre and resistor have to be aligned in the same direction)
(as regards the term light intensity, cf. tunnel experiment above)

Light intensity and resistance
Resistance decreases with
greater light intensity
A darkened room
(classroom with blinds or thick
curtains),
Photoconductive cell and resistor
meter, Lux-metre

Station 4: Experiment Dimming
Variables
Interrelation
Material

Procedure

Crosscurricular
Background

8

Light falling on the photo-resistor affects a reduction of the resistance. The amount of resistance depends on the intensity of the light.
Photo-resistors are, e.g., used to turn on lamps at dusk. For this, a set resistor value is fixed as a measure for the light
intensity.

Structure of a Si-crystal
Each of the four outer electrons finds a partner (solid bridge bondage)
Photo-resistance:
Effect of light on semi-conductors. A photo-resistor consists of semi-conductor material. If exposed to light, electrons
are extracted from the bondage, so that the resistance is reduced and a current can flow, if voltage is applied.

Semi-conductor:
Semi-conductors are materials with high resistance. When light falls on them, the resistance is reduced. This can be
used to measure light intensity.
The solid bondage is the result of the number of bonding electrons in semi-conductors, i.e. 4 (Cf. graph: each electron
finds a partner: the bonding is stable in a so-called bridge bondage). The typical semi-conductor materials are silicon
(Si) and germanium (Ge).
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Relation to
reality
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Worksheets
The investigation of the functional relationships, resp. the formation of hypotheses, should
be stimulated, e.g. through an impulse taken from every-day life. In this context, the natural science background should be repeated and/or worked out. Furthermore, a discussion
on the material presented should take place before the start of the experiment.
What can be changed?
Which values vary, if a certain value is changed?
What is, in your opinion, the connection?
Each experiment is, on principle, headed by a general task:
Describe the connection between value ….and value…..
Check: Does the connection confirm your assumption?
Give a description of the special characteristics of the connection.
You will find worksheets to design yourself and, for selected stations, some in the E-book
“Experimente zum Funktionsbegriffserwerb” by Astrid Beckmann, published by AulisVerlag, Cologne 2006.
The following impulses were also taken from this book.

10
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Impulses for the Stations
Impulse

Tunnel

Imagine you are going or driving through a long
tunnel. You can’t see the end of it.
How does the brightness change (light intensity)
without considering the car lights?

Talk about it in the group.
Take a cardboard tube. Hold it against the car window (the window represents the light
source – sunlight). Observe the brightness.
Take another cardboard tube of a different length and hold it against the window. Observe
the brightness.
Compare.
Talk about it in the group.
Which diagram is the most fitting?
Mark it with a cross and check, after the completion of the experiment, whether your assumption was correct.

General Task
Describe the connection between the distance to the light source and the intensity of the
light. Check: Does the connection confirm your answer to the question above?
Describe the special qualities of the connection.

11
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Impulses

Aeroplane Wing

Have you noticed that the wings of an aeroplane
are set at an angle?
There is a good reason for it:
When an aeroplane is in flight, there is a
constant air stream directed at the wings.
Through the angle, the air stream is pressed
downwards in direction of the earth. For every
force there is a counter- force. Here, the counter
force is directed upwards. One speaks of lift. The
lift has the effect of making the plane fly.
(Photo Airbus 380)
(source: www.pixelquelle.de, ID 92677, photo:Spibo)

The lift depends on the form and the position/angle of the wings, as well as on the speed
of the aeroplane.
Guess: Which
wing
position
produces
the
greatest uplift?

Position A

Position B

Position C

Discuss the wing positions presented above, as well as other wing positions, in your
group. Give reasons for each assumption.
For your information: The angle between the horizontal line and the wing is called the angle of attack.
General Task:
Describe the connection between the angle of attack of the wing and the uplift.
Check: Does the connection confirm your assumptions?
Describe the special characteristics of this connection.

12
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Impulses

The Electric Bulb

We all use a number of electric appliances as a matter of cause (see photos)

We need electricity to run them.
Information:
By electric current, we understand the flow of charges. The strength of the current/amperage depends on the number of the flowing charges per time. The strength of
the current is abbreviated by I. Electric currents are produced by electric sources. Such
electric sources are labelled/marked by an electric voltage U (corresponding to a difference in the charge). The difference in charge is equalized by closing the electric circuit. A
current flows. The strength of the current depends on the electric source, but also on the
appliance connected to it.
Plugging in an iron, a computer or an electric bulb at your home, results in a difference in
amperage, although the same voltage of 230 V is applied in each case.
On the other hand: If you change the electric source (or the voltage at the source), the
amperage changes, even if it is always the same electrical appliance that is connected.
In an experiment you can simulate the second situation.
Get familiar with the components (the power supply unit as a variable electric source, an
electric bulb as the constant appliance and a measuring unit to measure the strength of
the current).
Ask yourself: How does the amperage change, if you change the voltage?
General Task:
Describe the connection between the electric voltage and the amperage with a constant
resistor switched.
Check: Does the connection confirm your assumption?
Describe the special characteristics of this connection.
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Impulses

Dimming

Street lights or lamps at the entrances to houses
switch on themselves, if it starts to get dark. The
“information” on the degree of brightness comes from
a photo resistor.
At low resistance, a current flows
(see information).
What is the connection between the degree of
brightness and the resistance?
Discuss this in your group.

General Task:
Describe the connection between the degree of brightness and the resistance.
Check: Does the connection confirm your assumption above?
Describe the special characteristics of the connection.
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Further Information
Secondary Literature
Further information on the experiments and suggestions for worksheets in:
Beckmann, A. (2006). Experimente zum Funktionsbegriffserwerb, Cologne (Aulis)

Further Literature to the theme:
Beckmann, A., Litz, A. (2006). Experimente als Zugang zu komplexen Funktionen und
Funktionsbegriff in der Hauptschule. In: Beckmann, A. (Hg.): Ausgewählte Unterrichtskonzepte im Mathematikunterricht in unterrichtlicher Erprobung. Hildesheim,
Berlin, Franzbecker, S. 67-89
Beckmann, A. (2007). Funktionsbegriffserwerb durch Experimente. mathematiklehren
2007
DeMorois, Ph.& Tall, D. (1996). Facets and Layers of the Function Concept. Puig, L.,
Gutierrez, A. (Hg.) : 20th Conference of the International Group for Psychology of
Mathematics Education (PME 20), proceedings vol. 2, 297-304
Fischer, R. & Malle, G. (1985). Mensch und Mathematik, Zürich
Gerny, M. & Alpers, B. (2004). Formula I – A Mathematical Microworld
Höfer, Th. (2006a): Funktionales Denken ganzheitlich fördern. Beiträge zum Mathematikunterricht 2006, Franzbecker, Hildesheim
Höfer, Th. (2006b): Funktionales Denken fördern durch Schülerexperimente und deren
Auswertung mit Hilfe eines grafikfähigen Taschenrechners, in: Beckmann, A.
(Hg.):Ausgewählte Unterrichtskonzepte im Mathematikunterricht in unterrichtlicher
Erprobung, Hildesheim, Berlin, Franzbecker, S. 91-113
Malle, G. (2000). Zwei Aspekte von Funktionen: Zuordnung und Kovariation. Mathematik
lehren 103, 8-11
Michelsen, C. & Beckmann, A. (2007): Förderung des Begriffsverständnisses durch Bereichserweiterung – Funktionsbegriffserwerb und Modellbildungsprozesse durch Integration von Mathematik, Physik und Biologie. MU 1/2 2007
Swan, M. (1980). The language of graphs. Shell Centre for Mathematical education, University of Nottingham.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

Fermat´s Principle and Calculus

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for

Advice

Extremal problems, Calculus, Fermats principle
16 to 18 years old students. The unit can be used for
an introduction into Calculus.
This short teaching unit introduces into Fernats
principle. This principle is applied in a way that
parallel focusses Calculus and optimization
strategies. The niveau is high. If the life-guardproblem is unknown, please use the worksheets of
the teaching module "Fermat meets Pythagoras"
first.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
Fermat’s principle
Through Fermat’s principle students have to set up a function time vs. distance and find its
minimum. By using the derivative they determine the speed of light in water.
Lesson applicable for students of age 16-18.
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- derivative
- extreme value problems
- Pythagoras’s Theorem
scientific contents:
- Fermat’s principle
- speed of light
required knowledge:
- derivative,
- extreme value tasks

math.
aspects

contents
common
aspects

context free

derivative

math.
concept
math.
concept
specific
constant

nonmath.
aspects

extreme
value task
Pythagoras

change of
time
dependent
on path
tool to find
path
tool

speed of
light

dependent
on material

heuristic competencies:
- Analogies
- Decomposition and combination
- Identifying essential components
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result

materials:
- 1 glass container (minimum
length 40 cm and minimum height
30 cm),
- water or other clear liquid,
- 1 laser pointer,
- 1 snail or comparable accessory,
- stand,
- measuring tape

way of teaching:
- working in pairs or groups

preparations:
- trying out experiment in advance

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
analogies
making analogies to Lifeguard problem
decomposition and combination
dividing path in two parts, determine
lengths, then adding both parts
identifying essential components
which variable is dependent, which
independent; deriving x not t; using
derivative equals 0 to get speed of light in
water
changing representations
from graph determining length of light
path
communicate
how to determine path, function and
minimizing it
reflecting & interpreting
Function reasonable? Coming up with
function for velocity in water; is speed of
light in water slower than in air?

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
access to material
lesson in science room if
necessary
communication
Fermat’s
principle
known?
letting show
experiment if
necessary
type of cooperation
Leading subject form

further comments and advice:
- if lifeguard-problem is unknown, present problem (see worksheet 1 of “Fermat meets Pythagoras”)
- Main emphasis is on calculus, setting up function and minimizing it.
- This lesson is more suitable as an application of extreme value tasks than as an introduction of it.
- Students might get confused since they have to derive t by x.
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Background
General didactical background
The basis of this sequence is an interdisciplinary approach with sciences especially with
Physics. The pupils shall experience Mathematics in an appropriate, interesting and
important way by the means of extra-mathematical references. Learning in interrelations
shall contribute to an intuitive mathematic understanding. With the aid of scientific contexts
and methods the gap between formal mathematics and authentic experience shall be
closed and on the other hand the variety of mathematic items shall be experienced.
Scientific contents open a chance for realistic teaching. Concrete physical or biological
phenomena can stimulate modelling processes and can lead to authentic experiences.
Mathematical themes and methods are learnt in meaningful contexts; reality can be
expanded by adding a mathematical view. Different real contexts lead to different models
and can show various meanings of concepts and models. The richness of scientific
phenomena allows open tasks and hands-on approaches to mathematics. Mathematical
concepts, like the concept of variable, can be experienced as a modelling tool. In various
authentic contexts the multifaceted meanings can be explored.

Physical didactical background
In optics instruction usually concentrates first on the radiation model. Here, the direction of
light rays is studied and predicted. In order to do this, the phenomena of light reflection
and light refraction are observed first.
While the prediction of a rays’ path regarding light reflection poses no problem in class,
due to the realisation that “The angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection.”, light
refraction poses a problem: If one does not only want to retrace it, one at least has to have
a knowledge of the sinus, in order to predict the direction of the rays in refraction with the
help of the equation: sin a1 / sin a2 = n2/n1 and given refraction figures n1 and n2.
However, even if this equation has been introduced, there remains an “after taste”, since
two phenomena, that both are based of the same physical principle – Fermat’s principle –
are taught together without any connection.

Fermat’s Principle in Class
To start off with, it sounds very simple: A ray of light follows a path between two points in
such a way that it uses the least possible time (see Vogel, p. 174). This principle is not
changed, even if one imposes the condition of a detour via a mirror: “The reflected ray of
light follows the shortest path, which leads via the mirror from A to B” (ibd. p. 173).
If the medium and thereby the speed of the light’s diffusion on its way from A to B is
changed, as is the case in the light refraction phenomenon, the time-wise shortest path
between two points A and B is no longer the geometrically shortest connection. While
trying to work out the temporally shortest path, one hits a minimising problem with a target
function, which consists of a sum of two root terms. In a physics class with 16 to 18 year
olds, one can assume that they possess the mathematical means to analytically evaluate
such a minimising problem. Therefore, Fermat’s principle will be used immediately after its
introduction to train, respectively to deepen, their mathematical capabilities in the field of
differential calculus. Simultaneously, the speed of light in water (with the knowledge of the
speed of light in air) can be determined. That way, a direct connection of physics and
mathematics is achieved, in which both sciences exist side by side on an equal footing.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein
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Teaching Material
Suggested Lesson Plan
If the students are not familiar with the “Lifeguard” problem (Cf. ScienceMath unit “Fermat
meets Pythagoras” by the same author), then it should be introduced directly with the help
of the worksheet available (item worksheet WS 1) or in a different form (e.g. teacher’s
presentation). If the Lifeguard-problem is known, instruction can take place in the form of
group work with the help of the following worksheet “Fermat’s Principle”. Here, each group
should have an experimental setup at their disposal.
As a variation, each group can be given a variety of clear liquids to investigate, in order to
determine the speed of light for these materials.

Material needed
Each group needs one set of material. The following is needed for the experiment (cf.
picture):
− 1 glass container (minimum length 40 cm and minimum height 30 cm),
− water or other clear liquid,
− 1 laser pointer,
− 1 snail or comparable accessory,
− stand,
− measuring tape
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Worksheets
Fermat’s Principle
Light does not travel at the same speed in different materials. The speed of light in air for
example is about 300000km/s. In glass it is only about 200000km/s. In addition, light does
not always behave like a perfect lifeguard, e.g. a ray of light always travels from A to B by
the path that is the shortest for the light. This behaviour of light is called Fermat’s Principle,
named after the scientist who formulated it first.

figure 1: snail in water

Tasks:
A fresh water snail would like some light on its shell. To achieve this, the ray of a laser
pointer outside the water is directed exactly at the snail’s shell (see figure 1).
a) If one measures the arrangement in figure 1 and transfers it to a Cartesian system
of co-ordinates, the laser pointer appears at point L (0/yL), the line describing the
surface of water follows a straight line g with the equation y=b, and the top of the
snail’s shell is point S(xS/yS). The laser pointer’s ray of light hits the water at Q(xQ /
b) (all measured in cm). Get the missing values from the experimental set-up and
enter Q, L, g and S in a co-ordinate system.
b) Determine the speed of light of the ray in water, using the value for the speed of
light in air mentioned above.

2
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possible solution b)
e.g. a= 26 (level of laser pointer from water line), b= 11 (distance shell to water line), x= xQ
=41 (distance laser-pointer to dip point on water line).
c-x=50-xQ= 9
v1 =300.000 km/s = 30.000.000.000 cm/s
The following applies in air: t1 =

a² + x²
v1

The following applies in water: t 2 =

b ² + (c − x ) 2
v2

Thus:
In principle, all values are known except v 2 . First, however, one should start from the
assumption that x is not given and v 2 is known. One would like to calculate the point at
which the ray enters the water. In this function, the x for the fixed constants in this
experiment (except x) is chosen in such a way that t becomes minimal (Fermat’s
Principle). Thus, that x is sought, for which the time function t(x) has a low point, so that x
definitely has to be chosen in such a way, that the derivative is 0.

This term must be equals 0.

Only now does one “turn the tables”: As x is known, one knows for which x this derivative
takes the value 0. However, one doesn’t know the respective v 2 .
That’s why, one resolves v 2 and enters all the other values.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author(s), and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Paramecia

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for

logistic growth, modelling, functional relation,
concept of derivative, rate of change
16 to 19years old students

Mathematics and Science under one roof
paramecia
With given data of growing paramecia, students have to determine change of population. After
reflecting about function and derivative, they shall determine parameters of logistic growth and
discover the impact of differential calculus in a biological context.
Lesson applicable for students of age 16-19
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- logistic growth
-concept of derivative

heuristic competencies:
- Inductive reasoning
- Analogies
- Identifying essential components
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result

scientific contents:
- paramecia
required knowledge:
- concept of derivative

materials:
- worksheets
preparations:
-

way of teaching:
- working in pairs or groups
math.
aspects
limit of
differential
quotient
structure

contents
common
aspects
derivative

logistic
growth

nonmath.
aspects
growth
speed
one of
possible
growths

heuristic competencies
Exemplification
inductive reasoning
getting an impression how growth
changes by calculating growth speed
analogies
Transfer knowledge gained in assignment
1 to general function in ass. 4
identifying essential components
growth dependent on quantity and change
of quantity
changing representations
from table to graph, sketching different
graphs
communicate
influence of derivative; possibilities of
differential calculus
reflecting & interpreting
Which information do graphs show?
Possible affects of parameters on growth

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
communication
type of cooperation
Leading subject form

further comments and advice:
- Teaching material concentrates on mathematical aspects.
- Biological aspects can be taken up in biology class
- Teaching material is suitable for showing meaning of functions and derivatives in outer mathematical contexts.

The ScienceMath-project: Slipper Animalcules
Idea: Claus Michelsen & Jan Alexis Nielsen,
University of Southern Denmark Odense, Denmark

Teaching Material

Worksheets and tasks (see next pages)

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author(s), and
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Slipper animalcules (paramecia) are single-celled organisms that live in water and have
appropriate living conditions in many locations on the planet. They are characterised by
their exterior being covered by small cilia that constantly move by beating in a specific
direction. The primary function of the cilia is to propel the paramecium forward in the
water. Slipper animalcules feed on the bacteria from decaying organic matter. Slipper
animalcules play an important role in the ecosystem as food for smaller animals such as
larvae.
Slipper animalcules can reproduce themselves both through cell division and gendered
conjugation much like the transmission of genetic material found in more complex animals.
Assignment 1: Fill out Table 1 on the last sheet. (It is ok just to stop filling out when you
get the overall impression). Afterwards you must sketch the graphs of
in a

(N, t ) system of coordinates

a)

N

b)

N′ t

in a

()
N (t )

⎛ N ′(t )
⎞
, N (t )⎟ system of coordinates
in a ⎜
⎝ N (t )
⎠

c)

()

N′ t

(N ′(t ), t )

system of coordinates

Which relations do the graphs show, and which information does this provide about the
population of Slipper animalcules in the experiment? How can you find out whether what
we witness is an example of logistic growth?
Assignment 2: How do you imagine a graph which describes the growth speed of the
growth speed N ′(t ) looks like? And what can this information be used for? Feel free to use

an example – such as f (x ) = x 3 - and ask yourself: “What is the differential quotient of
- i.e. the differential quotient of the differential quotient of f (x ) ?”

f ′(x )

Assignment 3: When you are modeling the population of e.g. Slipper animalcules, and
you have identified that the type of growth is logistic growth, you can try to make this
fundamental model to fit your data:

()

N t =

K

⎛ K − N0 ⎞
⎟
⎜ N ⎟
⎝ 0 ⎠

1+ ⎜

e

−rt

This equation is called the logistic equation. The parameters are defined as follows:

()

N0

The population at time t
The maximal population capacity which the surrounding environment can
sustain
The initial population – i.e. N (0 )

r

The growth rate of the population

N t
K
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By looking at Table 1 you can find good suggestions for the values of K and
venture a guess of the value of

r

N0 –

try to

and see if the graph of your model fits the data.

Why does the logistic equation look as it does?
Let’s begin by asking “what determines how a population grows?”. First there is the
relation between how many individuals (Slipper animalcules) that dies per unit of time
and the number of Slipper animalcules being born per unit of time. It is this relation
which is often called the population rate r and this parameter describe the increase in
the number of Slipper animalcules in the existing population per unit of time. A bit
simplified you could say that the changes in the population at a given time t is given by
rN (t ) . But then the population would grow with a constant speed. And that does not
conform to the data of reality, because a population typically grows slowly at the
beginning (because the low number of individuals) and then more and more quickly
until it again begins to slow down (because the environment only affords a maximum
capacity – what we have called K). One way to describe the growth, then, is to say that
N (t ) ⎞
the population at any given time t is given by rN (t )⎛⎜ 1 −
⎟ . You can try for yourself to
K ⎠
⎝
N (t ) ⎞
think about what effect the expression ⎛⎜ 1 −
⎟ has (investigate what happens both
K ⎠
⎝
N (t ) ⎞
when N (t ) is very small and when it is almost as big as K). But since rN (t )⎛⎜ 1 −
⎟ is an
K ⎠
⎝
N (t ) ⎞ dN (t )
. And the
expression of the change in population it follows that rN (t )⎛⎜ 1 −
⎟=
K ⎠
dt
⎝
logistic equation is the antiderivative of
of

( ).

( ) – i.e. the logistic equation is an expression

dN t
dt

N t

Assignment 4: (a) Describe in words what you understand by the word ”function”.
Mention how functions often are used in connection to modeling and describe which
information you can get from

()

i.

f x

ii.

f′ x

iii.

in a (f (x ), x ) system of coordinates

( ) in a (f ′(x ), x ) system of coordinates

()
f (x )

f′ x

⎛ f ′(x )
⎞
in a ⎜
, f (x )⎟ system of coordinates
⎝ f (x )
⎠

(b) Describe in words the different possibilities provided by the use of differential calculus
and integral calculus when working with models.
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Table 1:
Hours

Populationsize

T

N

Estimated values of the
growth speed

0

2

3

3

6

4

9

5

12

6

15

8

18

11

21

15

24

19

27

25

30

33

33

43

36

55

39

70

42

88

45

108

48

132

51

158

54

184

57

211

60

237

63

261

66

283

69

301

72

317

75

330

78

340

81

348

84

355

87

359

90

363

93

366

96

368

99

370

102

371

105

372

108

373

111

373

114

374

117

374

120

374

123

374

126

375

129

375

132

375

From Wikipedia

Modelling Things in Traffic

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for

Modelling activities in the context of traffic

16 to 19 years old students

The ScienceMath-project: Modelling Things in Traffic
Idea: Claus Michelsen & Jan Alexis Nielsen,
University of Southern Denmark Odense, Denmark

Teaching Material

Worksheets and tasks (see next pages)

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author(s), and
the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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*

Modeling things in traffic
1. What is a safe duration of the yellow light?
You probably know why most traffic signals have a yellow light which is turned on just before the red light switches to green, and just before the green light switches to red. Do you
know why there is a yellow light in each case? In the following assignments you are going
to discuss the best duration of yellow light when the signal switches from green to red.
Assignment 1.1: Try to get an overview of which factors should play a role in your decision on the duration of the yellow light before the signal changes to red. List these factors.
You might want to draw some sketches of different situations in order to decide which factors are important.
Assignment 1.2: Based on the factors above, formulate in as simple terms as possible a
verbal model or rule of thumb about the duration of the yellow light.

Stopping a car: The stopping distance of a car is determined by many
factors including (1) the velocity of the car, (2) weight of the car, (3) the
ability of the car’s brakes, (4) the conditions of the tires, (5) the condition
of the road’s surface and (6) the reaction time of the driver.
Assignment 1.3: Discuss how changes in each of the mentioned factors
influence the stopping distance of a car. During your discussion you can
draw force arrows and other features that are at play in situation when a
driver applies the brakes on a car. You can use the picture below.

The ScienceMath-project: Modelling Things in Traffic
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Assumptions to a simple model
When we try to make models of systems such as a car which is put to a halt, we often
need to simplify matters a bit. We do this by choosing to focus on some factors in the system. The factors we choose to focus on are factors which can vary and the factors which
we choose not to focus on are assumed to be constant.
A simple model helps us to understand the system better. But we must always remember
to choose our factors with great care. Always ask yourself why we should choose to focus
on this factor rather than other factors. And remember: The simple model we produce can
always be made more complex (and more “realistic”) so that it includes more factors.
Before the next assignments we will make some assumptions so that the models you are
going to make will be simple enough to understand but complex enough to get a good
sense of the situations.
We propose that you focus on the following factors as variable: (A) the velocity of the car
and (B) the condition of the road. This means that we propose that you should proceed as
if all the other factors are constant. So we propose that you begin by treating all cars as
having roughly the same weight, ability of brakes and tire condition, and that each driver
has the same reaction time. Remember, when you later want to make your model more
complex you can begin to think about how to include e.g. the weight of the cars as a variable factor.
You must always be reflective about the factors you choose to be constant. Here we will
ask you to work with two of the mentioned factors.
Reaction time: The reaction time of the driver is a very important factor when we want to
calculate the stopping distance. The reaction time tr is given by the time elapsed between
receiving a sensory stimulus (such as seeing the lights change) and the appropriate response (e.g. applying the brakes of a car).
Test it yourself 1.1: Try to search for “Online Reaction Time Test” on the internet and use
different sites to test your reaction time. You can enter the results in a spreadsheet and
find you average reaction time. But remember that your reaction time in front of the computer will be significantly shorter than if you were in traffic.
Deceleration: When we talk about the braking ability of a car we refer to how fast it is able
to decelerate its velocity to 0 km/h. The braking ability varies considerably from car to car
and depends very much on the surface and tire conditions. On wet or icy surfaces a car
will decelerate much slower. The unit for deceleration is – as for acceleration – meters per
second squared. Can you explain why this is so?
Test it yourself 1.2: You can make this test in two ways: Either with your bike (with a cycle computer which measures speed) or with a car on a private road. If it is possible you
can video record the test. Try to move the car/bike at a constant speed and then apply the
brakes when you pass a designated mark e.g. a tree or signpost. Measure your stopping
distance at different velocities. If you record the test on video you can analyze the situation
in detail. If you assume that the deceleration was constant, you can calculate the deceleration of your bike/car at different velocities. Draw some graphs of your findings.
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Friction: As mentioned, a car will have a much longer braking distance on wet or icy surfaces. Why is this so?
Test it yourself 1.3: There are a number of ways you can test this. Take for instance a
heavy and rectangular metal block and slide it on a level dry surface such as your table.
Measure how long it travelled from the point where you let it go to the point where it
stopped. Now do the same with water on the table, and with vegetable oil on the table. (If it
is freezing outside you can try to do it on an icy puddle as well). Remember to slide it at a
relatively even velocity. Record your findings in a table.
We are now ready to prepare for our simple model. We will assume, for the sake of the
simple model, that the following is true for each vehicle passing a traffic signal
(1) The driver’s reaction time is constant at 0,6 seconds
(2) The cars do not travel faster than the prescribed maximum velocity
(3) The deceleration of a car when the brakes are applied is constant at
a) -8 m/s2 when the roads are dry.
b) -4 m/s2 when the roads are wet.
c) -2 m/s2 when the roads are icy.
The values of theses constants are somewhat standard values for average drivers of average SUVs. But you should briefly discuss how these values correspond to your findings
above. If there is a significant difference try to explain that difference. Were your tests
good tests? What could be improved?
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Assignment 1.4: You have to decide the duration of the yellow light in the crossing
sketched below. (The maximum velocities are given in km/h).

Assignment 1.5: For this assignment you need a long measuring cord and a stopwatch.
Go to a crossing near your school and measure the width of the intersection. Then draw a
picture like the one above of that crossing. Now measure the duration of the yellow light. Is
that an appropriate duration?

The ScienceMath-project: Modelling Things in Traffic
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2. What is the safe velocity in a bend?
For the next series of assignments you need to do some preparations. You must find a
road with a relatively sharp bend. Now you have to model the bend. You must first simplify
the bend and consider it as part of a circle so that the middle of the road constitutes a part
of the circumference of that circle. Give an estimate of the radius of that circle.
Assignment 2.1: Consider a bend like the one on the sketch below. The driver’s vision is
cut off by a tall sound screen (hedge). Needless to say, it is imperative that the driver has
ample time to brake her car if someone in front of her brakes. In bends like the one
sketched below the visibility of the driver plays a huge role. Use the data from your preparation and imagine that the bend you have modeled is installed with a tall hedge. What is
the maximum safe velocity for a car to drive in that bend?
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Further Information

Literature
The teaching Module Modelling things in traffic is inspired by
Swetz, F. & Hartzler, J. S. (eds) 1991, “Yellow Traffic Lights”, in Mathematical Modeling in
the Secondary School Curriculum – A Resource Guide of Classroom Exercises, National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Reston VA, pp. 75-79; and by Herring, M. J. 1997,
“Motoring – Modelling in the Fast Lane”, in S. K. Houston et al, Teaching & Learning
Mathematical Modelling, Albion Publishing, Chichester, pp. 309-319
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Arc Length of a Plane Curve – “proved by Physics”

Keywords
Lessons applicable
for
Advice

arc length
18 to 20 years old students.
The lesson is a kind of a »proof«. However it is more
the use of mathematical formula and an
approximation from physics.

Mathematics and Science under one roof
arc length
By calculating the arc length of a horizontal launch experiment, students can discover the use of
Integrals by mere calculation and by a sum of very small intervals.
Lesson applicable for students of age 18-20
contents
heuristic competencies
organization
mathematical contents:
- integrals
- infinitesimal change

scientific contents:
- horizontal launch
required knowledge:
- derivative
- integral (since lesson is intended as an
application)

math.
aspects
f’(x)
Riemann
sum; rules
of
integration
structure

contents
common
aspects

nonmath.
aspects

derivative
integral

df/dx
tool

function

horizontal
launch,
contextual

heuristic competencies:
- Analogies
- Identifying essential components
- Changing within inner
mathematical representations
- Communicate
- Reflecting and interpreting steps of
argumentation and result
- Sensible use of aids and tools

materials:
- spreadsheet software
- projector
- materials for horizontal launch
experiment, if wanted
preparations:
- doing horizontal launch
experiment in advance if necessary

way of teaching:
- teacher oriented
heuristic competencies
Exemplification
analogies
discovering commonalities between
integral and calculated sums
identifying essential components
velocity derivative of distance; dy means
infinitesimal changes of y
changing representations
from algebraic structure to table
communicate
analogies between both approaches;
physical meaning of formulas
reflecting and interpreting
approach velocities constant in very
small intervals; meaning of integral (limit
of Riemann Sum); analogies between
notations
sensible use of aids and tools
using spreadsheet software to calculate
sum; result is only an approximation

organization
portion for
portion
math teacher
other persons
involved
coordination
access to computer
communication
Students familiar
with horizontal
launch?
notation dy/dx
familiar
type of cooperation
Leading subject form

further comments and advice:
- The formula to calculate the arc length is quite difficult. Quick explanation how to integrate this formula is challenging.
- It is useful to compare Newton’s and Leibniz’s notations of derivatives and their applications in math and in physics
- If students are not familiar with horizontal launch, it is suggested to show the experiment, so students can see that the function will
be a parabolic function.

The ScienceMath-project: Arc Length
Idea: Tine Golež,
St. Stanislav Institution for Education,
Diocesan Classical Gymnasium Ljubljana, Slovenia

Background
General didactic background
Background idea is an interdisciplinary approach with science. Students shall experience
Mathematics as reasonable, significant and interesting by extra-mathematical references;
learning in contexts shall contribute to an intuitive mathematic understanding. By means of
scientific contexts and methods the often watched gap between formal math and authentic
experience shall be closed on the one hand and versatility of mathematic terms or formulas shall be experienced on the other hand.
This teaching module is intended to be used as showing the applicability of the arc length
formula in the real world. The use of it is confirmed by a physics approximation. The lesson is a kind of a “proof”; it shows the use of a mathematical formula and an approximation
from physics.

Mathematical background
b

The central content of this teaching module is the well known formula L = ∫ 1 + [f ′( x )]2 dx
a

for the length of a plane curve which is given by f(x) = y.
The further mathematical background is developed under Teaching Material – for direct
use in school.

The idea of teaching implementation
The use of the formula of arc length is an example for the use and importance of mathematics in the real world. It should motivate students and lead them to a realistic and comprehensive understanding of mathematics.
Numerical calculation is easily done by using Excel or similar software. Using formula and
numerical calculation will produce the same result. But finally it is also shown that the result is logically expected.
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Teaching Material
The formula
b

L = ∫ 1 + [f ′( x)]2 dx

(1)

a

answers the question: What is the length of a plane curve which is given by the equation y = f(x)? In order to make the task simpler, let us assume that f(x) and f’(x) are continuous functions in the interval [a, b].
Usually we don’t know the answer without knowing this formula.
However, the case of a circle is an exception. That is the reason one can find very often
this example (a circle) in the textbooks. It is quite suitable to calculate a quantity using the
two independent ways. One fourth of a circle circumference is therefore calculated using
primary school formula o = 2πr and the second option, by using the quoted formula (1),
which is derived only during very advanced pre university course or in the first year of the
university course.
I suggest that the circle is not the only case. Therefore we make the two types of calculation. The parabola is also an example. This curve is connecting physics and mathematics
See Teaching Module
PARABOLA BETWEEN MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS THE CASE OF HORIZONTAL
LAUNCH.
The parabola equation is:

y=

g 2
x
2 v02

The y axis is oriented downwards. We are going to calculate the length of the trajectory.
The initial velocity is 5,0 m/s, the acceleration of gravity is 10,0 m/s2 and certainly, we neglect the air resistance. The initial position is the (0, 0) point.
Assume that the hits the floor after 2,0 s after it has been launched. Its coordinates are:
x = v0 t

and

y=

gt 2
2

Therefore, x = 10 m and y = 20 m. Certainly, the trajectory is longer than the distance between (0, 0) and (10, 20).
We can calculate that distance as follows:

y=

g 2
x
2 v02

and

y′ =

g
x
v02
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b

L = ∫ 1 + [f ′( x)]2 dx =
a

2

⎡g ⎤
1 + ⎢ 2 x⎥ dx
⎣ v0 ⎦

b

=∫
a

We write: a =

g
, therefore
v02

10

1
L = ∫ a 2 + x 2 dx =
a0
=

[

]

1
x x 2 + a 2 + a 2 ln( x + x 2 + a 2 )
2a

10
0

= 23,23
The length of the trajectory is 23,23 m.
It is easy to calculate the magnitude of the instantaneous velocity in the case of horizontal
launch.
The magnitude of the instantaneous velocity is:
v = v 0 2 + (gt ) 2

If we divide the launch in a large number of very short time intervals we assume that the
velocity within a time interval is a constant one. We multiple each velocity with the time
interval and the result is the displacement during this time interval. We just sum up all the
displacements and the length of the trajectory is calculated. Although such a calculation
(for one displacement) is a simple one, we must calculate many “steps” which corresponds
to many time intervals. That is the reason to leave this task to Excel.
We write in a spreadsheet (see next page):
and we pull down to row 206. There time will be 2,00 s.
The parabola length is 23,23, calculated using Excel.
Certainly we could simply use Excel instead of integration. In this case one would use the
equation:
2

⎛ dy ⎞
dℓ = 1 + ⎜
⎟ dx
⎝ dx ⎠
But this is only a replacement of integration. However it is equal in one way to the physics’
derivation, because dx = vxdt and dy = vydt…
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Spreadsheet:
A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

B

time interval

C

0,01 s

t
=A6+$A$2

D

initial velocity

v
0 =$C$2
=SQRT($C$2^2+(10*A7)^2)

5 m/s

delta x

L
0
=((B7+B6)/2)*$A$2 =D6+C7
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